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I. Introduction and Executive Summary
W. Fufccrson
As in die past, the format for this annual progress reportfollowsthe organizational structure of the
Energy Division. Each chapter is a report of the work done by one of th« sections ora major program of
the division: Environmental Inspect Section (Chap. 2). headed by T . H. Row: Regional and Urban
Studies Section (Chap. 3). R. M . Davis; EnergyConseivationScction(C1iap.4KR.S.Carlmu^HigfH
Temperature Power Conversion Systems Section (Chap. 5). A. P. Fraas; and the Low-Temperature
Heat Utilization ProgramfChap • J. W.Michd. To change the report period froma calendar year to a
fiscal year basis, this year's annual report covers activities for only 9 months (January 1.1976 through
September 30. 1976) instead of the usual 12 months.
A major reorganization affecting the Energy Division occurred in September. Art Fraas's HighTemperature Power Conversion Systems Section was moved to the Engineering Technology Division,
and a number of people in that division were transferred to the Energy Conservation Section and the
Environmental Impact Section of the Energy Division. The purpose of these changes was to consolidate
the organization of people working on various projects that had been tliejpmf responsibilities tf the two
divisions. The organization chart appendixed to the report reflects these changes. However, since the
changes were made late in the reporting period, the chapter on the High-Temperature Power
Conversion Systems Section is included.
The work of the Energy Division can be characterized by two themes: ( I ) environmental
assessment, including social and economic considerations, and (2) fuel conservation and energy
conversion efficiency. The first theme encompasses the preparation of environmental statements and
assessments for nuclear power plants and other energyfacilities(Chap. 2)as well as regional analyses of
social, economic and environmental effects due to energy system development patterns (Chap. 3). The
second theme characterizes a broad scope of conservation-related wort, including efforts to understand
energy demand patterns and to develop technologies and arrangements for reducing these demands
(Chap. 4). This theme also encompasses research directed at improving both high- and low-temperature
titcrmodynamic cycles driven by solar. geotbermaL or fossil energy sources (Chaps. 5 and 6).
The work is necessarily interdisciplinary and involves the collaboration of physical, life, and social
scientists and engineers. The professional staff of the drvismiincludn 22 social sctentisu. 27 engineers,
and I I physical scientists. Many of the projects involve contributions from the personnel of other
divisions, notably nfe scientists from the Environmental Sciences Division, mathematicians and
computer specialists from the Computer Sciences Division, and engineers from the Engineering
Technology Division. The division also receives important input from consulmnuaridwrough research
contracts with a variety of firms and universities, particularly the University of Tennessee.
During the year a number ofindividuab from tfieEnersj Division served on importamcom^
or were lionored for tlieiraccomplishments. A. P. Fnws was niadca Distinguished Development Fcttow
of the Union Carbide Corporation, the only engineer at O R N L who has been so honored. R. S.
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CarbuMh headed the Buudingsand AppuanccsRcsourccGroupol the Demand Conservation Panel ol
the Committee on Nudear and Alternative Energy Sources (CON AES) ot the National Academy ot
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering; E. A. Hirst abo served on that group. E Pectle i> a
member of the Socio-Political Resource Group tor the Risk Impact Panel ot the CONAES study and
abo organized an international symposium. "Socio-Economk Issues tor Nuclear Power Plants A
World View." at the American Nuclear Society annual meeting in Washington. D C . in November
1976.
Major support for the work during the year came from a number of federal agccics: the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA). Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
Departmen' of Housing and U rban Development (HID), and Federal Energy Administration (E E A I.
Important contributions were abo made by the Economic Development Administration of the
Department of Commerce, the Electric Power Research Institute (E PR I), the Water Research Council
(WRC). the Ohio River Basin Commission, and the U.S. Army.
The major accomplishments and results reported in the various chapters of this report arc
summarized in the following sections.

I.I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT SECTION
Although the principal actrv;:> of the section has again been the preparation of environmental
statements for NRC relative to construction of nuclear power plants, the scope of the work or both
NRC and ERDA has broadened considerably to include gcoihcrmal and coal facilities and other pans
of the nuclear fuel cycle. For NRC the expanded effort includes preparing statements tor i\x
consideration of operating licenses, in addition to construction permits, for power plants and fuel
fabrication facilities. The preparation of statements has abo been initiated in connection with two
proposed uranium in-situ solution mining operations in eastern Wyoming. Two so-called "early site
reviews" were conducted- one for the Blue Hilb site near Fairmont. Texas, and the other on the north
coast of Puerto Rico. The purpose of the early site reviews is to help utilities identify potentially
acceptable power plant sites well before any application for a construction permit is made.
New activities for ERDA include work for the Division of Gcothermal Energy (DGE) and lor
Fossil Energy (FE). For DGE. statements and assessments are being prepared on the hydrothcrmal.
geopressure. and hot dry rock RDJkD subprograms and on specific gcothcrmal projects covered by the
government loan guaranty program. The work for FE. which b just getting under way. involve
technical assistance to ERDA. preparation of environmental statements for coal technology
demonstration pbnts. information services, preparation of an environmental monitoring handbook as
a guide for contractors, and an investigation of bitdfuidisposalof coalconvcrsion wastes. The DGE and
FE efforts constitute very important diversification and expansion of the environmental impact
statement prograr at ORNL.
The section was also engaged in a variety of other projects, including (I) completion for N RC of an
addendum to the final environmental statement on the nuclear fuel reprocessing facility near Barnwell.
South Carolina, that covers neighboring ERDA nuclear faciliticsat Savannah River and the Vogtle and
Oconee nuclear plants; (2) an assessment for ERDA of two coal-fired steam plants supplying power to
the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant at Portsmouth. Ohio; (3)continued assessment for ERDA of
the radioactive source terms which might result from the use of a very high temperature gas-cooled
reactor to supply process heal for coal hydrogenaf ion; (4) assessments >JT N RC of the probable impacts
of consumer products containing radioisotopes; (5) a study for the U S. Army Corps of Engineers of the
impact of all power plants on the Hudson River relative to the biota in the river (especially striped bass)
f
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and Millui dioxide emissions, and iM initiatH>n «>1 the prcparatHin <>t an environmental statement !•>:
HI I> on the Modular Integrated I iiluy System iMIl Si tor the new vommiinitv ot St < karlcs.
Mai>land
Although lH~t> produced very tew nuclear reactor surts. there was activity on 2~ cases tor \ R l
including tour new cons: ruction permits, three operating licen>e>. and two carl> site rev ie»s I nc drati
environmental statements and tour final environmental statement were completed, and the stall
provided testimony and or participated in eleven Atomic Safety and I icen\mg Board or Appeal Hoard
hearings
A general observation is that the process ot environmental review tor nuclear power plants is
hecoming more time-consuming and cosily, l o increase the efficiency ol the process. \ R C and the
Environmental Protection Agency I tPAl have implemented a Memorandum ot I nderstandingt MOI i
under which \RC is the lead agency in the preparation ot the statement, hut the stalls ot both agencies
collaborate in the statement preparation I his change should reduce some ot the costly review which has
been necessary in the past. One ol the cases initiated under the MOI was the l-ort Calhoun Station I nit
2 on the Missouri River near Omaha. Nebraska I he applicant proposes a once-through cooling s> stem.
Irt>m which the stall concludes that significant impact to the Missouri River fishen can result Several
mitigation measures arc under corsidcration including one proposal by the applicant to rcactivate
lormer wetlands along the river, thus providing enhanced habitat tor the lishery I he proposal is
controversial because its ad opium micht set a precedent tor mitigating rather than minimi/mc the
impacts ol plant operation. Ihc issue is bc>ng debated by the r PA and \RC stalls
Ihc case ol Indian Point on the Hudson River hec^T..: active again; a draft and final environmental
statement were prepared on the request by the applicant. Consolidated Fd:son. tor an amendment ot the
I nit 2 operating license to permit once-through cooling tor an additional tw o years I he statt concluded
that the two-year extension is not expected to havcanunacccptahly large impact on the Hudson fishery
and that the impact would not he irreversible. I he continued involvement w uh the Indian Point case has
resulted in updated models tor the river and increasing knowledge ot the details ot the applicant's
extensive research program related to the fishery I his inhumation is being used to help the Arrr.y Corps
of Engineers assess the impacts ot the neighboring Bowlinr and Rose ton tossii-fuclcd power plants
In addition to the work on various statements and assessments, tour confirmatory research projects
were active under N RC" support: (11 a study of the multiple uses of cooling reserv oirs. 12»an in\ estigai ion
of lish impingement at power plants inthe Southeast.13 la critical analysis ot environmental monitoring
data from operating power plants, and (4) the development of the unified transport approach to the
assessment of aquatic impacts of power plants. The first three projects have been completed or are
nearing completion.
Ihc study ol multiple uses of cooling reservoirs involved a survey and analvsis ot the literature
concerning reservoir ecosystems. Although stresses due to entrainmcnt and thermal and chemical
discharges reduce the populations of phy toplankton. /ooplankton. and benthos in the v icimty of intake
and discharge structures, far-field effects arc less significant and sometimes stimulatory. Since the
overall effects on the fish populations seem to be insignificant, cooling reservoirs arc often suitable for
fish production and associated recreation. This potential for additional use constitutes the most
significant advantage of cooling ponds over cooling towers.
The study of fish impingement involved collection of data from 27 fossil-fueled and 5 nuclear plants
in the southeastern f mu-d States. The majority of fish impinged were shad, especially fhrcadfish shad.
and most of the species impinged were small young-ot-thc-ycar fish less than 1 cm in length. I he
parameter most highly correlated with threadfin shad impingement was temperature, the highest
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vulnerability being associated with the coldest temperatures. I'nfortuiutcly. no conclusive results could
he drawn concerning specific intake designs, Impingement at river siies was generally lower than at lake
or reservoir s-ies.
Each year millions of dollars are spent on environmental monitoring of operating nuclear power
plants, but how useful are the data obtained? To answer this question, an evaluation was made tor the
NRC Office of \^.U;;' Regulatory Research of thctma! and ecological data collected at ei-ht operating
power plants. I< was found that the data were inadequate to warrant thorough analysis for all but three
ot these Surry. Peach Bottom, and San Onofrc. The analysis for Surry and Peach Bottom revealed
that the data were sufficient to validate only three of the predictions made in the final environmental
statements with respect to ecological effects. Ten of the predictions were show n to be i« error, and the
data were insufficient to confirm or reject eight other predictions. Due to the limiteo duration of
sampling at Sin Onolrc. ecological predictions could not be validated or disproved. Analysis of the
thermal ptuine monitoring efforts at the three plants resulted in a set of recommendations about how
such monitoring should be conducted to best support the ecological monitoring activities. Some of the
thermal plume data were found to be useful in validating transport models being developed in the
unuicd transport approach.
The unified transport approach (I IA) is a series of fast-transient, one- and two-dimensional
models that can be used to simulate simultaneously the transport of heat, chemicals, radionuclides.
sed'rvem. and biota in various water bodies. It is particularly suitable for compiivatcd water bodies such
as the ocean or estuaries where there is tidal llow. The models are unified in the sense that, since the
mathematical formulations are similar for many of the transport phenomena, the same numerical
integration scheme* are used, and the models arc formulated so that much of the same site-specific input
data and the same output display codes can be used. The development of I T A is also being supported by
the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
During the year, most of the one- and two-dimensional far-field codes were compk.cd. These
include incorporaticn of formulations to (I) predict the formation of chlorarnincs from chlorine
discharges and the dispersion of these chemicals: 12) simulate the interaction of radionuclides with
suspended and bottom sediment: and (3) predict the movement of bottom sediment. These far-field
models arc in the process of being validated against available data. In the cases checked to date, the
agreement between field measurements and simulation has b:en good, but the data are very limited.
In addition, a general perturbation method was devt icd for /one matching far-field with nearfield models. The method was tested for the case of thermal discharge in a cooling pond using a
modification of the SMAC (Simplificd-Markcr-and-t'ell) technique for the near field. The critical
rccntrainmcnt and recirculation effects were clearly quantified.
1.2 REGIONAL AND URBAN STUDIES SECTION
I he objective of the Regional and Urban Studies (Rl!S) Section is to conduct integrated analyses
of the social, economic, and environmental effects of alternative energy development and use scenarios
at the regional as well as the national level. The approach being developed depends on identifying
plausible spatial arrangements of energy facilities corresponding to the various scenarios being studied.
Ihese arrangements are derived through a two-step process. First, energy demand is forecast from
projections of economic activity for BE A (Bureau of Economic Analysts) regions, and from the demand
lorecast. supply scenarios can be postulated, giving the type, number, and timetable of energy facilities
needed to meet the demand. Second, a computer-assisted methodology is used to match requirements of
the energy facilities with the spatial distribution of (he resources in the region (e.g.. water availability.

s
topography, ecology, sensitive or endangered species, air and water quality, geology, seismicity.
transportation facilities, fuel supplies, etc.). Thb matching results in identification of candidate areas
where energy facilities could he located. The final allocation depends on meeting the demand subject to
the consideration of other objectives and constraints, such as minimum environmental stress, minimum
costs. 01 the collective availability of resources (e.g.. how many plants can a given river basin
accommodate?).
Once a plausible spatial arrangement has been identified, the range of probable social, economic,
and environmental effects can be analyzed. Of course, this analysis nay reveal effects that are
unacceptable, leading to a redefinition of the spatial arrangement. Thus, the process is an iterative one.
The regional analysis efforts are muhidivisional: social and economic effects are assessed largely by the
Energy Division personnel, environmental effects are analyzed by a group in (be Environmental
Sciences Division, and the spatial allocation based on resources isdone by peopfe in both the Energy and
Computer Sciences Divisions.
During 1976. three complementary regional analysis efforts were initiated. The most ambitious of
these is the National Coal Utilization Assessment supported by the ERDA Division of Technology
Overview. The is a two-year effort involving the collaboration of a number of national laboratories
under the leadership of Argonne National Laboratory. Each laboratory will assume responsibility for
the analysis in a particular region of the country, the ORNL area being the South. Argonne will be
responsible for total integration of results. The assessment will consist of an analysis of the comparative
effects to the year 2020 associated with four alternative energy futures: ( I )a recent-trend base case. (2)
high coal-electric (low nuclear). O) accelerated synfucb. and (4) high coal electric together with
accelerated synfueb production. h e program bdesigned primarily to provide ER DA with information
about possible regional problems and constraints that may confront the development of new coal-based
technologies and to identify needed research, but the results should also be useful to other federal
agencies as well as to statcand regional decision makers. The work is just getting under way. and most of
the efforts to date have been to help Argonne define the program and organize the work.
T

The other two regional analysis efforts invoke determination of the likely effects of future energy
facilities on water availability. One of these studies, just under way. is being done for the Water
Resources Council as part of the 1975 National Water Assessment and will involve projections of future
water requirements for norniudear energy facilities in the eastern United States. Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory is doing a similar study for the West. The second study is being done in collaboration with
Argonne for the Ohio River Basin Commission. This effort, which is focused on the water requirements
for electrical power, is nearly complete. Energy demand forecasts have been disaggregated to BEA
regions along the Ohio River. A spatial allocation of the required plants, starting from utility plans, has
been developed, and water requiremmts have been determined. Under the assumptions used in the
study, the analysis indicates that water supply may be a problem for certain areas.
The study fcr the Ohio River Basin Commission represents the first large-scale regional analysis
done by the section. This is the first time that the necessary methodology and geographical data have
been available, and the results look very promising. Our capability for doing this sort of analysis for any
part of the country, but particularly for the South, should increase rapidly. The required methodology
and the geographical data bases have been built up over the last six years, initially under the suppon of
the National Science Foundation, and this year a series of 16 reports was' vied documenting this
development.
In addition to these integrated regional assessments, a variety of r> ire rt'^ciplinary studies and
projects are under way in the section. Many of these serve the dual purpose of improving analytical
techniques and methods and providing useful results to various *pon«ors.

o
The ORNL regional economic model. M l L I I R E ( i K ) V underwent extensive testing and line
tuning during die year. The model was tested against census estimates lor 1975 using data between I960
and 1970 for specifying the model parameters. The MULTIRECilON calculations were within an
average deviation of 4*f for the 173 BE A areas, and a similar comparison with the OBbRS projections
for I9KS gave an average deviation of Vi. The model b currently being used experimentally to
disaggregate national projections of economic activity (employment) and population to the BEA areas
infive-yearsteps to the year 2020 for the National Coal Utilization Assessment. The model will be used
to provide icgional energy demand forecasts and to assess the secondary economic effects of regional
energy development.
Considerable effort was expended in collecting and organizing regional data bases on fuel supply
and demand. Thb work consisted of specializing data available at various geographical scales (e.g..
counties, stales, electricity reliability areas, and coal production areas) and aggregating or
disaggregating the data to the BE A regions on the basis of these statistics. A comprehensive analysis was
made of energy conditions in the South based on the 1972 data. Tins was part of a more general effort for
ERDA and the Department of Commerce. Economic Development Administration, to identify regions
in the country where disparity between energy demand and resources may seriously affect future
economic development. Because of the extensive petroleum and gas fields in Texas and Louisiana, the
South accounted for over 73*7 of all domestic energy production in 1972. It also accounted for 5 > , of
the coal production although the region contains only 13*7 of the remaining coal reserves, and these are
typified by a high sulfur content. Primarily because of these energy-producing activities, southern percapita energy usage was 12*7 higher than the national average.
The N RC-supportcd Maryland Power Plant Siting Study, which has been in progress for several
years, was completed in 1976. The work provided the State of Maryland with a computer-assisted siting
methodology and typical site selection analyses for eight counties in the northern part of the state. The
study resulted in three major conclusions: ( I ) Siting factors significant to various involved groups
(utilities, environmentalists, regulations, etc.) can be identified and their relative importance established
through structured group interaction processes such as the "nominal group" process: (2) the
computerized site-screening process developed b sensitive to the type of power plant to be sited, the
siting factors used, and the relative importance assigned to each factor:(3) the Maryland data base (data
collected on a 91 -acre grid) is useful for identifying candidate power plant sites, but a methodology that
can use more universally available data bases b needed.
One outcome of the Maryland work has been the development of a general candidate-area
identification method called ORSAM (Oak Ridge Spatial Analysb Model). The ORSAM consists of a
set of siting factor submodeb that describes resource availability in terms of the siting requirements of
various energy technologies. ORSAM b being applied in the Ohio River Basin Study.
Because of its centricity to energy facility siting, a water availability model (WAS) was developed.
The WAS enables the user to select, retrieve, and analyze historical stream flow information from the
U.S. Geological Survey daily value water tapes which contain data forall stream-gauging stations in the
I'niled Stales. Thb model was used in the Maryland Power Pbni Siting Project and also in the Ohio
River Basin assessment. The WAS has become pan of the Oak Ridge Regional Model Information
System (ORRMIS). which includes extensive data from satellite observations, census results,
topographic maps, aerial photographs, and many other sources. The O R R M I S is a comprehensive
system consbling of extensive geographical data sets as well as digitizing and visual display hardware
with extensive software systems for manipulating the data lo analyze energy facility siting and regional
resource problems.
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A model b being developed for die Electric Power Research Institute to calculate volumes of coal
reserves and mining costs. The methodology is bein^ tested for a f :24j000«iuadrangk in East Tennessee
that has been studied and evaluated by TV A geologists. This model, coupled with information needed to
indicate environmental constraints, will be used in the National Coal L'tili/ation Assessment to
inventory coal reserves by county and cost in the Appalachian region.
The social and economic effects experienced by communities in die vicinity of brge energy facditie*
such as power pbnts are being identified and characterised dirough a number of case studies.
Investigations at the sites of two operating nuclear power plants Plymouth. Massachusetts (PUgnm
Plant) and Waterfowl. Connecticut f Millstone) and at the site of a nuclear po». ,r plant to be built by
TVA at HartsviUe. Tennessee, were continued and have resulted in some interesting observations and
hypotheses. In all three coiiununkies. public acceptance of the nuclear pbnts was t.igh. At HaruvUle.tbc
results of two surveys of public opinion indicated support, by about two to one. for the plant: this is
about the same level of support that has been found by national surveys and m various recent state
referenda. The support at Plymouth and Waterfonf is even higher, probably because of the brge tax
support provided by the plants and perhaps because construction effects at these communities were
negligible because most workers commuted from neighboring anas.
A pbusMe categorization of communities according to the likely severity of the socioeconomic
impacts which result from the construction and operation of a neighboring power pbnt. has been made
on the basis of the level of taxrevenueand the number of people coming into the community during
construction. In this categorization, the impacts at Hartsv illc arc expected to be more severe than those
at Portsmouth or Waierford since TVA presently pays no local taxes and there will be a brge influx of
construction workers to the area. In anticipation of this situation. TVA is pledged to mitigate adverse
impacts. The TV A mitigation program and simitar mitigation pbnsof other utilrtiesaround the countr.
are being evaluated and compared to give insight about the effectiveness of such measures.
In addition to these research activities, socioeconomic impact analyses were conducted for ten
environmental statements (nine for NRC and one for ERDA). This work was in support of the
Environmental Impact Section, and the issues involved ranged from bi»d use conflicts to public sen ices.
Finally. RUSTIC (Regional and Urban Studies Information Center), which is part of the Dau
Management and Analysis Group of the section, continued during 1976 to supply socioeconomic dau
to a variety of federal, sute. and academic institutions through a cooperative program with Oak Ridge
Assocntcd Universities. New dau resources include transportation energy supply, consumption, and
conservation files: location files for airports and power pbnts: human health and viul statistic files:
regional economic dau files: socioeconomic survey files of the United Sutes: and recent census and
rebicd dau files. The RUSTIC group also compiled and published a Transportation Energy
Conservation Dau Book for the Division of Transportation Energy Conservation of ERDA. The dau
book, which will be periodically updated, is a compibtion of dau on the major transportation modes
and the overall energy use in each mode.
1J ENERGY CONSERVATION SECTION
Conservation research in the section emphasizes opportunities for saving fuel in the residential
and commercial sectors. Abo. electrical energy distribution and use across all sectors of the economy
arc being examinedThe section continued research on selected topics judged to be important for energy
consumption in buildings and appliances. Among these is the ACES system which can reduce
heating, air conditioning, and water heating energy use by 50% or more as compared with air-to-air
heal pumps and resisuncc hot water heating. The system combines a high-efficiency heat pump with

s
t h t m d energy storage and tans can be used for load management (peak shaving) as well as tor
energy conservation. Ruing die year an initial dcittwiration tacibry was built in a smgte-fantrtv
bouse on dnr campus of the Unrtcrsiry of Tennessee. Initial heat babnee measnrcnieMs were in good
M H I M widi predicted performance. After correcting stamp problems, energy data wdl be
coBected over a one-year test period. A second ACES demonstration is being bum by the Veterans
Adnuniiliatiun to snppK a ev-bed nursing home in Wilmington, Debware. This facility is scheduled
to begin operation in late 1977. A durd demonstration, privately financed, wdl be in a residence
being tank by a gronp of private companies in Richmond. Virginia.
Conmonent development and testing for ACES has been continued in order to establish a basis lor
cost-effective and reliable designs. Work daring die year mended lestsof icecoib. collector panels to be
ased for solar i f mi nl ilium ice bins, and iccmaker heat pmnps. The kemaker heal pump oflers the
puwmiliry of significant reduction m d * ACES cost because die ice-bin cods, which are expensive to
fabricate. mstalL and maintain, can be clinunaicd. The simplicity of a factory-made unit with the icemaking cods mended is one attractive alternative being intensively investigarcdh was estimated that, for ice storage to be cost-effective, die price of die ice Nn must he reduced
to about SIS per cubic meter of storage capacity. A number of bin types were investigated, and
of these, wood tanks with *inyl liners, cast concrete septic tanks, and special sted tanks show
Future work on ACES * i i increasingly consist of information dissemination activities to assist
in coawncrdakzatioa of the concept and the development (under subcontract) of two design manuab
for kugc and small buildings. The ORNL staff will assume the responsibiiHy for helping ERIM's
Division of Buddings and Community Systems manage die national ERDA program for ACES
development.
Substantial improvements in efficiency abo appear to be possible for residential air-to-air heat
pumps. We are testing a standard-model beat pump in our conservation laboratory to identify
sources of inefficiency. Suggested improvements wdl be evaluated by means of a computer
simulation of the heat pump system and then verified experimentally. A standard evaluation
procedure b being developed to assess effects of improvements on seasonal performance.
In an extension of the work done last year on die value of night-setback thermostats, the effect
of thermostat settings on energy consumption in bouses heated by heat pumps was analyzed.
Contrary to some expectations, die anatysb shows that substantial savings results from nighttime
reductions of indoor temperature. For example, in Phnadelphia. reducing the nighttime temperature
to I5°C from die daytime level of 20°C would reduce seasonal heating requirements by 28<7.
As with die ACES program. ORNL will assume responsibility m the coming year for helping
ERDA's Division of Buildings and Community Systems manage part of the national program for
development of more energy-efficient residential and commercial appliances. Thb responsioiliiy will
include preparing work statements for needed projects; preparing, advertising, and distributing
requests for proposals; evaluating proposals; awarding contracts; monitoring the work; and
reporting the status of each project to ERDA.
For ERDA and FEA. development of engineering economic simulation modeb that can be
used to analyze costs and benefits of conservation alternatives was continued. The model of the
residential sector, die first to be initiated, was improved in several respects: ( I ) Explicit use is now
made of capital costs in determining equipment choices; (2) the number of end uses was increased
from six to eight; and (3) national totab arc being disaggregated into regional components for the
nine census divisions. During die year, work started on a similar model of the commercial sector.
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The residential model was wed during the year to provide answers to specific qaestioas from
ERDA. FEA. aad the Natioaai Academy of Sciences. For atampk. the direct cacrgy aad ecoaomk
impacts of aatioawide adoptioa of the America* Society of Heating. Refrigerating, aad
Ak-CoadNiomag Eagmters (ASHRAE) 90-75 taadards went cvalaaled. It was foaad that
implementation of the aew standards m new hoasiag beginning in 1978 woahl prodacc a 3T
rcdactioa in total annual residential energy ase in the year 2000. When ok costs of impkmrntmg the
standards were taken into account, the benefit cost ratio was 2.3. indicating; overall savings m both
energy and momy.
t

For the total residential sector, several scenarios were investigated, and all tnggntrd that the
rate of growth of energy asc would be considerably less than the 3.6f? per year it averaged for the
period 1950 to 1975. In fact, it was estimated that the implementation of a strong, cost-effective, bat
realistic, conservation program (counted w i n higher fad prices) coahJ cat residential energy ase
growth to 0.4** per year between 1975 and 2000. This estimate abo assames a growth in the
fm nation of huajthuhlj based oa d r Bureau of the Ceasss Series C population projections aad a
tomi—lion of the recent historical trend toward mahiplt-family dwewing*. Under these
aiiumptiuni. residential ase in 2000 woaM be only 10*5 higher thaa it b now.
Under NRC sapport. a different kind of aaodet b being developed to forecast fatarc electricity
requirements for each mainnaag sector aad each state. This model ascs primarily econometric
narthnds to analyze the effects of variables sack as prices of competing turfs, mnares. industrial
prodactioB levels, population shifts, aad weather patterns. The detailed geographical d saggregation
will be ascd to make projeuiuus of need for power in mdividual utility service areas for preparing
environmental impact statements. Initial forecasts for the South Atlantic states show continued
growth in electricity roasumption in all sectors aad states. Projected annual growth rates vary
considerably among these sates—from A3Tx per year m West Virginia to 7.5«* in Florida. Growth
rates ia electricity consumption appear to be quite sensitive to fuel prices and the other components
of electricity costs.
Decentralized, relatively small-scale, energy systems continue to be an attractive conservation
option. Work in das area includes participation in the M I U S program under the direction of H U D
and the Advanced Technology-Mix Energy Systems (ATMES) program for ERDA. Primary focus
of the MIUS program is a demonstration project proposed for the new town of St. Charles.
Maryhnd. The ORNL effort consists of analysis of the proposed conceptual designs, preparation of
an can iro amenta! impact statement, aad follow up evaluation of actual environmental effects. The
initial phases of each of these activities took place during the year, following the start of the St.
Charles project m ApriL m use ATMES program. ORNL has been assigned responsibility for
stkctioB aad evalaatioa criteria, srchaolugy data collection, aad technology evaluation. The ERDA
ATMES program is similar at some respects to the H U D - M I U S concept except that the emphasb b
on advanced rather nam current technology. The prognun is also concerned with a water spectrum
of comaamities withrespectto both sire aad complexion. The ORNL staff will develop criteria for
( I ) evaluating coaaponeati for potential ATMES applications and (2)collecting the necessary data
on these component! to faemtate subsequent system design studies. To date, draft evaluation data
reports have been prepared for heat pumps, prime movers, absorption chillers, and »olid waste
pyrorysb.
For the ERDA Office of Conservation, a prognun of technical assistance to the Division of
Electric Energy Systems has been nutated. This division and EPRI are cospomoring a series of field
demonstrations of conanunication systems for distribution automation. These communication
systems sriU report the electrical distribution system status to a central location and send requbite
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commands back to action points. Such a communication system can he used lor remote meter
reading, load control, and collection of information on energy use patterns. In the demonstrations.
six manufacturers will supply equipment to six utilities, which will install and operate the
equipment. The ORNL role is to provide f I) data coordination to assure comparability among the
tests and (2) technical analysis of some of the tests. The initial task, to review program plans i»l the
six teams, is well under way.
1.4 HIGH-TEMPERATURE POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS SECTION
The principal objective of the section is to promote improved efficiency in high-temperature
power conversion systems through innovative engineering design. The emphasis in 1976 continued to
be on the alkali-met.! steam, combined cycle for central power stations and a coal-burning
fhiidizcd-bcd closed-cycle gas turbine power system which can be used for a variety of small-scale
applications (e.g.. to power a MIL'S). The alkali-metal steam system powered by fluidiMd-bed coal
combustion has the potential to increase the thermodynamic efficiency of central power stations to
near W i tW, is the best currently obtainable with a steam system). The work is being supported by
ERDA Fossil Energy. The gas turbine system (air is the working fluid) can supply electricity at about
25', efficiency, but by using the heaidischarged from the turbine to supplybuiMing heating and cooling
and hot water, up to W' of the heat content of the coal can be used, Huidized-bcd combustion using
calcium carbonate in the bed to react with sulfur should permit the use of high-sulfur awl with the gas
turbine system m MII S applications without unacceptable environmental effects. Work on this system
H supported by HL'D and by F.RDA Fossil Energy.
During 1976. work on the gas turbine system included detailed design studies and procurement
of critical materials needed for building a proof-of-conccpt test unit at ORM.. The most difficult
design problem was the fluidized-bed furnace containing heat exchanger tubes for the closed-cycle
power system. Assembly and subassembly drawings for the ORM. reference design of the furnace
were prepared, and proposals were solicited for supplying the furnace for the lest unit. Two
proposals were received from prospective vendors. After reviewing these proposals. ERDA-t-E
decided that the commercialization potential for the system would he enhanced if prospective
furnace manufacturers were given the opportunity to supply a furnace of their own design. Because of
this, no order has been placed.
AiRcscarch was subcontracted to examine the feasibility of modifying an existing model
831-200 gas turbine generator unit for the ORNL test: the conclusion was that the unit could be
modified at reasonable cost. In addition, reference designs were completed for the recuperator, the
regenerator, and the waste heat exchanger. In all cases commercially available equipment can be
used.
A number of tests were conducted with a \-sized (1.3-m-squarc cross section) lucite model of
the fluidized-bed furnace. The results showed that it was possible to operate the bed at one third of
the full-power air flow rate and that, at this flow rate, the horizontal mixing of coal from the four
coal feed nozzles should be adequate. Heat exchanger lube vibration tests indicated that additional
tube support should be provided.
Of three different coal feed systems investigated, one using a simple gravity flow splitter was
found to give very food results. The system gave four streams of equal (low within 5% of the mean
coal flow rate over the entire operating range of flow rates. This system is now being endurance
tested.
(
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Additionally, a »tudy on the ntubihry of a MiUS system powered by foar gas turbine systems
for an apartment copies was en •pitted. Tar study showed dan electric energy demand woafcJ be
•act except for about 15 ar per year oa the average, la addition, the foftowiag stashes are m
progress: M> nadcr subcontract to FhuDyoc. (a) flaidiwd bed heat transfer nuaBWemcnts
and (h) IVcsinc corrosioa tests of eight alloys: (2) mnawboa of the cennnmsn of a MIUS
system for an apartment tomplts w i n (a) central station tbxtritny aad ab-to-ohr heat pumps
for each apartment or ' * ) central station electricity and a central heating bodcr for the complex.
Work on ihi i B i l i m t n l iMimmammid rj>h lymwt rominrdof w i w r w m » f thf pwotypr
aad potassjam as topping cych working fluids. The pouniam boiler module was mstaned m dag test
stand, and water boiling tests using a gas-fired hnmer were mtmted. The water tests revealed that
that thermal convection flaw m the boiler is sufficient to prevent large dkermul stresses, l a
prcparat>oa for the tests using potassium, detailed designs were completed for the potassium
condenser aad the fW and drain system for the boiler.
I R C ODftmWwW3ntl%*C StBQY 01 CCSHMR aUM 0O(SS9HHml IMS Pffol QtWCSGB tOWnWB BuMdmflK&lmC CYCK

analyses for varions boiler aad roadcaicr fiunjcraiuuj and for dsree types of
furnaces- atmospheric, supercharged (0.3 to OS MPa). and hbh pmnurr (0.6 to I JO MPa).Cesium
has the advantages of a higher vapor pressure at the UMiimum steam Umptraimt of O W C ; dns
higher vapor pressure will tend to reduce creep buckling for pnistiriatd bed systems. Abo.risevapor
flow rate for the same power b 6tFr less w i n cesium, which leads to reduction mdsc size of dtt system
inchnfing the turbine. The disadvantage of cesium is its cost. After dns study b rnumh wd. a reference
design for a full-scale potassium or cesium fhndized-bed power plant w i i be initiated

13 LOW-TEMFEIIATUIIE HEAT imUZATTON PROGRAM
The objective of the program b to develop methods aad mfbrmation dot will increase dK
effectiveness of processes for converting beat at moderate temperatures to work or dmt w i l
othenrbe enhance die usefulness of low-tenyerature heat sources. Durmg 1*76. two complementary
projects were active—one sponsored by the ERDA Division of GetMhermal Energy aad the other by
the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) program of the ERDA Division of Sokv Energy.
The work was a collaborative effort with personnel of d*EngJnccruigDbbic4iaaddieEiip>Mimg
Technology Division, in the cases of both geothermal electric power and OTEC. a large fraction of
the capital cost of die planned installations will be for die beat exchangers. The ORNL work b
directed at improving the efficiency and reducing the cost of mb equipment.
Studies of die enhancement of condensing beat transfer on fluted (Gregorig) surfaces continued
during 1976 with measurements on four fluorocarbon candidate dienaodynamic working
fluids—R2I. R22. R l l . and R I O . Enhancement (relative to smoodi surfaces) for vertical tubes
varied from a factor of 5.4 for R22 at low heat fluxes to about 2 for R I M at high fluxes. A
correlation was developed for the data which appears to be satisfactory for predicting die heat
transfer behavior of fluorocarbon working fluids on various fluted surfaces. A rough calculation
indicates that die use of condensers widi Gregorig surfaces could reduce die direct equipment cost
for a lOO-MW(e) geothermal pant by $5 million; the reduction will be SIO nullum if associated
indirect cost factors arc included in the calculations. Thb redaction constitutes 11% of dst total
plant equipment cost excluding die weUs. Gregorig surface heat exchangers may be used for die first
time in the Raft River Geotherroal Demonstration near Idaho Falls; ORNL personnel are providing
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advice to that prefect, Future enhancement studies will be conducted using •sobutauc and other
candidate hydrocarbons, la addition, a second eupcnmcntal loop was designed and constructed lor
similar experiments with m a n y , which is the primary working fluid being considered lor the O I r C
system.
To hch> establish peogiam doctapmeat goafs, aa analysis was completed to illustrate the
potentials of aad Hmiratioai to improving OTEC heat exchanger performance- The overall beat
transfer coeflicieat caa be unproved by ( I ) iacrcasiaf cither the ammonia- or the seawater-sidc
coeffkieat or (2) reducing the tube wall aad or fouling resistances. The analysts m i m e d that an
•aura* r aunt ia the overall heat transfer coefficient by a factor of 1.3 to 2.6 could probably be
achieved, the largest potential payoff coming front improving the scawaicr-sKte coefficient.
Invrovemeat in the toad coefficient wiM permit a corresponding reduction in the size (and therefore
the oast) of the heat cxchangeri. The following programmatic goals were suggested by the analysis:
1. improve the seawater-snV heat transfer coefficient by about a factor of 2 while mainuining
acceptable tube costs and watcr-smc pressure losses.
2. Improve the ammonia-side coefficient by a factor of 3 to 5.
3. Develop a cost-effective biofoyling control or cleaning system to maintain the touting resistance
between 2.6 and 5.3 x 10 * m" K W (IS and 39 x 10 * b r f r ° F Bio)
4. Qualify ammmum as a beat cue hanger tube material.
Work is in progress to develop a more general model for sirwtatmg the performance and costs
of various OTEC plant designs so that systematic comparisons between competing concepts can be
made by ERDA. Minimizing cost m the design win require optimization and trade-off decisions
between some eight or more variables, including scawater tempcv-rvrc changes, water pumping
power, heat transfer geometry, working fluid temperature and pressure drops, and component
efficiencies. The mtcmbtkntsmps between these variables will be accounted for in the model.
These analytical studies are part of the effort by ORNL to provide technical assistance to the
ERDA-OTEC staff- Other aspects of this assistance include literature surveys and state-of-the-art
reviews, reviews of proposals, technical reviews of contractor progress, and the arranging of technical
meetings and workshops on various phases of the heat exchanger program.

2. Environmental Impact Section
T. H. Rom
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The Environmental Impact Section is primarily concerned win the preparation of environmental
statements and assessments and the development of assessment methodologies for energy techaologies.
During 1976 our activities have involved nuclear, fossil, and gcothcrmal energy; this work has been
supported by the U.S. Army, the l'.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA).and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
|NRC>.
As in past years, the nuclear energy cycle activities have constituted the major part of our work. The
continuing need for environmental statements for siting nuclear power phnts composts the largest
fraction of our NRC technical support activities. Although the number of new plant applications
assigned to OR NL in 1976 was down from previous years, tbbisnotanaccuratcindicatorof tbedegree
of staff involvement- Preparation of a draft and final environmental statement (DES. FES) has in the
past accounted for better than W r of our tool work for any one nuclear plant. In the past year, this has
changed significantly (even more than indicated in our but annual repon'). Demands on staff time
associated with die Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearings have become almost equal to
that required for statement preparation. We are now also preparing operating license (OL) statements.
This shift in emphasis and the "old plana never die** phenomenon have resulted m a continued high
work load.
Two special studies- -one on the effects of power pbntmtttastniciaresoufishinyngeniciitand
another on multiple uses of cootmg lakes—were completed this year and should serve as references for
future analyses. This type of support activity continues to serve an iinportontfanctionm improving staff
capability for impact analysis.
Two research projects-the Unified Transport Approach (UTA) to Power Plant Assessment and
the Environmental Monitoring Data Evaluation Study—were continued this year, both are sponsored
by the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. The purpose of the UTA program bio develop fasttransient, one- and two-dimensional transport modelsforestimating thermal, radiological, chemical,
and biological impacts in complicated water bodies. The niouitoring data project reviews biological and
hydrofhermal data from operating nuclear stations in order to evaluate predicted impacts and
synthesize data to provide a better understanding of monitoring requirements.
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For the NRC Office of Regulatory Standards, we arc evaluating the impact ol public use oUanous
products that contain radioactive isotopes. The full spectrum of public involvcmeni. from manufacture
through consumer use to ultimate disposal, is considered. These evaluations will assist NRC in
determining the applicability of existingregulationsand the possible need for change.
Our assistance to the NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards has expanded this
year to include assessments of fuel fabrication facilities being considered for reucensing and two
uranium in-situ solution mining facility proposals. Since the solution mining technique b relatively new
to the uranium industry, assessment of these two facilities promises to be interesting and challenging.
The work for HUD bat a very interesting stage that is. assessment of the first application of the
Modular Integrated Utility System (MIUS) in a new town development. Wc have prepared a generic
environment?! statement and arc presently designing an environmental monitoring program for the
facility.
We continue to provide the ERDA Oak Ridge Operations Office 1ERDA-ORO) with
environmental evaluations of facilities within thb region. The major effort has been directed at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, for which we arc providing environmental impact analyses of the
power plants that supply electrical power to the facility. The environmental statement on the
Portsmouth plant expansion' (see last year's annual report') was issued, comments have been received,
and wc will assist in preparing the final statement. We arc also working with the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant start' to develop the information necessary for an environmental statement on Paducah
plant operation.
We consider one of the major accomplishments in 1976 to be our involvement in programs of the
ERDA Fossil Energy and Gcothcrmal Energy Divisions. We are providing both divisions with
environmental assessments for preparing environmental statements and programmatic investigations.
Two programmatic and two site-specific geothermal statements have been completed: three other
statements are in progress. The fossil work b being conducted at the level of demonstration plants: wc
have completed a guide to prospective ERDA demonstration plant contractors which specifies
environmental requirements.

12 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION PROJECTS
22.1 EimrDMnemaJ Statements for Power Reactors
H. E. Zittel
The preparation of environmental statements for power reactors continues to constitute a major
portion of our NRC technical support work. Shown in Table 2.1 are the plants assigned to ORNL for
which licensing action occurred during 1976. Comparison with a similar laMc in last year's annual
report' reveals that very few of the plants shown in I97S have achieved inactive status during the year,
whereas six new plants have been assigned to us.
Several of these newly assigned plants (Shoreham. SanOnofre. Virgil C. Summer)are applying for
operating licenses; until thb year, all OL impact statements have been prepared by the NRC staff. For

2. Energy Research and Development Admmmraimn. Ifrwfi tjivmmmmwl Simirmmi. fttrivmwih Grown lh(fm*m
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the first time, our staff has been able to continue an environmental assessment on a plant for which we
prepared the construction permit (CP) impact statement; such assessments will provide us with the
opportunity to determine the accuracy of our predictions on construction impacts.
The statements prepared for North Coast and Blue Hilb have been designated as early site reviews
(ESR). Although the NRC has not yet published official guidelines, the purpose of such reviews is to
assess the environmental impact to a given site by a reactor of given capacity; an envelope approach will
be used to assess the various parameters (eg., water usage).
Other duties assigned by the NRC include the preparation of a set of specific staff guidelines
(Environmental Sundard Review Plans) for assessing the potential environmenul impacts of nuclear
power plant construction and operation. The ORNL staff has participated with the suffs of Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in developing these guidelines.
The ORNL suff has continued to work on a variety of technical projects addressing the various
generic problems encountered while carrying out its assessments. Aniong these projecu are studies of
(I) the influence of inttkc structure design on fish impingement, (2) the nuclear fuel cycle cost and
sensitivity analyses, and (3) multiple mage of closed-cycle cooling reservoirs.
Because the evaluation of environmenul impacts resulting from construction and operation of
nuclear power plana requires input from several professions, multidisciplinary task groups have been
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established. Each group consists of a leader, transport analyst, site and station analvst. terrestrial
coologisl aquatic ecologist, sociologist.and benefit-cost analyst. Each reactor case is assigned toa task
group, which, with the NRC staff, prepares the environmental statement and assists in the licensing
procedure throughout the case. Task group alignment, as presently constituted, is shown in fable 2.2.
For some cases, staff assessment has concluded that changes should be made in the applicant's plans,
and for others, the staff has concluded that the applicant's plans arc acceptable
Task group 1 I R . E. Thoma). Activities of task group I have included the ongoing development
and or production of six environmental statements pertaining to license applications; highlights ot
three are described below.
Offshore Power Systems -mmmifmcturine licence. Task group I has been continually engaged in
reviews of this application from the outset: the proposed action is opposed by four mtcrvenor groups.
During 1976. the NRC announced its intention to expand the statement to three parts. Pan I. issued as
an FES in October 1975. reviews the effects on the Jacksonville area that would result from operation of
the manufacturing facility. Part I I . issued as an FES m September 1976. addresses the effects of
constructing and operating eight floating nuclear pbnts(FNP) arranged m two-unit stations along the
shore zone of the Atlanticand Gulf coasts/TbeNRC received 370 comments on the DES of Part 11, and
responses were prepared for inclusion in the FES by OR M and NRC staff. Part I I I . written without the
assistance of ORNL. was issued as a DES m October 1976: it addresses the liquid pathway transport of
4
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radionuclides released under accident conditions from an operating FNP.* Evidentiary bearings began
on the application in mid-1976; to date, the hearings have been confined primarily to safety issues.
AilmniH Grnemimg Sutmm. As the first site-specific application proposing establishment of an
l-NP. the Atlantic Generating Station (near Atlantic City) was subjected to environmental review
concurrently with the Offshore Power Systems application: the review culminated in issuance of the
PES m April 1976 and reissuance in October 1976.'
Fan CtUmnm Simmm I MI 2. The proposed Fort Camouu Station Lmt 2 is a pressurized-water
reactor IPWR ) to be located on the west bank of the Missouri River about 20 miles north of Omaha. The
second unit, which wig be adjacent and attached to the currentlyr operating I n k I. win produce I ISO
MW(c) (net) of electrical power capacity.
Appbcation was for construction of the station with a once-dirough cooling system. It is the fust
application to implement recent Memoranda of I nderstanding w*h the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). State agrnrirv. and o^Corps of Engmi.irvtnderoVseanantinw,nts.tJieNRC acts as
lead agency;. obviating separate environmental revk^rs by nV oou^ pannpatin*; agencies. The stafTs
conclusion that operation of Unit 2 can possibly produce a significant impact to the Missouri River
fishery as a resuh of full cMramoKM has led to the conswicfatuMofsevvialmitaBfhe measures. One of
these, nominated by rhc applicant once it was apprised of the staffs prciuamary conclusions, b to
activate former wetlands along the Missouri River that have become pan of oVfloodptainasa resuh of
river channeling. The proposal is cowrovTersnJ because itsadoptionnught set a prcccdew for mkigatu^
rather than mmimiring the impacts of plant operation, h offers, on the other hand, a potential for
fulfilling the spirit of rhe National Environmenttl Protection Act (NEPA) m a unique manner by
enhancing environmental quality by providmg liabitaHm the wctlandarca)prcsentH unmatched in sue
and quality in the region.
To determine die incremental effects of thermal discharges, we adapted a three-dimensional plume
modeling program* to simulate the dienaaldischargephime. Thercsuh^lFigs. 2.1 and2J)indicatethat
intensive mixing will occur near the discharge point. Results of the modeling program will be used to
determine whether the effluent will be discharged « a tnaimerrfmwfflcomph with applicable State and
federal water quality standards.
Task group 2 (R. M. Rush). Task group 2 has provided a substantial amount of support to licensing
actions of the post-FES type, particularly for dn? Indian Pomt site. TTK group has abo worked with four
other reactors in various stages of the homing process.
ktdmn Point Sucltmr Gmrnuing Ham. This facility consists of three units: Unit I [265 MW(e)J
began operation in October 1962. Unit 2 [873 MW(t)J began operation in September 1973. and Unit 3
[965 MW(c)) began operation in the fall of 1976. The plant is located on the east bank of the Hudson
River about 24 miles north of New York City. The three units together use about 7790 m" min
(2J0SSJOOO p i mm) of river water for their once-through cooling water systems. A major point of
controversy m the licensing of Units2and3was the expected o a n a p to aquatic biou (especially striped
bass) from impmgement and entrainment in the cooling water system. For this and other reasons, the
hcense for I'nit 2 required the termination of once-through cooling by May 1.1979. and the license for
Unit 3 required tenamation by September IS. 1980.

ft. I S Nattear Regatatof? C M M M M M . Draft Errrmmmtnml Smumrm. Flnatma V'arfrar Pimrr Ham:. Fart III.
W t ^ W H Ijftror. M;REC4M27. Docket No STN J0437. October 197*
7. I'S. Xaciear Rrgalatiir) C o m w n n . Draft Fnrmmmrrual Statrmtw. Aihmttc Otrttrmtwtf Swum. I nut I anJ 2.
M R E G 4 U » . Docket *o» STX NM77 aid -47>. April l«7* rcmac* October 197ft
» W R. WjMrop mi f. 1. Tatom. Amhst* ofthr Thrrmai FJfkmu Imm rtr Oamtrn 5 m m Flam Duhng In* Kn-rr
Fkmt. Rep. Xo. JMU. TCWMSMC Valley AoOionrv. DI*BMM of Water Mawptauat. Water ty*icm* Development Rrawri! t « m Tewaraar. Jaax 197ft.
;
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Trie ORNLsuff has expended considenbfc effort since 1971 in support olthe licensingactions lor
U nib 2 and 3. During the course of this work, a striped bass population model'' and a st ripcdbassvoungof-the-ycar model " were developed. In anticipatiim of future licensing actions for this plant, we are
continuing to develop and improve these models and to assess similar models developed by the
applicant's consultant. The population model has been modified to a generalized fish life-cycle
population model and has been applied to the white peic. population in the Hudson River. About 100
computer runs have been completed to study the sensitivity of the applicant's onc-dimenMonal transport
model for the voung-of-thc-ycar striped bass in the Hudson River.
In June I97S the applicant (Consolidated Edison) requested an amendment of the license for I nit 2
that would extend the period of once-through cooling for two years. The DES and FES relating to the
request were prepared by the ORNL staff. * The staff concluded that the long-term impact on the
Hudson River ecosytem of the two-year extension of once-through cooling is not expected to be large
and has essentially noriskof being irreversible. The final conclusion was that only a onc-ycar extension
H justified to allow time for completion and analysis of the applicant's biological research program.
Jmmespon Syclear Power Station. This proposed facility b to be constructed on Long Island
Sound near the town of Rivcrh -ad. New York. The station consists of two 1122-M W(e) units and will
use a once-through cooling water system. The major environmental problem at the Jamesport Station
relates to the design of its intake structure and was discussed in the 1975 annual report.'
During 1976 the ORNL staff prepared supplemental testimony relating to specific issues in
contention before the ASLB and appeared as expert witnesses before the board. The testimony dealt in
some detail with the generating cost comparison of the reference nuclear station and a coal-fired
alternative. Interaction of the thermal plume with plumes from other plants, the intake design, and the
impacts of dredging were other areas that required staff testimony.
Montague Suclemr power Station. This proposed facility, to be constructed on the Connecticut
River in the town of Montague. Massachusetts, consists of two I l50-MW(e)units and will use a closedcycle cooling water system with two natural-draft cooling towers The major environmental impact of
this station will be the visual intrusion of the natural-draft cooling towers on the landscape. Because of
the closed-cycle cooling system, damage to the aquatic biota is not expected to be severe. However,
because of lacking information on the distribution and relative abundance of shad and shortnosc
sturgeon larvae and young juveniles in the Connecticut River, the applicant (Northwest Nuclear Energy
Company) will be required to supply additional data prior to location and construction of the intake
structure.
The DES for the Montague Station was issued in November 1975 and the FES will be issued carry
1

1

1
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9 W. Van Winkle el al.. A Striped-mm Population Model and Computer Program. ORNI. TM-457* (December I974>.
10. A. H. t rattan cl al.. .1 Computer Simulation Model for the Sirmted CVM Vimngiif-the-feor Population m the
lludx-n Hiver. ORNI. M R Mi-* (December 1976).
11. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commnnon. Pmft Environmental .Statement. Indian fomi I ml 2 ICoohng Timer ftrttvA.
MRF.G-OD.W. Docket No STN 50-247. February 197*.
12. I S . Nuclear Regulatory Comm»»N>n. Final Environmental Statement. Indian Point I mi 2 (C'oolme Timer Delay).
NIRF.G-0042. Docket No. S'NJO-247. AuguM 1976.
I.l R. M Ruth. IJierwv Ihx: Annu. Prog Rep. Per. 31. 1975. ORNI -5124. pp. 76-77.
14. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commi»H>n. PraO Environmental Statement. Montague .\urlear Pimer Siaimtn. I nils I
and I. Nt RKi-75 109. Ilockel %oj. 50-496 and -497. November 1975.
15. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commiviion. Final Environmental Statement. Montague \uclemr timer Station. Inns I
and 2. to he published.
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I he visual intrusion of the proposed natural-draft cookug towers is expected to be the major
environmental impact of this station. Members of the Resource Analysis and Energy Faculties Siting
Group. Regional and I'rban Studies Section. Energy Division, have provided valuable input to the
assessment of thb impact in the form of viewshed analyses and perspective views of rue site.
The computer program SEESU was used to determine the extent of mtrusioa of cooung lowers oi
various heights at the Montague plant sac." The area within a l6-kmU0-mile)radms of rue plant was
divided into 8563 cells, each measuring about 305 m (1006 ft)ona side and navmganarcaofabout9Jha
(23 acres). The coordinates and mean elevation were determined for each celt rlusmformation. along
with an indication cf w nether the cell is predominately and or water, was used as input to rue program.
The results for a 172-m 1565-ft I natuial-draft tower at the site are shown a F^e. 2.3: these results indicate
in which cells the tower will be visible and whether those ecus represent land or wafer. The program
indicated that a tower of this height would be visible from about 40*7 of the area within a 16-km (10mile) radius. A similar program indicated that a shorter. 55-m< 182-ft) towerwouM be visible from about
20 V of the area.
T
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Grrrm Ctamrr \mctemr Amrr Pmm. Thb proposed facihty. located on the west bank of ihe
Hudson River m the tow* of CatsML New York. consists of O K I l9l-MW(c) MM which wM « x a
dowd-v-vck cooliaf water system wim two natwaMiaA cooling lowers. Major impact May arise froa
Ihe fact thai the applicant f Power Audtority of the Stale of New York) s e x e w ^ from pavuKai of local
properly taxes: dm*,owe naajorhencffcofapuwcrplanl- localproperty taxes b absent. AEnoughthe
apfiirammttnwitonmfccpaynnmismlieuoft^^
considers dwM such revenue iwiB not he swfficn^
andtransportatii.;). l>imigrtodhraajuatkbiooofaVHn^
the relatively low intake flow for the closed-cycle cooling system.
The DES irbtcd to this plant was bsucd in March 1976 and da? FES b expected lo be issned in
I977. "-'*
Task group 3 (J. M. Loar). Task troop 3 was cumpfclclyreorganisedduring 1976 a—1 b therefore
not involved in as many projecu as are the other task groups. The nw.muirs of task group 3. however,
carryalargc residual of work on wactorsaMignxd to o t e
Mae Httb ESR and the Virgil C. Summer OL statement.
mm HHb Smtkm Vims I mid 2. The Mac HiUs Station, which win be located wear Fairmont.
Newton County. Texas, will consist of two 930-MWfe) PWRs. The Ucwky wnl use a closed-cycle
cooling system with three wet uaechankal-draft cooliag lowers for each mil. Makeup water win be
pumped from Toledo Bend Reservoir and carried via an 11.94m (7.4-mile) pipeline to the plant. The
cooling tower btowdown.at an anticipated maximam flow rale of 9J m' sec (10.2 ft' sec), will aho be
carried from die sbe via a pipeline to u»poim of discharge o*Trp^
(1000 ft) offshore. Since die Sabine River serves as die boandary between die stales of Texas and
Louisiana, both Suic water quality agencies and die EPA were consulted concerning applicable
standards.
The preliminary draft environmental statement (PDES) b being prepared in cooperation with the
EPA, as mandated by the Second Memorandum of Understanding between NRCand EPA. Sections of
the PDES relating to water quality and intake design ate being prepared by die EPA staff,regionVI.
in Dallas. Texas, and will be reviewed and siibseajueMly modified to mem
die ORNL staff. Chbcr sections relating to impacts from fc brat dissipation sysim.transmbsion lines,
cooliag lower drift, and makeup water withdrawal will be prepared initially by die ORNL staff and
forwarded to the EPA for review. By seeking a dose cooperation between die NRC and EPA in the
initial stages of the environmental assessment, a mutual agreement concerning die ecological impacts
from construction and operation of die Blue Hills Station can bereachedvery early in die decision
making process.
Blue Hills Station Units I and 2 will not go into commercial operation until the catty 1990s. Gulf
States Utilities, which will own and operate die facility, has applied for an ESR. one of the first
applications of this kind to bereceivedby die NRC. It should be slated here dial die NRC has not yet
received legal sanction for an ESR. but b in the process of obtaining dial sanction. The purpose of an
ESR b to separate die review and approval process for the site from thereviewand approval for the
facility to be constructed on that site. An ESR will have three mam objectives: (I) early identification and
1

IT. I S . Nuckar Rryvlalory I'nmmhtmnt. Utrnfi tjivmmmtnnri Smitmmi. (irrrm Cnmmr W A w Ptmrr Plmu.
M Kf (>-OM3. IfcKkct No. STN »•*•?. March 197ft.
IX. U.S. Nuclear Rcgwbntry Cofwma»wn. Ftmt UmirmmrnMlStmrmnu. (itrmr Cmmn Smkwr ftmrr Plmn IO he
puhfohcQ.
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rcsolutioo of site related proMcms before substantial c o m u m b of resources are made by the
applicant: 12) miuation of pnUic participation at a* early stage when it can be most effective in the
derision-making process: (3)removalof deby caused by siting problems in thereviewand decision
making process for CPapphcations. The preparation ofan ESR statement for Hoc Htfb Station Units I
and 2representsa new and rhaitngnig endeavor for the staff.
Tasfcgwp4<R.LKroodjnMjadH-E.Ziwd). Taskgronp>4Bprc9cMly involved in the licensing
activities for nine reactors. Several of these are in the post-FES stage, whereas others are in the initial
review stage.
r^rkms\mckmrSmtkmlmksl.2.mmlJ.
The fVrk^Stttionwul IK located <m a 966-ha (2402acre) site on the Yadkin River near MocksviMe. Onvie Cmtnty. North Carolina. The area is
chararterued by a predominantly bw-gaahty agricultural activity, inferior soil fertility, disturbed
ecology, and tow population dtnjiiy. The station wig amsist of three identical 12»-MW(e) PWRs.The
drenbting water and rihanit m imwilhecooled by a dosed-cvefc system irsing cooling water from the
Yadfcm Riven tnniumptrwr water use wiB average abont 4% of the river's meanflow.One of the most
significant impact asstssmem problems in this case is the expected consunuwc water use, which will
involve conversion of land area to water area and will affect downstream water nse and water levels at
High Rock Lake, a downstream recreational and hydroelectric iaapowndment.
At the time the FES was baned (October I975).'* negotiations between dreappticaM and the State
of North Carolina were wader way to determine a d e f u ^ minimumriverflowbttow which proposed
Damping rates would not be allowed. Becamea minimnmflowhad not yet been determined, the ORNL
staff based its asstssmem ona likely mmimnniflowof 24.9m' sec (MO ft' sec), which Bexcccded about
Wi of the time. Accordingly, the proposed pnnwing rates wooU be restjictedu>riverflowseiuxeding
24.9m* scc(<S0ft' scc)plmthcamoumbcingcoiis«mcd
sec
(992 ft* sec). Owing river flows below 2S.I nr sec (992 ft' sec), the applicaat would berequiredto
reduce station output or to supplement Yadkin River flow. The applicant therefore proposed to
construct a 557-ha (1401-acre) jmpuundment on an upstream tributary of the Yadkin River. Water
releases from this impoundment during periods of lowriverflow would maintain flows at about 2S.I
m' sec (992 ft'/ sec) and would alow fuB operation of the station during such times.
Construction of the proposed impoundment win convert 557 ha (1401 acres) of relatively
productive agricultural and forested bottomland to water acreage. After a site visit to assess the
potential impacts to land use and benefits to water use. the ORNL staff concluded that the
impact-benefit balance win be acceptable; it was ahvcocKhided that the proposed omsiimptivc water
me wiD not have significant adverse impacts on present downstream water users. Results of our
aimnrncnt were presented at ASL1 hearings, which were completed during 1976.
North Coast NuckmrPlmuVm l.hhiesue. The staff has conducted an ESR of the bfote sitein
Puerto Rico, where the North Coast Nuclear Plant Unit I may be constructed. This was our first ESR
for a possible nuclear power phut, and we are presently preparing the FES.
The initial application from the Puerto Rico Water Resources Authority was for a one-unit station.
coniirtingofaPWR and using water from the AthwticOcnnforonce-through cooling. On the baw of
this application, the staff initbted review rrnxxdurcs typical of t)w
stations. However, when we completed the PDES, the applicant decided to indefinitely deby
construction of the proposed station. We ttiereforernodifiedtiw PDES toan ESR satetiiem. which will

I*. VS. *«kar RcyaSttofy Commntkm. Final EHrUvmmnml Smumtm. frrkms Smcltf Sutton. I nils I. 2. mid i.
MREO-75 0 » . Docket * » . STK *MW. -m. and -*». October 1975.
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determine the acceptability of the bfcHe she for a nuclear power pbnt. In ourreviewweassumed that the
applicant will eventually apply for permission to construct a power pbnt of the same general si/c and
type as described in the applicant's initial application.
We determined diat die biote site would be an acceptable site for construction of such a nuclear
station. The site occupies land that was used for sugar cane production several years prior to the
application, but has since become relatively useless for growing cane because of the intrusion of salt
water into die region. The land is now used primarily for cattle grazing. The rcbtivety large number ol
endemic endangered animal species of Puerto Rico creates a potential for serious impact from any large
construction project. However, the biote site is very suitable in thisrespectsince all the endangered
species occur in other regions of die Island, which will not be affected by the proposed plant or its
Shonhmm Suclemr Simtkm Unii I. The staff b presently conducting die Ol. review of this nuclear
station and preparing die FES. This a the first of many OL reviews in which the OK M . staff will
participate (all other OL reviews having been done previously by the NRC). By performing the O l .
review for Shoreham. the ORNL staff will be able, lor the first time, to determine the effects of
construction of a pbnt for which it conducted the CP review. Participation in OL review will allow the
staff to become ( I ) more familiar with the actual construction of a nuckar station aud its associated
unpads and (2) more proficient in predicting and assessing potential impacts addressed in C P
statements. In addition, die staff will be able to provide greater input into the technical specifications for
preoperational and operational monitoring programs for nuclear plants.
Tcdaical project*. A variety of technical projects are being carried out concurrently with the work
on statements. These projects, generic in nature, normally address those areas that the staff has found to
be of concern and for which no definitive work or standards are available. In each case the results of the
work are documented and used asreferencein the preparation of impact statements.
Multiple use of cooling reservoirs ( B. R. Parkhurst " and H. A. McLain). The adverse and
beneficial environmental impacts of coolingreservoirshave been studied during the past year and
compared widi diose of cooling towers. Generally, the impacts associated with the construction of a
coolingreservoirsystem, particularly from die increased land area required, are greater than those for a
comparable cooling tower system. On the other hand, the operational impacts—visual impact, icing,
fogging, and noise problems-are generally greater for cooling towers. The principal advanuges of
coolingreservoirsare tiieir lower operating and maintenance costs, greater reliability, greater cooling
efficiency, and potential for multiple use.
:

A review of die literature on cooling reservoir ecosystems has revealed that cntrainment and
thermal and chemical effluents generally cause reduced populations of phyioplankion. zooplankton.
and bentiios in die vicinity of die power pbnt discharge; adverse far-field effects are generally less
significant. The overall effects of a power pbnt on die fish popubtionsof cooling reservoirs appear to be
insignificant: ( I ) game fish production and growth rates in coolingreservoirsare generally simibr to
those in otherreservoirs;(2) spawning times for certain fish species may be advanced in some cooling
reservoirs; (3) diermal tolerances are often higher for fishes in cooling reservoirs than for those in
ambient temperature environments; (4) many fish species are attracted to the discharge areas in the
winter and avoid it when water temperatures rise above dicir preferred temperature. These effects are
generally consistent with the predicted ecological characteristics, as derived from the thermal
characteristics of our model of a 2592-ha (6400-acre) cooling reservoir heated by four I ISO-MW(e)
reactors.
20. Environmental Screncrs Division.
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The possibility that cooling reservoirs nay provide multiple uses seems to be their most significant
beneficial aspect, as compiled with cooling towers, especially m areas having few water bodies for
rrrveatnnal activities. Cooling rcsenoksabo pto«ideaieasinwlu^thecafcoriacc«avc«ltnreoffood
fishes will allow die commercial ase of waste heat disdmrged by power pluHs. Our conclusion' is that,
for many areas of die coantry. cooling rest rvoirs may provide an ertviionnKntally and sociaMy desirable
alternative to mnling towers for meeting the water quality objectives of PL 92-500.
Analysis of mmpmgemtnt ai ptmrr plants at the Somthtmu (J. M. Loar*). An increase in the
demand lor electricity wiM cause a corresponding increase mtj* need for cooling water tor future fossilfired and nuclear generating facilities. A potential adverse innmadntcovUrcsnlt from tlus increased
water u x s n e impinge nw.nl of aqoatic species, primarily fish, on plant awake screens. Impingement
OCCTS when agnatic species ate pinned against (or impinged on) d » I-cm (*r-in.) mesh of the traveling
screens by the force of the water as it is pomped into the plant.
A study was conducted to identity factors that influence fish impinge mini." We contacted 44
utilities that own and operate power plants on inland waters of the southeastern United Slates and
requested imping* HUM data that had been collected in compliance with variousfederalregulations. We
received date for 27 fossil-find and 5 nuclear plants.
Most of the fob collected at these plants were shad. espedaBy thicadfm shad \Dorosoma
pettnnue). Most of die impinged species were small young of-the-ycar or yearling fish less than 7 cm
(2.75 in.) long and weighing less than 8 g (0.2! ox). In general, the parameter utacorrehted mod highly
with the impingement of thrcadfin shad was water temperature. The species, which has been atrodiaxd
into many reservoirs in which water temperatures fall bekw HrCduringtbe winter.bstressed by these
cold temperatures and thus becomes susceptible to impingement. Other factors found to influence
impingement were low concentrations of dissolved oxygen and high levels of turbidity.
No conclusion could bereachedconcerning the cflcro of specifc mtolce designs on unpmgement
because of die variance of results. Among tnose plants that Imd m a t e channels, mapingemem was found
to vary by several orders of magnitudt. Impingement was generallytowerat river sites than at lake or
reservoir sacs. The velocity of water near the face jf the intake screens could not be conclusively
established as a factor having a major mfluence on impingement since the high velocities observed at
several ptants did not nccessar^y result m high levels of impingement.
Several factors rebicd to the time and location of the sampling were noted. Significantly different
numbers of fall were impinged (I) during the day vs the night. (2) at different units of a mutt ionit plant,
and (3) at different locations on the screens spanning the intake channel (eg., at one plant, impingement
levels were higher at screens located near the edges of the channel than at loose located near the center).
These results will be used by various federal agencies (e.g., NRC and EPA) to design and evaluate
impingement monitoring programs at both existing and future electrical generating stations. A wellplanned and comprehensive sampling program will help ensure thatreliableestimates of annual fish
losses due to impingement are obtained.
1

122 BarewcilNiicfear Fori Phut
R. B Craig." Leader
The NRC Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards requested that the Environmental
Impact Section preparr a supplement to the FES for the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant. Barnwell. South
21. R. It. Parfcrmni and H. A. Mcl-ain. Multtpk Vtr ofCtmUnt Rnrrvotn. lo he puMwhtd M OHM. TM report.
22. J. M. Lost. Analysts of Imptntrmmt mi fimtr rtmis in the Southeast, lo be puMbhcd aiORMI. TM report.
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Caroaaa. Tar orjgiatl FES'* dealt with the scpnratioas facwily aad the fad rccciviag aad storage
station. Other facilities (Le.. a UF»aad a waste solidification facilirvK each requiring a srparattkKcnsc.
wal also be operated oa mt. The objective of the sappieaKat b to cvahate (l)dKcoan^inedcffectsof
construction aad opcratioa of aH facilities aad (2)rJKrcb^^
die viciaity (Savaaaah River Plaat. VogUe Nuclear Plaat, aad Ocoaee NuclnrPla«).m addition, new
iafbnaatioa dat has become available siace puMicatioa of dK FES will be iadaded to improve the
Smcc dK Barnwell pawl, awch of which is already coastracled aad aadcrgomg prcopc rational
testiag. b dK onlyreproccssiagplaat rhat has da? potential to be oa hue ia dK atar future.* is receiving a
great deal of aatioaal attention, la — a y ways dK f a m e coarse of nackarcaergym the Unwed States
depeads oa das plaat. The liotasiagreviewof dK Barmen pbat wal coasater questions of panonnnn
aad uranium ruycliag: appacatioa of breeder technology: waste generation, transportation, aad
CoBsuaUioaofdKfivc-lacility BnrawcBcoamkx wal require ckaraig a total of about I27ha|3l5
acres): I IS ha have already been cleared.
The major noa radiological efflaeBts to bereleasedfrom dK aamwel plaat are heat to aquatic
systems, sewage trcawnent liquid to groaadwater. aad nitrogen oxides, salfar dioxide, and hydrogen
naoride to theatmoiphtnt.lae staff IwttcoacladeddiatiOholdaptiBKsaresMfrKiemfordissyationof
excess beat: (2) no measurable addition of natrieats from dK sewage spray irrigation project to local
surface waters is likely; and (3) both aanaal average aad peak concentrations of nitrogen oxides, sulfur
dioxide, and hydrogen fluoride will be widiin State air quality standards and below the levels that will
damage vegetation. No significant interactions between dK nonradiokigical releases from the Barnwell
plant and effluents from dK other nadear operations in dK vicinity are expected.
Routine operations at dK Barnwell plant will release relatively small quantities of radioactive
nuclides to dK environment. Gaseousradioactiveeffluents constitute the source of greatest radiation
exposure to dK general public. The maximum annual dose to an individual at the site boundary from
operation of all fivefacilitiesat dK Barnwell plant win be about 4.5 millirems: the normal background
dose b 97 nauwems per year. The maximum popubtion dose from Barnwell in 1980 for persons Irving
within SO km (50 miks)of dK site will be about 350 man-rems: including doses received from radioactive
releases from rhe odier nuclear facilities in dK vicinity of dK Barnwell plant (Savannah. Oconee, and
Vogtle). dK total dose to the 658.000 people living within SO km in 19S0 will be about 530 man-rerns. The
normal background dose to those people will be about 64.000 man-rems.
Work began m November 1975. and dK draft supplement was issued in June 1976:''' the staff b
currently responding to agency and mtervenor comments.

23. U.S. Nuclear Rcgvblory C M M B N M I . Final Emximtantmal Smtemmi. Bam* rII \nckar Furl Fkwu. Ducket No.
STN 30-332. Jamaiy 1974.
24. t'.S. Nackar Rcfaktiory Comwmuon. Draff Staipkimni to the Final EminmmtnmlSmirmrm. tmn»rll Saekar
Furl Flam. NUREG-OOM. Docket No. STN SO-332. June 1976.
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EainuanKntilAnptanalsforLkcsMeAmindnwnii
and Renewals for Nuclear Fad Cyck Fadaties
G. W Keimolur. Leader
:

A. J. Kuhaida
S. G. HiUebrand '
r. Buiford
K. M OakeV
S. Reynolds'*
A. M. Solomon"
P. A. Cunningham" B. J. Doner"
The objective of this project, initiated on August 15. 1976. b to technically assist the NRC in
preparing detailed assessments of the environmental impacts associated with existing and or
proposed rod fabrication facilities. Assistance will include (I) preparation of draft assessments and
environmental statements and f 2) devempntmt of testimony or other supportive data as required by
the environmental impact review process. Several draft apprabab ** * on rod fabrications have been
prepared by the ORNL staff since August.
The CEQ guidelines in 40 CFR 1500.13 state that, in cases for which no previous environmental
impact statements have been prepared, agencies have an obligation to reassess ongoing projects to
avoid or minimize adverse environmental effects even though diey were initiated prior to enactment
of NEPA on January I. 1970. Consequently, when a licensee requests a license amendment or
renewal for an activity for which the NRC has not yet prepared a full environmental review,
significant environmental aspects of the activity must be evaluated. In addition, amendment and
renewal applications that indicate a significant change in process or in kinds and or amounts of
licensed nuclear materials should be evaluated for future environmental impact according to the
Interim Guidelines.
The Westinghouse Nuclear Fuel Division manufacturing plant, located about 8 miles southeast
of Columbia. South Carolina, b of sufficient size to accommodate fabrication of the present annual
output of 400 metric tons of uranium f Fig. 2.4). An annual output of 1600 metric tons b planned for
the near future. The staff has analyzed the environmental impacts of operating the Wcstinghousc
plan and concluded that no significant impacts will occur from continued operation. The staff has.
however, recommended modifications to the existing monitoring programs to enable continual
evaluation of the environmental quality."'*
The Atomics International rod fabrication activities are centered at its headquarters facility in
Canoga Park. California, and at its Nuclear Development Field Laboratory near Chatsworth.
California. Activities at the Canoga Park facility include (I) commercial uranium fuel element
production using large amounts of enriched uranium and (2) work with laboratory quantities of
radioactive material. The work at Chatsworth consists brgety of RAD to support the production of
advanced typo of reactor fud. The staff's anafysb of the environmental impact of operation of the
Atomics International facilities indicated that there will be no significant advene impacts from
continued operation/*
:

:

25. Operations Division.
2ft. Analytical Cbemmry Division.
27. Environmental Science} Division.
2*. I .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commotion. Prmft Fmirtmrnmul Apprmisal. Wtumfhtmtr .Vwrfrur Fuel Cohfttbm Site
tSFCSl Commrrrml Suelnr Fuel F*hnrwtmtt Pkmi. Docket No. 70-1151. November 1976.
29. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Draft Cmmmmmul Apprminl. Atomic* htttmmttnrml (Alt Cornmrrtitl
Suclem Furl FthrkMkm Fttititm. Docket No. 70-25. December 197*.
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The staff has also begun to review the application by Exxon and Wyoming Minerals
Corporation for a permit for commercial-scale solution mining of uranium, As a result of the
preliminary site visit and contact with various concerned age f i r s , the staff is considering the
preparation of a generic statement on solution mining prior to rwuancr of a site-specific impact
statement.
12A Radioactive Materia* • C i m f i i Products
G. W kcanokz
F. R. ODoaadl

G. S. Hill
R L Snoop"'

Occasionally, consumer products using a chemical, physical, or nuclear property of a
radioactive material are developed. Before these products can be made available to the general
public, certain regulatory requirements must be satisfied. One requirement is that the potential
impacts from distribution, use. and disposal of the products be assessed: ORNL is assigned the task
of preparing environmental statements for consumer products that contain radionuclides.
Effort during the year has been directed solely at completing the work begun during I97S. In
addition to preparing two statements fon spark-gap irradiators and neutron dosimeters), the staff
collaborated with NRC to issue a final version of Regulatory Guide 6.7: Preparation of an
Environmental Report to Support a Ride Making Petition Seeking an Exemption for a
Radkmuclide-Containing Product" and Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Routine Use
of Plutonium-Ponered Cardiac Pacemakers. '
Spark-gap irradiators that contain couuM-<0. Spark-ignited oil burners sometimes experience
ignition difficulties because of spark delay, a phenomenon whereby the ignition system cither fails to
generate a spark within a prescribed, safe time interval or generates a weak, erratic spark. Spark-gap
irradiators containing cobah>60 have been found to alleviate spark delay and thus improve the
reliability and performance of spark-ignition systems.
Comments on the DES" were received and resolved. The FES » in draft form and b
undergoing technical review. Table 2J summarizes the imparts that couK accrue over the 15-year
lives of 6000 irradiators installed during the first year.
Ptrso—1\ neutron dowjanen that coMta nanus! dtorium Radiation protection standards
require that accurate measurements be made of personnel exposure to radiation. Routine use of
dosimeters containing natural thorium can give more sensitive, accurate, and reliable measurements
of personnel exposure to fast neutrons than can existing neutron dosimetry systems.
During the year, the DES was completed and issued.' Comments were received and answered,
and the FES will be issued early in 1977. Table 2.4 summarizes the potential impacts from the
distribution, use. and disposal of 300.000 neutron dosimeters containing natural thorium. Monetary
impacts arc not included in Table 2.4 because the net value of such impacts is expected to be
negligible. Thorium-containing dosimeters probably will replace existing dosimeters.
1
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30. Health PkVM> DKBKHI: turn with Office of Wa*ie Isoboon. Y-12.
.11. I S Naclear R i f h l u i y CommiMiim. Hetuktivn Guide 6.7: Preparation of an Environmental Report to Support a
ftulr Making Petition Seeking an Exemption for a RrndxtnutltJe-Cimlaminx Product. June 1976.
32. I S Nwlear Regulator? Commmkm. Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Routate lie of
Ptufomum Po*ered Cardiac Pacemakers. MiREG-OOM. July 1*76.
33 I S Nockar RcgalMor)' (.'ontmmton. Draft Environmental Suuemmi. Exemption from iJcensmf Requirements
for Spark-Gap Irradmton that Contam Cormlt-fiO. MHEO-7J 0)6. Pockcf No PRM 30-54. September 1975.
34. I S Nectar ReyakMofv Corner OMM. Draft Environmental Statement. Exemption from Leensmr Reamremenu
for Pcnonmi Srutron DoHmeien mat 0 attain Satural Thorium. NI'REG-0074. Docket No. PRM 40-19. October 1976.
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S M Adam
D. D. Gray"
P A Cuanmgham"
K. Deva Kumar
A. J Wittea
hi brcmmg nuclear power plants, a certain i n w M of en* *onmental monitoring a usually
required as pan of the technical specifications ior pbnt operations. Radiological and
nonradiologKal (ecological) specifications are designed to I i I document potential impacts on the
environment and (2) casare that the power pbnis arc operated without exceeding specifications to
avoid environmental daange.
The major objectives of the tt .weal spccificaimns rcvKW program arc to (11 validate thermal
and ecological impact predictions made m the FES by using monitoring data. (2) evaluate the
adeqaacy of prccoastnKooa en\ironmmul sradies and operational mowtonng programs. (3)
rtcommend standsMfuation and other impnivements m amutoriag. dau collection, and data
analyst*. (41 identify possible environmental impacts common to several power plants having similar
hydr<*idckal aad ecological profiles, aad (5) complete analyses useful to the development of
simulation modeb. The thermal aad biological mcasarcments were analyzed for the plants reviewed:
the radiological aspects were a part of this program.
We have made considerable progress in this work, which •» sponsored by the NRC Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, during the past year, at least paru of objectives I. 2. 3. and 5 have
been accomplished. Completion of objective 4 depends on an evaluation, now in progress, of results
from the three national laboratories (ORNL. A M . , and PNLl invoked in the program.
In the initial phase of this study, ecological aad thermal monitoring programs were reviewed for
eight nuclear power plants that had been operational for at least one year Peach Bottom Units 2
and 3: Sorry Units I aad 2;Oconee Units 1.2. and 3: SanOnofre Unit I: Palisades: Gmna: Vermont
Yankee, aad Arkansas Unit I. Three power plants Surry. Peach Bottom, and San Onofre were
selected for thorough analysis on the basis of the comprehensiveness, location, and adequacy of their
monitoring data.
Predictions of environmental impact made in the respective FESs were compared with results
obtained from analysis of biological monitoring data at Surry and Peach Bottom (Tabirs 2.5 and
2.6); however, the duration of data collection at San Onofre was found to be too short to validate
predictions for that station. Examination of Tables 2.5 and 2.6 reveals that >he data were sufficient
to validate only three of the predictions made in the respective FESs: ten predictions were shown to
be in error, and the dau were insufficient to confirm or reject eight other predictions.
Review of the hydrothcrraal monitoring at the three plants has resulted in the following general
observations. In planning a hydrothcnnal monitoring program, two goals must be kept in mind: ( I >
to ensure that unacceptable environmental impacts do not occur (i.e.. by considering possible
iiMcractiom with (he biological monitoring program) and (2) to ensure that specific leg?! standards
are observed.
Biological monitoring alone cannot guarantee that the first goal is met. Without a good picture
of the discharge plume, it may not be possible to distinguish natural venations or those caused by
other human enterprises from power-plant-induced impacts. Except in catastrophic situations, the
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ToMe 2.5. Smny - t w p - i r i w of i * » i w < •Maori* villi —pirt* ptedirled m FFS
Predicted impact*

Observations from monitoring data
ffcjrft

Hie phy toptankton community nu> change toward
a heat-tolerant community. dominance of
diatom* nut decrease, and green jnd blue-green
-pecies mux atcrease in abundance in ihe plume
ilnnK suaaaer months

No •(uaniilalive Jala on phy toptankton %pecies
changes are available, although duiom genera are
generally most predomirunt at M station* during
all months.

D u n t the waiter. phy topunkton standing crops
out increase m the discharge area.

Phytopbnklon dentines in the discharge during
colder months were higher than those m coniroi
areas; however, on an annual basis, thermal additions
depressed phy toptinkton standing crop.

Zoopliaktoa lov*> mill be greatest dnrmg the
sammer month' ind may have an impact on larval
fish growth

Significant reduction of /oo;--bnkli>n den--ties li
the discharge area did not occur during the summer
months, although /oopunkton standing crops were
reduced on an annual basis
Benthos

Benthos aril probably be etnnnuted at the discharge
<r>*a

Benthos were not sampled in the discharge p o m
area

Maxanum summer temperatures may eliminate
benth*. species over j considerable area in contact
«ith the I

Benthk standing crops were highest in stations
located in the discharge area as compared with
controls, particularly in 1975. the year of highest
heal rejection.

Attached benthos will be killed at temperatures
above S T O W * !

No adequate data were sampled to validate this
statement: however, densities of fouling organism
were highest at the discharge station during 197$
|ATofSCi|4l»|.

Biu~* crab migration out oi the discharge area may
IKcur. possibly reducing this industry.

Since no proper sampling gear for collecting blue crabs
was employed, no assessment of this prediction
can be made

Larvai clams and oy>ters will be killed by combined
vitality and temperature changes.

No data are available for assessing this problem

1

Fish

During ihe cummer, adults of most species may
avoid the discharge area; however, during the
winter, fish may congregate in the plume

During summer months the catch per unit effort
tCPEt in the discharge is less than in control areas,
but during winter months ("PK is higher in the
plume area

Hie oterall impact of the Surry plant effluents will
be to dress .ish populations in the Hog Point area:
standing crops and recruitment may be reduced.

Overall, fish densities in the discharge increased
from 1971 to 1975 Reduction in recruitment and
standing crops cannot be assessed with present
data.

Impingement
Impingement of adult fishes on traveling screens
durmg spawning runs rs expected.

Internment
Larval and egg stages of marine fishes will be
rni'amed since estuarine areas jre used as spawn i f
and miners grounds

A strong correlation exists between the number of
adi'lf fish impinged and the time <»' the spawning
migration. The highest fish impingement occurs
during the fall when yoiing-oflhr year migrate out
of the estuarine nursery areas.
The densities of ichthyoplankton passing through
the plant were monitored; however, no assessment
of mortality of the entrained individuals was made.

Table 2.6. reach Bollum - vompariMin ofubwrved impact* with impacts predicted in FbS
Observations limn monitoring daia

Predicted impacts
Phyto plankton
A possible reduction in phytoplankton production may
occur.

There are n>> significant differences in conccniraiioits of
chlorophyll a between stations or between preoperational
and operational yeats.

An alteration in species composition a decrease in diatoms and
greens and an increase in the mor« heat-tolerant
blue-green* in expected.

Shuts in species coniposiiion cannot lie validated since
no quantitative cell counts were made

Zooplanklon
No significant differences between /ooplankloit densities
between stations or between years were observed.

Significant reduction in mktocrustaceatv- during lute
summer it expected.
Benthos
Detrimental effect* on resident benthos over a small
portion ofConowingo Pond exposed m thermal
discharges, outfall scouring, and chlorine releases are
expected: these effects will not bo of sufficient
magnitude to be important to pond a» a whole

No significant differences were observed in the liiomass
of benihos collected at all stations during preoperational
and operational periods.

Fill)
I'ish will be attracted to disvlutye plume in winter

('PI' was observed lo be higher in the plume in summer
than in winter; no differences were observed in Vf\ .
during winter between control and discharge areas
;

Knirainmeni
High entrainment mortality of /ooplankton
expected, with selection fur heaHolerunt
forms.
Standing crops may be lowered partially from entrainment losses.
Impingement
Standing crops of adult fishes may be partially
reduced due o mipinitement.

Methods used to estimate enirainment do not give the
fraction of living oritanisms entering the plant that are
killed by passage through the inm.Vnsori
No significant differences in standing crops of zooplankton were obsetved between preoperational ami
operational years.
No evidence of reduction of standing crops was
observed (low numbers impinged); impingement is a
function of temperature length (age class) and season
01 the year.
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ecological impact due to a thermal discharge plume is likely to he a king-term effect. To correctly
judge long-term effects, the most useful type of thermal information seems to be prohabilistic
botherm maps. Such maps would show, for example, the region within the 5 1' excess temperature
isotherm 50", of the time. The only suitable way to acquire this information is to establish a network
of continuously recording thermographs. Such a network should be the backbone of an
environmental hydrothermal monitoring program. A thermograph network is also the only way o!
ensuring continuous surveillance to enforce legal regulations.
We also recommend supplementing the thermograph data with the infrared sensing (from an
airplane) of water surface temperatures as a means of studying the configuration of the plume. Wc
have concluded that thermal plume mapping from a boat the technique most frequently used is
not a satisfactory technique.
Detailed reports of our work on the Surry. Peach Bottom, and San Onofre monitoring and a
separate document containing all our recommendations are being prepared."
4 :
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During the past eighteen months. NRC has sponsored the implementation of a unified transport
approach (UTA) for developing mathematical models for the assessment of power plant impact on
aquatic environments. " The objective of the program is to develop fast-transient, one- and
two-dimensional transport models and their associated general-usage computer codes which can be
employed in estimating the thermal, radiological, chemical, and biological (entrainment and
impingement) impact of power plant operations on rivers, estuaries, lakes, and coastal regions.
The UTA uses all the fundamentally common features of transport of thermal energy,
radionuclides, chemical constituents, and aquatic biota in (I) the theoretical development of the
4

IX. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A (ritual I.valuation ol the Sonratliolojrnal h'.nvironmrntal Trrhntral
Spriilhaiion.%. Vol. /. Pribram Dnuripiion. Summary, amifffiranmrm*n«>rn.ORNI. Nt'RF.Ci TM-*W(to he published).
.W. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A Criikal [valuation of ihr Sonnulmloxiral l.m ironmrnial Trrhnnal
SprnlHammf. tot. .'. Surry P,mrr Nam I nil* I anil I. ORNI NIRFG rM-70(io be published).
40. I S Nuclear Regulatory C'omrrmv.on. A Critical I.valuation of ihr \onradiokrgiral Hmmmmrmal Trrhnkal
Sprnlnaiionv. Vol. ) . Prrnh Bottom Alomn ftmrr Smium I nit* J ami J. ORNI. NI'RF.O TM-71 do he published).
41. I S Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A Critual Evaluation of ihr \<mraJmlof*al f.nvinmmmtal Trthnnai
Sprtitiration*. Vol. 4. San dnofrr Surlmr Urnrraimx Station (nil I. ORNI. NI'RF.ti FM-72 (to be published).
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4.*. I nuerMly of Tennessee Matt
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45. Currently of. >eate at Murray Stale I'niversity. Kentucky.
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47. Task group leader
4K. A. H. F.n»lan el al.. rJirmy />»•. Anna. Prog. Krp. Drr. .•/. 197). ORNI -5124. pp. 79 8.1.
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models and (2) the application of the models to actual site-specific probktns. A schematic
representation of the organizational structure of die L'TA research program is presented in Fig. 2.S.
The bask discrete-dement development of the governing mathematical systems, from the
integral forms of the physical conservation (and biological population balance) principles, is the
same for both convective and turbulent transport m all one-, two-, and three-dimensional thermal,
chemical, radiological, and biological transport models.
An important part of assessing power plant impact on the aquatic environment b estimating the
reentrainment and recirculation of the discharge effluent. The systematic methodology developed for
the zone matching of near- and far-field analyses, based on identical formulations for determining
the reentrainment and recirculation effects in all two-dimensional transport models, is also
applicable. Different parts of die overall theoretical transport modeling program are indicated on
the left-hand side of Fig. 2.5 with horizontal, paralki arrows to emphasize that the mathematical
models are being developed simultaneously.
From theoretical considerations, die I T A models are identical except for various intrinsic
characteristics associated with specifically different phenomena (eg-, surface beat transfer in thermal
models, chemical reaction kinetics in chemical models, decay rates and sediment transport and
exchange in radiological models, and population dynamics and behavioral characteristics of the
aquatic biou in biological models). The necessary modeling subprograms for these different intrinsic
phenomena are illustrated in Fig. 2.S by the vertical listings separated with dashed lines to emphasize
the fact that they can be developed without affecting die integrity of die bask unified transport
formulation of the models.
The numerical techniques employed in solving the semidiscretized systems of coupled,
nonlinear, ordinary differential equations are identical in all die transport modeb. and they are
based on well-established consistent and stable (convergent) mathematical algorithms.
The general-usage computer code structures are abo based on the fundamental concept of the
L'TA program to use all the common transport characteristics to formulate mathematical modeb.
All computer codes are being developed in a unified, parallel form so that all one-, two-, and
three-dimensional modeb for thermal, chemical, radionuclide, and biological transport will have
basic subroutines with identical structures, statement numbers, and FORTRAN variables.
The computational algorithms associated with the numerical solution techniques are also
identical in all modeb. The auxiliary programs for the input data and output results are abo similar,
with identical structures and averaging procedures, but they have different variables for the different
intrinsk properties (e.g.. temperature for die thermal codes, concentrations for the chemical and
radiological codes, and population density for the biological codes). Different parts of the overall
effort to develop numerical solution methods and computer codes are shown on the right-hand side
of Fig. 2.5 by horizontal, parallel arrows to indicate that these programs are being developed
simultaneously and incorporated with minimum duplicative effort.
The project is a joint program between ORNL and die University of Tennessee. The combined
research team includes the staff members of the Energy. Chembtry. and Computer Sciences
Divisions and a group of professors and graduate students of the Department of Engineering
Science and Mechanics of toe University of Tennessee.
During 1976 wc completed ( I ) one-dimensional hydrodynamk. thermal, salinity, chemical,
radiological (radionuclides in water), sedinvmt. and biological transport models: (2) two-dimensional
thermal, chemical, radiological, and biological transport models: and (3) the associated optimized
general-usage computer code for each. We also developed a general methodology for the zone
matching of near- and far-field analyses and modified the simplificd-marker-and-cell (SMAC)
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technique to a general-usage computer code (ORSMAC) for accurately estimating critical
recntrainment and recirculation effects.
An extensive validation program for the UTA models was initialed. In applications of the
models to site-specific cases for which reasonably accurate data were available, the computer
simulations were in excellent agreement with field-measured conditions for both one- and
two-dimensional models.
Results of the UTA project during its first 18-month period dearly established that ( I ) UTA
seems to be an efficient mode of research for developing mathematical transport models and
applying those modeb to site-specific analyses M power plant impact and (2) the UTA transport
mooch can save substantial time, effort, and computer cost became thermal chemical, radiological,
and biological simulations of the impact are done simultaneously miner than individually.
mathematical models and associated computer codes will be used by NRC and itfaer federal and
state agencies (and possibly utility companies and consulting fares) to anafyae site-specific piobkms
related to power plant impact. Once the limits of accuracy of the desired analysis arc determined for
a particular site-specific case, two practical points of consideration become extremely important in
the choice of the mathematical models: (M the cost of computer time and (2) the time and effort
required for preparing the input data and analyzing the computer output. During the past year, a
major task has been to improve the numerical solution techniques, computer storage, and run-time
requirements and to develop efficient, automated data preparation and graphical output dbpby
programs.
Optimization of numerical solution techniques and computational algorithms. An extensive
study was completed to determine the feasibility of more efficient and advanced
predictor corrector-type numerical integration methods for improving the computer storage and
run-time requirements of the original UTA computer codes, which employ a modified fourth-order
Runge-Kutta-Gill method with truncation error correction. The proposed alternative methods were
implemented in die existing one- and wo^inamskmal ESTONE and FAROUT thermal codes. We
concluded dot die presently employed Range Kutta-Cill method is die most reliable and efficient
numerical medwd for solving uW systems of ordinary differential equations associated with die
discrete-element formulations of dw UTA mathematical transport modeb.
The code was optimum) m other ways. The computer run times and storage requirements of all
one- and two-dimensional UTA codes were improved significantly by eliminating duplicative
computational steps and branch statements m the main computational algorithms. Core storage
requirements m all two-dimensional UTA modeb were significantly reduced by eliminating
Direct compumkmal lumpaiiiunj were made between die original and die optimized versions
of die one-dimtniional bydrodyanmk. thtimal. and saunity code ESTONE for rivers and estuaries
and die two-mnmasioaal memta! code FAROUT for coastal regions. In applications of ESTONE.
the optimized version required 11% k m itoranr and 48% has run rime dam did the original version.
Improvement of the storage require nam for me FAROUT code was different in different
applications, depending on the mmphxity of the slmrehne boundaries of tfjc regions. Redaction in
storage requirement! for the tint naiad version varied b u w t m 3f% (Sua Onofre coastal region) and
tV4% (Roscton-JJunstanmnr region m d * Hud
version of flat FAROUT code were reduced by about »•% in all applicafioni. w applications of me
advanced aad oatmuzoJ version of tte«»r4mammMnd code ESTONE l o t t o
the Hudson River using 3.2-km <2-mue) discrete dements, the computer run-time requirement is 2.0
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CPU seconds for I hr of real time simulation (or about 30 sec of C'Pl time for one tidal cycle
simulation) on the interactive DEC system PDP-10 computer.
Hence, the t'TA mathematical models and associated general-usage computer aides can he
applied to real, site-specific problems in power plant impact assessments with reasonable computer
storage and run-time requirements on presently available computer systems.
Awommtrd mpul dm* prrpmmikm and gnphkmi nuipui disptmr prvgnmu. Application of the
two-dimensional t'TA computer codes (eg., thermal code FAROU1) requires considerable amounts
of geometry data for constructing the discrete-dement system and depth conditions in a region.
Rather than generating the complex input data internally, the I T A computer codes intentionally
require independent external preparation of this data to avoid costly computer runs caused by errors
in the input geometry data. To aid the users of the two-dimensional I'TA computer codes,
stand-alone, computer-assisted data preparation programs were developed for generating the
geometry input data.
The geometric data preprocessor program (PREPR2) requires input data that can be obtained
directly from regional maps of die power plant sites: the data specify the rectangular grid system and
the shorelme geometry of the region. The program contains all the necessary logic for calculating the
areas, ccntroids. and enclosure surface widths of all the irregularly shaped boundary
discrete-elements.
An efficient method for generating geometrical data from maps is to employ electromechanical
digitizers. To consider the feasibility of thb method for generating data necessary for the FAROUT
code, a preliminary' study, using a Texas Instruments Model 9R0A minicomputer and a Science
Accessories GRAF PEN model GP-3 sonic digitizer, was undertaken. Thb electromechanical
equipment was used to generate the necessary shoreline geometry data for the PREPR2 directly
from maps of the regions (eg.. Conowingo Reservoir and Indian Point). Use of the
electromechanical digitizer system enables the user to generate the shoreline geometries in less than
10 min.
The two-dimensional UTA code FAROUT also requires input dab for the mean water level
depth in all the discrete elements. A stand-alone program. DEPTH R. was developed to aid the users
in generating this high-resolution and detailed depth data from reasonably accurate but coarse-grid
depth data in the region.
The final form of the geometrical input data for the two-dimensional FAROUT code, generated
either manually or by the two stand-alone preprocessor programs (PREPR2 and DEPTHR). can be
reconstructed and displayed by the computer program GRAFAR. The program was developed for
use with the DEC system PDP-10 computer with both Tektronix graphical display terminal and also
with Calcomp pen-and-ink plot equipment. The graphical display program GRAFAR uses the input
data to draw the grid system and shoreline and identifies each discrete element as internal,
boundary, or external, as shown in Fig. 2.6 for the region in the vicinity of Indian Point on the
Hudson River.
The two-dimensional graphical display program. GRAFAR. has the capability to plot
streak-lines for the flow field, constant depth contours, isotherms for temperature, isoconccntration
contours for chemical constituents, radionuclides, and biological populations. The program was
developed for CRT or Calcomp plots, and it can be readily used in an interactive system similar to
DEC system PDP-10 with Tektronix CRT terminals.
A subprogram package was developed and incorporated in all one-dimensional UTA codes
(e.g., ESTONE) for averaging and graphical display of the output results. Considering that
tidal-averaged and daily averaged conditions in an estuary could be important, a generalized output
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Fig. 2.6. Dncrcte-dmKM rcprexatatioa of ihc tmtmtt PoiM Mr on the tMwa River dwvriat imcmal. bumitty (B).
and eucml (E) eternals.

analysis program. STOKER, was developed. The code performs search operations, within a
specified period, for the minimum or maximum values of any variable in the model. It also can
perform temporal averaging over a specified period of time (e.g.. tidal period or day) for any
specified variable at any longitudinal location along a river or an estuary. The one-dimensional
output display program. PLOTER. also has four options for output type: (I) longitudinal
distribution at a specified time. (2) temporal variation at a specified location (i.e..
discrete-element). (3) longitudinal distributions of minimum or maximum values, and
(4) tidal-averaged longitudinal distributions. A typical line-printer plot output from PI.OTER
for distributing minimum, average, and maximum surface elevation conditions in the Hudson
River is shown in Fig. 2.7.
A two-dimensional line-printer plot program. PLOTWO. was also developed for all
two-dimensional thermal, chemical, radiological, and biological output results of the UTA
general-usage computer codes. In applications of the two-dimensional models (e.g.. FAROUT).
°LOTWO can be implemented inline with the transport computer code, and the numerical output
can be completely eliminated in favor of graphical display. A typical line-printer plot output is
presented in Fig. 2.8 as dimensionless isoconcemration contours for simulating a hypothetical
release condition .if typical radionuclides in the coastal region of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station.
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The detailed development of the computer programs PREPR2 ami l i R A I \ R t- procntnl in
technical reports.**''"
In summary, all the presently existing one- and two-dimensional general-usage computer codes
associated w i n I T A thermal, chemical, radiological, and biological transport modcb »crc
optimized to require ( I ) minimum computer core storage and run times. (2) minimum ctlort and
expertise on die part of the users to prepare the input data, and <3> mmunum ctiort to interpret thc
coraputcr output results, which can be displayed graphically a* CRT. C'altomp. «>r Imc-prmier pl»t>.
Thermal •ragmaL During the past year the overall thermal program ha* consisted of two major
tasks. The first task was to improve the mathematical formulations and optimise the computational
algorithms of die existing one-dimensional model ESTONE for controlled rivers and estuaries and
the two-dimensional model EAROl'T for lakes and coastal regions. All the new methods and
computational schemes for optimizing the mathematical models and associated general-usage
computer codes were first developed for the thermal codes ESTONE and E A R O I T : then, consistent
with the fundamental concept of the I T A . these schemes were directly incorporated into the
chemical, radiological, and biological transport modcb of the I T A program.
The second major task of the thermal program was to validate ESTONE and E A R O l ' T by
comparing computer simulation results with the available field-measured data from actual
operational power plants. Preliminary comparisons indicated that the accuracy of simulations was
extremely sensitive to input data about the historic regional flow conditions, atmospheric conditions,
and detailed power plant operational conditions. Therefore, the auxiliary modeling and subroutines
of the computer codes were greatly revised to accurately represent the detailed historic input data.
Modeling of the end conditions for dams was generalized to consider input data for any
combination of specified durations <i.e.. hourly, daily, or weekly) to accurately determine flow
conditions. Formulation of the ocean conditions was also generalized to include multiharmonic
variations to accurately- simulate tidal fk>» conditions in estuaries and coastal regions. The surface
heat transfer model was generalized to incorporate detailed input data for specified durations of all
important atmospheric variables. Modeling of the operating conditions of power plants and pump
storage facilities was completely generalized to include detailed input data for any combination of
specified durations during different operational periods.
Hence, the final UTA one- and two-dimensional thermal models and their associated
general-usage computer codes (ESTONE and FAROUT) are predictive thermal modcb that can he
used to simulate the thermal impact of an operating power pbnt on the aquatic envir.»n..xnt in an
actual site-specific application. Optimization of the codes and improvement of their applicability to
actual thermal impact problems were completed during 1976.
Tidal-transient, one-dimensional model (ESTO.XE) for controlled rivers and estuaries. A
fast-transient, one-dimensional model that can be applied, without special modifications, to estuaries
having reversing periodic tidal flow conditions and rivers having extreme flow rate variations due to
controlled dams or pump storage facilities was developed. In applications using (he commonly
employed one-dimensional models, the simulations of the hydrodynamic conditions arc difficult for
fast-transient flow conditions. The computer solutions usually require an excessive number of grid

49. J. T. HoMcman. FRF.FR2: A Prngnm in Ami .•< the FftpmrmtKm of Input #*»« for ihr FARfH'T prn-fhrnnuinnml
CnJr. ORM. CM) f M-19. to he published.
50. B. Thomas. J I.. Mtitnt. and J. f. HoMcman. GRAFAR: A (ompulrr ('ink for Graph* Ihtpki of Input IMm in
the FAR2DIFAROIT Cndr. OHM. CSI) TM-22. to he puhhjhed
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potato and extremely %mall time step sues. Therefore, assessment of the thermal impact ol
muht-powcr-ptaHt regions or loaf estuaries |e.g.. Hudson River) and for lonf periods of time lc.f ..
six months) become very expensive. Our new model. EST ONE. avonts these problems.
A completely new mathematical algorithm was developed ai the L'TA profram for the
discrctc-ckmem lormuUtioa of the momcMum principle m modeling hydradynamic conditioas: this
new method evaluates the flow rates m each discrete element at two points, located halfway between
the upstream and downstream enclosure surfaces and the center of the discrete dement. The second
important novel feature of the tabl-transicnt. one-dimensional thermal model ESTONE is that the
transport fluxes for aB nW physical properties arc rigorously formulated by considering both the
vertical and lateral variations of velocity, temperature, and salinity conditions over the
cross-sectional areas in a river or estuary. Furthermore, the model docs not require any addmonal
data to specify longwwdmaly varying dispersion coefficients which may differ among estuaries leg.,
safamty mtmsum modification), as do all other existing one-dimensional thermal models.
The mathematical development of the UTA tidal-transient, one-dimensional tbermal model
ESTONE for controlled rivers and estuaries and its various applications to actual site-specific
problems (eg., the Hudson River and Conowmgo Reservoir) arc described in a technical report'
and a user's manual-~
nU-tnmaina. nn*i&mtwmnml mueki (FARTMP) for Imkn. etumrin. mm* nmuml rrf-ms.
The original version of the trial-transient, two-dimensional far-field thermal model FAROl'T was
completely reformulated and optimized to develop a computationally effkicni thermal model.
E ART MP: FARTMP accurately predicts the temperature distributions in lakes and coastal regions
under specified natural and plant-induced flow conditions. The preliminary formulation of the
EAROt'T model required the simultaneous specification of both the local depth and the two
components of velocity as lunc-dependeni sanations in a region. The necessary input data, based on
sparse flow measurements, sometimes resulted in an over-specification of the flow firms that could
not satisfy the mass conservation principle in each discrete dement of the model. The final version of
EARTMP requires the specification of only the two vdocity components of the flow field, and using
two conservation principfcs for water mass and thermal energy, it simultaneously predicts both the
depth variations and the temperature distributions in a region.
During the past year, the tidal-transient, two-dimensional thermal model FARTMP has been
applied to numerous site-specific problems for validation of the model on the basis of actual
fidd-mcasurcd temperature data from operational power pants in lakes, estuaries, and coastal
regions. The computer simulations in the validation study included Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station on the Conowingo Reservoir Indian Point. Lovetl. Bowline. Danskammer. and Roseton
power plants on the Hudson River, and San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station on the California
coastline.
A typical comparison of the computer simulations by the FARTMP thermal code with the
actual fieM-measurcd data for the temperature distributions in the Conowingo Reservoir in the
vicinity of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station is presented in Fig. 2.9. The computer

51. A. H. Ensbn el al.. A Tidaf-Traratmi. Oxr-Pimnumnal. Putrnr-Brmrni Model for Smmlaimji Hrdrothnamir.
Thrrmat. and Sakmn Comtomiu im Comrollnl Hhrm ami Eummrin/or r*mhrimf rtr Imparl of r\i*tr Ham Oprrmtnfu. in
lie paMOncv at an ORIsl. report.
52. A. H Ersstm O al.. ESTONE: A Compmrr Codrfor SiimMiwm TM-Tmawni. fmv-IHmenmomd Hrdrodvmmmr.
Thummf. ami Sakmn Comhitom m ComrttHrd Rrrm and fjmarin for Frtdklim the Impact of r\**er nam Oprranon*. In
he piiMuhtd as an OHM TM report.
1
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fig. 19. T t a p c n m c diiuifciiwM • ike CoMWMge Ronvoir m the viciMly of the hack Mtioa AMMC Power
Smioa.

simulations were obtained without any modification of the parameter values in the thermal model.
In all cases for which reasonably accurate data were available for the flow and power plant
operational conditions, excellent agreement was obtained between the model simulations and the
field-measured data for the regional temperature distributions.
The development of the tidal-transient, two-dimensional thermal model FARTMP is described
in a technical report" and a user's manual document '* Detailed studies of the model applications to

i). A. H. Eraalan el ai.. A Tidal-Transient, Two-Dimensional. Discrete-Element Model for Simulating Drplh and
Trmprrafurr Distributions undrr Sprcifird Flow Conditions in Ijakes. Estuaries, and Coastal Regions for Predicting Thermal
Impact nf Power Plant Operations, to he published as an ORNI. report.
J4. A. H. Erasian et al.. FARTMP: A Computer Code for Simulating Tidal-Transient, Two-Dimensional Depth and
Temperature Distributions under Specified Flow Conditions in Lakes. Estuaries, and Coastal Regions for Predicting Thermal
Impact of Power Plant Operations, to he published as an ORNI. TM report.
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tite-speciilc problems for validation of both the one-dimensional model ESTONE and the
two-dimensional model FARTMPare presented in other reports."'*
In summary, the thermal program accomplished its objectives during 1976. that is. to develop
and optimize the one- and two-dimensional transport modcb and to apply those modeb to
site-specific problems for model validation. We are currently completing technical documents that
contain the results of the research effort.
Chemical program. The objective of the first phase of the LTA chemical program was to
develop the necessary mathematical modeb for predicting the chemical impact of chlorinated water
discharged from the power plant cooling systems. The overall effort was divided into two
parts: (I)detailed study of the chemical kinetics of the chtorination process in the power plants
and (2) development of fast-transient, one- and two-dimensional chemical transport modcb for
simulating the chemical constituent concentrations in the aquatic environment.
Development of the chemical kinetics model for me chlorinaiion process. To determine the
chemical composition of chlorinated discharge water, we developed a realistic chemical kinetics
model to simulate the chlorination process in the power plants for fresh water (reactions in saline
water will be incorporated when the rates arc available). Primary emphasis was focused on the
production of inorganic and organic chloramines. which can be toxic to fish and other aquatic biota
at low (parts per million) concentrations/*
The model was formulated on the basis of three rwnequilibrium chemical reactions, with
forward and reverse reaction rates, that involve the production of inorganic chloramines (NH.-C1 and
NHC1:) and a composite representation of the organic amines as RNH.-. The basic chemical
reactions included inorganic nitrogen concentrations in the water as ammonia and considered the
reactions of inorganic and organic amines with hypochlorous acid. In addition to the three basic
reactions, the model also considered the rate of irreversible uptake of chlorine to satisfy the chlorine
demand of the intake water. The forward and reverse reaction rate constants were modeled to
include the effects of water temperature and pH in a general form common to the reactions of most
organic amines with hypochlorous acid. The values of the parameters used in the reaction rate
constants were determined on the basis of theoretical considerations and experimental data for
reactions that occur in nonsaline water.
A modular computer program. CHLORN. was developed to simulate the chemical concentrations
in the discharge water of the power plant cooling systems based on the chemical kinetics model for the
chlorination process in fresh water. Input to the model includes the operational conditions of the power
plant; the temperature, pfi. and chemical composition of the intake water; and the schedule of system
chlorination cycles. Using this input, the computer code predicts the detailed variations with time of the
different chemical constituents in the discharge water. A typical computer simulation of the varying
chloramine concentrations in the discharge water from cooling tower blowdown is presented in Fig. 2.10

35. H. A. Dnmcnt ct al.. A Comprehensive Mathematical Modeling and Computer Simukikm Study of the Thermal
Conditions m the Vicinity of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station with Comparison to Field-Measured Data, to he
published as an ORNI. TM report.
5ft. K. K. Kim el il.. A Comprehensive Mathematical Modeling and Computer Simulation Study of the Hydrodynamk
and Thrrmat Conditio.'* in the Vicinity of Peach Bottom Atomk Power Station in the Conowmgo Reservoir with
Comparison to rieU-Meayrrd Data, to be published as an ORNI. TM report
57. J. I.. Harris el al.. A Comprehensive Mathematical Modeling and Computer Simulation Study of the Hydrodynamk
and Thermal Conditions in tie Vicinity of Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station in the Hudson River with Comparison to
Field-Measured Data, to be | ubfohed as an ORNI. TM report.
5». M. H. i.iet/ke. A \ineik Model for Predicting the Composition of Chlorinated Water Discharged from Plant
Cooling Systems. ORNI.-5'.OS (January 1*77).
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for six 8-hr chlorination cycles, starting from nonchloriaated initial conditions in the system. Results
indicate that the concentrations in the discharge water attain quaii Heady-state conditions after about
40 hr of plant operation, and they vary between constant •pper and lower bounds during the periodic
duorination cycles.
The mathematical development of the chemical kinetics model for the power plant chlorination
process and its associated computer code CHLORN are presented in the technical report.'* A separate,
more general routine, C H M K I N . was developed to handle hydrolysis reactions.
Tidal-transient, one-dimensional chemical transport model (CHMONE) for controlled riversand
estuaries. The tidal-transient, one-dimensional chemical transport model for rivers and estuaries was
completed. Consistent with the general concept of the UTA. the bask transport phenomena were
formulated identically to the already complete one-dimensioual thermal model ESTONE, which
included the simulations of hydrodynamic, thermal, and salinity conditions inriversand estuaries. Since
the hydrodynamic and thermal conditions were necessary and common to both one-dimensional
models, the mathematical formulation of the salinity concentration was replaced by the atray of
constituent concentrations to obtain the chemical model CHMONE directly from the thermal model
ESTONE for controlled rivers and estuaries.
The chemical kinetics model for the power plant chlorination CHLOR N wasdirecth/ incorporated
in the formulation of the general model for power plant operations. An additional chemical kinetics
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model and its associated subprogram. CHMKIN. was developed and incorporated in the chemical
transport model for the hydrolysis of the chloramines in the receiving water body.
The computer code CHMONE of the tidal-transient, one-dimensional model was structured
exactly as the thermal code ESTONE. which includes the solutionsforsalinity. The necessary data for
the two modeb were formatted identically except for the additional data for (I) the chemical kinetics of
the chlorinated water used in the modular subroutines for the plant operations CHLORN and (2) the
hydrolysis of the duoramines CHMKIN. Hence, in applications to a site-specific problem, the two
modeb can be employed individually or as a combined model without necessitating any change in the
site-specific data input to either.
Applications of the one-dimensional chemical transport model for validation have not been
completed because accurate and detailed field-measured data for chloramine concentrations in rivers
and estuaries resulting from power plant chlorination are not readily available.
A typical application of the one-dimensional chemical transport model is shown in Fig. 2.11 for the
simulation of hypothetical chlorination conditions mine Hudson River, the freshwater flow bassumed
to be sufficiently high to limit the salinity infusion zone downstream of the power pbnt. The results of
tins application demonstrate the capability of the model to simulate the periodic upstream and
downstream movement of the high duoramine concentration peaks with the tidal flow conditions
during the specified 8-hr chlorination cycle of the powcrpbmt. The preliminaiy results abosiiggcst the
possibility that proper selection of the chlorination tinies relative to the tidal cycles couldreducethe tetvl
and extent of the chloramine concentrations in an estuary.
Development of the UTAtidaNransient.one-diniensionaldicmical transport model bdescribed in
a technical report.'* and its associated computer code CHMONE b documented m a user's manual.**
Tidal-transient, two-dimensional chemical transport model (CHMTWO) for lakes, estuaries, and
coastal regions. The two-dimensional chemical transport model b being developed directly from the
two-dimensional thermal model FARTMP by including (I) the discrete-element formulations of the
cher«iical constituents conservation equations and (2) the chemical kinetics modeb for the power plant
chlorination and the hydroh/sb of chforamincs in the receiving water body, which were already
completed for the one-dimensional chemical transport model CHMONE. The general-usage computer
code. CHMTWO. of the two-dimensional chemical model will have a structure identical to that of the
thermal code FARTMP since the temperature and chemical constituent concentrations are
simultaneously calculated in the chemical code. Again, consistent with the practical aspects of the UT A.
the site-specific data for the two codes CHMTWO and FARTMP are identical.
In summary, the model development phase of the chemical program was completed during 1976.
We are presently developing the chemical kinetics model for chlorinated saline water and applying both
the one-dimensional CHMONE and the two-dimensional CHMTWO to actual site-specific problems
for model verification based on available data.
Radiological program. The first phase of the radiological program was concerned with the
development of fast-transient (within tidal cycle), one- and two-dimensional mathematical modeb

59. A. H. Eraslan ct al.. A Ttdml-Trmnskni. One-Dimensional. Discrete-Element Model for Simulating Hydrodynamk.
Thermal, and Chunk*! Consilium! Concentrations in Controlled Riven and Estuariesfor Predkimg ihe Effect ofChhrinaihn
of Power Hani Discharges, lo be published as an ORNL report.
60 S. K. Fischer el al.. CHMOSE: A Computer Code for Simulating Tidal-Transient. (he-Dimensional
Hydrodynamk. Thermal and Chemkal Concentrations In Controlled Rivers and Esiuarks for Fredkilng the Effect of
Chktrmatkm of tower Mani Discharges, to be published as an ORNL TM report.
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for the transport of dissolved radionuclides in the receiving water body. Because of the significant
radionuclide uptake by reduntnts. the second phase of the program concentrated on developing
advanced mukisize and multilayer sediment transport models and exchange rate models for
describing the transfer between the dissolved and adsorbed stiles.
Fmst-trwmsieml. om dimenskmml dawh td ndkmmMde transport model (RADOSE) for
amtmBrd rivers mmd estmmnrs. The fast-transient, one-dimeniional transport model for dissolved
radionuclides was derived directly from the already completed and validated thermal model
ESTONE by eliminating the temperature part and by converting salinity into radionuclide
concentrations. Consistent with the general concept of UTA. the radiological model and its
associated computer code. RADONE. were developed according to the general fornmhuion and
computer structure of all the existing UTA oa^imenstoaal transport models. The appropriate
formuhuioa of die decay rales for theradionuclideswas also incorporated in the RADONE model
The fast-transient, oac-dimrniainal dissolved-radionuclidc transport model was applied to
various IrypooWtkal problems to study the cumulative radionuclide concentrations released by
normal nmttipmnt operation m nvers and estuaries. Model verification has not been completed smce
detailed field-measured data for dissolved radionuclide concentratioas are very {united. A model
verification study for the Clinch River in Tennessee was initialed to simulate the hydrodyaamic
conditions and the longitudinal distributions of the various radionuclides used in the 1967
coMrotted-rcfcasc experiments.*'
The one-dimensional model was also applied to the simulation of hypothetical conditions
representative of accidental release scenarios. The radionuclide concentrations in the plant cooling
systems were specified as dimcnsionless unit doses for specified durations. Computer simulation
experiments were completed for instantaneous increases in discharge doses more than 10* times as
great as the normal operational discharge doses for short durations under typical estuarine flow
conditions (e.g.. Hudson River). In all cases the computer code RADONE was able to predict
realistic radionuclide concentration distribution, thus verifying its applicability to site-specific
problems.
The naihcmatical development of the tidal-transient, onc-dinensional dissolved radionuclide
transport model is presented in a technical document.*'' and its associated computer code RADONE
is documented in a user's manual.*
Fast-transient, two-dimensional dissohed^mdionvclide transport model (RADTWO)for lakes,
estuaries, and coastal regions. The mo-dimensional model for the transport of dissolved
radionuclides was developed directly from the already compfcied two-dimensional thermal code
FARTMP by converting temperature formulations into radionuclide concentrations in water.
Consistent with the general concept of the UTA, the mntbematical formulation of the dissolved
radionuclide model was developed identically to that of die thermal and chemical transport models,
and the structure of its associated computer code RADTWO was constructed identically to that of
the corresponding thermal code FARTMP and dunical code CHMTWO. The final version of the
1

*l E. C. SUWUNSS d aL. Compnhoum Hmon ofmt Caw* ft**r Strndr. ORNL-403S fApril 1*7).
•2. A. H. EiSHMi el si.. A rmt'Tmrnimt. Om^SHmmtottdL uottnr-Brmrm Modtlfor Simtdoimt Hydfodytmrmc
Comdmom «nf Ttmmmon of HrnKmuu Kms m dtr Worn tt Camromd Ktvm mtd Eimmki. u> be avMufced at M ORNL
icawt.
•J. A. H. Emha ci aL. KADONC: A Commmr Coirfor Simduim, fmu-Trmakm. Om-Dmrnakxmi Hydrodymmk
Commttm md me Trwmmm of KodtomtUdn m dtr Worn m Coammd Mren ami bum**, to be pallatna' a* an
OftNL TMicsvn.
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dissolved radionuclide transport code RADTWO was computationally optimised, it included the
conservation equations for both water mass and radionuclide mass (except tor decay) in every
discrete element of the flow region.
The two-dimensional RADTWO was applied to various site-specific problems which were also
being considered for the application of the two-dimensional thermal .ode FAR! MP for model
validation. Since field-measured data for tidal-transient dissolved radionuclide concentrations were
not available for any coastal region, the application of the R ADTWO was limited to the simulations
of various hypothetical operational scenarios under normal and accidental release conditions.
A typical site-specific application of the model to simulate hypothetical accidental release
conditions was considered for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. It was assumed that, lor
two tidal cycles (after s u n of operation), the plant, operating under normal conditions, released 100
dimensionkss units of ""Cs (158.4-hr half-life) in the cooling water system. It was assumed that, at
the beginning of the third tidal cycle, an accidental release of 100.000 dimensionless units was
continuously added to the cooling water system for a duration of 1.55 hr before the plant was shut
down. Direct line-printer plot simulations by the computer code RADTWO for the two-dimensional
distribution of Cs concentrations in the coastal region are shown in Fig. 2.8 at («» 1.55 hr and (*)
24J hr (two tidal cycles) after shutdown (see p. 41).
The samuations indicate that, shortly after shutdown (Fig. 2.8a), high concentration levels
(1500 and 1000 dimensionless units) of dissolved " Cs could exist in the immediate vicinity of the
plant between the discharge location and the shore. These concentrabens approximately correspond
to a dilation ratio of 80 based on the release concentration of 100.000 danensionless units. However,
24.8 hr after shutdown, the region containing dissolved C s extends to about a 2.5-mfle radius (Fig.
lib), but the maximum concentration level in the region drops to 25 dimensionless units, which is
25% of the release (100 dimensjonless units) occurring under normal operational conditions. As
demonstrated by the particular site-specific application, RADTWO can be used to simulate the
temporal variation and distribution of dissolved radionuclides as they disperse and decay in a coastal
region under tidal flow conditions.
The development of the UTA fast-transient, two-dimensional dissolvcd-radionuclide transport
model is described in a technical report." and its associated computer code RADTWO is
documented in a user's manual."
Preliminary transient, one-dimensional adsorhed-radionuclide transport model (HOTSED)for
rivers and estuaries. After completion of the fast-transient, one- and two-dimensional
dissoived-radionuclide transport models, the research effort in the radiological program was
concentrated on modeling the transport of radionuclides adsorbed on the sediment. To study the
transport of radionuclides with the sediment, a preliminary computer code HOTSED* was
constructed by combining the hydrodynamic part of the tidal-transient, one-dimensional code
in

:

l,2

M

64. A. H. Eraslan. H. [>iamem. and R. I>. Sharp. A Fast-Transient. T*o-Dimensional. Discrete-Element Model for
Simulating Orpin ami ihr Transport of Radionuclides m the Water under Specified Flo* Conditions in Ijakes, Estuaries, and
Coastal Regions, lo be published as an ORN1. report.
65. A. H. Eraslan et al.. RADTWO: A Computer Code for Stmuloirtt Fast-Transient. T*o-Dimensional Depth
Distribution and the Transport of Radionuclides in Water under Specified Fh*v Conditions in lakes. Fstuaries. and Coastal
Regions, to be published as an ORM. TM report.
66. D. E. Fields. USSED: A One-Dimensional Multireach Sediment Transport Model. ORNI. CSD-15 (October 1976).
67. D. E. Fields. HOTSFD: A One-Dimensional. Tidal-Transient. Discrete-FMment Model for Simulating
Hydrodvnamk Conditions and Adsorbed and Dissolved Radioisotope Concentrations in Controlled Rivers and Estuaries.
ORM. CSD-16 (January 1977).
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ESTONE for controlled rivers and estuaries with the existing sediment transport code CHNSED**
for unifonnh flowing rivers. Preliminary results from this model indicated that the transport of
adsorbed radionuclides can be modeled on the basis of transport of suspended and bed sediment.
However, since the original sediment transpon model CHNSED was applicable only to
uniformly flowing rivers, with mathematical formulation and computer code structure totally
different from the UTA model fordissohed-radionuciide transpon (RADONE). it was impossible to
develop an optimized adsorbcd-radionuclide transpon model consistent with the general concept of
the I T A. Therefore, we developed an advanced sediment transpon model having capabilities
compatible with the other existing one-dimensional models of the UTA program.
Tidal-transient, one-dimensional sediment transport model (SEDOSE)for controlled riven and
estuaries. The mathematical development of the new tidal-transient, one-dimensional sediment
transpon model uses the discrete-element formulation that is completely compatible with the other
existing one-dimensional UTA transpon models. The hydrodynamic pan of the sediment tianspon
model is identical to the common hydrodynamic submodel in thermal ESTONE. chemical
CHMONE. and dissolvcd-radionuclide RADONE transpon models. The discrete-element
formulation of the sediment mass conservation principles considers multilayers, consisting of a
suspended sediment layer, a creeping-bed sediment layer, and the stationary resident-bed sediment
layer, each layer contains different panicle sizes. The mathematical model simultaneously solves for
the concentrations of all the different panicle sizes in aU three layers for each discrete element by
considering both longitudinal transpon (according to the general UTA formulation) and vertical
transport between sediment layers.
The new one-dimensional sediment transpon model. SEDONE. was first applied to the
simulation of sediment concentrations along the Hudson River. The limited amount of
field-measured data" for the sediment discharge in the lower 16-km (10-mile) section of the river was
used to adjust the parameter values in the model and to verify the computer simulations. The
variation of the sediment discharge rate during a tidal cycle in a cross section about 3.2 km (2 miles)
from the Battery was used to select the appropriate values for the model parameters.
With values of all model parameters fixed, on the basis of comparisons of simulations with the
field-measured data from the cross section 3.2 km (2 miles) upstream from the Battery, the sediment
transpon model SEDONE was used to simulate the hydrodynamic conditions and sediment
concentrations along the total length of the Hudson River. Comparison of the computer simulations
with another set of available OcM-measured data for the axial velocity and volumetric sediment
discharge rate at a cross section 16 km (10 miles) upstream from the Battery is shown in Fig. 2.12.
The computer simulations were found to be in excellent agreement with the field-measured data.
The development of the tidal-transient, one-dimensional sediment transpon model is presented
in a technical report, " and its associated computer code SEDONE is documented in a user's
manual. '
7

7

M . D. E. Field*. CHNSED. Simulations of Sediment and Trace Contaminant Transport with Sediment IContaminant

Interaction. ORM NSFEATC-I9I March 1976).
69. F. L. Panuzio. 'Lower Hudson River SilUlion." pp. 312-50 in Proceeding* of fhr Federal Inter-Agency
Sedimentation Conference 1963. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Miscellaneous Publication No. 970. June 1965.
70. A. H. Erasbn. D. M. Heirick. and M K. Patterson. A Tidal-Transient. One-Dimensional. Discrete-Element
Transport Model for Simulating Hydrodynamic Conditions and Three-Layer, Variabk-Siie Sediment Concentrations in
Controlled Rivers and Estuaries, to be published as an ORNL report.
71. D. M . Heirick el at.. SEDONE: A Computer Code for Simulating Tidal-Transient. One-Dimensional Hydrodynamic
Conditions and Three-Ijtyer. Variable-Site Sediment Concentrations in Controlled Rivers and Estuaries, to be published as

an O R N I T M report
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Preliminary model for sediment uptake. The development of a mathematical model that can be
used to consider the transport of both dissolved and adsorbed radionuclides requires the formulation
of a realistic model for the sediment uptake and release of radionuclides. A preliminary sediment
exchange model was developed from nonequilibrium rate consunts. The formulation of the
exchange rate terms considers both linear and second-order forms for the concentrations of the
dissolved and adsorbed states. The values of the exchange rate consunts depend on the particular
radionuclide and the distribution of particle sizes in water.
A review of the literature clearly indicated that the necessary information about the sediment
uptake and release of radionuclides in natural water bodies was not available. Limited dau from
laboratory experiments run during the Clinch River Study was the most usable information
available for the development of the radionuclide exchange model. Results of the applications of the
preliminary exchange model to the sediment upuke of "Sr and " Cs are shown in Fig. 2.13.
M

The purpose of this study was to determine the values for the exchange rate consunts to be
employed in the model for the two radionuclides. Although the calibration aspect of the study was
more important than verification of the model, the results of the applications to both *"Sr and " C s
showed that the agreement between the simulations and the experimenul dau was accepubk for
long durations.
The development of fast-transient, one- and two-dimensional transport models for dissolved
radionuclides was completed. A completely new sediment transport model that can be applied to
both uniformly flowing rivers and tidal-transient estuaries was developed and validated by
field-measured dau. We are now developing a fast-transient, one-dimensional radionuclide transport
model that will include the important effect of the sediment upuke ba:-ed on realistic sediment
transport and radionuclide exchange models.
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Zoae-matcbiQg program. The impact of any diluent discharged into an aquatic environment
depends on two fundamental physical phenomena that control its ultimate dissipation: 11 > dilution in
the near-field zone, which reduces the concentrations of the effluent due to cntrainment caused by
the momentum of discharge, and (2) the overall diffusion, dispersion, and decay of the effluent in the
far-field zone of the receiving water body under the controlling influence of the ambient flow
conditions. Associated with these two physical phenomena are two problems that are critical to the
assessment of the impact of power plant operations: ( I ) reentrainment. which could drastically
reduce the near-field dilution, and (2) recirculation into the intake structures, which could gradually,
but appreciably, increase the discharge concentrations of the effluent. Although their importance is
realized. * most mathematical models overlook these two problems because of the unavaibbility of
the necessary mathematical methodology that can rigorously and realistically incorporate them in
the complete analyses for environmental impact assessments.
A concentrated effort has been directed toward the study of the reentrainment and recirculation
problems. During 1976. major accomplishments were achieved in the development of computer
simulation models and rigorous mathematical methodologies that can realistically incorporate the
effects of reentrainment and recirculation in the complete analyses for the assessment of the power
plant impact on aquatic environments.
ORSMAC—a computer simulation model for submerged discharges. The SMAC computer
simulation model developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was extensively modified to
incorporate the required capabilities for simulating reentrainment and recirculation flow fields for
submerged discharges under ambient crossflow conditions. Since the basic formulation of the
SMAC model considers the conservation of mass and both components of the momentum equations
exactly, without simplifying assumptions, the model is not limited by the restrictions of the classical
near-field jet models that are used extensively in environmental impact analyses.
:

Modifications to the SMAC model included mathematical aspects of formulation ' and changes
in the computer code structure to optimize computer run times and storage.
The results of typical printer-plot streak lines are shown in Fig. 2.14 for a submerged turbulent
jet discharge into crossflow. The simulations are for a 2.7-m(9-ft)-deep receiving water body having a
crossflow velocity of 0.6 m sec (2 ft sec). The jet discharge is 1.5 m (5 ft) wide, and the discharge
velocity components are 1.5 m sec (5 ft sec) vertically and 1.5 m sec (5 ft sec) horizontally to
represent a 45° discharge. The assumed conditions are representative of the strong crossflows found
at submerged discharges that cannot be solved by the simplified jet discharge models commonly used
in environmental impact studies. The computer simulations realistically predict all the pertinent
hydrodynamic characteristics of the submerged discharge in strong crossflows. including the
formation of the surface wave downstream of the discharge location.
Preliminary simulations of the submerged discharges by the ORSMAC code clearly
demonstrated the capability of the model to predict the hydrodynamic conditions in shallow
receiving water bodies. Our continuing effort is directed toward applications of the model for
validation based on field-measured data and laboratory experiments.

72. A. A. Amsden and V. H. Harlow. The SMAC Method: A Sumrncal Technique for Calculating Incompressible
Fluid Fkms. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report LA-4J70 (May 1970)
73. C". W. Hin. B. D. Nichols, and V C. Romero. SOM
A Numerical Algorithm for Transient Fluid fftw.i. I.w
Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report LA-5852 (April 1975).
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The mathematical aspects of the ORSMAC model and its associated computer code are
presented in a technical report. *
Systematic methodology for matching near- and far-field analyses based on uniformly valid
singular perturbation theory. The preliminary studies in this part of the program were concentrated
on developing the fundamentals of zone'matching methodobgy. The purpose was not to extend
available methods but to attempt to solve some of the most critical problems encountered in the
assessment of power plant impact.
The fundamentals of the zone-matching methodology were based on the "uniformly valid
singular perturbation theory." ' Study of other singular perturbation methods based on asymptotic
expansions with limit-matching principles clearly indicated the superiority of the selected method.
74. J. E Park. K. E. Cross, and A. H. Eraslan. ORSMAC An Alforithm to Calculate Fluid Circulation Patterns in the
Vicinity of a SuhmtrtedJel. K CSD-4 (January 1977).
75. A. H. Eraslan and J. A. Bcnck. paper presented at the 5th SECT AM Conference. Raleigh. North Carolina. April
1970; published in Development* in Theorttical and Applied Mechanic*. <i. I.. Rogers (ed-l. vol. 5. p. *I9. 1971.
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The preliminary mathematical development was limited to two-dimensional formulations in
relatively simple geometrical regions for the sake of brevity in the presentation of general theory.
The significant feature of the new singular perturbation methodology is that its near- and
far-field perturbational systems can use precisely the same mathematical techniques for the jet
discharges and the potential flow feeds that are commonly used in power plant impact analyses.
The general zone-matching methodology was first applied to the simulation of hydtodynamic
conditions from a vertical submerged discharge under different crossflow conditions. This probkm is
significant because the submerged diffuser design is considered to be one of the best heat dissipation
systems for coastal regions. A typical computer simulation with moderate crossflow conditions is
presented in Fig. 2.15. The results clearly indicate the existence of two vortices that cause
reentrainment and. hence, reduced dilution in the near field. The existence of the two vorti-rs
quantitatively verifies the qualitative argument presented in ref. 76. The results from the
zone-matching methodology are qualitatively similar to those from the direct computer simulations
by the ORSMAC code.
The methodology was also applied to the simulation of flow conditions in a cooling pond. This
problem is distinctly different from the vertical submerged diffuser conditions since the discharge is
horizontal, the pond is completely bounded, and the intake is included in the flow region. Results of
a typical application are shown in Fig. 2.16.
The simulations clearly illustrate ( I ) the reentrainment effect as two vortices appearing both
above and below the discharge relative to the location of the intake and (2) the reduction in direct
recirculation due to the jet entrainment from the intake side of the discharge. Hence, the application
of the zone-matching methodology clearly predicts the correct behavior of flow conditions in the
cooling pond.
The mathematical development of the singular perturbation theory and the results of the
preliminary applications of the zone-matching methodology are presented in a technical report.
In summary, the zone-matching program accomplished the initial development of 'he urgently
needed mathematical models for analyzing the reentrainment and recirculation problems that are
critically important in the assessment of power plant impact on aquatic environments. Our current
work is directed toward the applications of both the computer simulation code ORSMAC and the
/.one-matching methodology tc site-specific problems for model validation based on available,
field-measured hydrodynamic and temperature data from actual operational power plants.
Biological program. The biological program is supported by the National Power Plant Team.
Office of Biological Services. Fish and Wildlife Service. U.S. Department of the Interior, and by the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. NRC.
The overall research task includes the development of tidal-transient, one-, two-, and
three-dimensional biological transport models consistent with the general concept of the UTA. These
models are being developed simultaneously with the UTA thermal, chemical, and radiological
transport models. Some of the complex biological models also include the thermal and chemical
transport models in their general formulations to determine the dependence of the physiological and
behavioral characteristics of various biota on the physical conditions in aquatic environments.

76. G. H. Jirka. G. Abraham, and IX R K Harkman. An Atxrumrnt of Technique* for Hydroihrrmal Frrdiciion.
Department of Civil Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Rep. No. 20.1 (197)).
77. A. H, Eraslan. J. E. Akin, and A. K. Atakan. A Uniformly Valid. Singular Prrturhaiion Throrv for /.one-Marching
of iht \ear-FitU and Far-FitU Analyse* Employed in ihr Auewnmi of Fcmrr Flam Impact, to he published as an OR N I
report.
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The preliminary applications of the biological transport models are mainly concerned with the
striped bass young-of-the-year populations in the Hudson River. The results of these studies are
presently being prepared for presentation as scientific reports and publications.

2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS FOR
OAK RIDGE OPERATIONS OFFICE OF ERDA
J. W Boyle

2J.I Euvironraental Analysis for ERDA-ORO Facilities
The Environmental Impact Section manages and coordinates environmental impact assessments
and statements on request by ERDA-ORO. One of these b the prdirnmar>d f nvironmenul analysis
of Oak Ridge Operations, which was released for internal review ia I97S. The analysis, which was
described in the 1975 annualreport.'"includes detailed descriptions of ORNL. the Oak Ridge Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (ORGDP). VI2. and other smaller ERDA facilities in Oak Ridge. During 1976. the
activity on thb document was confined to editorial modification because of the high priority assigned to
other activities. Similar analyses also are to be prepared for the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant in
Kentucky and the National Lead Company of Ohio pbnt in Femald. Ohio. The ORNL staff has made
site veils to Paducah tc assist in planning the monitoring programs, which will be suited early in 1977.
ra

te

2.3.2 Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant Expansion
H. F. Bauman *
L. Berry
J. W. Boyle"*
L. J. Costomiris
C. C. Coutant"
R. B. Craig*'

R. C. DeVault'
H. Diament"
C. Kleinstreucr
L. Martin*H. A. McLain
B. D. Murphy"

R. j . Raridon"
J. L. Rich"
W. Staub
J. S. Suffem"
F. G. Taylor"
D. C. West "
,:

1

In July 1975 the ORNL staff (with personnel from ORGDP and Goodyear Atomic in Portsmouth)
began to evaluate the potential environmental impacts of construction and operation of a large [8.75
million separative work units (SWU)] expansion of the existing Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
site. The resulting environmental statement considered in detail the potential impacts on land and water
use. ecology, and local socioeconomics. Consideration of this added uranium enrichment capacity is the
so-called ERDA hedge plan to get needed enrichment capacity on line if, as appears probable, private

7(t
79.
HO.
HI.
K?
H.V
84.

J. R. McWhcrlcr. £nrr*r />" ^inu. Pmf. Rrp. (>r<. SI. 197}. ORM.-5I24. pp. 91-94.
Engineering Technology Division.
Usk group leader.
Environmental Sciences Division.
Consultant.
Computer Sciences Division.
Information Division.
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enrichment is not authorized by Congress. The PDES was issued in December 1975. The DES was
issued in June 1976** and is currcnUy being reviewed by other federal agencies; the HES will be issued in
April 1977.
In October ERDA requested the assistance of ORNL in preparing an assessment of the
environmental impact associated with continuing operations at the Portsmouth plant; the assessment
assumed a time frame of 1981. which is the expected date of major additions to the Portsmouth plant.
Goodyear Atomic Corporation, relying heavily on the Portsmouth DES. was to prepare the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant sections.
The major task for ORNL was to prepare sections on the power-generating facilities that supply
electric power to the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. The Portsmouth plant, which has been
operating since 1955, uses electricity primarily from two dedicated coal-fired electrical generating
stations—Clifty Creek Power Plant (1304 MW)near Madison. Indiana, operated by Indiana-Kentucky
Electric Corporation and KygcrCreck Power Pbnt( 1086 MW) near Gallipolis. Ohio, operated by Ohio
Valley Electric Corporation. The 350-M W additional energy required to put the Cascade Improvement
and Upgrading Programs (CIP-CUP) on stream in 1981 will be obtained from an eightccn-company
grid and is treated in a generic sense. A team was assembled, and the site visit, data collection, and
writing were completed in less than three months.
In our contribution, we described the existing environment (geology, hyd rology. meteorology, and
terrestrial and aquatic ecology) for Clifty and Kyger Creek plants; sections on the social profile, land and
water use. and registered landmarks were included. The poten'.ial environmental impacts from
continued operation of these power plants and the additional 350 MW from the regional power grid
were assessed with respect to water and air quality, heat dissipation to the Ohio River, terrestrial and
aquatic ecology, social effects, transmission lines, and accidents.
In addition to examining the impacts of continuing the present Pon*u°.outh plant and Clifty-Kyger
relationship, we also studied the impacts of (I) shutting down the Portsmouth plant and allowing the
utility to sell Clifty and Kyger power. (2) continuing Portsmouth operation with the Clifty and Kyger
operation integrated into the utility system (rather than being 100% dedicated); (3) continuing
Portsmouth operation with power coming from other utilities; and (4) continuing Portsmouth
operation with power coining from a newly built plant. All four alternatives for electricity supply were
determined to be more costly, less desirable, or not significantly different from the proposed plan.
Alternative subsystems to the two existing plants were also considered.
2.4 VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS REACTOR ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS ASSESSMENT
C. D. Bauman
C. J. barton"

E. L. Compere**
S. B Gough"

The industrial use of nuclear reactors as a source of process heat has been considered for some
lime.* The work is sponsored by the Environmental Effects Branch of the ERDA Division of Reactor
Research and Development.
7

US. Energy Research and Development Administration. Draft Environmental Statement. Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant Expansion. ERDA-1549. June 1976.
HA. Chemistry Division.

B7. I. Spiewak et al., Assessment of Very High-Temperature Reactors in Process Applnattons. ORM. TM-5242
(November 1976).
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The study of the environmental effects of using a modified General Atomic-type high-temperature
gas-cooled reactorasa process heat source has been completed:aflnalreport will be issued in early 1977.
The reactor studied hasa I600°F primary coolant (helium), which bused asa source of process heat for
the 1400° F steam-methanation reformer step in a hydrogen-producing plant (via hydrogasifkation of
coal liquids).
A detailed examination of the fuel and operating characteristics of the reactor was made, and the
fission product activity in the primary coolant was calculated asa function ofhclhim purification system
flow. Numerous purification system turnover times (3.7S to 15 hr) were considered; the turnover time
was defined as the active primary helium inventory helium purification system flow rate. Noble gas
activities in the primary coolant were predicted to be about! X 10* Ci for a 5-hr turnover time. Iodine
and tritium concentrations in the primary coolant were also calculated.
The primary consideration in the study was the utility of an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX)
between the reactor and the process. If no IHX is used, it b possible for the piant product to beco**c
contaminated iffissionproducts leak from the primary system or if tritkimdiffuses through the waits ol
the reformer into the product stream. Conservative assumptions were applied in determining the
product contamination (no IHX) and the doses to the general public resulting from product use.
Of the many possible uses of the product, the one that may give the highest dose rate to people
would be using the product gas with natural gas (a 50:50 mixture b proposed) in (invented kitchen ranges
in the home. Such use will expose occupants of the home to an estimated 0.0002 millircm of fission
products per year. Since thb exposure bonly about 0.0002% of the average dose to citizens of the United
States from background radiation, the hazard from thb use appears negligible. Tritium dose in a similar
situation b slightly higher (0.006 millirem per year), but b still very snail in comparison with natural
hazards.
The results of the study indicate that the IHX b not cost-effective in reducing radiation exposures
resulting from product contamination by fission products, activation products, or tritium.

2.5 ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT P7R MODULAR INTEGRATED
UTILITY SYSTEMS PROJECT
W. J. Boegly, Jr."
B. J. Dozier*'
J. W. Boyle*
R. E. Gam"
W D. Mixon
0

The MIUS b a small onsite utility concept for providing electricity, heat, water, sewage treatment,
and solid waste disposal to a small community (sec Sect. 4.4). A MlUSdemonstration plant, now in the
conceptual and preliminary design stage, b to be constructed in St. Charles. Maryland; startup of the
finished plant is scheduled for June 1979. The ORNL staff b responsible for (I) writing an
environmental impact statement for the demonstration plant and (2) evaluating the environmental
effects of construction and operation phases of the MIUS.
St. Charles ba new planned community for 72,000 people in Charles County located about 25 miles
southeast of Washington, D.C. The city of St. Charles encompasses 3240 ha (8000acres)and, when fully
developed, will consist of five villages containing about fifteen neighborhoods; each neighborhood will
have its own recreational center including tennis courts and swimming pool. Each neighborhood will
have its own primary school, and each village will have a junior and senior high school. An 18-hole golf
course has been constructed and is managed by the county recreation department. Land use is balanced
among residential, commercial, industrial, community, and recreational areas.
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TheMIUS service area will encompass about 130 acres arid wuJinckidc the commercial area in the
Smaltwood Village portion of St. Charles and more than 700 nearby dwelling units accommodating
about 2000 people.
Goals of the MIUS are to reduce energy consumption, conserve natural resources, and minimize
environmental impact all at a /educed total cost to the nation for utility services. Itiscstimatedthatthc
thermal efficiency will vary between 50 and 655* during the year, thereby reducing total energy
consumption and conservinf. fossil fuel as compared with conventional systems.
Water b a critical natural resource in southern Maryland, and reuse of the treated wastewater b
consistent with one of the objectives of MIUS (i.e.. conserving Maryland's resources). It b anticipated
that the wastewater will be used to irrigate the nearby golf course, which hasa great need for water at the
present time. A sensitive natural area, the Zekiah Swamp, lies to the east of the golf course: the State of
Maryland will not permit any surface runoff of this wastewater into the Zekiah Swamp. One task of the
ORNL team b to evaluate the impact on Zekiah Swamp.
Monitoring necessary to evaluate impacts of the M1US b outlined in a plan that has been presented
to HUD-NBS (National Bureau of Standards). Thb monitoring plan describes the effects expected
from the MIUS operation, lists the data needed to evaluate these effects, suggests the instrumentation
and analytical techniques to be used, and states bow the data will be used to evaluate the impact. The
environmental statement will be prepared in the coming year when the initial design work on the MIUS
plant b completed.
2.6 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT
H. G. Arnold"
Rob Nicholas
J. P. Baker**"
R. B. Craig"*
B. J. Dozier"
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L. H. Stinton"
W. R. Williams*'
W. P. Staub*"'
R. W. Brvcksen"

R. M. Cushman**
G. W. Suter"
E. G. St. Clair**

The ERDA Divbion of Gcothermal Energy (DGE) accepted ORNL's proposal to prepare
environmental assessments and statements for their gcothermal activities at the programmatic level and
for specific projects. The DGE currently b funding geothermal projects covering (1) resource
development and utilization, (2) equipment development and (3) regional planning and coordination
for energy development. At the time that work started in March 1976, environmental assessments
covering these three programmatic areas were to be prepared under one of three subprograms tKucd on
resource type—hydrothermal, geopressure. or hot dry rock.
2.6.1 Environmental Impact Aurmaentt for ERDA Geotbermal Programs
The DGE must initially prepare programmatic environmental assessments in accordance with 10
CFR 711 for she Geothermal Research, Development, and Demonstration Program; programmatic
environmental impact statements will be required as each subprogram progresses. Thus, we will prepare
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a hydrothennal. a gcopressure. and a hot dryrockprogrammatic assessment, each dueat different times
to correspond with the level of activity in each subprogram, followed by an environmental impact
statement of each, also at staged intervals.
Hydrotacrmal pfogrammMir a w wmtat. The DGE Hydrothermal Subprogram has been funded
at a higher level than the other two subprograms because of the more advanced state of the technology
associated with that resource type. The draft hydrothennal environmental assessment wasprepai xJ for
DGE review in November 1976.*'
The hydrothennal assessment included the western United Sutes. Alaska, and Hawaii.
Hydrothcrmal resource regions were defined on the basis of similarities of geology, ecology, and
climatology associated with the geothermal resources; definition of the eleven regions simplified the
assessment of environmental effects by ( I ) restricting the study to areas in which geothermal
hydrothcrmal systems may occur and (2) grouping such areas into ecologically similar groups.
Gcopressare programmatic awmmtnt. Geopressured resources consist of geothermal water at
higher-than-normal pressure. Presently known resources occur along the Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast.
The goal of the DGE Gcopressure Subprogram is to develop technological, environmental, and societal
activities to encourage the use of geopressured resources. Because the degree of resource development is
considerably less for gcopressure than for hydrothennal sources, this subprogram will receive a lower
rate of funding until certain technological goals are achieved. A first draft of the programmatic
assessment was prepared and transmitted to DGE in October 1976.**
Hot dry rock programmatic assessment. The Hot Dry Rock Subprogram of DGE will also be
funded at a lower level than the Hydrothennal Subprogram until technological developments to justify
more rapid growth are completed. The environmental assessment for this subprogram was suited in
1976. but a draft has not yet been completed. Because the hot dry rock geothermal resource almost
covers the western United Sutes. the region to be assessed is quite extensive; however, the sttte of
development of hot dry rock utilization is such that only sketchy environmenul analyses will be
possible. Therefore, at this time, the assessment will require less effort than will the hydrothermal
assessment. As with the hydrothermal resource, hot dry rock resource regions have been defined; these
arc basically enlargements of the hydrothermal resource regions since there is a close correlation
between hot dry rocks and hydrothermal occurrence*.

2.6.2 Environmental Impact Assessments for ERDA
Geothermal Projects
The DGE has requested ORNL to prepare environmenul assessments for two specific
projects: (I) the well flow test for the Hawaii Geothermal Project and (2) the Coso Geothermal
Project at the Naval Weapons Center in California. The Hawaii Geothermal Project is a completed well
that requires an environmenul assessment prior to the flow testing phase necessary to analyze the
reservoir characteristics. The Coso Geothermal Project is an evaluation of slim-hole (less than 13-cm-

93. Energy- Research and Development Administration. Draft Environmental Assessment of tht Hydrnthtrmal
Subprogram of the Division of Cef thermal Entity. November 197ft.
94. bnergy Research and Development Administration. Draft Environmental Assessment of tht Gtoprtssvrt
Suhprogrum of tht Division ofGtothermal Energy. October 1976.
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diam) drilling as an exploratory tool for hot dry rocks: several slim hokr are tu be drilled on Naval
Weapons Center land near Coso Hot Springs. California. A final assessment of each project has been
submitted to the DGE for comment." *'*
4

2.6J Gcothennal Loan Guaranty Program Assessment
In addition to the DOE activities. ERDA supports geothermal research and development through
the Geothennal Loan Guaranty Program (10 CFR 790). in which qualified applicants receive ERDA
guaranties for commercial loans. The O R N L staff is preparing the environmental assessments and
statements required by 10 CFR 711 and 10 CFR 790 under a cooperative agreement betwcci DGE and
the San Francisco Operations Office of ERDA. which is managing the Geotbemial Loan Guaranty
Program. We have participated in meetings with prospective applicants, made site visits, and started
writing one environmental assessment (Honey Lake. California) for a loan guaranty project.

2.7 FOSSIL ENERGY ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT
C. R. Boston"
J. N. Baird*'
L. W. Bamthousc**
H. M. Braunstein
R. J. Hayncs"
D. L. Kaserman

D. Kumaraswamy**

R. D. Roop**

D. W. Lee
B. D. Murphy"

M . S. Salk"
F. S. Sanders'

R. G. S. Rao
L. W. Rickert"

D. J. Wilkes**
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The newly funded Fossil Energy Environmental Project rcprescntsa significant change in the scope
and direction of the Environmental Impact Section. One year ago the section was engaged almost
entirely in nuclear assessments and received virtually IOC* of its funding from the NRC and
ERDA ORO. Although the work with nuclear plants still remains dominant, about 25<* of FY 1977
funding will be earmarked for nonnuclear assessments: funding for fossil energy assessments will
account for about 80% of this amount.
The ORNL staff will provide ERDA. Fossil Energy (FE) Division. Major Facilities Project
Management ( M F P M ) . with an environmental support program consisting of seven major tasks:
1. To prepare environmental assessments and programmatic statements for the technologies to be
demonstrated.
2. To prepare site-specific environmental impact statements for demonstration plants.
3. To prepare an environmental monitoring handbook which will be revised periodically and will guide
contractors in establishing environmental and socioeconomic monitoring programs.
4. To investigate landfill disposal of solid wastes from coal conversion plants and other environmental
problems associated with demonstration plants.

9). Energy Research and Development Administration, bivinmmrnul Antnm*m of ihr Ha*an (iroihrrmol Pro/m
Well AZr»» TrM Pro%ram. November 1976.
% . Energy Research and Development Administration, tjivinmmenial Imparl Aae%*meni of ihr Com droihrrmal
Pr<Wl. January 1977.
97 Consultant.
9it. Computer Sciences Division.
99. Information Division.
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5. To provide technical assistance to ERDA FE M F P M .

6. To develop a three-part document to be included in requests for proposak (RFP) that will describe
for the potential contractor the environmental factors to be addressed in initial responses,
requirements for environmental reports, and the continuing environmental responsibilities of the
contractor.
7. To perform various information functions within the Fossil Energy Environmental Project and for
ERDA FE MFPM.
To date, task 6 has been completed, and several short-term technical assistance projects (task S) have
been completed.
Part I of the document described in task 6 discusses die factors that should be addressed by the
contractor to snow diat he has considered environmental matters in the initial project pbnsand that he
has used, or will use. environmentally sound criteria for site selection. Part I also tetts the contractor
bow to demonstrate diat environmental protection will be considered during the planning process, plant
construction, and plant operation.
Part 2 describes the contractor's initial responsibilities if awarded a contract from ERDA. The
contractor will be required to plan and implement a monitoring program to collect baseline data for
predicting the beneficial and adverse impacts of constructing and operating the proposed facility. The
contractor will submit to ERDA an environmental report of sufficient detail that ERDA can fulfill its
requirements under NEPA to prepare an environmental impact statement. Preparation of the
environmental report will require a complete analysis by the contractor of the interaction between the
proposed demonstration facility and the prevailing natural and socioeconomic environment.
Finally, part 3 describes ongoing environmental monitoring and impact assessment for which the
contractor will be responsible during construction and operation. The purpose of this requirement is to
determine which, if any. adverse or beneficial environmental impacts have occurred: those that arc
postulated prior to the project and those which are unsuspected are to be included. This consideration
includes a possible need for mitigating adverse impacts as they are encountered during the construction
and operational phases of the demonstration plant activity. The contractor must operate the plant in
compliance with all federal, sate. stiid local bws and regulations, and he should be aware of ongoing
research which may affect the project.
2.8 U.S. ARMY, NEW YORK ENGINEER DISTRICT STUDY
OF THE EFFECTS OF POWER PLANT OPERATION
ON THE HUDSON RIVER
T. H. Row
S. W. Christensen
A. H. Erasbn'
01

im

H. A. McLain
B. D. Murphy'
W. Van Winkle""
0

The ORNL staff is analyzing power pbnt operation on the Hudson River, giving spe-ial emphasis
to the Bowline Point Generating Station. The study, to be published in early 1977 as an ORNL report.' '
will serve as a major reference source to the New York Engineer District and Mitre Corporation, who
0

100. Environmental Science* Di« won.
101. Consultant. University of Tennessee.
102. Computer Sciences Division.

103. S. W. Christcnsen et al.. A Srkclivr Analysis ofPowtr Flint Optratkmon the Nudum Rivtr *ith Emphasis on ihr
Bowline Point Omrralmf Station, to be published as an ORNL report.
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will be preparing an environmental impact statement on this subject. The ORNI. study wilt consider all
operating and planned power plants on the Hudson River between the 59th Street and Albany power
plants. Particular emphasis will be accorded the Bowline and Roseton fossil-fired power plants because
of their larger size (2440 M We) as compared with other operating fossil-fired units < 1632 MWe). The
nuclear units at Indian Point are included in the analysis.
Three major considerations will be examined in detail: (I) assessment of the thermal impact:
(2) assessment of the entrainment and impingement losses to the striped bass young-of-the-year in the
Hudson River, and (3) assessment of the air quality impact.
The thermal impact assessment will include near- and far-field analysis of the thermal discharge
from the power plants. Actual geometry data, design details, estuary (low data, and atmosphcric
conditions will be used in the analyse. Detailed consideration of the near-field effects will be made for
the Bow line and Roseton Plants.w hereas the far-field analysis will incorporate all plants on the Hudson
River.
Existing computer simulation models will be used to assess the entrainment and impingement
losses to the striped bass population: the models will analyze (I) distribution of striped bass eggs, larvae,
and juveniles in the Hudson River: (2) compensation in the Hudson River striped bass
population: (3) forecasts of percentage reduction in the number of young-ofMhc-ycar striped bass due
to power plant operation: (4) forecasts of the subsequent impact on the Hudson River striped bass
population: and (5) zone and degree of influence of the Hudson River striped bass populations.
Air quality investigations will include effects of the cooling towers currently planned as wc !l as the
-.ulfur dioxide and particulate releases.

/.
r

3. Regional and Urban Studies Section
R. M. Davis

3 1 INTRODUCTION
During FY 1976 the Regional and Urban Studies (RUS) Section focused its attention on the
analysis of national and regional effects of energy development and use. The section's work has evolved
in recent years from a heavy emphasis on basic studies and methodology development to its current
emphasis on the analysis and assessment of (he social, economic, and environmental effects of energyrelated developments. Much of this current work is funded by the Regional Studies Program (RSP).
Division of Technology Overview (DTO). Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA). Other portions of the section's work are funded by the Nuclear "egulatory Commission
(NRC). Department of Commerce. Water Resources Council (WRC). and other federal and regional
agencies. A major accomplishment in 1976 was the publication of several reports documenting the
extensive work performed in earlier years under the Regional Environmental Systems Analysis (RES A)
Program of the National Science Foundation.
A key objective of the section is to design and conduct regional integrated assessments that can be
used to help balance social, economic, and environmental goals with energy development goals. An
example is our participation with other rational laboratories in the National Coal Utilization
Assessment sponsored by the E R DA-DTO-RSP. The overriding objective of this program is to identify
on a regional and national basis the range of environmental, social, and economic effects that are likely
to result from various strategies for coal development and use. Particular emphasis in the assessment is
given to new technologies and to the identification of any significant problems that will need to be solved
before widespread development and use of these new technologies will be acceptable.
The National Coal Utilization Assessment is an example of the type of regional integrated
assessment performed by The RUS section: our general approach is shown in Fig. 3.1. We begin byselecting existing accepted national energy scenarios for deriving future energy needs for large regions
(several states) as well as smaller regions (generally Bureau of Economic Analysis (BE A) areas]. From a
characterization of available and future energy technologies, a plausible technology mix that would
meet future regional energy requirements is selected. The social, economic, environmental, and energytechnology characteristics of the region are used to develop criteria for siting future energy resource
developments and energy facility locations. These criteria are applied to the regional resource base to
develop candidate areas for facility location and patterns for future resource development. These
patterns are used to conduct the social, economic, and environmental assessments which are integrated
into comprehensive regional assessments. Where significant regional impacts are identified, the siting
criteria, technology mixes, or both may be modified to minimize the effects on these regional systems. A
more detailed discussion of the ORNL approach to regional integrated assessments is provided later in
this chapter.
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Fig. 3.1. ORNL approach to regioMl integrated aucMmcnu.

The ORNL portion of the current coal assessment focuses on the South: other national laboratories
are focusing on their respective regions of the country. Argonnc National Laboratory (ANL) is serving
as program manager for the assessment. The coal assessment is designed to provide key information to
ERDA administrators on the potential side effects of coal development and technologies on a regional
basis. The assessment will also provide useful information to state and regional decision makers and
industries. Although our current assessment focuses only on coal, we expect future national and
regional assessments to focus on nuclear, solar, geothermal, and other fuel types.
Within this assessment, we are proceeding along two paths: (I) to develop new components of
assessment methodology where existing procedures are inadequate or absent 2 .d (2) to make
assessments with the methodologies presently available. Because each area enriches the other, we
deliberately attempt to maintain a balance between our efforts of research and application.
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Several additional projects have been active in the R US section during FY 1976. The Regional
Economic Analysis Group, under sponsorship of the ERDA-DTO-RSP. has developed an energy
profile of the South for 1972 that providesadescription of typical energy production, consumption, and
transportation patterns for each state in the region. An ongoing effort sponsored by the Economic
Development Administration has been directed at determining the availability and consumption of
various energy types and developing related energy data bases at the BEA level.
The Resource Analysis Group, under a project sponsored by NRC. has developed and applied a
land use screening procedure that was used to identify candidate areas for future nuclear power plant
development in northern Maryland. A program sponsored by ERDA-DTO assessed die availability of
Appalachian coal resources in terms of the reserves and potential environmental impact of coal resource
development. In a project sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), a model was
developed to calculate volumes of coal reserves and specific mining costs. The WRC has sponsored an
ongoing program to assess the impacts of future nonnudear energy development on water throughout
selected water resource regions in the eastern United States. In a related program, sponsored by ERDADTO and the Ohio River Basin Commission (ORBC), we are assessing the effect of future energy
development on water availability and water quality in the Ohio River Basin.
The Social Impact Analysis Group, under an ongoing ERDA-LTO sponsorship, has been
analyzing the social effects of alternative energy-generating technologies. In related work sponsored by
NRC. the effects of construction and operation of nuclear facilities on communities and surrounding
regions have been analyzed. Members of this group have also prepared and reviewed parts of
environmental impact statements and participated in several hearings as part of the NRC licensing
process for nuclear power plants.
The Data Management and Analysis Group, under continuing sponsorship from E RDA's Division
of Transporution Energy Conservation, prepares an annual summary of statistical information on
energy use in various transporution sectors. Through a program sponsored by the ERDA Office of
Environmenul Information Systems, this group mainuins the Regional and Urban Studies
Information Center (RUSTIC), which provides socioeconomic dau to public and private agencies.
3.2 REGIONAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS GROUP
1 2
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3.2.1 Introduction
The Regional Economic Analysis Group conducts research into the spatial distribution of
economic activity and population and relates these distributions to energy production and consumption
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and to other natural resource and economic requirements tor energy. Because ol the importance of early
planning in the development and assessment of energy technologies, much of our work follows a
projection framework. Thus, the Regional Economics Analysis Group uses national projections of
employment and population for target years such as 1985. 2000. and 2020 to estimate consistent
projections for small functional economic regions (BEA areas). These economic estimalesare then used
to estimate current and future energy requirements and energy conditions for these regions.
Past work has centered on methodological development of an employment-population forecasting
system for functional economic areas, a system we call MULTIREGION. When final testing and
validation is complete, we anticipate that M L LTIREGION will serve as a major fool of analysis.
Work conducted during the past year has centered on ML" L I I REG ION and on constructing
regional energy data bases on a spatial grid comparable to that used for M L LTIREGION. We plan to
use the M L LTIREGION system to regionalize national energy demand aggregates and to investigate
the interaction of energy and economic development by focusing on five issues.
1. How willaltemativefuturcpattcmsofeconomicactiviiy influence the regkuuldistribution of energy
consumption?
2. How will alternative strategies in energy policy influence future patterns of regional economic
activity?
3. Which national energy alternatives are most sensitive to changes in existing regional trends of
economic growth and change?
4. Will regional distributions of energy production facilities and distribution networks constrain
regional economic growth?
5. Will regional distributions of water, manpower, or natural resources constrain national energyalternatives?
Clearly, these issues arc wide-ranging and will not be quickly nor easily answered. Nonetheless, we have
attempted to incorporate sufficient flexibility into our analyses that each may be addressed in a
systematic manner.
In the sections that follow, a brief description of ML'LTIREGION and information concerning
initial validity tests will be given, followed by a discussion of our data base and work accomplished this
past year for estimating regional distributions of energy commodities/
3.2.2 Socioeconomic Projections
Q\ sr the oast several years, the Regional Economic Analysis Group has undertaken a continuing
scries of studies into patterns of regional demography, manufacturing and other employ ment. and labor
force participation. Empirical relationships have now been estimated for each of these components, and
the emerging quantitative representations have been united into a computerized projection system that
estimates future patterns of socioeconomic activity for a spatial grid of 173 BE A areas.*
Ml

Overview." MULTIREGION generates projections of population and employment across a
grid of 173 BEA areas in five-year steps. In combining demographic and economic behavior.
H. The reader is also directed in Sect J.J. which discusses water availability for energy production and report* a portion of
our pasi year's work.
9. BEA areas are mutually exclusive functional economic areas that include the total land area of the United Stales. They
were defined by the Office of Business Economics (now the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce) in
I9W.
10. R. J. Olsen et al.. fjnrrty Piv. Annu. Prog. Rep tire. SI. 197). ORNI.-5I24. pp. 99 104.
11. R.J. Olsen el al.. Ml'l. TIKMHOS: A Simulation Fornaum% Modrlof Papulation and Employment, to be published
as an O R N I . T M report.
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MI I 11R K(i ION interprets each BE A ration as a labor market. A cohort-component approach is used
to combine the ctto.es of births, deaths, aging, and migration into a potential labor supply. An
employment analysis separates economic activity into three general categories manufacturing, local
scr\ ice. and natural resources (and subsequently into components of these categories) and is used to
provide estimates of labor demand. Among the required inputs are ;ational control totals for
employment by type and lor population by age group. Ml IT IRF.GION then calculates regional shares,
which arc converted to regional employment and population projections that in the aggregate add up to
the national total. I he major output parameters derived from Ml'LTIREGION for each BE A are
population (male, female, and total) for 16 age groups and labor demand (number of employees and
national share) for 37 industry groups.
Computational sequence. Figure 3.2 identifies the major elements of a region's economy, when
viewed as a labor market, and the computational steps used by Ml ITIREGION to prepare regional
forecasts of population and employment. Because MIL TIREGION operates in five-year steps (1970.
1975. 19X0. etc.). some labor supply and demand components are assumed to adjust to regional
socioeconomic conditions immediately. Thus, a two-stage computation is followed: (I) Trial values ot
some explanatory variables are used to produce first-stage estimates of regional labor supply and
demand: (2) the first-stage labor market conditions are then used to recompute final regional estimates.
At both stages, regional aggregates of employment, population, and labor supply are balanced to
predetermined national totals, interregional migration balances are met. and regional labor market
boundaries arc imposed. Computations for a BEA economic area proceed as follows. (I) Trial
population values arc computed (population of this period is assumed to equal that of last period plus
births minus deaths plus in-migrants minus out-migrants): (2) trial labor supply values are computed by
multiplying the estimated population by labor participation rates: (3) trial labor demand values are
computed as the sum of (a) forecasted agricultural and mining employment. (/») region's share of
forecasted national manufacturing employment, and (<) local service employment: (4) trial labor
market conditions arc computed by bringing together trial labor supply and demand values:
and (5) final labor market conditions are computed by repeating steps (I) through (4) in view of the
trial labor market conditions of step (4).
Uses of MULTIREGION. Ml LTI REG ION may be used to provide baseline forecasts of regional
employment and population patterns consistent with the national forecast model chosen as the control.
When the national forecasts are updated to reflect recent changes in the economic environment.
MULTIREGION can be easily updated as well to provide regional forecasts that will reflect these
national changes.
In addition, three characteristics ol Mill. IIREGION make it ideally suited for examining the
differing regional impacts of alternative national economic (energy) policies: (I) the deuiled structure of
the population model which relates migration to both the age structure and regional economic
conditions. (2) the interaction of the economic activity of neighboring regions, and (3) the use of a
national input-output model for determining the level of national activity. MULTIREGION can
estimate, for a particular scenario, the direct and indirect employment effects on industrial activity, the
consequent direct and indirect changes in the spatial pattern of that employment, and the potential
changes in regional migration and population growth as employment patterns respond to the national
level of economic activity.
We intend to use MULTIREGION to assess the regional impact of alternative national energyscenarios to better understand potential employment and growth constraints to differing regional
demands on energy resource extraction and supply patterns For example, for the National Coal
Utilization Assessment, we will trace the implications of increased total and regional employment for
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Fig. 3.2. O R N L - M U L T I R E C I O N approach to rcponal analysis.

expanding coal extraction and consider the indirect employment and population implications of
alternative extraction sites.
Model validation and tuning. M! I IIREGION is currently being subjected to a rigorous
validation and tuning process prior to fuil-scalc use of the model's outputs. This process isan important
and necessary step in the development of any regional model for several reasons. First, there is currentlyonly an imperfect theory of how and why regions develop. MUI.TIREGION is designed around a
structural framework and computational sequence that approximate actual regional relationships.
Testing is thcrc'.irc necessary to ascertain how individual components of the model, which appear
individu..!!} a.'piopriatc. perform when combined through the simulation framework. Second, only
limitvd data are available <>n how regional relationships change over time. I hus. the dynamic validity oi
the model should be verified. Third, certain regions will always appear as exceptions. In tuiing the
model for projection purposes, these exceptions must be taken into account and the model adjusted to
account for these unusual regional differences.
A two-step validation procedure has been adopted to validate and tune the Mlil.TIREGION
model. These steps include operating the model over two time frames. I %0 1970 and 1970 1985. Model
estimates of population, employment, and other regional economic and demographic indicators are
compared with the 1970 actual data (census). 1973 estimated data (census), and 1985 projected data
(OBi-RS) It should be stressed that the MUI.'ITREGION projections presented arc unconditioned by
judgment and are intended to compare different scenarios rather than to accurately predict the behavior
of arv single region. Thus, the exercise is an experiment in the purest sense, and one that will only
partially reflect the final accuracy of M l I.I IRKGION projection scries when model adjustments take
into account the difficulties discussed above. Although we conducted similar exercises for all model
outputs. BE A population totals will be discussed since our comparisons have progressed the furthest in
this area
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Differences between M l ' I . I I REGION projected population totals and the three benchmark data
points discussed above are compared using the average percentage deviation. This statistic is calculated
by computing the absolute value of percent differences for all BEAs between MULTIREGION total
population values and the total population values of each test series and taking the arithmetic mean of
the resultant differences. As shown in Table 3.1. there was an average deviation of roughly 7<7 between
1970 actual population and the population projected by MULTIREGION. Similarly, the average
deviation was 4.42*7 for I97S and 8.02<7 for 1985.''
Evaluating '.hoc statistics is somewhat difficult: nonetheless, two simple comparisons should prove
useful. In an earlier study. ORNL calculated similar statistics comparing three recognized projection
series" the National Planning Association. OBERS. and Bureau of the Census. The average absolute
deviation bviween these projections ranged between 3.1 and 5.1*7 when 1980 state level projections were
compared. A similar analysis was performed by the Bureau of the Census to test the accuracy of their
county population estimates program. In this case. ti«c bureau-calculated population estimates were
controlled by an estimated state total. Est imated projection deviations were then calculated from actual
county census numbers on a county-by-county basis. When this procedure was carried out using several
estimating techniques, average deviations ranged from 4.6 to 7.4*7.
14

In general, we expect projection at the BE A level to be more difficult than at the state level and
somewhat easier than at the county level. Similarly, we expect projecting a finer breakdown of
population and employment to be more difficult than projecting aggregated totals. Given the above
results, it appears that MULTIREGION is capable of making reasonably accurate population
projections. However, a more severe test will come when components ol population and employment
are similarly analyzed.
Further testing and validation of MULTIREGION are currently underway: Figs. 3.3 3.5 illustrate
the results of the model's validation tests to date. Figure 3.3 indicates that Florida, portions of the
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Table 3.1. Comparison of MULTIREGION projected BEA population with 1970
census population. 1975 estimated population." and
1985 OBF.RS population"
MULTIRK.GION 1970
vs census 1970
Mean absolute
percent deviation'
Standard deviation
Smallest error
Large; overestimate. %
Largest underestimate. "

MULTtREGION 1975
vs Coop Program 1975

6.95
6.76
0

MULTIRF.GiON 1985
vsORKRS 1985

4.42
3.88
0

33
31

802
6.38
0
30
29

8

"Data obtained from the Federal Stale Cooperative Program for Local Population Istimatcv
*V.S. Wafer Rcsoiir-TsCoiiniil, 1972 OBhRS Prn)rrlmm. Vol 2. Hh:\ rawtmir
Army April 1974
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Southwest, the Denver area, the Dallas Fort Worth area, and the Houston area grew at a faster rate
during the estimating perks! than was projected by Mt'i.TIREGION". Figure 3.4 illustrates that this
growth continued into I97S in F i <rida and in portions of the Southwest, but that surprisingly few groups
of deviations arc present. In fact, it Appears that increasing the projected growth rate in a small number
of BE: As would ha ve led to ^ n est remeiy dose approximation of actual population trends since error in
underestimating population was minimal and probably exacerbated by the lad that total population
was controlled.
A mixed pattern is present in Fig. 3.S. in which OBERS and ML'LTIREGION population figures
arc compared. OBERS anticipates more growth in Florida and the Southwest than did MULTIREGION, but few other patterns are evident. With minor adjustments, it appears that MULTIREGION and OBERS population numbers arc largely interchangeable. We are in the final stages of
evaluating MULTIREGION and are planning to use the model in a number of energy planning and
analysis assessments currently under way in the RUS section. MULTIREGION will continue to be
improved as we gain more experience with the model during these assessments.

3.2.3. Energy and Socioeconomic Patterns
The first step toward analyzing energy use and production, as they relate to regional employment
and demographic distributions, is to compile regional energy data bases. Historically, energy data have
been collected by a diverse set of spatial grids (e.g.. petroleum administrationdistrkts. electric reliability
areas, and coal production areas) that are frequently incompatible. Fortunately, the Bureau of Mines
has collected most of this dita at the state level. Belowthe state level, statistics on energyr production arc
available by extracting information from numerous state agencies when gaps in federally collected data
exist. As for energy use. virtually no substate data exist. We have thus chosen to synthesize substatc
energy use statistics through an allocation procedure based on the levels and composition of economic
activity and population.
Energy conditions in the South. ' The ERDA-DTO-RSP has encouraged the national laboratories
to examine their respective regions carefully and to ascertain special conditions that affect energy. As a
preliminary step, an energy profile of the South'" was compiled to provide a description of typical energy
production, consumption, and transportation patterns relative to those of other regions. The year 1972
was deemed most suitable for a baseline analysis because of the relatively stable energy prices
characterizing the economy prior to the Arab oil embargo and subsequent energy shortage. A later
update should indicate in what areas the patterns have changed.
The fourteen states making up the region of study represented less than 29*7 of the I S. population,
but accounted for over 73'7 of all domestic energy production in 1972. Primarily asa consequence of this
energy-producing activity, particularly in Louisiana and Texas, southern per-capita energy usage was
12'7 higher than the national average. As is true throughout the United States, the industrial sector used
the largest share of tonl energy. The residential sector accounted for the smallest share, partly, perhaps,
because per-capita income was 20 7 lower in the region than elsewhere. All consuming scc'ors exhibited
greater than average dependence upon natural gas. which is relatively cheap within the region.
1
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15 P I. Rice, fjientt Omttirion* m ihr.Soulh. OHM I\V|-.<V* llVccmbcr I97n>
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The South is a net exporter of crude oil. natural gas. natural gas liquids, refined petroleum
products, and coal. Table 3.2 indicates the production, consumption, receipts, and shipments of crude
oil and natural gas in the South in 1972. I he region has played a pivotal role in determining historical
energy patterns and will probably continue to do so since it holds 72* i of the remaining proven reserves
of natural gas and 49*', of the remaining proven reserves of oil. However, the southern role in coal
production should decline in the future: Although the South accounted for 53'«of 1972 coal production,
il contains only 13', of the remaining coal reserves, the majority of which contain high amounts of
sulfur.
Hydroelectric activity is currently centered in Tennessee and Alabama. Although less than 45*, of
the total potential hydroelectric capacity in the South has been developed, the balance b not likely to he
developed in the foreseeable future.' Only I'V of the electricity in the region was generated at nuclear
facilities in -1972. but most observers expect thb figure to grow rapidly over the next ten years. In 1972
utilities relied primarily on coal and natural gas. but it appears that coal will be extensively substituted
for natural gas in the near future. Thus, the importance of coal and nuckarencrgv will likeh increase in
the future as the Soul h follows the national trend away from the use of petroleum products in electricity
general ion.
7
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TaMc3.2. Naturalp» and crude o i l patterns m the S o r t * , 1972
Crude.Hi

Natural r a t
Amount
110* i t !
1

Product.:*!
Receipt*

Shipment*

Miscellaneous
losses
Ctafe

Sonne and
distribution

19.00*
297

R.552

Amount
(IO*bW>

Source and
distribution

2.520
99.9. f n t m Ohm
0 . 1 . f r o m New Mexico

132

45.6. from New Mexico
36.6. from foreign sources
7.5. from Indiana. IHmors.
and Mhhqun
2.6. from Kansas
2.4. from Pennsylvania
and Ne» York
2 . 1 . from Clan
2 . 1 . from Ohio
0.6. from Colorado and Clan

25.4. I n
15.6. In
13.0. m
10.2. l o
10.1. In
9.2. In
9.2. l o
5.9. l o
1.2. In
0.2. In
0.1. in
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34.3. In
19.7. In
16.3. In
11.4. i n
5.7. In
5.6.1"
3.6. in
2.9. in
0.6. In
0 . 1 . In

Kansas
Ohio
Indiana
New M e m o
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Illinois
Cnlnradn
DC.
Mexico

22*

Mi

10.525

2.001

Illinois
Ohio
Indiana
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Kansas
Missouri
Michigan
Delaware and Maryland
California
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With its 605 processing plants and 100 refineries, the South accounted for HI' i of all natural p%
processed and 47«, of all crude oil refined in 1972. As previously noted, the South was a net exporter of
refined petroleum products, including gasoline, distillates, jet fuel, and liquified petroleum gas C I. PG I.
Although this processing activity provides the bulk of the nation's requirement for petroleum products,
it also requires the use of substantial quantities of energy. The amount of natural gas per employee used
by the industrial sector of the South is twice as great as that used by the industrial sector in other regions.
The employment mix within the industrial sector is important to the determination of fuel mix as
well as to the regional share of energy usage by the sector. Both petroleum and chemical manufacturing,
for example, require substantial amounts of energy per employee, but the apparel and leather goods
industries require relatively little energy. An index of energy use by the manufacturing sector (which
accounts for 25 , of the region's employment) was rrcated for the South and each of its stales, as well as
for the other regions, to reflect the impact of variations in employment mix upon total energy demand.
Relative energy usage for each three-digit standard industrial classification (SIC) in the nation as a
whole was determined and used as a measure of energy intensheness. T i e employment mix of each
state was then weighted by this measure of energy mtenstveness. As shown w Table 3 J . the South had
the highest index of any region in 1972. and West Virginia was the most energy-intensive sole. West
Virginia is the fifth largest per-capita energy user in the nation.
r
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Index"
1.476
0*72
0.776
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0.549
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I'nitrd States
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I.IW
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where
i - «late or rcejon.
£ • total energy consumed yearly in equivalent
kilowatt-hoof*.
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An underlying assumption of these indices is thai similar industries use simibr input mixes despite
regional location; for example, all chemical manufacturers use the same amount of energy per worker.
Such an assumption overlooks possible variations in energy use whkh arise from differing availabilities
of energy, labor, capital, and other raw materials. Subsequent analysis of each individual state indicated
that not only do states differ in terms of industrial mix. but industries also differ in terms of overall input
mix. Where energy is abundant, energy usage tends to be higher relative to labor and capitil usage.
An assessment of socioeconomic impacts of alternative energy futures involves minor as well as
major consuming sectors. For the South, a disproportionate number of households were found to rely
upon electricity for space and water heating, and the housing stock was found to be alypicalfy
characterized by a large perccnugc of mobile homes, which arc notably inefficient in energy use. Thus,
the residential sector of the South b more greatly dependent upon both electricity and I.PC than are
other regions. Electricity prices are lower than those prevailing in the rest of the United States, but I.PG
prices are slightly higher. With 4 7 j fewer mean heating degree-days, this sector uses less energy- for
space heating, but twice as much energy for air conditioning, as do other regions of the country. The
commercial sector, which accounts for about W f of the employment, rdies lesson oil and gas and more
on electricity than do commerical sectors in other regions, but pays less for all three energy forms than
do other parts of the nation. With the exception of its heavy reliance on natural gas for pipeline
transportation of fuels, the transportation sector of the region exhibits no unusual patterns.
r

We intend to conduct subsequent analyses of the South that will update these findings and provide
a method for evaluating the impact of future changes in supply conditions, given the changing patterns
of production, consumption, and transportation that occurred in 1974 following the first interruption of
oreign oil supply. Such detailed analyses by sector and fuel should provide a portion of the information
necessary to federal and stale policy makers dealing with subnatio..:! energy issues.
Development of regional energy data bases. The Regional Economic Analysis Group has
maintained an ongoing effort sponsored by the Economic Development Administration to develop a
detailed energy data base at the BEA level for 1972 and subsequent years. A BEA-level data base is
somewhat unique: only the county energy data developed by Brookhaven National laboratory (BNL) is
comparable." The BNL data do not reflect the energy production and consumption patterns of any
given year, but are an annual compilation of statistics for 1970. 1971.1972. and 1973. While the BNI.
data base is sufficient for the analysis of certain pollution effects, it is not satisfactory for socioeconomic
analysis because it does not include important time and space characteristics. Thus, a data series was
specifically designed to support our social and economic research programs.
Producion data. The Bureau of Mines published annual coal production by county in the Minerals
Yrarhi. k frorr (he detailed reports on production and mine operation prepared by coal producers. We
aggregated these county data by BEAs for consistency of the data base. The BEA production of uranium
was determined by disaggregating stale production figures on the basis of employment and number of
uranium mines. In most cases production was concentrated in a single BEA so that errors were minimal.
State publications of oil production by county (or field) arc available for the major oil-producing
states. We identified fields and located them within counties in order to construct BEA data bases from
county groups. Where oilfieldsoverlapped county. BEA.or slate lines, thcdominani BEA was credited
with the lolal production of the field. Specific information was available, therefore, for 9ft f of total
r
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crude production in 1972. The remaining 2*7 of production was allocated on the basis of known
locations of oil »dls within the other producing states.
State publications of gas production by county or field are also available for the major gasproducing states. These reports, along with the Bureau of Mines data, provided information for 96 < of
U.S. gas production. The remaining 4 r was estimated on the basis of footage drilled, the number of
exploratory and proven oil and gas wells, the percentage of oil produced from associated and
nonassociaicd wells, and the success ratio associated with each type of drilling.
The Bureau of Mines also publishes statistics on refinery location and capacity by township. We
aggregated these township statistics by BEAs for use in allocating state production totals of refined
petroleum products, such as gasoline and distillates, to those BEAs. Similarly, the Oil and Gas Journal
publishes statistics on processing plant location and capacity by county. The 1974 output of I.PG.
butane, ethane, etc.. by county was used to allocate the '972 state totals because an extensive survey was
not published in that year.
.
Hydroelectric and nuclear capacity and associated electricity generation by Bfc A were determined
on the basis of the 1967 and 1975 datafilesof the Federal Power Commission and annual issues of Siram
hlrctric Plant Factors. Production and capacity estimates were included in the data set in terms of the
source of generation rather than place of ownership. The I97S information on new plants was used to
augment the 1967 data after adjustment for plant retirements between 1967 and 1972.
Consumption data. Since detailed statistics on energy use are generally not kept below the state
level, it was necessary todcvelopan approach for allocating control statistics for states to substate areas.
The creation of this regional data base not onfy provided useful information on the production and
consumption of fuels by type and sector, but more importantly, it provided a methodology for
determining energy patterns at the BE A level in subsequent years. Moreover, knowledge acquired in the
process of developing the data was critical to the establishment of mcthodologicalry sound bases for
forecasting regional energy production and consumption in the future.
Although our approach for allocating energy control totals to substratearcas a relatively simple, it
possesses three characteristics that r.iakc it particularly useful for our work: (I) It is general, permitting
disaggregation from several high levels of aggregation to several smaller ones: (2) it makes use of
available data without detailed statistical manipulations (in most cases, detailed regional energy
information is simply deficient and must undergo significant manipulation): (3) it permits case of
update. We have been impressed that new data sources, many of which were previously unused, arc
rapidly becoming available. We have thus chosen a simple but general approach that we intend to
improve, primarily by acquiring better data. Perhaps most important, however, the approach is
operational.
The bask form of this allocation procedure can be represented by
r

r

D* = US,, IndexJ, • SPEC* • ACT, .

(I)

where
D„ - estimated demand for fuel/, sector i. and region r.
VS,, = average United States use of fuel/in sector i per unit of activity (e.g.. fuel used per
primary metal worker).
Index}, = relative use of fuel/in the sector i and state 5 compared with the U.S. average for that
fuel and sector.
SPEC*, = special adjustment for fuel/in -dor i and subregion r (e.g.. SPEC = 0 if fuel/is not
available).
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ACT;. = activity levels in sector i and subrcgion r corrcspondinc to definition of I S - te.g..
number of primary metal workers).
Each of the projects in which we have used this scheme has considered different fuels!,/), sectors (/).
and regions (r). Consequently, the computed values oi the indices have been collected from a variety of
sources. .As we gain experience, we will create a data base of activity variables and indices at a level as
detailed as possible given the existing data. This data base will allow the use ol the same data for a variety
of different applications and permit more resources to be devoted to refining and analyzing the historicindices.
The indices are computed from historical data for 1971 or 1972 for the residential, commercial,
industrial, and transportation sectors. The industrial sector has additional detail corresponding to the
level of disaggregation in Ml T. TIREGION and OBERS projections. The year used and limitations on
the ability to define all indices for all sectors are determined by the data. The use of such historical
indices for forecasting can involve restrictive assumptions, which vary according to the particular
application. In general, using historical indices implies that the state patterns and sectoral differences
in energy use forecasts ate proportional to those in the base year from which the data arc drawn.
.As additional data become available, we intend to test this proportionality assumption, as well as to
analyze how the state patterns and national-level indices arc related to the underlying regional
determinants of energy chokc(c.g.. regional fuel price differentials and availabilitiesland other regional
characteristics (e.g.. regional income and heating and cooling demands).
3.3 RESOURCE ANALYSIS GROUP
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3.3.1 Introduction
The central research focus of the Resource Analysis Group is to delineate and analyze human
and natural resources and to specify the interactions of these resources in meeting future national
and regional energy needs. Our present emphasis in resource allocation is on energy development.
To pursue this task, we have melded the objectives of six separate research projects into a central
theme of resource analysis and energy development while still fulfilling the specific requirements of
each project: the cumulative benefits to each project arc greater than if each project were pursued
independently
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In connection with ERDA's National Coal Utilization Assessment, we are engaged in a study to
identify future plausible energy- facility siting patterns for the southern United States and to
determine the attendant resource developments that will be required. Presentation of our research
accomplishments during 1976 is organized according to the necessary steps for performing resource
analyses and delineating suitable energy facility siting patterns to meet future energy needs.
The six research projects presently funded in our group are
1. ERDA-DTO-Sponsorcd Energy Facilities Siting: A National-Regional Assessment Project. The
objective is to develop possible energy facility siting distributions for the southern United S'ncs
by using several different energy demand and development assumptions and to specify associated
impacts. This project is part of the National Coal Utilization Assessment.
2. NRC-Sponsored Maryland Regional Siting Factors Study. The objective is to develop and
implement a land use screening procedure capable of identifying candidate areas for power plants
in northern Maryland. This project is drawing to a conclusion.
3. ERDA-DTO-Sponsorcd Coal Mining Impacts: An Environmental Assessment in Appalachia
Study. The objective is to assess the availability of Appalachian coal resources in terms of the
reserves and the environmental impacts that might be associated with development. This study is
also part of the National Coal Utilization Assessment.
4. EPRI-Sponsored Computer System for Assessment of Coal Reserves Study. The objective is to
develop a model to calculate volumes of coal reserves and specific mining cost variables suitable
for use by mine operators.
5. WRC-Sponsored Water for Energy Assessment Project. The objective is to assess the impacts of
future nonnuclear energy development on water throughout selected water resource regions in the
eastern United States.
6. ORBC-Sponsored Ohio River Basin Energy Facility Siting Study. The objective is to assess the
effect of future energy development on water availability and water quality in the Ohio River
Basin.

3.3.2 General Approach to Resource Analysis
and Energy Facility Siting
T o prepare for future siting applications, members of our group have completed a thorough
review and analysis of various siting methodologies currently in use throughout the United Stales.
This effort culminated in a report drawing conclusions from both literature and experience and
recommending optimal combinations of techniques that should be employed in regional and
site-specific energy facility siting studies."'
As a result of past experience in regional modeling at ORNL"'' and extensive review, we
concluded that a two-phase site selection procedure capable of multiple analyses under different
constraints is best suited to determine feasible energy facility siting patterns and to perform the
necessary resource analyses. The two-phase procedure involves (I)eliminating areas unsuitcd for

2). B P. Hobb»and A. H. Vodder. Anahiiml FnvctT PltniSiimg Mrihn/olngirt: A ThmrtiKtl /VWV.MHVIandSurvr\ nf
Currrni Frwciirr. In he published as an O R M . I M report.
26. For documentation of the O R M -YSP regional modeling work, tee C. W. Craven. Jr.. ct al.. Rrflrrittm*»»
Retmnal
fjivimummial S?*irm> Antly.».%. O R M R I ' V 2 6 (to be published), which prntidrs a history of the O R M experience and a
gunk to additional documentation
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energy facilities because ol lack ol resources (i.e.. water or transportation facilities) or economic,
environmental, or insiitutioiul constraints and (2) evaluating or ranking remaining areas in terms ol
siting potential based on the combination ol characteristics sought in an ideal site.
Because some components ol the site selection process are not amenable to computer
procedures, pans of the site allocation process must be handled subjectively and manually. Abo. we
note that the procedure should accommodate a hierarchical scaling of analyses, stepping down
spatially from large regional scales leg-, census regions) to suhregional scales (multiples of counties)
and ultimately to site-specific levels, when environmental impact statements are required. We do no:
intend to recommend particular sites since this function is more properly the responsibility ol
utilities or state planning agencies, but our procedures should be useful lor this purpose.
Figure 3.6 is a flowchart summarizing how we perform the analysis to identify energy
development patterns. National energy demand scenarios are cxogenously provided (by I FA or
ERDA) as a beginning point for our analysis. The Regional Economic Analysis Group disaggregate
these energy demand forecasts for the southern I nitcd States to suhrcgional units (BE As) that we
consider to be load centers. Energy demands by BEAs are then mapped to determine the spatial
distribution of demand and future differential growth patterns that may be expected.
For each BE A. technology mixes to meet future demands are developed from our knowledge of
(I) energy technology characteristics. (2) time hori/ons for new icchnokigics. and (3) the technology
mixes projected for each census region (provided cxogcnouslv by the national scenarios). Also,
information covering utility plans for future plant types (when available) and the general availability
of suitable sites within each BEA will be used in determining the technology mixes needed lo satisfy
demand.
Parallel to these analyses, technology ci'aracten/ations in terms of resource needs and unit
facility siting requirements (water consumption, land requirements, transportation needs, and
pollutants) are generated. Siting criteria for various technologies in terms of resource needs,
potential environmental effects, and social and legal limitations are determined, and the relative
importance of each siting criterion is then developed. Knowledge of siting criteria and resource
requirements also permits the determination of resource data and siting information that must be
compiled in our spatial-temporal information system.
In the energy facility screening and siting process, the above information is used to test the
resource requirements of new energy development against the resources available. This task,
however, requires the development of site factor models which describe resource availability in terms
of the siting requirements of various energy technologies. These site factor models arc collectively
called (he Oak Ridge Spatial Analysis Model (ORSAM). Each site factor model is designed to
spatially describe a specific siting criterion for the type of energy facility (e.g.. nuclear, fossil, or
other power plants or coal conversion plant) to he sited. For example, simple knowledge of stream
flow volume is not sufficient to determine whether adequate cooling water is available without first
determining potential low flows and maximum water consumption situations. In essence, the siting
factor models replicate the siting criteria considerations.
ritimalcly. candidate energy facility siting and resource utilization patterns emerge from the
site-screening process. These distributions provide input to the social, economic, and environmental
impact analyses described in Sects. 3.2 and 3.4. The following ^insertions describe in more detail the
components of the resource allocation and siting process and the application of lbcs»" ideas to our six
research projects.
Need for energy. The disaggregation and allocation of national energy projections to BFA
regions is performed by the Regional Economic Analysis Group. The projections used in our
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Fig. J.*. SiMf —ilyjij typrinili Mart at ORXL

analysis were derived by BM. and arc essentially the same projections used by FRD-V near-term
projections arc identical to those used by FF A- In the Ohio River Basin study, the projections arc
provided at the slate level by AM. and are then disaggregated further to BFA and state BFA
portions by the Regional Economic Analysis Group.
Projections of increased electrical energy demand by the years 19*5 and 2000 have been mapped
for the entire t'nilcd Slates (Figs. 3.7 and 3.1). These maps illustrate the proportionate increase in
electrical demand beyond 1972 by year, the amount lo be provided to meet future needs, and the
areas in which additional conservation might be emphasized.
Planned and installed electrical capacity. Projection of 19X5 encrgv facility siting patterns is
based on data provided by the Federal Power Commission iFPO. I he IPC data provide
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inlormation on the location of proposed power plants and the generating capabilities ot each pLnt
The 1985 planned and exiting generating capacity tin megawatts) is illustrated in t :g 3.9: capaotv
to he added or retired (negative number, indicate retired unitsi between I9~5 and I9S5 is shown in
Fig. 3.10. Finally, the differential between the planned and e \ IN tine capacity and the needed
electrical capacity in 1985. as protected by the Regional Economic Analyse Oroup. IN presented in
Fig. 3.11.
Siting criteria. One of the first steps in developing a Mting methodology i> the caretul
identification of those factors that must be considered by the utihtie> and >tate agencies in locating
acceptable energy facility sites. To accomplish this important step in a systematic manner, we have
adapted group processing techniques to the problem of factor identification ! his year we conducted
two sessions of a particular technique called the nominal group process technique I M i l ) with
experts familiar with nuclear power plant siting.
The nominal group process technique is a highly structured, interactive approach that has
gained wide acceptance in health, social service, education, industry, and government. ' The process
consists of four basic steps: (I) nominal (silent and independent) generation A ideas in writing by a
panel of participants: (2) round-rob-n listing of ideas generated by participants on a flip chart in a
serial discussion: (3) discussion of each recorded idea by the group for clarification and evaluation:
and (4) independent voting on priority ideas with group decision determined by mathematical rank
ordering. The strengths of the technique lie in enhanced participation of group members, the
step-by-step movement toward the goal, and cross-education of participants.
The output of our sessions consisted of lists of weighted factors which have since become the
basis for the factor models used in our siting methodology. The factors identified by one ot our \(» I
panels for site level are shown in Table 3.4.
Our experience with NGT is described in detail in a report now in press. ' We plan to conduct
more group processing sessions in the future to identify factors pertinent to coal-fired power plants
and other types of energy facilities. In addition, we plan to experiment with various types ol group
process techniques in accomplishing this goal.
Site factor models. The ERDA National Coal I tili/ation Assessment will use a candidate
site-screening procedure to locate potential areas suitable for energy facilities across the southern
United States on the county level- Siting patterns derived from this analysis include sites for nuclear
and fossil-fired power plants and coal conversion plants. Distributions will be developed for each ot
the four National Coal Utilisation Assessment scenarios by year (19X5. 20(H). and 2020).
Calculation of suitability will depend upon the ORSAVf factor models, which are constructed
to replicate as well as possible the considerations given by agencies making siting decisions using
various criteria such as water availability, seismic risk, air quality, coal availability, and others.
Proximity to load centers. A simple gravity-potential model " is being used to map the
proximity of any given county relative to the economic costs of transmitting power to surrounding
2X A. I.. Dclhccq el al . tiniup Tr> hnique Off Pmgram Planning 1 (IUUII- In \»minal dnmf> ami Ih-lfhi Pr<« r\\. Ncoll
l-fweMTwn. <ilenvic». III. I<>75
29. A. H. Vuelkcr. Pimrr Plant Suing In Applualum»( ihr \imunaH,niup Tn hnnfiir. OKSl \ l Kit, l\|.x2<to be
published).
.H). the potential ol each counts lor wishing protected demand is computed with a grants model in I he lorm
P •= (BK A demand I ./

.

applied between the centroid ot each counlv and all Hi- A centers. P is ihe calculated accessibility potential lor counts '. and I/IS the
distance in mile* between ihe count* ccniroid and each Bl A venter. Ihcdistancccvponcni. I 5.»ascmpiricaH>dcrncdlorcllcc
(he increased COM ol delivering power over increased distance and to reflect a maximum 241 -hmllSO-milcHrans.mssion limit IO.I
load center
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Table 3.4. (coMtiaaedl

Importance
weight
48
43
42
41

hit lor
Mjttmum beneficial mulliuv
1'nfovorable attitude ut" reporul
population
Minimum distance to transmroion
*r«»
Maximum reliability of oflMte
power

Defining Term or Miterru-nt

Recreation, education, developmental
Potential fur organized regional
opposition
Line const ruction emu jnd
cnvironmen at impact
Power lo run i lint, a vi:ety
concern

load centers. Transmission is limited to about 240 km (150 miles) and is based upon present
technology in transmitting power along ac lines.
Calculation of 1985 proximity to demar d for the United States is presented in Fig. 3.12; proximity
to surrounding load centers is shown for each county. Note that proximity is highest at the central
county of each BEA and decreases to the point at which counties located more than 240 km (150 miles)
from any major load center are rated lowest. The demand figures for each BEA used in the calculations
have been transformed to reflect the added electrical generating capacity beyond 1972 that must be sited
to meet demand in the year 1985. The planned or installed capacity, as projected by the FPC data, has
been subtracted from forecasted required capacity for each BEA. thus indicating where projected
electricity demand and actual planned capacity diverge.
Hater availability. We expect water availability to be the prime locational determinant in
energy facility siting even in the water-abundant eastern United States. Water requirements for a
given facility may be calculated readily, but evaluating the availability of a dependable water supply
to meet those requirements is much more difficult. Furthermore, we must account for all existing
and planned facilities for a given river system. Water supplies are unevenly distributed among
and within the several regions of the nation having substantial annual and seasonal variation. Wc
saw the need, therefore, to develop computerized tools to assess water availability from a regional
perspective down to specific site evaluation. The watei availability system (WAS)analysis procedure for
the Maryland Power Plant Siting Project is based on historical stream flow data and aids such
availability analyses."'
The WAS enables the user to select, retrieve, and analyze the historical stream flow information
from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) daily-value water tapes, which contain data for all USGS
stream gauging stations in the United States. The WAS package is divided into fourdistinct subsystems,
operating in sequential fashion, tha'. enable the user tr (!) delimit any region of the United States by
state, county, size of drainage area, or latitude-longitude frame: (2) recall daily fh w values from the
USGS water types for a'l gauging stations within the study region: (3) compute low flow recurrence
frequencies and apply theoretical probability distributions: and (4) predict the reservoir drawdown
capacity that would be necessary to maintain any given rate of stream flow at any specified rate of
consumption. Separating the parts of the model allows '.he tirst and third phases to he conducted on an
interactive mode computer which facilitates frequent user decisions. The intermediate phase of data

,M J S lalhcri nnd A. I'. Shepherd. A System for Regional Analysis of Water Avuihhiliti.
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TJMT 3.4. Silr factors idralifitu M NGT SASMMI
Importance
weight

I actor

*»7

Adequate foundation

94

Minimum proximity t» geologic fault*

9li

MjMtnum availability of suitable
surface water supply

*>

Acceptable jir diffusion characteristic

90

Minimum conflict with existing and
potential land use
Minimum impact on jqiutic biota
Minimum adverse impjet on
endangered species or habitat
Minimum total economic i.«l>

89
89
87

87
86
86
83
79
79
78
76
75
75

Minimum susceptibility to maximum
h\ drological meteorological events
Minimum proximity to undesirable
population distribution
Minimum impact on water quality
Minimum impact on unique cultural.
historical, or archaeological sites
Minimum adverse impact on local
institutions
Maximum availability of pound
water
Minimum construction problems
Minimum impact on terrestrial
biota
Minimum adverse impact on local economy
Minimum proximity to industrial hazards

ro

Availability of land parcels of
sufficient si/e

69
68

Maximum compatibility with local
government attitudes
Maximum li value for DUT

66

M><timum aesthetic impact

65

Minimum distance to acceptable
transportation systems
Minimum adverse impact on recreation

64

63
56
51

Minimum adverse impact on regional
economy
Unfavorable attitude of local population
Maximum proximity to load

IV!mil)!; term or »!jti-mem
Licensibility. concern with
liquefaction and solution
channels
I'apaMe faults avoided, cos! ro
investigate ancienr faults
Holh quantity and quality of
intake water.cost of taking
and cleaning water only
considered in sufficient low flow
Radiological diffusion.high
cost to overcome poi i characteristics
Present use of site: loss of
opportunity costs
Sensitive life stages of important species

Differential costs of plant,
transmission system, water. anJ
relocation of people

SRC guidelines are maximum limit
for this factor
Impact on water quality from radiological.
thermal, and chemical output

Includes hospital, school, and ether
social impact
Availability without affecting
offsite users
Stem from roughness of terrain
and presence of ground water
Habitat destruction

Danger to plant from hazardous
industrial processes in
surrounding area
Ability to aggregate site from
individual parcels with minimum
cost and delay
Attitude of local government
toward development
Calculation of potential acceleration
caused by seismic activity
Includes both vi-ual compatibility
and noise
Construction costs to get to rail.
barge, and highway
Proximity to incompatible recreation
use such as national
wildlife refuge

Potential for local opposition
Affects system reliability.
• »sts. and stability
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retrieval, however, uses a hatch mode computing system and usually does not require user
interaction.
The study area tor the definition and selection process may be delineated by btitudc-tongitudc
frame, %utc(s). county! ics). or drainage area size specifications. Data retrieved for each station include
11) I SOS code number and name of the station: (2) latitude and longitude: (3) sue of the drainage area
served: (4) state and county federal Information Processing System t UPS) code: (5) monthly average
flows by water-year (only for months yielding complete sctsof dailyflowrecords): (6) number of days of
record for each year: (7) yearly average flow: (X) yearly maximum and minimum flows: (9; overall
average, maximum, and minimum flows for the entire period of stationrecord:( IOI the l-dzy. 7-day.
and 14-day low flows calculated for each season of record in the data: 111) the recurrence fractions for
the volume flows equaled or exceeded at that station 99.95.92.90.85.80.75.70. and 50/', of the time:
412) the number of output upc records used: and (I3»a continuous record of dau representing the actual
daily mea-urcmcnis of the historicalflowsof each sUtion. Current capabilities of the analysis subsystem
are fa) determination of sutions' historical low flows: (A) computation of low flow- recurrence
frequencies and application of theoretical probability distributions: and (r) modeling of reservoir
capacity requirements to support a given consumptive level while maintaining specified minimum
streamflowstandards Addition of other models or analyses is permitted with relative case by modular
design of the subsystems and the computer-compatible format of the data generated by the
programs.
The WAS package is also well suited to mv cstigating a broader range of water resource questions,
including evaluations of water availability to meet projected energy demands. The application of the
WAS program to the Maryland Power Plant Siting Project ts described in ref 32.
In performing our energy facility siting analysis for the southern United Sutes. we entered low flow
information generated by- WAS for gauging sutions into our geographic dau information system.
Figure 3.13 presents 7-day. 10-year low flows for selected streams in the Ohio River Basin region that
were used in our energy facility- siting analyses for the ORBC. Low flow values are shown for each
county bordering on the main stem of the Ohio River or on tribuury streams having sufficient flow to
support at least one energy facility. Values for counties having gauging sutions were calculated and
allocated to intervening counties through visual interpolation. Note that values used for the main stem
represent modified low flow calculations reflecting the effect of reservoir regulation. These calculations
were provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.''
Coal availahilii). Under contract with EPRI. our research group isdevclopmg a model incorporat
ing geologic and mine engineering factors to calculate volumes of coal reserves and specific mining cost
variables. Drill core dau and coal outcrop measurements for such variables as geographic location of
drill hole, coal seam thickness, overburden type and thickness, and coal quality collected by TV A field
geologists (using the 1:24.000 block quad in East Tennessee as a test case) arc being digitized and stored
in a computer. Contour lines indicating the coal seam thickness and the thickness of overburden are
drawn by a computer routine by interpolating between the drill core locations (Figs. 3.14 and 3.15). In
addition, calculation ol measured and inferred reserves can be made on the basis of sundard criteria
used by TVA and I SGS (Fig. 3.16).

32. J F. IVtwon. The MarylandPonrr PlmuSuwtg Froirfl: AnAppliralmmofihrOHyi.
iMndlieStrtmmnFn>rtdurr.
OHM. Nl REG TM-T9 (Oclotier I97M.
.IV Water flow numbers for ihe mam Mem M the Ohio River were generated n> ihe V.S. Army Fnpneet Division: tec t'.S.
Army Engineer Division. Ohio River. Onemrali. Omo. I970H9M >>Mem. lew Rnwlesburf. 7-dav duration. 10-vear frequency
hm flows, main stem Ohio River)
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A variety of more sophisticated and comprehensive coal reserve models similar 10 our cltort arc
being developed around the country, and we expect to incorporate characteristics »»t these models into
our work. We have established a working arrangement with the I'SGS to use their National Coal I >utu
Base System called PACER. What makes the ORM.-EPRI model unique, however, is tlut the program
is geared toward immediate use by coal mine operators because n incorporates existing ficM dab
collected by traditional methods.
As part of the National Coal Utilization Assessment, we are inventory ing coal reserves by county in
the Appalachian region in terms of the f.o.b. price. Coal reserves are assessed trom an o- •nomic
perspecttve which accounts for variables such as coal seam thickness, coal quality. mining and reclama
tion costs, and overburden thickness. The feasibility of coal-fired generating plants in a given demand
area can be determined when f.o.b. coal price at the mines is combined w ith a transportation cost model.
The ultimate result is a systematic ordering of the areas in which coal b likely to he mined. By coupling
this result with a transport model, one can determine the delivered cost lor coal at various points
throughout our southeastern region.
In addition to calculating thedistribution and availability of coal reserves, wc w ill determine certain
environmental limitations for the use of coal from the Appalachian region. For example, significant coal
reserves may lie m areas of high recreation potential, areas of critical w ildlitc habitat, and or areas ol
low or sensitive water quality: any one of these factors might be seriously diminished or destroyed by
mining of coal resources. An accurate assessment of coal reserves should (lag these environmentally
sensitive areas, and any decisions regarding potential mining sites should necessarily rccogni/c and
respect these caveats.
Recreation limitations. The outdoor recreation potential of the coal-bearing counties in the
Appalachian region b being determined with respect to how well a hypothetical park built in a given
county ranks in ( I ) its ability to satisfy the predicted recreation demand within a region bounded by a
2-hr driving time from the given county and (2) the absolute number of people within this bounded
region who could be expected to visit such a park (a state-park-si/c facility is assumed).
A gravity model is used to predict the number of recreation participants w it hin the given region who
could be expected to travel to the hypothetical park. Gravity models arc based on the concept that
approximate bodies are drawn toward each other as functions ot spatial distance and individual attrac
tiveness. The recreation participation values represent both an absolute number and a percentage of the
total potential recreating population. Essentially, these numbers arc a function of ( I ) certain
characteristics of the given region's population sue. income and age distribution, and related socio
economic factors; (2) certain characteristics of the hypothetical park such as the total available acreage,
water acreage, and shoreline miles: and (3) spatial separation between originating populations and the
park, as measured by travel time. Simply, then, the number of potential visitors is a function of the
recreation character of the given region's population base and a function of the accessibility and attrac
tiveness of the park relative to other competing options.
Because the model can generate a county recreation potential ranking based on the ability to satisfy
predicted regional demand for recreation, all coal counties in Appalachia can be viewed in terms of their
criticality to their respective regions. If only absolute numbers of potential recreators were calculated, as
is the case with most recreational models, the resulting rankings would be skewed toward those counties
nearest the large urban centers. To date, the coal-bearing counties in East Tennessee have been identified
and a 2-hr driving time boundary around each county has been manually calculated. The system is in the
process of being automated, and when complete, its utility and feasibility will be greatly extended.

101
HiUlifr lunitainms.^ I imitations due to critical wildlife habitat areas have been shown to be
identifiable in a process which employs a combination of topographic, social, and environmental
\ariables. The method provides a reasonably accurate assessment of habitat quality in a specific geo
graphic area prior to surface mining activity and should be able to project changes in quality both during
mining and after reclamation. Figure 3.17 consists of two maps comparmg the habitat before mining
with that after mining and showing reclamation habitat with respect to white-tailed deer in the 1:24jD00
Duncan Flats quad of East Tennessee. Further research on wildlife impacts is continuing in the
Environmental Sciences Division.
Water quality Irniitaikms." The first step in assessing water quality limitations to coal mining
activity involves the estaMtshmcnt of baseline estimates of natural water quality conditions. A model
can then be run to simulate the cumulative water quality impacts expected from mining the calculated
reserves. Areas are thus identified where these cumulative impacts are likely to approach or exceed
established standards for water quality. In the past year seven parameters of water quality have been
checked in selected drainage basins in Appabdua against USCS water quality data: results have been
clouded by anomalies believed to derive from groundwater seepage from underground mines. As a
result, baseline estimates, to be useful, must be drawn from simulations based on natural watershed
characteristics such as forest cover, geologic data, and topography.
Air resources limitations. Since air quality is an important consideration in siting
coal-consuming energy facilities, we have investigated the applicability of various air quality models
for measuring the spatial distribution of air pollutants. The usefulness of current models for very
large regions such as the Southeast has not yet been demonstrated, although we are continuing our
efforts in this regard. We are currently using Air Quality Maintenance Areas (AQMAs) designated
by the Environmental Protection Agency as a surrogate measure for air quality standards. The
AQMAs arc regions defined by combinations of counties in which future air quality degradation will
be carefully monitored by regulatory agencies: therefore. AQMAs represent areas somewhat less
suitable for siting coal-using facilities. To date, the AQMAs for the southern United Sutes have
been identified and entered into our county-level information system.
Transportation limitations. Tentative agreement has been reached with the Federal Rail
Administration to use its National Rail Network Model to calculate rail transport accessibility at the
county level for die United States. Rail accessibility information will then be merged with existing
data concerning water transportation to produce transportation accessibility measures at the county
level in terms of energy facility siting constraints
Population distribution Imitations. Population density in terms of constraints to the siting of
energy facilities (particularly in the case of nuclear facilities) has been mapped for the United Sutes
(Fig. 3.18). Several options in calculating site restrictions based on NRC siting regulations have been
developed. Eventually, these options will be available in map form, depending on the technology
being considered and the site constraint option desired.
Social-institutional limitations. The NCT panels which guided our selection of siting factors
listed a number of factors relating to impact on social systems; we have pursued the quantification of
these factors during the year. To date, we have adapted a generalized social impact assessment
methodology for siting and have begun the task of quantifying four major areas of impact—cultural,
institutional, local service, and local economic impact. This has proven to be our most difficult

M. This work oat conducted by ft. E. KeepM of OKM.'s Environmental Sciences Division andreportedin an unpublished
manuscript. "Contour Strip Mining. Its Environmental Effects, and a Technique for Wildlife Habitat Assessment.'
33. this work was conducted by J. R. Hyndman of ORM.'s Environmental Sciences Division.
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tactt'V model built to date, and in developing it. we are using input
tiriHip. CM necessity, much ot our quantification will consist
interpreting divetvr sources ol intorr.iation such as sur\e> input.
being developed in close cooperjtu>n with I V.-X. and we intend to
construction ol the model

from the Social Impact Assessment
ol \erhal descriptions created by
I he local service impact measure is
use I V.A experience as input to the

J J J [ k v d o p b x n t of the Oak Ridge Regional Model Information System
I he geographical data system heme used in the resource analysis and energy facility siting work
of the Resource Analyse tiroup and the data input and analysis components currently heing
interlaced with the l k i l Ridge Regional Model Information System (OKKMIS*, are heing developed
in the Computer Sciences l>i\iMon through support from the Hncrgy Division. I his work is
discussed m more detail en ret »o.
Input data, both raw l e g . maps and aerial photography) and machine-readable (e.g.. satcllitc
and census upcsl. are stored in one ol several dillcrcnt types of data bases Data are organized
according to the most ctdetent method ol intormation represen'ation (e.g.. cell and polygon data), as
determined by the users, and may be retrieved for a number of different purposes. Figure .119
illustrates hem d a n are -.'red. retrieved, and analyzed and how results are displayed in a variety of
forms. Ine data h a w mav he accessed lor editing, updating, transformation (e.g.. interpolating
I r o n 'andom point- to a grid system), and simple display.
Fach step nput. storage retrieval, analysis, and display represents complex processes
ranging Irom inter ictive digitization systems tor input to three-dimensional surface contour plots lor
display (hig V20) I he soltware tor performing these functions has been developed as individual
generalized modules or packages because many of the routines used in one step are also used in
other steps (e.g.. the map protection routines arc used for input data rectification as well as output
map display I. I)uc to the complexity of the data structures and the analyses or models being built, no
single giant *»»tiwarc command system has been developed to house and supervise all the individual
modules. Instead, each user problem is solved by picking available modules "oil the shelf (or by
developing new ones JS required) and linking them in the mos' efficient manner to solve the user
problem.
I he soltware lor the data sy>tem has been developed on a user-need basis. I his approach tends
to point out quickly the shortcomings and needed improvements, as well as the computer science
expertise needed m each area
Many different ••pes of information must be manipulated by the dala system. Figure 3.21
presents the major ty^rs ol data and corresponding software systems that arc being developed. All of
these components t e g . water availability models. site-popuL lion constraint models, and land
availability models) feed into ORSAM. which .n turn provides output that may he used to determine
candidate areas for the siting ol energy facilities.
In each step i n p u t , storage, analysis, and display), there arc about twelve major developmental
efforts currently under way; the following subsections describe one example from each step.
Data ctprt reqeuracau: An interactive semiautomated digitization system. The purpose of an
interactive sem«*uionaled digitization system is to allow information irom maps, photographs, etc..
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to be digitized by an operator aided b> an on-line computer svstcm il it * 22} A tremendous
amount of information (e.g.. on transportation systems. ri\er systems, power transmission networks,
and scistnicity) is availaHc on base maps which, when diem/ed in machine-readable torm. max he
used lor sophisticated resource analyses such as determining transportation accessibilit>. water
availability, and population distribution. The current system shown includes i l i a digitizing station
lor operator map input. (2) a CRT graphics terminal with a hard copy unit for local map dixplav.
(3) a "floppy** disk for local storage of digitized data, and (4* a phone ime interface into the host
time-sharing computer lor data processing (ORM uses a PDP-11) time-sharing system).
The basic digitization process requires an operator to move the cursor o\er the map leatures to
be digitized. A continuous stream of integer v-r coordinates is sent from the tablet to the CR I
terminal for display. The data may then he stored on the floppy disk or sent on to ORM "s PDP-IO
computer lor processing. Processing imolves convening integer coordinates into latitude-longitude,
checking and editing simple errors, and displaying maps onto the CRT terminal for interactive
editing.
The present system is a significant improvement over previous manual data acquisition
techniques, especially considering the k>w cost of the equipment (about S25.00D). However, because
of the heavy time-sharing load on the PDP-IO. the slow phone-line speed, and the inability to quickIv
oierby digitized data on the source map for comparison, this system is not well suited tor
high-volume production work. Additional equipment, including an on-line minicomputer and a
video projection system, is needed to significantly improve (by a factor of 10 or more) the process,
from initi.il data input to final corrected hard copy output. Most of the equipment is presentl> being
purchased although a few pieces arc still needed.
Much of the software devclopcJ for the system is also used in other areas of the geographical
information system. For example, an algorithm to filter out v-i coordinates not needed to properly
represent the curvature of a line (e.g.. a highway) can he used in both data input (to reduce the
number of unnecessary points) and map output as a function of map s e t (to reduce pkiitcr time).
Data hue storage retrieval: County level data base system. As mentioned previously, a number
of different types of data bases arc being dcvekiped and stored in data structures according to user
need. For example, the U.S. Bureau of Census population data is stored as point data (population
counts by enumeration district ccntroids). referenced by latitude-longitude, the Department of
Defense topographic elevation data base (TOPOCOM) is stored in 0.4047-ha (l-acrc) grid cells
(elevation at centroid of each cell), referenced first by a latitude-longitude rectangle of an area and
then by row and column number of each cell: and the coal seam data base is created and stored as
polygonal data (boundary around coal seam outcrops), referenced by coal scam number or a
latitude-longitude rectangle of the area. Although these data are stored and retrieved in various
forms lor general accessibility, often several data besc types must he transformed into one so that
variables may be simultaneously analyzed in the same coordinate system and the same data
structure. For example, the popula'ion data stored by enumeration ccntroids must be interpolated to
a grid system of cells to compute population density before it can be combined with other gridded
data. When gridded population density is compared with polygonal data (e.g.. polygonal county
outlines), contours must be constructed from the gridded data and stored in polygonal form. FigM—
3.23 shows examples of different types of data structure transformations for which software has been
developed. (Some software packages arc still not generalized.)
The primary purpose of this section is to briefly describe one of the data bases that is being
developed for the regional power plant siting analysis. The basic storage unit for this data base is the
count.'. A number of different variables are being collected for each county across the southern
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I nitcd States. I sing a direct access file lor storage and retrieval, the data area is referenced either hi
countv HI'S code, latitude-longitude of a point within the county (e.g.. county centroid). state and
countv name, or a latitude-longitude window (rectangle) including multiple counties. Examples of the
variables include seismicitv class, presence of rail lines, water flow, energy demand, barge channel
depths, presence of endangered species, population accessibility, public lands. 'Midlife monitoring
stations, and geology.
I he data base actually consists of two types ol files: < I ) the cartographic file containing the
polygonal outlines in latitude-longitude defining the county boundaries and (2| the thematic file
containing the data values associated with each county. To analyze or map the data, both files will
normally he accessed, for example, part of the siting process is to determine the proximity of each
area in the South to future energy demand. This information allows a determination of the
accessibility potential of each county in relation to the economic costs of transmitting energv to
surrounding high-demand areas. In this case the cartographic file would be accessed to determine
adjacency, and the thematic file would be accessed to obtain the actual energy demand values for
each county.
Since the data base is being stored as a direct access file, it is possible to retrieve the county
information in any order desired. Thus, the user is allowed to cross state boundaries at will during
an U.UIVMS. rather than being required to process sequentially all the counties within a given state.
As new data are collected, they are converted, when possible, into a form that may he stored in
the county data base. Some data, such as I \M>S AT or TOPOCOM data available on a 0 -KW-ha
11-acre) cell grid, arc being studied to determine the feasibility of aggregating such detailed data up
to the county level. At this point, there is a possibility that topographic data can he aggregated by
slope classes and terrain roughness up to a county level (or at least to a 7.5-min quad level).
Analysis: TOPOCOM topographical analysis system. There are many different types of analyses
that are performed in solving any one of the tasks assigned to the Resource Analysis Group. Some
analyses, such as the calculation of transportation accessibility or the calculation of background
air pollution over a large region, arc preparatory to the actual modeling itself. Other analyses are
actually part of the synergistic modeling effort in which previous analysis results are combined
simultaneously with other data variables to determine the optimal location of a power plant facility.
I hese modeling and forecasting efforts usually require software that allows user interaction so that
researchers may iteratively search for a solution subject to changing criteria. For example,
economists and environmentalists would use different criteria to site a power plant.
Since several modeling analyses have already been discussed, this section will describe one of
the preparatory analyses that are required to provide topographic information (e.g.. slope aspect,
ridge line), watershed information, and drainage pattern data. This information is useful not only in
the energy facility siting and the coal reserve studies but also in assessing the environmental impact
of strip mining upon water systems, an assessment which is part of the Appalachian coal study.'
The basic source of information in this system is the TOPOCOM data base of elevations,
digitized by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) from the 1:250.000quad sheets. The DM AdaU base
for the continental United States has been purchased by the Computer Sciences Divisional ORNI..
By extracting the crude contour data from the TOPOCOM tapes, rectifying it to latitude-longitude,
and applying a sophisticated least-squares interpolation (usinp lo neighboring data points from the
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nearest two contour levels), a gridded set of elevation dab can he calculated tor any area in the
county. From these elevations new refuted contours may be mapped as shown in hqe. 3.24. I he
accuracy ot the interpolated elevations depends on the accuracy and contour spacing of the original
data, but b generally within 40 ft of true elevation.
Once gridded elevations are calculated, it is possible to calculate several important parameter*
useful in theresourceanalysis tasks: 11 > slope by degrees or percent. (2) aspect in degrees from north.
(3) ridge lines. (4) watershed boundaries. |5) drainage patterns, and (6) possible floodplain areas.
Figure 3.25 shows the watersheds and their boundaries (green) for a complete 7.5-min quad in East
Tennessee. Shown in blue are those potential streams that would drain each watershed. I he red cclK
represent die point at which all the water leaves a particular watershed. I he large Muc areas thai arc
several ceUs wide show areas where flooding might occur due to very flat topography.
The techniques used to compute this information are quite complex because ol 11) the large
number of 0.4047-ba (I-sere) cells that make up a 1:24.000 quad and (2) the desire to achieve high
efficiency and low machine costs. Because of their complexity, the computer algorithms will not he
described.
This type of topographical information is valuable, especially on a regional level, where
digitizing costs and time prevent the collection of detailed data. The D M A digitising and processing
effort, which required a number of years to develop, represents an excellent data resource.
It is possible to combine variables such as slope, strip-mined areas, soil conditions, watershed
basins, rainfall, and runoff to evaluate the effect of open strip mines on surface water." Topography
and slope are also valuable for selecting sites for power tacilitars and determining visibility ol the
cooling towers and stacks to the surrounding population.
Display: Polygon — ff|rrflf *y«>tm. A wide variety of software tools are being developed or arc
currently available to graphically display spatial data. Rather than describing each of the different
plotting programs, this section describes typical output from the polygon mapping system. Figure 3.26 is
a typical polygon map of the United States showing the 1975 generating capacity (in thousands of
megawatts) at existing power plants by county. Each county is shaded according to generation capacity,
and whhin each shading pattern an integer has been plotted (legible only at original scale of 1:5.000.000)
showing the actual numerical capacity. Note also that the county and state polygons have been drawn
and that a legend is attached. A variety of map projections (e.g.. Alber's equal area) are available, and
the map scale is specified by the user.
Although the map looks relatively simple, the software to create it is quite complicated. For
example, each line making up a shading pattern must be intersected with the county boundary to
determine starting and stopping points. The computer automatically plots the optimal location for the
integers, rather than requiring the user to input the location of each integer. The state and county
polygons are structured so that common boundaries, whether stale or county, are plotted once. State
lines can be dashesratherthan solid. Aggregations of counties (such as BE A regions) could be plotted if
desired. Symbols could be used instead of integers, and alphanumeric labels attached.
In summary, a wide variety of user options are available for presenting data effectively in
geographical map form. The ability to perform the techniques efficiently is due to the underlying
polygonal data structure used. The importance of graphical display is two-fold: ( I ) to present data

M. R S. Honea el al.'Regional Scaled Mcthodolofio far Environmental Asacumcnt: ACaicStiitfvof AppabchanCoal
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lo a viewing audience and (?) to serve as a valuable tool to researchers hv revealing previously
hidden relationships and suggesting new ideas and strategies to be aitempted in tuiurc models and
analyses.
3.3.4 Siting Analyses
Two applications ol our resource analysis capabilities are described in the following subsections.
The first involves the calculation and mapping ol power plant suitability tor the State ol Maryland
using varying technologies and constraints: the second involves an analysis ol' water availability to
meet lutun- energy production needs in the ORBC" region.
Maryland Power Plant Siting Project. Since I9"4 the Resource Analysis Group has been
engaged in developing a procedure lor regional and local siting analyses known as the ORM (and
I se Screening Procedure ll.l'SPl."" '" I he Maryland Power Plant Siting Project (MPPSP). in
which the ORM -I I S P was used to identity candidate areas lor power plant sites in northern
Maryland, was completed in October 1976. The objectives ol the study were 11 Mo test the usefulness
ol the ORNI -LISP in candidate area selection. (2) to test the applicability ol the Maryland
automated geographic information (MAGI) system to siting Issues. (3) to examine the effects of
alternative siting policies, and (4) to delerminc the sensitivity of the ORM -I I SP to variations in
siting criteria lor different types of facilities characterized by fuel and cooling system options.
I'hc project employs a geographic information system containing 52 variables. 27 ol which were
obtained irom MAGI, lor each 37.15-ha (9I.X-acre) cell in the northern eight counties of Maryland.
Each variable is characterized by discrete categories or absolute values on a continuous scale: tcr
example, "scrub oak" is a discrete category of the variable "forest type." and "30 to 40 people per
square mile" is a range of values of the continuous variable "population density."
I he siting priorities and opinions of four different groups of siting specialists have been
expressed as criteria matrices consisting of an importance weight" for each variable and a
compatibility index" lor each category or range of values. Twenty-two separate matrices have been
applied to the data base in a cell-by-cell calculation of the form
v
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where
-V -- suitability score for cell i.
I' = variable (e.g.. land use or proximity to stream flow).
V = loul number of variables.
( i = compatibility index for value of variabk I" occurring in cell i.
I\ = importance weight of variable I".
Clusters of cells scoring one or more standard deviations above the mean are defined as candidate
areas, f-igurcs 327-3.30 illustrate the spatial distribution of candidate areas in northern Maryhnd
obtained from various criteria matrices for fossil-fired and nuclear plants. Thefiguresindicate that it
is possible to distinguish among different siting objectives and among different facilities
characterized by fuel type and cooling option.
We found that considerable differences sometimes exist between the criteria matrices and the
resultant distributions defined by different respondent groups. Because of the low-cost repeatability
of the software, the ORNL-LUSP has been proven a useful tool for simubting the effects of various
siting alternatives in candidate area selection and for identifying potential conflicts.
A major component in the success of our study was the availability of a digital geographical
dau hase. MAGI. Without such data, development of the siting analysis capability would be
impractical because of the initial costs of acquiring the geographical data base. Besides being useful
in the analysis, the MAGI data base was necessary to add supplemental variables and perform
additional modeling to obtain factors identified by siting specialists. One conclusion was that
additional research was needed to develop procedures to rapidly construct a digiul geographical
data base, perhaps using ERTS. TOPOCOM. and EPA or USGS dau.
The results of the MPPSP suggest that
1. The ORNL-LUSP is a useful tool for regional screening of geographic information systems even
when the systems are not designed for the specific problem of power plant siting. The Sute of
Maryland is presently implementing the ORNL-LUSP software for future use.
2. The ORNL-LUSP can serve as a means of simulating alternative siting policies to anticipate
potential conflicts before they become matters of public concern.
3. Since the construction of a geographic information system i* :ne greatest potential constraint to
the development of an automated screening procedure, the dau base should be designed to serve
diverse uses. The shared cost can be minimized by considering the needs of potential users during
system development and by including only those variables which receive high importance weights
on numerous criteria matrices.
4. Siting factors must be viewed in the context of a spatial hierarchy of physical, economic, and
social phenomena. Each factor should be examined at the appropriate level of spatial resolution
and stored in a multiscale dau base.
5. The greatest limiution to the interpreution of the candidate area maps in this study b that most
siting factors are represented by raw variables rather than by indices derived from factor models.
Ohio River Basin Study. In January 1976. ANL and ORNL were requested by ERDA to assist
the ORBC in determining the impacts of future energy development on water availability and quality
in its region. Representatives from ANL and ORNL attended several ORBC meetinp to formulate a
research plan. Figure 3.31 presents the procedure to be used m our analysis.
Electricity demand figures (developed by ANL) for each sttte in the ORBC were provided to
ORNL's Regional Economic Analysis Group for spatial disaggregation to BEAs and sute portions
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ol BtAs (Sett 3.2). Electricity demand values for the state BEA portion* were converted to water
consumption estimates under the assumption of a peak load situation and were mapped lor the
ORBC region. These values represent a worst-case situation in electricity demand. Embedded in the
calculations are estimates of technology mixes by states (also provided by ANL) and estimates of water
consumption (evaporation only) according to the type of power pbnt (with a cooling tower option). For
a lOOO-MW(e) plant, this transhies into an average consumptive use of 0.7 m' sec (25 ft' sec) for
nuclear and 0.5 m' sec (IX ft' sec) for fossil-fired plants/*
Parallel to the peak-load analysis, calculations of low stream flow for the Ohio River and its
major tributaries were developed by using the WAS model (Sect. 3.3.2). The values were adjusted
along the main stem of the Ohio River to reflect the augmentation by reservoirs as calculated by the
I S . Army Corps of Engineers. These flows do not necessarily reflect the actual present flows along
the main channel, but rather what is theoretically possible if regulation conditions are ideal and
if all proposed reservoirs in the basin are constructed.
For our analysis ORBC' designated that only 10*"; of the 7-day. 10-year low flow should be
considered available for energy production. Consequently. \V, of the low flow calculated by the
WAS model is shown in Fig. 3-13.
Finally, using the information on demand and water availability, members of our group
employed a spatial analysts approach to allocate water to satisfy decricity demand for each forecast
year (19X5. 2000. and 2020). Counties in which plants would be difficult to site were eliminated from
the allocation process. For example, if a county were in a seismic III risk zone * (which would
restrict nuclear plants) and or if EPA had designated a county as an AQMA (which would inhibit
the siting of fossil-fired plants), the counties affected would be avoided in siting consideration. Only
streams capable of sustaining at least one 1000-M W(e) fossil-fired pbnt [0.5 m' sec (18 ft' sec)] were
considered: reservoir construction to augment flow was not considered.
4

Suiting with the tributaries in the Upper Ohio River Watershed (the Allegheny and
Monongeheb Rivers), we allocated water to surrounding demand centers (the centers of each state
BEA portion), using four different power transmission constraints. The ORBC requested that we
examine the possibility of satisfying surrounding demand out to 80.5 (50). 160 (100). 240 (150). and
320 km (200 miles) from the main stem and major tributaries.
Table 3.5 is a sample of the running account system used to keep track of water allocated to
satisfy demand. No allocation was made if ( I ) the running account of available water (base water
minus the running total of water consumed) was not sufficient to satisfy the consumptive needs of
one pbnt (of at least 0.5 m' sec): (2) the county was excluded from consideration because of
scismkity or air quality: or (3) all demand within the transmission distance (i.e.. 80.5. 160. 240. or
320 km) was previously satisfied. When avaibble water dropped below the minimum amount needed
or when all the surrounding demand areas could not be satisfied, areas were identified as unsatisfied and
the corresponding counties on the tributaries were designated as problem areas. Figure 3.32 indicates
those counties that, on the basis of our analysis, may experience water avaibbility problemsduring low
flow, assuming that the generating capacity proposed to be on line in 1985 is built and the OR BC adheres
to an allocation of lOCf of low flow for energy generation.

45. The consumptive rates for various types of power plants were calculated by Garland Samuels of ORNI.; sec Garland
Samuels. Atseamfm of Htier KtMturcrs for Sudrar Entrgy Cmirn. ORNI.-5097 (September 1976).
4ft. Seismic risk is denned according to N R C as an area for which "costs and lime" make it impractical to consider trim; a
nuclear plant.
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Several caveats should he attached to this analysts, hirst, peak-load demand coinciding u i i h .1
low water flow Mtuation docs not occur oltcn or even unilormlv over ihe enure aiea considered in
the analysis. AIM>. it is our opinion that it would he more realistic to perform the ORHt anaivsis
using a worst-week peak electricity demand and a vvorsi-week water flow situation instead ><t a
worst-day Mtuation. I his analysis is now hems performed
On the other hand, our analysis used water consumption figures easily achieved h> present
technology: even with a 2Vi error, the water availability situation will progressively worsen
t'ounfermcasr.rcs such as better reservoir regulation, more reservoir construction tan increasingly
less icasibk option), or more water conservation are indicated It would appear that the "tree lunch."
as far as water is concerned, is about o\cr in the eastern I nncd States
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3.4.1 Approach to Community Assessment
Our approach to social impact analysis is a pragmatic one. combining applied research w ith direct
applications in licensing or regulatory procedures for the NRC and F.RDA. Both our research and
applications functions derive from the new requirements and policy directions specified in the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Sections I A. IB. and I I ) of Title I. Section 102. require that we
'utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which » ill insure the integrated use of the natural and
social sciences . . . in decision making . . . " " ( I A): "identify and develop methods and procedures . . .
which will insure that presently unquantificd environmental amenities and values may he gi\cn
appropriate consideration in decision making along with economic and technical considerations" 11B):
and "study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in am
proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources" ( I D )
Our two applied research projects seek to develop both qualitative and quintitatrvc know ledge at
different levels of analysis. These two projects arc the ERDA-DTO work on social effects ol alternative
energy generating technologies and the NRC postlicensing studies ol effects on host communities of
operating nuclear power reactors. Work is now in progress at the individual, group, and community
levels, and efforts are under way to identify and analyze variables for regional social impact assessment.
A third project is applications work, which this year has involved preparation and review of
environmental impact statements with the Environmental Impact Section. A major expansion of our
applications effort occurred this year as a result of formalizing our previously ad hoc participation in
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N R C impact M j t c m c n t v I n addition to nuclear plant asscssmcnis.wcare involved massessments ot t w o
operating coai-tircd generating plants :n the O h i o River haMn iCIitty Creek and k y g c r i a s part ot thc
Portsmouth protect and assessments ot proposed demonstration plants tor I R D A - H
I he dual goals ot the group are 1 1 l t o develop a broad understanding o l the M H U ! cited-. i-I iargc
encrgy facilities through practical, exploratory work in w h i c h we ask questions i n a variety ot settings,
develop an inclusiv e list ot variables, and spccity their relationships and (21 to advance the state ot the art
hy developing methodological ttxils in our research projects that w i l l lead to continuing improvements
i n direct applications
A maior tocus is the siting ot Urge energy facilities We approach the problem o n many diltcrent
levels

individual, group, community, and regional

t o identity tor each level i l l characteristics ot

acceptable sites and i 2 l courses ot action that T u n i m i / c adverse M U B ! impacts. M i t i g a t i o n o t . or
compensation tor. externalized socialcostsa; tacilny sues is a continuing interest and is being developed
turther in comparisons ,»l mitigation plans at tour facility sites (three nuclear and one coal). A principal
goal ot the N R C studies is to develop siting guidelines tor minimizing adverse social impacts.
I he Social Impact Assessment G r o u p is also developing the capability lor comparing the social
impacts ol alternative fuels at each stage of the fuel cycle, beginning w ith generating facilities. I o dale,
the emphasis has been on the nuclear tucl cycle: work o n both preconstruction and postconstruction
effects of nuclear generating facilities is in progress. Case studies o l P l y m o u t h and W a l c r t o r d i \ R C )
examine construction and operating effects: the Hartsviile project t D I O ) examines preconstructior.
cttects

t h r o u g h the I R O A - I M O w o r k , the group w i l l he broadening its approach by looking at the

coal fuel o c l e . beginning with coal generation plants and undertaking parts o t the National C o a l
I t i h / a t i o n Assessment lor the southern region.
M u c h ot the research and applications expertise developed by the Social Impacts Analysis G r o u p
has been used by the Socu>-poliiical Resource G r o u p . Risk-Impact Panel. C o m m i t t e e o n Nuclear and
Alternative trncrgy Systems ( C O N AFS». National Research Council. Elizabeth Peelk is a member ot
the Resource G r o u p and has dratted the community impact and response sections of the C ' O N A F S
report.

3.4.2 Social Assessment Research
Posthccnsing case studies. I n d c r a g r a n t f r o m the N R C Office of Regulatory Research, the Social
Impact Assessment Group completed its first postlicensing case study of t w o nuclear power plant host
communities

Plymouth.

Massachusetts, and

Waterford. Connecticut.

The

purpose o f

(his

comparative assessment was l o analyze the social, economic, and political impacts associated w ith the
construction and early operation o f these plants. A s the first of its k i n d , this study provided a unique
opportunity to verify the range of impacts that occurred in the t w o host communities, in contrast to
impact statements, which forecast expected impacts. Comparisons and characteristics of the t w o
communities and reactors, along w i t h additional i n f o r m a t i o n about the study, were given in last year's
report/
Various primary and secondary data were collected and analyzed during the study. These data
included open-ended interviews, local and state records, census data, and attitude surveys. W i t h i n each
c o m m u n i t y , about 35 open-ended interviews were conducted with local officials, utility personnel, and
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concerned citi/ens. In addition, information on the particular nuclear plant, community socioeconomic
and political characteristics, and regional demographic and economic '.rends was also used. Finally,
attitude surveys were taken in both communities to determine citi/ens* 11 > attitudes toward the plants
and plant effects. (2) satisfaction with their community, and (3) perceptions ol (he tuturc ol their
community/
A social impact assessment model (Fig. 3.33) was developed to classify the data for analysis and to
structure observed empirical relationships. I his conceptual model" has three distinct
components inputs, community structure, and impacts. Inputsaredefined as those factors introduced
into a host community solely as a result of siting a nuclear plant there: that is. they would ;iot exist
without the plant, hour such factors are distinguishable: (1) lacility characteristics. (2) the licensing
and regulatory process. (31 generated revenue, and (41 human resources Although all these factors arc
present when siting any nuclear power plant, the i.-lative importance of each varies from case to case.
Facility characteristics refer to the physical plant, the land it occupies, its transmission lines and
corridors, cooling system, discharge -anals. and ancillary lacil .ies (e.g.. a visitor's center). Typically,
these characteristics will have some effect on the land use patterns, aesthetic appearance, and natural
and human ecology of a host community and the surrounding area. Our assessment of Plymouth and
Waterford. how eve. indicated that this input was of minor significance in these two cases
Similarly, r.e did not devote special attention to the second input category, the licensing and
regulatory process, which includes all the legal requirements, procedures, and related nonformal
activities associated w ith licensing a nuclear plant. Foremost among these activities are the preparation
of an env ironmcntal report by the utility, preparation of an environmental impact statement and a safety
and radiological analysis by the NRC and licensing hearings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board- The licensing and regulatory process provides the framework within which supporters and
opponents of a iiuclear plant have the opportunity to argue their competing claims. In both Plymouth
and Waterford. this process was essentially routine and did not prove to be significant in explaining the
impacts that occurred.
The last two inputs generated revenue and human resources were significant and occupied (he
bulk of our attention. Generated revenue refers to the direct and indirect flow of money into the host
community as a result of siting a plant thin* property taxes on the plant." local plant-related
purchases of goods and services, and growth in employment. In both Plymouth and Watcrlord. the key
economic impact was the enhancement of the community's tax base.
Human resources refer to the in-migrating and commuting populations associated with
construction and operation of the plant. The relative proportions of commuters and in-migrants are
crucial in determining the type and degree of impacts which a host community experiences. Since both
Plymouth and Watcrlord were located within si/able labor markets, there were very- few in-migrants.
but substantial numbers of commuting workers.
The second component of the model, community structure, refers to the social, economic, and
political structure and service capacity of the host community. Changes in these variables constitute the
4

52. (he questionnaire used in the altitude survey was adapted from ('. R. Schullcr el al.. Citizen*' I «•« i un the Propoteil
Hartmlle \«<7<w Pimer Plant; .-( Preliminary Hepori of Potential Siu-ial Imparl*. ORNI RrS-.l (May l"»75).
5.V Note lhal ibis is nut a mathematical model, hut entirely a conceptual model useful tor organizing and classifying tlala :ind
relationships the relationships bclvccn inputs, community structure, and impacts have not hecn quantified
54 Steven I bbms and Raphael isaspcr. Citizen (inuip*an<lthe \mloir Power Ct....roYenr. Mlf Press. Cimhridgc. Mass..
1974
55. Or. in the case of publicly owned utilities, in-lieu-of-lax payments.
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impacts of the plant and arise from the interaction between the inputs and community structure. We
distinguish primary and secondary impacts according to their temporal sequence: thus, a primary
impact such as an increased property lax base may lead to a lowering of the existing tax rate, a secondary
impact. In this way. impacts may "feed back" on community structure to produce other impacts: hence,
the model includes a feedback "loop."
Findings. Construction phase impacts in both Plymouth and Waterford were minor. The only
impact of any magnitude identified retrospectively was construction worker traffic. Most workers
commuted to the sites from homes in the metropolitan areas, rather than relocating nearer the sites or
moving to the host communities. This pattern appears to be typical of "nonrcmoie" sites (i.e.. those
located within a major labor market). There was little interaction between construction workers and
local residents, except for incidental contact in bars, grocery stores, restaurants, and other places of
business. Thus, although some construction worker dollars were spent in the host communities, neither
plant stimulated significant local commercial activity during construction.
In both Plymouth and Waterford. it is clear that the major impact has been the enormous incrcdscs
in their lax bases provided by the operating reactors. By 1975 this amounted to about W'r of Plymouth's
properly tax base and MK7 of WaterfordY Both communities have consequently chosen to lower or
stabilize existing property tax rates and invest the additional revenue in new public services .<nd
facilities. This additional income has enabled the communities to further professionalize public serv ice.
by hiring new staff and creating new positions in the local government. Both communities created new
departments of public works, and town planners have been hired to develop more detailed
comprehensive plans.
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The relationships ol the host communities to neighboring communities have also been affected bv
the presence of the plants, principally because of the augmented tax base. Neighboring towns have, to
varying degrees, resented the favorable tax situations of the two host communities- Ittoris have been
initiated in both slates to redistribute utility tax payments so that a larger proportion will go to other
jurisdictions and or lo the stales. This sense of distributive injustice has been exacerbated by the
transportation of reactor wastes through neighboring communities, a matter now under legal challenge.
The sudden population growth that has occurred in Plymouth since l%X (the start ol plant
construction) has been further stimulated by the favorable property tax rale made possible by the plan!
Regional growth rates were also increasing at the same lime, and Plymouth wouUi certainly have
experienced population increases if the plant had not been built. However, ii appears that the favorable
tax rate in Plymouth made the community a more attractive place 10 live, a judgment supported by
building contractors, citizens, and officials. W'aterford. on the other hand, had a history of effective
zoning ordinances prior to plant construction which appear to have prevented significant increases in its
rate of population growth. Town officials, however, have fell pressure from some local residents to
re/one to encourage more rapid growth by making land and housing available to the less affluent
Finally, attitude surveys and interviews with local officials indicate high levels of support for the
nuclear plants in both communities. There were few intcrvenors in either community, residents
expressed little concern over potential environmental and safety hazards: and relations between the
communities and utilities are considered mutually beneficial. In view of the substantial economic
benefits to both the utilities and the communities, this conclusion comes as no surprise.
The conclusions of the study are based on just 2 of the 61 communities presently (1976) hosting
nuclear reactors. There are no comparable published data on these other cases w hich would enable us to
make valid comparisons. These constraints severely restrict the gencralizability of this study to other
cases.
Nevertheless, we can attempt to place the particular impacts and responses of these two
communities in some perspective with the following observations. By cross-classifying the two key input
variables (incoming people and generated tax revenues) in a two-by-tw o table, we see that Plymouth and
Waterford fall in cell 2. where generated tax revenues are high and the number of incoming people is low.

Amount of tax revenue

H

I

Low

llixh

I

2

3

4

As seen in this study, one result of this input mix of high benefits and low costs, or low amount of
disturbance, is a relatively high rate of public acceptance. We expect that no other input combination
will produce similar levels of public acceptance sir.ee in no other case is the relative benefit-cost ratio as
favorable. In cell I. both are low: in cell 3. benefits are low and costs are high: and in cell 4. both are high.
The types of impacts, as well as their magnitudes, vary from cell to cell. We also suspect that local levels
of support would vary too. primarily as a function of perceived benefits and costs. Communities falling
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into cell 3 are prime candidates lor mitigation plans which attempt to alter an unfavorable benefit-cost
ratio.
A final report on the Plymouth-Waterford study will be issued early in 1977.
Hartsville I I . As part of our plan to approach community impact analysis on different levels and
with different research designs, the longitudinal Hartsville case study. which began during the planning
stage prior to licensing, examines community effects throughout the life cycle of the nuclear facility.
TV A"s four-unit Hartsv ilk nuclear power plant is presently under construction near Dixon Springs
and Hartsville. Tennessee. Two surveys have been administered and analyzed. The first (Hartsvillc I)
was administered in January 1975 beforcany work had begun at the site. The second survey(Hartsvillc
II) was administered in August 1975 immediately before limited hearings opened on the final
environmental statement (FES). Since a limited work authorization was not granted until April 1976.
the first two surveys will serve as an extended benchmark against which future comparisons can be
measured.
Thb year's Hartsville effort focused primarily on the analysts and evaluation of the second
Hartsville survey and on comparison of changes between the fust and second surveys. The two altitude
surveys arc part of a continuing multifaccted assessment, funded by ERDA-DTO. of community
impacts on energy-related facilities. To date, major emphasis has been placed on attitude research,
correlates of support and opposition, and expectations regarding the facility.
The first two surveys asked two major questions: ( I ) What are the correlates of support and
opposition to the nuclear power plant? and (2) How do residents perceive the quality of their lives?
Respondents to the Hartsville I survey were reinterviewed for Hartsville II. Of the original 350
respondents. 288 (88^) participated in the Hartsville II survey. This "panel" of 288 respondents was
used in comparative analysis of the two surveys. The questionnaire was composed of items which
provided information on ( I ) background characteristics of respondents: (2) measures of perceived
quality of life: (3) information level regarding the facility: (4)expectations of changes in the community,
including estimates of the likelihood and desirability of events: and (5) support or opposition to the
plant.
Support and opposition. A comparison of the level of support and opposition in the two surveys is
presented in Table 3.6. Both support and opposition rose slightly in the August survey when "don't
know" was not an option: 68 r supported the nuclear plant, and 31 ' opposed it. These responses may be
compared with the Harris survey'" of a national sample in March 1975. in which 63 j supported nuclear
plant construction. 19*7 opposed it. and 18*7 were not sure (see Table 3.6). The proportions remain very
similar for three nuclear communities surveyed by Harris, with a slight increase to 23 j in those opposed.
These results are in general agreement with those from six nuclear referenda held in the fall of 1976 on
somewhat different issues, in which the ratio of support to opposition was about 2 to I.
c

r

(

r

r

Looking closer at the levels of support and opposition in Table 3.7. one can compare the answers of
specific categories of supporters and opposers from one survey- to the next As can be seen in the
diagonal, almost 60 r of the panel. 163 individuals, gave the same response in both surveys. Excluding
the "no response-don't know" category, we found that almost the exact proportions of support and
opposition held in both survrys: 70% indicated some level of support in Hartsville I compared with 69*7
in Hartsville II: the opposition proportions for the two surveys were 30 and 3 l r respectively.
r

r

id. I.nim Harm and Anocralc*. Inc.. A Survry of Puhlieand Ifadrrahip Aimudr* Ttmard \urlrar
ihr I'nilfdStaif*. cnndwclcd for Ehasco Service*. Inc.. Mew York. Aufusl 1975.
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York. August 1975. pp. 76 Ifl2.
Sample included 288 respondents.
Forced choice.
r

TsMe 3.7. Analysis of responses ID rbnsiifc II survey fMslio*: "If if were
op lo jroa woaM you peraM construct ioa of the TVA fewer Plant near Hartwife?"
Response in Auejist
Response in January

"Definitely >cs"
iS - 116)
"Probably yes"
<.V=55)

"Definitely
yes"
t.V = 109)

No

yes"
(.V = 87)

answer
«.V = 3)

25

0

4

2

40

"»

0

7

3

19

•9

6

4

15

\.«*
15

\ .

Percent of
responses
in January
(.V = 288)*

"Probably

v

"^

"Probably
no"
t.V = 37)

"Definitely
no"
i.V=52l

"Don't know" or
no answer
(JV = 42)

8

22

Probably no"
(AT = 2 6 )

0

4

1

12

9

9

Definitely no"
r.V * 49)

1

6

0

8

34

17

38

30

1

13

18

100

0

Percent of responses
in August (JV = 288)*

'N = 288 (i.e., (he panel of respondents who answered both the January and Auru ;t surveys).
Numbers in italics refer (o respondents whose response was (he same in January and Aujnist. The total was 163. or
571 of (he 288 members of (he panel.
The "don't know" alternative appeared only in January: 12 respondents declined to answer in January
f
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CtKil is nmlcar. One additional item that was asked only in the second survey dealt with
respondents' preference for coal vs nuclear plants. It was hypothesized that opposition to nuclear power
may stem from an opposition to high-technology projects in general. Respondents were asked.
-Suppose that the power plant proposed for HartsviUe was going to burn coal instead of using nuclear
t ud_ II it were up to you. would you permit construction of this type of plant?" Results of this item arc
presented in I able 3.8. The largest proportion of the sample. 107 individuals <38fj). would support both
types of plants. Only 43 individuals 1159) are opposed to both types of pbnts. It is interesting to note,
however, that the general tevd of opposition to each pbnt separately is almost equal(3l9r for nuclear vs
30'; for coal >. It may be that a small minority of citizensarc opposed to any kind of energy development,
but thai enough others arc opposed to specific technologies that tout opposition becomes a substantial
minority in any community. This interesting component of energy development opposition will be
further explored m subsequent reports.
Expected events. Respondents were asked to rate the likelihood of a list of possible events ranging
from "traffic congestion'* to "air pollution'" to "morejjbs." These likelihood estimates were analyzed to
ascertain commonalities among items. A factor analysis produced five factors in each survey. Although
seven individual items were slightly different across surveys (20 were exactly the same), the individual
dimensions represented by the factors were very simibr. Likelihood groups ((actors) are presented in
Table 3.9 in decreasing order of expbincd variance.
Although the underlying dimensions of the factors did not change significantly, the order of
importance of the (actors has changed. Most strikingly, the social disruption factor has shifted from
fourth to first between the surveys. Since these changes may be artifacts of the data (number of hems in
each factor, for example), further exploration into the reasons for these shifts is continuing.
Demographics. The demographic characteristics of supporters and opponents of the Hartsviuc
pbnt were very similar in both surveys. Support for the pbnt was strongest among business and bbor
occupations and less pronounced among housewives. In both surveys, the only occupational group in
which a majority opposed the construction was farmers. Women tended to oppose the pbnt more than
men in both surveys. In the second survey, some evidence indicated that support for the pbnt increased
as the respondent's place of residence became more urban/
Community satisfaction. Satisfaction with the quality of services avaibMe in HarUville was a
common theme in both surveys. Results are presented in Table 3.10. Scale scores ranged from l.0(very

57. V I). Stimlttrnm ct al.. Cui:m< l m afewr thr F*opmttl HsriniUr \ucirmr fowrt ftma A Survey of Rtstdenlt'
rrr.rpimm, m AufUM !9Tf. ORNI. TM-5WI <l»77>. p. 42.

TaMe3A. S»MWrtof—JwfUMwiwporiofcpalphnt
S<Vpori
""I*"'
pnm

Sapponcoal
Yes

Dortknow

Yei

107

No

29

136
48

Total
No

Number

Fkrcmt

45

43

195

69

16

43

88

31

61
22

86
30

283

100

Total
Nmmba
rfcrcmf

134

Table 3.9.

I estaualr (actors

HartsvaVl"

HartsviUc I I "

Hazards

Disruptive effects of population
growth

Fconomic growth

Hazards to safety and c m j n m n t M

Community stability:
lower costs

Increased business and new
facilities

Social disuplions

Attention from outside the area

Community recognition

Fcunomic benefits of growth

'The questionnaire used in the attitude survey was adapted from
C. R. SchuBer et aL. t irirrns" Views on the Proposed HartsriUe Sturlrar
Power Plant A Preliminary Report of Potential Social Impacts.
ORNL/RlS-3lMay 1975).
F. D. Sundsirom et aL. Citizens' Views about the Proposed
Harlsrille Suclear Power Plant: A Surrey of Residents' Perceptions in
August J 975. ORNL/TM-5S0I (1977).

3.10-

wifti local services in HnWfsVuvfe. Tc
Mean rating of
satisfaction*

Type of service

Correlation of
January
with August

e. 1975

T-test of
difference

Number of
respondents

January

August

Public schools

2.4

2.4

0.51

0.88

275

Streets and highways

2.0

2.1

0.38

0.44

286

folice protection

2.5

2.4

0.42

0.69

280

Fire protection

2.2

2.2

0.45

0.14

275

Telephone service

2.1

2.1

0.53

0.15

284

Sewage treatment

2.6

2.6

0.47

0.13

227

Water supply

2.3

2.2

0.37

1.76

265

Zoning laws

2.8

2.8

0.35

0.88

230

Garbage pickup

2.4

2.4

0.29

0.17

239
280
279

Housing avatfaMity
Medical care

r

3.4

3.3

0.46

2.87*

2.6

2.5

0.41

1.44

"Very satisfied = 1.0. satisfied * 2.0. not sure =• 3.0. dissatisfied * 4.0, very dissatisfied * 5.0.
*p<0.0l.
c

Three-digit values arc 3.43 and 3.25.

Source: E. D. Sundstrom el al.. Citizens' Views about the Proposed Hartsrille Nuclear Power
Plant: A Surrey of Residents'Perceptions in August 1975. ORNL/TM-5801 (1977).
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satisfied) to 5.0 (very dissatisfied). As can be seen from the table. Hartsville residents were generally
satisfied with senices, and their level of satislactiondidiiotchaiigeapprecflMy between the twosurveys.
Only one item showed any significant change. In the second survey, respondents were slightly
less satisfied with the availability of housing. A second measure of satisfaction dealt with individuals'
neighborhoods. For both surveys, respondents were asked to rate their neighborhoods on a scries of
seven-point semantic differential scales. Results reported m Table 3.11 show- that in thefirstsurvey the
respondents tended to describe their neighborhoods as private, stable, uncrowded. pleasant, quiet, safe,
and pretty. The same people evaluated their neighborhoods as somewhat more noisy, crowded,
unpleasant, and changing in the second survey. The number of building permits granted in Hartsv illc
almost doubled between 1974 and 1975 and appears to have doubled again between 1975 and the
present.
Summary. Comparison of the two surveys revealed some shifts in individuab* perceptions of the
quality of their lives and in the expected likelihood of certain events associated with the plant. Most
significantly, however, there has been virtually no change in the proportion of indrviduab voicing an
opinion either in support of or against construction of the facility. It should be noted that no
construction had begun at the time of either survey. Further examination of the interests reflected in
these surveys must be extended to construction and operation phases, together with an appropriate
behavior monitoring program. The evolution of attitudes and community support and opposition will
be followed by future surveys, the next of which is scheduled fora few years from now during the peak of
construction activity.

TaMeJ.II. Ratings of characteristics of
Characteristic

Mean rating
January

August

•a Harts***. Tc
Correlation of
January
with August

T-test of
difference

2.7

Privale v* not private*

e. 1975
Number of
respondents

288

Changing vs stable

6.0

5.0

0.20

6.94*

286

People similar to me vs people
dissimilar to me

2.3

2.5

0.34

1.32

283

Crowded vs uncrowded

5.9

5.5

0.36

2.70*

282

Close-knit vs not dose-knit

3.5

3.6

0.31

0.14

278

Unsafe vs safc

r

Unpleasant vs pleasant

288

5.8
6.5

Wealthy vs poor'

6.1

0.23

4.63"

284
286

4.0

Noisy vs quiet

5.7

5.3

0.46

3.72*

287

Pretty vsugly

2.5

2.5

0.35

0.73

286

'Respondents were asked to make rankinp on a seven-unit continuum for each pair of attributes.
A score of | .0 was given for the first member of (he pair, and 7.0 for the opposite member. Responses
in between were assigned appropriate intermediate scores.
*/»<0.OI.
Asked in August only.
''Asked in January as attractive vs unattractive.
Source: K. D. Sundstrom el al.. Citizens' Views about thr Proposed Hartsnlle Nuclear Power
Pknt A Surrey of Residents' Perceptions in August 1975. ORNL/TM-5801 (1977).
r
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Hutsvitte I I I research p b n . A detailed research plan was developed for our Hartsvillc I I I work.
Two significant departure* from previous work are the inclusion of a parallel coal host community
(Coallown). now in final site selection stage, and a shift in focus for both communities I ' o m the altitude
component to examination of community response and adaptation to perceived o r real impacts
resulting from the planning, construction, and operation of the particular generating facility.
Figure 3.34 presents the time-series quasi-experimental design for the study as it is currently under
way. Inclusion of a coal host community brings us closer to the overall goal of the group

thccapability

to generalize about impacts across technologies and across stages of the fuel cycle. By adding a coal-fired
generating plant to the study, we will be able to ( I ) examine social and economic impacts commor to
both technologies and (2) determine those impacts that appear to be unique to the facilities. The second
departure- examining local responses to facilities

will be undertaken through a series of interrelated

tasks which will establish the linkages between the licensing process, local policy responses, and changes
in characteristics of the community (or changes in the relationships of those characteristics). As with the
attitude component, the major research innovation of this study will remain the time-series nature of the
analysis and the following impacts and responses throughout the life cycle of the facility.
Figure 3.35 lists seven areas of interest that will be examined for each community. They represent a
convenient, if artificial, separation of specific tasks and indicate the types of uata to He considered.
Generally, however, most of the tasks can be subsumed under two analytical categories: ( I ) policy
formation and implementation and (2) social indicators. Work with social indicators will involve
monitoring those areas anticipated to change as a result of the facilities and those areas which local
administrators are particularly concerned with (as reflected in local policy decisions) and some general
monitoring to pick up any unexpected impacts. Table 3.12 lists some possible indicators which may be
used, as well as the general categories of indicators currently being considered. Subsequent refinements
of this list will depend on data availability and the nature of the local decisions under consideration.
Policy- formation and implementation will be considered under two general conditions. First w ill be
those licensing and siting policy decisions that may affect the type and magnitude of impacts upon a
community. Such licensing and design decisions can alter the sequence in which new people or direct
financial benefits are introduced into the community. Concomitant with these decisions are those which
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
0
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0

0

0
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0
0
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0
0

0
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TaMeJ.12.

V M r n w I a r i n M t a f a
linw > n r u a t t y a a

Dcmurraphic characteristic*
Ape. sex. race distribution
I'rbanuation
Population density
rconomk characteristics
Occupational distribution
I'nemployracnt rates
Median family income
Retail and vrvicc receipts
('•ovcrnmental i r e a c t
t o n wi liviae
Social structure
Volustarv M I J S U ^ U U
Socioeconomic status distribution
Public service*
tducal ion student - teacher ratio: per capita expenditure
Health-care delivery
Fire, police, sanitation
Sacral, counseling
Social - mental health
Alcoholism
Delinquency, suicide
Divorce, single-parent households
Crime statistics
Poverty levels
Altitudes and values
Population at larpc satisfaction, support oppose
Decision makers: expectations, efficacy
("rovcrnmenul performance
Sec. professwnalizalion
Planning bodies, etc.
Voting: fc cal issues, elections
Budgets: allocations
Activities: licensmz. regulation
Federal money as percent of total revenue

affect the responsibility of the utility in mitigating perceived adverse impacts resulting from the
introduction of the facility. F his second category of policy decisions involves community-level responses
to social impacts. These decisions may be made in response to real changes in the social and economic
environment, or they can be made in anticipation of impacts. Policies may be designed to encourage
growth or minimize changes. The*: types of responses will be examined in relation to the real changes in
community social indicators to determine the effectiveness of policies in dealing with social impacts at
the local level.
Social impact analyxh model. The preceding description of proposed work presupposes an implicit
model for the organization of data and the development of testable hypotheses. Work on the
development of a social impact model has been continuing within the group over a period of two years.
We use alternative models representing the same basic assumptions, but differing in application and in
the emphasis put upon some of the elements according to the needs of specific studies. As shown earlier
in Fig. 3.34 (Sect. 3.4.2). we are working toward a systems approach, as reflected in the input output
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nature of the model used in the posiliccnsing studies. The current model, which •> hcing used in ihc
Hansvdk I I I project, is presented in Fig. 3.35.
Here the inputs, community context, and outputs are similar to the model presented earlier
However, since Hartsville I I I will concentrate on the relationship among policy decisions the lucility.
and social changes, we have added two additional stapes. First, extracommunity suing policy outputs
are considered. Early consideration of these policy outputs is very important since they directly alicct
therateat which human resources and revenucsarc introduced into the community. Additionally. Mime
policy outputs resulting from interactions between the utility and the licensing agency may result in
enforced mitigation responsibilities for the utility, which in turn may have an important effect upon the
magnitude and direction of impacts. Finally, we have introduced community management strategics
(policies) as an intervening characteristic because the selection and implementation of particular
strategies serve to modify intracommunity relationships.
Economic impacts analysis. To complement the community level fiscal impacts work done in our
postlicensing studies, we are approaching economic impacts from a different angle and stage of the
facility life cycle in our Haitr ille project. We are beginning a major emphasis on measuring the
magnitude and spatial distribution of economic impacts associated w ith energy facility construction.
Toward that end. we have begun analysis at three spatial levels - a construction site (county). an impact
region (multicouniy area), and a national grid. At the site level, we are constructing a data and analysis
book to record the socioeconomic impacts associated with the Hartsville. Tennessee, nucfear power
plant. Objectives of the data book are to establish baselines for modeling and monitoring as many
socioeconomic dimensions as possible at the site level. To date, we have completed a preliminary
analysis of baselines in the retail trade and services sectors for Trousdale County, the location of
Hartsville.
At the national and regional levels we have started complementary activities aimed at monitoring
the macroimpacts of energy- facility construction. Regional science techniques of input output analysis,
multiplier analysis, economic modeling, and spatial analysis are hiring employed to establish a
framework for identifying ( I ) the level and range of socioeconomic impacts by industrial category. (2)
regional and multiregional specific impacts by industry, and (3) relative spatial effects from alternative
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site selection. Regional dilTerences by industry are being measured through a procedure that may be
termed a "homogeneous group average requirements technique." in which regions are classified with
respect to export or import orientation by two-digit SIC. Such measures will provide ( I ) a base for
allocating macroeconomic impacts to internal and external destinations and (2) a background for
measuring regional growth change stimulated by new construction activity.
Hartsville data analysis (wok: Retail trade baseline. The beginning of our analysis at the
construction-site (county) level is represented by the socioeconomic data analysis book. The Hansville
impact area includes a contiguous five-couniy area surrounding Hartsv illc. Tennessee, which is located
in Trousdale County, northeast of the Nashville Davidson metropolitan area. To establish a baseline
retail activity, we estimated a retail trade model. On the basis of previous experience/' we knew that a
significant correlation exists between retail service receipts (hereafter referred to as retail receipts) and
county levels of population, income, and urban orientation: in fact, these variables explain most of the
observed variation in retail receipts at the county level. We have also observed that, with few exceptions,
counties tend to remain in relatively constant economic position with respect to these variables. In other
words, growth through time in levels of these variables is fairly uniform across all counties/* Using this
information, we developed a projections model based on relative county positions instead of directly on
socioeconomic variables. This change has greatly- simplified the information needed to project baseline
retail receipts for impact evaluations. Instead of requiring estimates of population, urbanization,
income, and other influential variables, we can now project on the basis of relative economic position.
We first analyzed the socioeconomic characteristics of the 95 counties in Tennessee in each census
year since 1950. Cluster analysis" revealed four main groups of counties having significantly different
levels of population, urbanization, income, number of families, and number of families with income
below poverty level. Through simple statistical comparisons, we determined that retail employment was
significantly different among the four groups. This was an important finding, for it supported our
suspicion that retail activity depends on county sizeasdetcrmincd by the level of the economic variables
(i.e.. population, income, number of families, and urbanization).
To establish a baseline projection for each county in the Hansville impact area, wefirstdetermined
the cluster group membership of each impacted county. Three impact counties (Trousdale. Macon, and
Smith), as well a-- some other Tennessee counties form group IV; Sumner and Wilson, along with some
other counties, make up group 11. In all cases the groupings were exclusive and exhaustive of the sample.
Our baseline estimate of retail receipts per capita for each impact county is the group estimate of the
unique group in which the county is a member. Thus, the first three counties have the same level of
estimated and projected retail receipts since they are members of the same group. Retail receipts level bygroup was calculated with the estimated model:
flS = 0.2697 + 1.0020 CI + 0.5948 CH + 0.3203 CHI + 0.I705T.
(7.85)
K = 0.6926 .

(16.68)

7

(I6.5 )
Se = 0.1974 .

(12.30)

(3)

(12.46)
F(4280) = 161.

DM = 1.82 .

5H (' R. Kerky. A Model of Funrimnal Area Retail Trade Rereipi*. paper presented at the Western Regional Science
Meeting. San Diego. Calif.. Feb. 27 29. 197*.
*9. A. J. Barr el al. A Iters Oukle to SAS 76. SAS Inst mile Inc.. Raleigh. N.C.. 1976.

1-10
where
RS = estimated retail receipts (millions of dollars per 1000 population).
Gl - group I = 1.0 if group I.
= 0 if not group I.
Cll = group II = 1.0 if group II.
= 0 if not group II.
Clll = group III = 1.0 if group III.
= 0 if not group III.
7"= time (1950 = I. I960 = 2. 1970 = 3. 1980 = 4).
I? = coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom.""
Se = standard error of the estimate.*"
F = F ratio.**
DW= Durbin Watson statistic.*"
Numbers in parentheses are /-values, which test the hypothesis that each h coefficient (number preceding
variable in the model) is significantly different from zero at some level of significancc(c.g..0.05.0.01)."'
Since all /-values in the model are significant at the 0.01 level, the cluster groups are highly significant as
variables to explain the variation in retail receipts. In regression analysis the smaller the value of the /
significance level, the more powerful the results and the more confidence we can place in the variables as
predictors of the dependent variable (i.e.. RS).
Each binary variable can assume values of 1.0 or 0. depending on whether a county is a member of a
given group. If the county is a member of group I. then its value will equal 1.0 for Gl and 0 for 611 and
GTII. Similarly, counties that are not members of group I will have values of 0 for group I.
We have defined four groups of counties by cluster analysis, but have included only three binary
variables in the model. Only three are needed to account for differences in four groups.*"*''' The fourth
group is accounted for by the intercept term. Reading from left to right in the model, we estimate retail
receipts as the level of group IV (the intercept), plus some larger amount if we are referring to another
group. Levels of retail receipts were estimated using adjusted data expressed on a per capita basis. This
adjustment purges the data of unwanted correlation due to uniform changes in population and price
levels. In Table 3.13 we change the estimates back to unweighted form and to a dollar basis by
multiplying by the consumer price index (CP1) and 1000 respectively. The last column is a baseline
estimate for the year 1980 in the absence of the upcoming construction activity. Implicit in the projection
is the assumption that group membership would not have changed between 1970 and 1980. This
assumption is based on observed regularity in group membership for each decade since 1950. As noted
earlier, three impact counties are members of group IV. The baseline projection for each of those
counties is S1400 per capita in 1980. In Sumner and Wilson Counties, the baseline receipts projection is
$2300 per capita. These levels will eventually be compared with actual levels (during construction
activity) to determine the longer-term impacts generated by retail receipts in each county. An additional
element will be incorporated for the actual comparison; this element is the regression residual, which
tells us how well the model fits a given observation unit. Since we obtained a fairly good FT. we expect
the model to do well in most cases. However, should an impact county vary si} -ificantly from its group,
the projection and impact measurement will be adjusted accordingly.

60. Polluri Rao and R. L. Miller. Applied Eronomeirks. Wadswonh Publ. Co. Belmont. Calif.. 1971.
61. Jan Kemia. Element* of Econometrics. Macmillan. New York. 1971.
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3.4.3 Social Assessment Applications
Coal utilization assessment. .AN part of the ERDA DTO RSP national assessment of coal
utilization scenarios to 2020. we have been involved from an early stage in the development of the Coal
t tilization Assessment (CI A) for the Southeast. Development of the CI A plan has been superv ised by
AM Most of our time was spent in development of the socioeconomic work statement and in meeting-,
with socioeconomic groups from other national laboratories.
I he primary output from this elion has been the detailed work plan tor 1977. Four major efforts
arc currently under way as our primary input into the CI'A: these tasks w ill he necessary to complete the
cost-effective yet systematic assessment of potential social impacts ol alternative coal technology
scenarios for the Southeast. I hese impacts arc:
1. Assessment of fuel cycle impacts. Generic social impacts associates! *.»th six stages of the coal fuel
cycle (extraction, benefication, transport, conversion, combustion, .nd transmission! will be
reviewed and assessed. Through systematic reviews of current and past research v e expect to extract
impacts common to the entire coal fuel cycle and those unique to each stage of the cycle. In this way
evsential background data collection and analysis will be possible for each scenario.
2. Identification of initial siting criteria. Current and evolving expertise will be used by the siting group
lo develop and apply socioeconomic criteria in siting choices. Provision will be made for systematic
interchanges between the groups and for periodic updating and revision of criteria as more
information becomes available.
3. Identification of constraints to coal development. We will identify both institutional and
socioeconomic "initial states" that may act to hinder or accelerate coal development at differential
rates within the C I A region. State and regional compacts and laws will be examined, together with
evaluations of the constraints that may be imposed by existing social or economic conditions. Task
three will draw heavily on the results of the two previous tasks.
4. Assessments of sites. To make relative local impact comparisons for alternative levels and types of
coal technology development, wcwill conduct social assessments for the 50 to ISO sites (counties)
identified by the siting group for extraction, conversion to liquid or gaseous fuels, and combustion.
Sites will be characterized in terms of socioeconomic commonalities and assessed by a limited
number of social indicators. Assessments of impacts, mitigation possibilities, and constraints will be
based on (he three other tasks.
The four major tasks, together with (he evaluation of CI'A scenario I (base case), are projected for
completion by June 1977. Refinement of techniques and assumptions will then be made <or subsequent
scenarios as needed.
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Environmental impart statements. I iron request, ihc Social Impact Assessment Group prepares
and reviews parts of environmental impact statements and or participates in licensing hearings. Over
the past year, the group's involvement in s>:.:. work has expanded with a grow ing recognition of the need
for social science expertise in imruct statement work. Our policy is to distribute work assignments
among all members so that eacn is responsible for at least one environmental impact statement. I he
purpose of this policy is to provide opportunities for the practical application ol research and to
suggest further research possibilities for methodological and conceptual development of social impacts
assessment at the community level. Group members assigned to a project are expected to continue w ith
the project throughout the impact statement process.
Through October 197b. members of our group have been •nvolved in activities related to ten
separate impact statements (nine for NRC and one for ERDA). Projects continuing from last year are
Wolf Creek. Sterling, and Greene County: new projects this year for NRC are Montague I and II.
Jamesport 1 and II. Blue Hills 1 and il. New England I and li. Shorcham. and fort Calhoun II: the new
project for E R DA is the Cliffy Kygci coal-fired generating plants. Activities have consisted of making
site visits, preparing social impact sect ons for the DES and FES. review ing and commenting on impact
statement documents, preparing testimony, and or testifying. Table 3.14 lists our contributions to the
various impact statement prefects over the last year: dates given are the time at which major documents
were docketed.
The circumstances, issues, and problems related to each of these projects vary. We mention only a
few of these differences here. The Blue Hills I and II project represented the first early site review (ESR J
by NRC. the purpose of which is to provide preliminary data to NRC on the suitability of the site Tor a
nuclear power plant prior to the applicant's application for a construction permit. For the Wolf Creek.
Sterling, and Jamesport I and II projects, we commented on hearing contentions related to potential
socioeconomic impacts. In the cases of Sterling and Jamesport I and II. the staff testified before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board on( I )thc impactson land use planning! Jamcsport):(2) the impacts
on police, fire, health, and transportation services (Sterling): and (3) the impacts of decommissioning
(Sterling). The New England I and II project represents the First staff participation in an impact
statement from its inception, and the Shoreham Project is our first operating license impact statement.
Finally, the Clilty Kygcr project requires assessment of impacts of two coal-fired generating plants
which have been operating lor over 20 years. This information is an input to the Portsmouth Gaseous
Diffusion add-on draft environmental statement.
In addition to participa'ion in the formal impact statement process, we worked on the development
of environmcntil standard review plans (ESRP) for NRC. The ESRP arc to be used as guidelines for
preparing impact statements. We participated in briefings given by local management and NRC on
problems of impact statement work. A library of materials and data is being developed in support of our
activities for the preparation ot environmental impact statements.
One important sequel resulted from our participation during the Hartsvillc hearings reported last
year. In 1975. the Social Impacts Analysis Group reviewed the statement on the proposed Hartsville
Nuclear Power Plant at the request of N RC's environmental statements project and legal staff. Several
significant changes were made in the FES at the suggestion of our staff representative. These changes
included a provision requiring the applicant to monitor and semiannually report socioeconomic
changes during the construction period toasccrtain the effectiveness of the applicant's proposed plan for
mitigating expected social and economic costs. In April 1976. the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
issued its ruling in which this revision was adopted officially: Section 201 of this ruling reads
17. Within six months of t!v; beginning of construction activities on site. TV A shall develop
and submit for NRC review, a program to monitor and evaluate socioeconomic impacts and

Tabic 3.14. Participation of Social Impact* Analyst* Ciroup in environmental impact ilitoment preparation, 1976
Statement'
Stage"

i: R docketed

Wolf Creek
CP
5/17,74

Sterling
CP

(•rcenc
County CP

Jamcsporl
land I I CP

Sliorcliam
OL

Blue hill*
land D I S K

7:12/74

12/20/74

9/15/75

9/17/74

1/26/76

8/26/76

9/9/76

X

X

X

X

Site visit

X

X

X

•^W'S written
7/3/75

I I S prepared
1 I S docketed
Tctiinuny prepared
AS LI) hear inns

11/5/75
X

10/31/75

Response to comments

1/5/76
X

3/11/76

2/13/75

X

6/1H/76
X

X

New Ingland
1 and 2 CP

Montague
1 and I I CP

Lab team comment*

1)1 S docketed

1

10/7/75
X

X

X

>•

X

l I S issued
C P o r O L issued
^Abbreviations; CP construction permit;OL - operating license; 1 SK
early site review,
''Abbreviations: KR environmental report; ASLB
Atomic Safely and Licensing Board.
' Addendum to an existing Dl S for two coal-fired plants.

X

I o n Calhoun
II I P

Cliliy kyger
CI"

1/26/76
X

X
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the effectiveness of m it tea tine actions. This program shall include but not he limited to an
assessment of effects resulting from primary as well as secondary employment. Continuing
information and ev alualion shall he provided to the Staff on a semi-annual basis until the third
report has been submitted following the issuance ol any operating license lor the last unit.
We view this as an important contribution of legal precedents requiring the internalization of social
costs in direct energy production costs.
Coa? conversion project. This work is in suppot of the Fossil Energy env ironmcutal project tSect.
2.7) for F.kLVVs Fossil Energy Division. Major Facilities Project Management. Several types of synfuel
and comnustion processes are being assessed before construction of sealcd-up demonstration plants. We
function as part of a multidisciplinary team which is review ing environmental reports on specific plants,
developing guidelines for content and procedures for future environmental reports and environmental
impact statements, and. in general, formulating the environmental assessment framework to be used
before emplacement of a new operating-scale technology.
We have applied the framework and methods developed in our earlier work on nuclear plants to
coal conversion facilities. We anticipate some differences in the si/c and ratio of construction and
operating work forces; in the water, coal availability, and transportation requirements of conversion
plants; and in the taxation and licensing procedures. Future work on programmatic and site-specific
environmental impact statements for coal conversion plants can be expected to clarify the significa ncc ol
these differences.

3.5 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS GROUP
A. S. loebl*
J. M. Barnes'*'

M. L. Johnson

M. C. Ogle
D. B. Shonka
D. G. Madewelf'

N. S. Malthousc
J. F. Hull"
D. Caldwell

3.5.1 Overview
The Data Management and Analysis Group was established for the purpose of accumulating,
evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing information on the social and economic aspects of energy supply
and demand. During the past fiscal year, (he group has focused on (I) data management research and
information research. (2) socioeconomic data management and analysis, and (3) energy- data analysis.
The group has concentrated its effort on three related research projects during FY 1976: (I)
RUSTIC: Regional and Urban Studies Information Center a unified socioeconomic analysis and
retrieval system; (2) transportation energy conservation data book; and (3) an epidemiological study of
Oak Ridge employee (a) mortality. (/>) public health and demographic statistics, and (r) analytic
dosimetry.
3.S.2 RUSTIC: Regional and Urban Studies Information Center
RUSTIC was created in 1973 to study the problems of demographic information transfer and to
determine an efficient means for transferring socioeconomic data to federal, sute. and local policy

f>2. Group leader.

(>J. Cnmputir Science* Division.
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•takers. This work, sponsored by the Office of Environmental Information Systems of ERDA in
cooperation with the Information Center Complex of ORNL's mforamtion Division, has become a
strong link between ORNL and othc.- federal agtnciuand provides asswmnce to stare and local policy
makers. RUSTIC memoes in its horary over 3000 reels of computer tape and uitnputcr software
dardoped for manaftment and analysis of socfocconomkdattbases. ltsdauooUectionisavaibbleio
internal (ORNL) users as w t i as public private. go^enuncataL and aiadcmit users outside the
laboratory mrough Oak Ridge AssociaKd Universities. During 1976 RUSTIC services were provided
on a cost recovery basis to about 20 outside users. Among dtese users were ERDA's Division of
Biomedical and Environmental Research. ERDA national laboratories, H U D . Kentucky Department
of Commerce. University of Missouri. University of Texas. City of Castonia, North Carolina, and the
Urban Institute.
M

Protnmdeagn. R USTtCfocuseson development of retrieval methods for restardi applications.
RUSTIC has fostered development of data managing* toots**"** and improved data acquisition.
iwaiwii mntt utiHratntn and ftrfpniraiionwiththt •mirpotatiiin in 1976 of 7 toftninr pnrkagf i ami 77
data bases consisting of 61 data fifes. Data resources acquired during 19% included files on
transportation energy supply; coniumption and conservation; facility location, particularly of airports
and power plants; human health and vital statistics; regional econotareo^ta; socioeconomic surveys of
the United States; recent federal census and related data.
Tliedcvclopmcm of lire RUSTIC prog^m I r a ( I ) mobilized
resources to meet expressed needs; (2) provided energy and environmentalresearchand development
data; f 3) established a responsiveness to energyresearchand development needs; (4)cstab* ~ ".:d (actual
data base construction; (5) provided resources arid guidance mUke development, exchange, and use of
methods and materials >n analysis of social science data; and (6) promoted the development of
information networks among ERDA's scientific and technical information services and collaboration
with information networks of other federa! agencies. This collaboration was accomplished, in part,
through participation with the Inter-Laboratory forking Croup for Data Exchange.
;

>

3.5J Transportation Energy Conservation Dam Book
Energy end-use analyses by the Data Management and Analysis Group have included
development, maintenance, display, and manipulation of data supportive of the program
responsibilities of the ERDA Division of Transportation Energy Conservation (TEC).* The Data
Analysis Branch of TEC contracted with ORNL in January 1976 to prepare a transportation energy
conservation data book. The major purposes of this data book are to (I )draw together, under one cover,
data from divene sources. (2) eliminate data inconsistencies, and (3) produce a useful reference
document.
7

The 263-page volume completed in October 1976 contains statistical information on the major
transportation modes, overall energy use in the transportation sector, and the energy distribution
among transportation modes. Data on past, present, and projected energy use and conservation in the

M. A. S. LocMcial.. Krfkmtlh(r>immUm Omtqi Emrgr. EirrinmmmmlmMlSnrinrrnmmik Pmlm ttwimhi AsHtrmirtl
Snftmrr « (Mk ftafcr Nmtmtri l*horwmry. ORNI. TM-5W0 (September |«7»»).
65. N. S. Makboasc. INDEXGES: Autoimird IhJrxmg far iMrgf tHiUngraphir Dmumvti Cnikriinmi. M. S. metis.
University of Teiwtjwt. Jaw 1*7*.
oft. N. S. MaHbowc. INDEXOES: MoVt Term Otnrrmkm Htvhsiks Sufnmrr Dmummmiiim. OR XI. F.IS-104
(December l»7ft).
til. A. S. l.oeW ct al.. Trmupnnmkm EmftS Cnmrrmium Omtm tank, ORNI.-5IW (October 1976).
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transportation sector are presented under six chapter groupings: ( I ) characteristics of transportation
modes; (2) energy characteristics, mcfadiog energy- consumption by source, sector, and energy
intensiveness: (3) conservation alternatives: (4) government impacts, including expenditures,
regulations, and research: (S) energy supply, including domestic petroleum production, prices, and
projections: and (6) transportation demand, including population characteristics and cconomic
deiernunants.
The compilation b based on a revew of past and continuing data-gathering activities of many
private and public organizations. Each chapter provides a bibliography of data sources. In a more
general bibliography at the end of the book, references that are particularly significant have been
annotated. Time series data are presented for transportation and transportation fuel use for one or two
decades prior to the oil embargo. Where ava&uic. projections of future energy use and the determinants
of energy use are also given.
Future editions of the data book that will include data on energy use and conservation at the
subnational level and more information on nonhighway transportation modes are planned. Four
supplements are scheduled to be published by the end of FY 1977: the first of these was released in
November 1976."
A detailed information set supports publication of thb document. This set will he continuously
improved by (I) review of past and ongoing data collection sources and activities, including research
that will provide transportation energy use parameters: (2) collection, monitoring, and updating of data
sources identified in step (I): (3) assembly of information into summary form: and (4) development and
use of simple analytical tools, using the collected data identified in step ( I ) .
33.4 Additional Program Activities
Mortality study of work health hazards to Oak Ridfe employees. The FY 1976 effort has focused
on an occupational mortality study constituting an epidemiological study of the causes of age-, sex-, and
race-specific mortality of Oak Ridge employees at ERDA installations. The study represents a
longitudinal analysis of mortality experience and compares the experience of the relevant work force
with that of the general population of the United States. The immediate effort of thb study has focused
on total mortality and mortality from neoplasia for the population employed in the three-plant complex
between 1950 and 1970.
The study draws heavily on the established biomedical ?nd environmental research programs at
ORNL and Oak Ridge Associated Universities and on the unique computerized information-handling
hardware and software systems available at Oak Ridge. Specifically, we have developed the capacity to
collect and document demographic-epidemiological parameters and to develop the necessary
automated procedures that permit flexibility of analysis. We have coalesced that information, which b
conventionally available in raw form from national and subnational sources, and are able to mekJ it with
specific occupational personnel data into a comprehensive system.
Public health and demographic statistics. This program is functionally and administratively
located within the Health Physics Division. The purpose of the program b to assess the methodology
and available data sources appropriate for use in analytical studies and environmental impact
statements concerning the health effects of nuclear power plants.
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To accomplish this purpose, we have focused on the determination of the public health and
demographic data sources of local, state, and federal origin. Received to date are data from the National
Cancer Institute (NCI). National Center for Heahh Statistics (NCHS). and Tennessee Department of
Public Health. The NCI provided cancer mortality data aggregated for 1950 to 1969 on a nationwide
basts by county and abo provided data from the Third National Cancer Survey." NCHS provided data
concerning mortality for the United States by county: " the Stale of Tennessee also proviued the
mortality data by county in published and machine-readable form.
Demographic data including age. sex. race, and socioeconomic structure are available to the
program on a county and subcounty level m the 1950. I960, and 1970 censuses on a nationwide bases."'
Additional socioeconomic statistics for counties and large cities are available for selected intercensal
years from the county and city dab books, county business patterns, and other economic censuses of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
One specific contribution of the Data Management and Analysis Croup to thb program is in the
area of data management and analysis. The group analysis focuses on methodology development in the
areas of human ecological analysis and classical demographic analysis employing stable population
theory and life table techniques. The development of methodology and location of data sources for
assessment of the public health impacts of energy production are the central purposes of thb
intcrdivisional project.
Analytic dosimetry. Functionally and administratively located in the Health Physics Division, the
analytic dosimetry program was established to undertake in-depth review of certain subjects selected by
the staff and to serve as a focal point where technical questions could be directed to assist researchers.
Organization and development of the Health Physics Information System has been a responsibility of
the Data Management and Analysis Croup in collaboration with the Information Center Complex of
the Information Division. Collaboratioa between the Energy and Health Physics Divisions under thb
program has focused on human health effects (as discussed in the two projects above) and health
standards for energy production.
The human effects research has been discussed under the heading of the mortality study of Oak
Ridge workers. Our group assisted the Analytic Dosimetry Program in developing a file (within the
Health Physics Information System) on health standards of energy production as a basis for review of
general and applied problems in this area.

1

M. S. J. Culler el al.. "Third National Cancer Survey an Overview of Aw uMc Information."J. \ti. lamer Intl. 5.1.
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4. Energy Conservation Section
R. S. Carismith

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Energy conservation research investigates ways in which energy b used. The ultimate goal is to
present ways in which to use energy more wisely in the context of future scarcities and higher energy
prices. Our current research emphasizes conservation opportunities in the residential and
commercial sectors. We are also examining electrical energy distribution and use across all sectors of
the economy.
Conservation of energy is important to the missions of a number of federal agencies. The
various research tasks described in this chapter are sponsored by the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA). Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Federal Energy Administration (FEA). and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
For the ERDA Division of Buildings and Community Systems and HUD. we are participating
in the development of the Annual Cycle Energy System (ACES), which uses a heat pump and a large
thermal storage unit to provide space heating, water heating, and air conditioning with very low
energy consumption. For ERDA and FEA. we are analyzing the performance of present-day
air-to-air heat pumps through experimental tests of commercial units and sunulation tests using
computer models; these tesu will lead to an assessment of the potential costs and benefits of
efficiency improvements Similar programs of experimentation and analysis were carried out on
home water heaters w J mobile home structures.
Under joint sponsorship of FEA and ERDA. we have continued the development of an
engineering-economic model of energy use in the residential sector and arc now proceeding to extend
the model to the commercial sector. We have used the model to yield information for ERDA
regarding the energy and economic impacts of technological developments and to provide estimates
to FEA on the results that can be expected from several kinds of energy standards and regulations.
Our programs in community systems include concepts for decentralized energy systems that will
supply energy to communities of a few houses to entire towns. The rationale for decentralized energy
systems is lo conserve energy by converting fuel to heat and electricity near the point of its use;
waste heat can be fully used, and losses associated with energy conveyance can be minimized. Our
current program for HUD includes assessment of environmental impacts of Modular Integrated
Utility Systems (MIUS). The major task of the ERDA-sponsored Community Systems Program is
to perform a state-of-the-art survey of technologies appropriate for such systems.
Detailed forecasts of future electricity use on a state-by-state level are being prepared for NRC.
The estimates account for changing trends in population, prices, incomes, and otherrelevantfactors
for individual states. The NRC will use the forecasts to prepare environmental impact statements on
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proposed nuclear power plants, which must consider, among other issues, whether there will be a
need for additional electric generating capacity.
The Division of Electric Energy Systems of ERDA and the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) are jointly sponsoring a series of projects to demonstrate communications technologies for
automation of electricity distribution needs. The demonstrations are expected to show the
capabilities and limitations of various kinds of equipment. Such equipment can be used to mcrease
power plant load factors, which will in turn reduce the need for new power plants and save fuel
Finals, for the ERDA Division of Sohr Energy, we are heaping the ORNL Engmecring
Technology Division develop cost targets for solar electric technologies. These cost targets are the
allowable investment m soar generating plants such that the operating costs of datse plants wiB
equal those of conventional generating plants.
4 2 RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION
J. C. Moyets
A. A. Donungorena
R. D. Ellison
H. C. Fischer
1

E. C. Hise
A. S. Hohnsn
E. A. Nephew

G. G. Slaughter
J. S. T o t t W
D J. Wahikas

The principal objectives of the Residential Energy Conservation Program are (I) to identify end
uses in the residential sector where substantial improvements in energy use are attainable; (2) to
develop, through detailed research and analysis, feasible technologies and engineering criteria for
effecting such improvements; and (3) to promote early commercial implementation of promising
conservation measures and technological innovations identified by the research. Because roughly
W>t of the total residential demand for energy is for space heating, space cooling, and producing
domestic hot water.' the greatest potential for energy conservation bes in these areas. Consequently,
the main program effort has been to investigate the energy savings attainable by providing better
home insulation, improving heating and cooling systems, and improving water heaters. '"
4

4.2.1 Amwul Cyde Energy System
The ACES is an integrated system for providing space heating and cooling and domestic hot
water to residences or commercial buildings. Essentially, the ACES consists of a heat pump coupled
to a thermal storage unit, which allows the heating and cooling loads of the building to be integrated

1. Computer Somen Division.
2. Consultant.
.'. Federal Energy Administration. Project Independence Final Task force Report: Residential and Ccmmereial Energy
Ite rattems. 1970-1990. vol. 11 November 1974).
4. S. E. Bcall et al.. Energy Pn. Annu. frog. Rep. Pre. 31. 1974. ORNL-JOJ0.
5. W. r-ulkcrson et al.. Energy Dh: Annu. r>og. Rep. Dee. 31. 1975. ORNL-JI24.
o. J. V. Wibon. Energy Isage and Conservation in Mohik Home Healing and Cookng. ORNL NSE EP-91 (Aagmt
1976).
7. S. J. Ball. Experimental Investigation of Retrofit Options for Mobile Homes. ORNL TM-5511 (to be paMoftcd).
H. I). E. Spann and C. G. Slaughter. An Efficiency Evaluation and Consumer Economic Analysis of Domestic Warn
Heating. ORNL CONS (to be puMnncd).
9. H C. Fischer et al.. Summan of Annual Crcle Energy System Workshop I Held October 29-30.1973. at Oak Ridge.
Tennessee. ORNL TM-524J (July 197ft).
10. E. C. Hue et al.. Design Report for the ACES Demonstration House. ORNL CON-I (October 1976).
11. H. C. Fischer et al.. The Annual Cycle Energy System: Initial Imrsttgaikms. ORNL TM-5525 (October 1976).
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over an annual cycle. In ACES, thermal energy storage (TES) is accomplished by means of an
insulated tank of water that provides a source of heat for the heat pump ami also functions as a
repository for solar energy collected by an auxiliary radiant-convector panel. Solar energy is
collected during the winter heating season and is deposited in the TES bin to prevent an excessive
accumulation of ice. It is estimated that, on a yearly- basis. ACES will consume less than hall of the
energy required by a conventional system using an air-to-air heat pump and an electric water heater.
ACES desnoastratioa buddings. In view of the desirable energy co-nervation characteristics of
the ACES, an important program objective has been to construct and operate full-scale, prototype
installations for demonstralioa purposes. These demonstrations will be used to test design
procedures and to assist in establishing general engineering criteria for ACES applications in various
climates. Toward thb end. the construction of several demonstration ACES a Veterans
Administration nursing home, a residential demonstration at Richmond. Virginia, and a residential
demonstration at Knoxviue. Tennessee- has been undertaken by various organizations.
Veterans Administration nursing home* The space heating and cooling system being built by
the Veterans Administration to supply a 60-bed nursing home in Wilmington. Delaware,
incorporates a 264-kW beat pump, a 566-m' ice tank, a solar radtant-convector panel, and a
computer system to monitor and control system operation. The computer controls heat storage in
and withdrawal from the iu tank, which b located in a separate building, in a way that most
economically satisfies space-conditioning demands as governed by both weather and season. The
system, designed by . A . mrrhanical engineers and consulting engineer Robert G. Wcrden. b
scheduled to begin operation in late 1977.
Richmond residential ACES. At the request and encouragement of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, a group of private companies has undertaken to design, construct, and market an ACES
residential demonstration house. The house b a two-story. l67-m\ colonial style structure located in
an existing subdivision. The system b not equipped with a solar radiant-convector panel, but will
use, instead, a conventional outdoor fan coil as the auxiliary heat sink. The TES bin consists of a
wood tank with a vinyl liner. The Residential Energy Conservation Program at ORNL has assisted
in the preliminary design of the house by providing calculations of the thermal characteristics of the
building and the ACES components and performance. Construction of the demonstration house b
nearly complete, and operation b anticipated to begin in bte 1976.
Knoxville residential ACES. The ACES demonstration house sponsored by ERDA and HUD b
one of three buildings being constructed at a complex on the University of Tennessee campus in
Knoxville to demonstrate residential energy conservation. The two other buildings at the complex
are a solar demonstration house and a control house employing a conventional space-conditioning
system. The control house, built with the same floor plan and thermal envelope characteristics as the
solar house and the ACES house, will provide baseline information on the heating and cooling load
demands of the experimental buildings.
Design and tests of ACES facility at KaoxviPe. The ACES demonstration house (Fig. 4.1) was
completed in Jury 1976 and b currently being tested and instrumented in preparation for a test run.
The building b a two-level, frame structure with a partial basement and 186 m of living area. The
house has three bedrooms, two baths, a living-dining room, kitchen, utility room, and entry hall.
The shell is heavily insulated; it has 140 mm of insulation (0.256 W/ m K ) in the side walls, 305 mm
(0.136 W/m K) in the flat ceiling. 229 mm (0.182 W / m K ) in ine cathedral ceiling, and 152 mm
1
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(0.273 W m"'-K) beneath the floor. The windows are double-glazed, having an overall heat transfer
coefficient (£/) of 3.29 W m'-K. The basement walb and crawl space foundation are of reinforced
concrete poured in styrofoam forms, producing a composite wall having a {/-value of 0.352
W m'-K. Additional details of the construction are given in the design report.
10

The integrated space heating and cooling system of the ACES house is depicted bometricaBy in
Fig. 4.2. which shows the location and relative size of the system components. The major dements of
the system are ( I ) a high-efficiency heat pump with refrigerant-to-brine heat exchangers on both the
evaporating and condensing sides; (2) TES bin on the low-temperature (evaporator) side of the heat
pump; (3) a fan coil with forced-air circulation for space heating and cooling; (4) a solar panel that
functions as both an auxiliary heat source and a heat sink; and (5) a refrigerant-to-water heat
exchanger for healing domestic water and a hot water storage tank.
Ice storage bin. The TES tank of the ACES demonstration house was constructed by pouring
concrete into foam-form blocks and coating the inside of the tank with urethane-asphah to make it
leaktight. Unfortunately, the concrete was not poured as a single batch; instead, partial pourinp
were made on four separate days. Inadequate bonding between the separate pourings resulted in
major leaks from the lank when it was filled with water. A 30-mil vinyl liner was later installed in the
bin to eliminate the leakage. Future construction of this type of storage bin should require vinyl
liners in all cases where a monolithic concrete pour is not possible.
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Control system. The control system establishes or prohibits paths of heat flow between the
various ACES components as required to meet the building's energy demands while maintaining the
desired energy inventory in the storage bin. Control is effected by such sensor-actuated mechanisms
as dampers, valves, and electrical switches. Figure 4.3 illustrates possible paths of controlled
transport of heat within the system, including the economy cycle.
The control system requires two types of input information for selection of the desired mode of
operation. The first type of input is inhabitant-controlled and is derived from the house thermostat
setting and the setting of a four-position season switch. The thermostat setting controls energy
deposits in (and withdrawals from) TES to meet present needs, whereas the four-season switch
anticipates future needs. The second type of input information is derived from sensors that measure
the present ice inventory and temperatures of the living space, the TES bin. the radmnt-convector
panel, the hot water lank, and the outside air. On the basis of these two sources of information, the
control system establishes the proper mode of operation by controlling the compressor, three pumps,
the fan. the outside air damper, and six valves.
Dmim acquisition system. The ACES demonstration facility will be operated in a test record run
over a full annual cycle to determine its performance under conditions approximating those of
actual occupancy. To assess daily and annual coefficients of performance (COPs) of the system.
iFcasurements will be made of the heat flows into and out of the TES bin. the fan coil unit, the water
heater, and the solar collector panel. In addition, electrical inputs to the compressor and auxiliary
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equipment will be measured, and a complete set of outside weather data wet- and dry-bulb
temperatures, barometric pressure, integrated wind speed, wind direction, integrated solar radiation,
and precipitation—will be recorded.
Instrumentation is currently being installed in the ACES demonstration house to collect and
process these data. The data acquisition and processing system consists of a Hewlett-Packard 9830
calculator with an interface bus which controls a 40-channel analog scanner and a 30-channel digital
multiprogrammer. The system includes associated sensors, signal conditioning circuits, and digital
muhipuer-integrators. The channels will read heat exchanger inlet and outlet temperatures, heat
exchanger mass flow rates, the water level in the ice bin. and other operating parameters of the
system. This information will be processed automatically and accumulated continuously to yield
hourly heat flows among ACES components. The data obtained will be used to determine the
performance of the system and individual components.
Preoperational tests. The demonstration system has been tested in several phases. During
startup tests, the system was charged and tested for leaks and for proper functioning of the
circulators, valves, compressor, and control system. After running the system for a short time in the
water heating and nighttime beat rejection mode to buiU up a small inventory of ice. operation was
switched to die air-conditioning mode to test the space cooling components. Following these
qualitative tests, a scries of quantitative heat balance measurements demonstrated that the COPs of
the compressor and of the entire system were within design specifications.
After these tests using the original compressor, an improved compressor and higher-efficiency
circulating pumps were acquired and installed in the ACES demonstration facility. A new series of
heat balance measurements, performed under the same operating conditions as before, demonstrated
that the improved-design components raised the compressor heating COP from 3.0 to 3.5. During
preoperational testing, pitting corrosion was detected on the outside surfaces of the finned,
aluminum tubing of the ice-bin heat exchanger; the cause of this corrosion is being investigated. To
permit continued operation of the ACES system in the demonstration house, the aluminum tubing
was bypassed with 25-mm-OD polyethylene tubing serving as the heat exchanger surface: this
modification is not expected to produce a significant degradation of system performance. The
demonstration ACES is presently in automatic operation under control of the house thermostat and
is providing space cooling and water heating services to the building.
ACES components development. Ice coil design. The original design of the ice-bin heat
exchanger consisted of finned, aluminum tubing arranged horizontally in a serpentine configuration
and submerged in the water of the storage bin. A methanol-and-water brine circulates through the
tubing to extract heat from or deposit it in the TES bin. Tests were performed to measure the lineal
heat transfer coefficient, U, of the ice-bin heat exchanger tubing during ice buildup. The
experimental results (Fig. 4,4) indicate that the ACES heat exchanger tubing behaves as a
thick-walled tube, modified by a fin correction factor. The magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient
during ice buildup is determined primarily by the thickness of the ice annulus; that is.
V=[2nf i{\ h,r,)
t

t

+ Infr./r,)/*, + ln(r ,/r„) K ,] .
K

K

where

r, - inner radius of the heat exchanger tubing,
r„ - outer radius of the tubing,
r„ - radius of the surrounding ice annulus,

(I)
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A'. = thermal conductivity of the tubing.
Km. = thermal conductivity of ice.
A, = convective heat transfer coefficient inside the tube.
/ = fin correction factor.
The convective heat transfer coefficient. »,. B a function of the velocity, density, specific heat, and
absolute viscosity of the brine and b obtained from the expression h,= 12 Nu Kj D. Here. Nu is the
Nusselt number characterizing the properties of the brine. A' is the thermal conductivity of water,
and D a the inside diameter of the tubing. The experimental fin correction factor./, is plotted in
Fig. 4.4.
A similar scries of tests was performed to measure the lineal heat transfer coefficient of the
tubing when the exchanger is operated in the ice-melting mode. It was determined that the fo m of
the calaualional model for estimating these heat transfer coefficients is the same as for the
ice-forming mode of heat exchanger operation. Here, however, r.. the radius of the water annulus
surrounding the tubing must be used in place of r,; also, & « . an effective thermal conductivity of the
water layer surrounding the heat exchanger tubing must be used instead of K„. Essentially. A^» is
the thermal conductivity that must be maintained by a motionkss fluid in a gap in order to transniit
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the same amount of heat as a fluid moving by ronvevtion. The experimental tin correction factor
that applies during the ice-mctaim: mode of heat exchanger operation was found to he relatively
constant (/ = 1.2) over the range of water annulus radii investigated. During ice buildup and ice
melting, the heal transfer coefficient varies primarily with the thickness of the ice or water annulus
surrounding the finned, aluminum tubing. Heat exchanger tubing slightly larger in diameter, but
without fins, could be used to yield the same heal transfer coefficient.
Solar panel design. ACES applications may require a solar panel to collect heat in the winter
and to reject *a>;e heat from the compressor in the summer. The solar panel planned for use in tlie
ACES consists of an unghzed array of finned, aluminum tubing mounted on a support frame. The
methanol-and-water brine is circulated through the tubing to absorb solar energy, which arrives at
the outer surface of the tube by convection of ambient air or by direct ladiation.
A test panel (Fig. 4.5) having a 2.31-m co'lecfing surface was operated to measure the design
parameters that determine its energy collection performance. The main objective of this investigation
was to provide ACES design engineers with a means for estimating the area of collecting surface, or
total tube length, that is needed for a solar panel application in any locally where solar and weather
data are available. Operating variables monitored during the course of the experiment were the inlet
and outlet temperatures of the working fluid, the fluid flow rate, the ambient air temperature, and
the level of incident solar radiation. On tit? basis of these data, empirical equations were dc« cloned
for predicting energy collection and rejection capacities as a function of panel MAT.
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For winter daytime heat collection, the empirical equation relating the heat collection rate to panel
area is
(A = AFAOMI/.Y + 2ul\„ ~ 47.3».
(2)
where
Q. = heat collection rate. W.
A = panel area, m\
r — panel efficiency factor.
/ = average solar radiation normal to the panel during the daily heat collection period.
Whr m .
X = number of hours in the heat collection period, hr.
u = convection coefficient. W m-K.
7... = daytime winter average air temperature. °C.
For summer night heat rejection, the empirical equation relating the heat rejection rate to panel
area is
Q, = AF\2nT„-

T ]_
h)

( 3 )

where
71. = average ambient air temperature on a summer night. °C.
7-. = temperature of the brine in the solar panel tubing. C .
C

I he convection coefficient, u (W m K). and the panel efficiency factor. F„ arc obtained
from experimental correlations: u = 7.44 + 4.32.Y. where -V is the average wind speed (m sec) and
h, = 0.0063M.

Ire bin design. The basic requirements of an ACES ice storage bin are that it can be easily
constructed from commercially available materials and that it is watertight, accessible for maintenance,
and adequately insulated to prevent undue melting of the stored ice. In addition, the cost of providing
inlcrscasonal ice storage must not exceed the p cscnt worth of the ice that is beneficially delivered for
space cooling over the lifetime of the storage facility. The present worth for I m' of ice. delivered
annually from an ice storage bin over a 20-ycar period, can be estimated by considering the alternative
coil of producing the ice each year at the time it is actually needed.
For example, to produce I m of ice in the summer, using a heat pump that has a cooling COP of
2.5. would require an electrical power input of (335 kJ kgMX97kg m') [(2.5M3600 k J kWhr)]. or 33.39
k Whr. Assuming that power presently costs 4c k Whr and that power costs will escalate at an annual
rate of 6 f over the next 2\> years, the present worth of the ice produced annually over this period of time,
discounted at an annual rate of lOCf. is
!

r

On the basis of this example, expenditures to provide intcrseasonal ice storage capability arc
justifiable, providing they do not exceed $18.52 per cubic meter of delivered ice. Expenditures for
intcrseasonal ice storage pre incremental to the base cost of providing an adequately '-i/cd. wintertime
heat source for the ACES. For this reason, the permissible expenditure for interscasonal ice storage
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should be compared with the marginal cost of providing additional storage capacity above that required
for the heat source alone. Clearly, the development of low-cost TES structures is of crucial importance
to the economic viability of the ACES concept.
We have examined several alternative tank structures, all of which show promise of being
economically feasible for ACES applications: wood Unks with vinyl liners, cast concrete septic unks.
and steel unks. Currently, the most complete cost d a u are avaibble for steel unks. Cylindrical steel
unks. commercially avaibble in kit form, can be obuined in a variety of sizes. Figure 4.6 illustrates a
steel storage ttnk for ACES which was designed by the Cbyton and Lambert Mfg. Co. of Buckner.
Kentucky. The confirmed prices for the water unks. listed in Table 4.1. are for the basic water Unk kit

nuiii SUKKSKMt
j macsMOiar i'/jtr « : • IMKCOUU.S r^n

ouamn*s - ».".'3.i?.tT on r»»

Lint* HOLDC*

•»(

20-M vwiunc*

Table 4.1. Tosts of steel storage lank* for ACES affhcalimu
Tank size (ft. in.)
Diameter

Height

Volume"
tm »

9.6
11.5
13.4
15.3
17.2
19.1

7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6

12.80
18.69
25.71
3*87
43.13
53.52

,

Cost 1$)

J

Cost (S/m )

Tank
kit

Insulation

Assembly

Excavation

Total

Unit

Marginal*

460
544
623
713
804
893

88
106
124
142
160
177

160
176
192
208
224
240

50
57
66
76
87
100

758
883
1005
1139
1275
1410

59.22
47.24
39.90
33.63
29.56
26.35

21.22
17.38
16.42
14.69
12.99

The i f fee live tank volume is calculated on the basis of 50.8-mm wall insulation, t 50.8-mm sand bottom and a
I0l.6-mm top void.
The average cost per unit volume for storage capacity above that of the next smaller size tank.
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with nu»s. bolts, mastic for assembly, the vinyl liner, and vinyl extrusion for hanging the liner. The
estimated costs of installation, also listed in Table 4.1. are based on assumed costs of $3.98 per square
meter of 30.8-mm urcthane insulation. SIO per hour for assembly labor, and SI.98 per cubic meter for
excavation. Not included in the total costs are delivery costs and expenditures for the tank lid and
superstructure. The lid and superstructure costs will vary, depending upon the extent to which the
ACES design makes use of the building structure.
Icemaker heat pump.'' An kemaker heat pump is especially attractive for use in the ACES because
of its high COP and because the ice is harvested directly, thereby obviating the need for a complicated
ice-bin heat exchanger. A schematic drawing of an icemaker heat pump used in an ACES is shown in
Fig. 4.7. 1 1 K freezing cycle of the icemaker heat pump b terminated when the ice on the evaporator
surface is about 6 mm thick to prevent a continuing buildup of ice that would insulate the evaporator
surface and lower the COP of the machine. As soon as the compressor is switched off. a solenoid valve
opens to connect the gas space in the receiver to the evaporator plate at a point downstream from the
expansion valve. This action allows warm (35° C) refrigerant vapor to flow to the evaporator surface,
where it condenses. The heat of condensation that is liberated raises the temperature of the evaporator
surface from about -6.7 to (PC. As a result, the ice bond b loosened, and the ice falls off the plate and
into the storage bin.
The design objective for an ACES icemakcr heat pump b to obtain high Energy efficiency rather
than to produce food-quality ice. This objective requires that the system produce a maximum heating
I.V H. (' Kncher cl al.. 'Application « l the Ice-Maker Heal Pump to an Annual Cycle Energy System." paper prepared
lor presentation at the ANMK Winter Meeting. New York. December 1976.
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output at the condenser, operate at an average temperature of -6.7° Cor higher, use the compressor only
in its design temperature range, and employ a thermodynamic method of harvesting the ice. A highperformance system of this type, when coupled with thermal storage as in the ACES, will provide load
leveling capability and help conserve primary energy resources.
An kemakcr beat pump test unit has been installed in the Energy Conservation Laboratory at
ORNL: operation of the test unit has successfully demonstrated the thermodynamic ice harvesting
method. A demonstration house equipped with an iccmakcr heat pump and TES is being considered for
construction at Philadelphia in the coming year by the Korman Corporation. Philadelphia Electric
Company, and ERDA.
ACES design mMimli The Energy Conservation Program has initiated contract negotiations with
Robert G. Werdcn and Associates and with the National Environmental Systems Contractors
Association (NESCA) to secure their assistance in preparing and publishing twodesign manuals for use
in the application of ACES. The first of these manuals, to be developed by Robert G. Werden and
Associates, concerns the design of ACES installations for large commercial buildings. The manual is
intended for use by architect-engineers and will require the availability of large computer facilities for
design calculations. The manual will provide an authoritative procedure for property sizing and
selecting equipment and distribution systems using the ACES concept. Also to be included are those
specifications and analyses dealing with building construction, return on investment, life-cycle costing,
etc.. which are necessary to provide the architect or engineer with a clear understanding of the economic
and energy use advantages that are involved.
The second design manual, to be developed by NESCA. concerns small buildings—light
commercial buildings and residences. The manual is intended for use by H V AC contractors and the
system design personnel employed by these contractors. The manual will use a systematic, step-by-step
procedure to cover load calculation for heating, cooling, and domestic hot water, equipment selection,
distribution system design, and those installation and servicing considerations that are required for
proper system design and operation. The design procedures established in the manual will neither
assume nor require extensive engineering expertise on the pan of the user, nor will they require the use of
large digital computers. Thus, the ACES design manual will parallel existing NESCA design manuals
which are directed at the same target audience and which relate to existing conventional H V AC systems.
ORNL will assist in the preparation of the ACES design manuals by providing information and
computer programs that have been developed.

4.2.2 Effects of Thermostat Setting on Energy Conservation Consumption
by Residential Heat Pumps
14

Implicit in previous studies of the effect of thermostat setting on energy consumption " are the
assumptions that efficiency of the heating system is independent of outdoor temperatures and that
energy consumption is proportional to the space heating load. These assumptions cannot be applied toa
system that consists of a heat pump supplemented by resistance heaters even if indoor temperatures are

14. L. W. Nelson. iSHRAEJ
15(H). 41-49 (I97»).
I J. IX A. Pilali. The Enemy Otnsenaikm
Potential of Winter Thermomt Reduelmm and Sight Sethack.
O R N I . NSF EP-MMFebruary 1975).
In. I>. Harrjc. "Night Setback and Energy Saving*." The Center lor Environmental Studies. Princeton University. N.J..
unpublished.
17. M. P. Zahin-.kiand A. Amalfitano. A.SHRAEJ. I K I). 41-4* (I97n).
IX. David Quent/el. ASH ft AE J. IK.1). .W-4.V
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held constant throughout the heating season. If night setback of indoor temperatures is anticipated,
much doscr scrutiny of the relationship of energy consumption to load b required. The morning
recovery period occurs during the coldest part of the day. calling for maximum output from the system
when the heat pump's COP is lowest. This effect and the desire forrapidtemperature recovery indicate
increased use of the auxiliary resistance heaters and might result in an increase,ratherthan a savings, in
total energy consumption.
Heating loads and energy consumption have been calculated for a 140-m' single-family detached
house having three bedrooms, two baths, and a basement. '' The same model home as used by Pilati"
was selected to facilitate comparison. The model home was assumed to have internal loads and
occupancy schedules typical of a family of two adults and twochiUren.and hourly weather dala^for six
cities, chosen to span a widerangeof climatic conditions, were used. Simulations were run for only the
heating seasons in Atlanta. Knoxville. Philadelphia. Seattle. Cheyenne.and Minneapolis. For each city,
calculations were made for constant thermostat settings of 22 and 20° C: to examine the effects of night
setback, calculations were also made for a daytime temperature of 20° C with temperature lowered to
15.6 and I2.8°C between the hours of 10 PM and 6 AM. The percentage of energy savings compared
with consumption at a constant temperature of 22° C b shown in Fig. 4.8 as a function of the average
outdoor temperature for the heating season (September through May).
The calculated energy savings in each of the six cities considered have been fitted by the method of
least-squares anah/sb to obuin the curves shown in Fig. 4.8. Thefigureshows that, over a widerangeof
climatic conditions, substantial ensrgy savings can be achieved for variable-capacity heating systems by
implementing night setback of indoor temperatures.
1

4.2.3 Heat Pump Analysis and Evaluation
The heat pump analysis and evaluation work thb year has been directed at assessing the potential
energy savings derived from technological improvements to present-day air-to-air heat pump systems.
The project approach b to (I) identify heat pump inefficiencies experimentally and to recommend
improvcr"cnts. (2)evaluate recommended improvements experimentally and analytically. (3)dctermine
the costs associated with the recommended heat pump improvements, and (4) develop the analytical
capabilities needed to perform the evaluations. These capabilities include (a)a computer simulation that
determines heat pump performance as a function of outdoor temperature and (/») a procedure for
estimating heat pump energy consumption when the heat pump, climate, and building thermal
characteristics are specified.
Experimental tests of heat pumps. The purposes of the experimental work are to identify
inefficiencies in heat pump systems and components and to verify the computer simulation model. A
nominal 3-ton-capacity (10.6-kW output) heat pump, purchased at lowest bid. was installed in the
laboratory and instrumented so that system and component performance could be evaluated. The
temperature and pressure of the refrigerant were measured at the points shown in Fig. 4.9; the power
consumption was measured at the outdoor and indoor units; and the air inlet and outlet temperatures
and the air flow were measured at the indoor and outdoor heat exchangers. The test results were

19. R. I). Ellison. Savings in Knrrjcy (imwmpmm hy Rrsntfrnml Ural Pumps: Thr tjfrils ttf hmrr Imloor
irmprraiurrs ami of Sight Srihatk. OHM. CON-* (lo he published).
20. Copies of the weather data, encoded on magnetic tapes, may be obtained from (i. McKay at I) Callowav National
Climatic (enter. Federal Building. Ashenlle. NC 2M0I.
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consistent with the published ratinp. Figure 4.10 shows a pressure-enthalpy diagram for a test
condition; the numbered points correspond to (he location of the experimenui measurements. Two
system energy losses are depicted in the diagram: ( I ) the energy loss in the high-pressure side of the
reversing valve and (2) the energy loss resulting from compressor inefficiencies.
The fractional reversing valve loss. U - {h\ - hi)l{h> - A,) (see Fig. 4.10). was measured as a
function of the outdoor ambient temperature. T,. For 30 measurements covering an outdoor
temperature range of - 1 6 to +I6°C. the experimental correlation was found to be

U = 0.06281 - 0.00085 T,

(5)
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The fractional isentropic efficiency of the compressor, IJ. ={h\-

hi) {h •. - h ). was also measured as a
t

function of 7*,. The experimental correlation, for the - 1 6 t o + l b ' C temperature range, was found to be
n, = 0.60234 - 0.011127..

<6>

From t h b correlation, it is seen that high isentroptc efficiency occurs at low outdoor ambient
temperatures (!",) and considerably lower efficiencies occur in the normal operating temperature

range of "-4to+l3°C.
Energy losses also occur when the heat pump cycles on and off to meet building heating demands
that are lower than the output capacity of the heating system. A modulated heat pump, which
continuously matches capacity- to demand, requires lower heat transfer rates than a cycling system with
the same heat exchangers. The lower refrigerant-to-air temperature differences at the condenser and the
evaporator lower the pressure differential for the compressor and thereby increase system efficiency. An
investigation is being conducted to determine the potential of a modulated heat pump for energy
conservation. Other energy savings can result from better defrost mechanisms, fan motors, or the use of
an alternative refrigerant. The technical feasibility of these design improvements is being investigated.
Simulation of residential neat pumps by computer iwid^ls. A heat pump model b being adapted for
use in determining the performance characteristics of heat pump systems having different components
and configurations. The computer model will be used as a tool in developing an estimating procedure for
predicting the seasonal performance and energy consumption of heat pumps. The model will also be
used in the experimental program to identify sources of inefficiencies in current heat pump design and to
suggest possible improvements. The heat oump computer simulation activity at ORNL is based largely
on a program developed at MIT.''' The model establishes evaporating and condensing pressures by
seeking a mass flow, or pressure balance, for the refrigerant side of the system. The balance is then
iterativdy refined by subprograms to include air-side effects. The M I T model has been acquired and is
currently operational at ORNL.
Seasonal performance of heat pumps. The purpose of developing a procedure for estimating
seasonal performance of heat pumps is to allow determination of overall energy consumption when
given characteristics of the building, climate.and heat pump performance. The building's thermal losses
are assumed to be linear with outdoor temperature (other effects such as solar gains, wind. etc.. are
averaged) and are zero at 18° C outdoor temperature. The heat pump system performance as a function
of outdoor temperature can be obtained from manufacturers' data, laboratory experiments, and the
computer simulation model. The temperature at which the heat pump capacity coincides with the
building heat demand is defined as the balance point temperature; the balance point is used to determine
system performance including the use of supplemental resistance heaters. Average heat loss from a
building is proportional to the number of degree-hours. A computer progra i has been written t->
calculate degree-hours as a function of outdoor temperature from L.S. Weather Bureau data.
Energy consumption by a heat pump in a given climatic region can be calculated as a function of
balance point temperature (or building heat loss characterization). The results of this method compare
favorably with those of an hour-by-hour calculation method. Work is progressing for the cooling mode.

21. C. O. Hilkr and I.. R. (ilicktman. trnprmmg Hrai Pump Prrfnrmanrr via Cnm/framr Caparm Cnnirnl Amriyta
and Ttst. MIT-EI.-7M0I. Mauachwem fiwiilurtof Technolofy. C'amhfid|K (January 197ft).
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42.4 Other Areas of Residential Energy Conservation
5

Mobile home energy study. The data obtained from an experimental program to determine the
thermal characteristics of mobile homes and the energy savings afforded by various retrofit
improvements have now been analyzed. We havedevclopcd a computational, two-node, dynamic model
of the test mobile home that provides good agreement with temperatures measured during a series of
space heating and cooling test runs. Analysis of the space heating test data indicates that energy savings
approaching 50** can be achieved by adding storm windows, skirting, and extra insulation to the mobile
home st ructure: the changes would be economical in many parts of the United States. A full description
of the experimental program and the analytical findings is available in the literature.**
7

4J ENERGY DEMAND MODELS
4.3.1 Eagmeermg-Eawomk Modeb of Energy Use
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Our work this past year has been directed at the development, improvement, and application of
detailed engineering economic modeb that simulate energy uses in the residential and commercial
sectors from 1970 through 2000. The purpose of these computer modeb B to provide FEA,ERDA,and
other energy decision makers with analytical toob to study the energy and direct economic impacts of
various energy conservation policies, programs, and technologies.
Our efforts presently encompass two major economic sectors—residential and commercial. We
began work on our residential energy model in August 1975 and on the commercial energy model in July
1976. The residential sector is defined as those structures (single-family units, apartments, and trailers)
occupied by households; group quarters such as dormitories and jaib are not considered part of the
residential sector. The commercial sector b defined as those structures suchasoffice buildings, schoob,
hospHab. and stores that house the service sectors of our economy (e.g., retail and wholesale trade,
government enterprises, and health services).
Table 4.2 summarizes the key features of the residential and commercial energy modeb. Perhaps
the most important feature b the explicit sensitivity of the modeb to the major demographic, economic,
and technological determinants of residential and commercial energy uses. These factors include
( I ) population growth, household formation, and housing choices; (2) fuel prices, incomes,
employment, and economic activities; and (3) energy efficiencies and capital costs for structures and
equipment. Thus, these energy modeb overcome the limitations associated with econometric modeb
(lack of sensitivity to technological changes) and engineering process modeb (lack of sensitivity to
economic variables).
Because of the features listed in Table 4.2, the energy modeb are useful for analyzing conservation
policies and programs (e.g., fuel taxes, natural gas deregulation, financial incentives for retrofitting
homes, appliance efficiency standards) and technological alternatives (e.g., R A D programs to increase

22. Group leader.
2). Computer Science* Division.
24. Consultant. Mechanical Engineering Department. University of Tcnncuct.
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equipment efficiencies and, or reduce capital costs). The models are also useful in developing detailed,
internally consistent forecasts of residential and commercial energy uses to the year 2000.
For each case cited above, the models estimate annual energy use by fuel, end use. and building
type. In addition, the models calculate energy expenditures, capital costs for equipment, and costs for
upgrading thermal integrity (or new and existing structures. These cost figures allow one to develop
benefit-cost measures for each policy, program, or technology being considered.
Residential energy use model. The present version (III) of our residential energy model deals with
energy use at the national level for four fueb (electricity, gas. oil. and other); eight end uses (space
heating, water heating, refrigeration, food freezing, cooking, air conditioning, lighting, and other); and
three housing types (single-family, apartments, and trailers). Household energy use for each
combination of fuel, end use. and housing type is computed in response to changes in ( I ) stocks of
occupied housing units and new residential construction. (2) equipment ownership by fuel and end use.
(3) thermal integrity of housing units. (4) average unit energy requirements for each type of equipment,
and (S) usage factors that reflect household behavior.
2

Version l»f of the ORNL model''' differs from the original version * in several ways:
1. The original version included only operating costs as explanatory variables for equipment choices.
New equipment choices (market shares among fuels) are now functions of both operating costs (fuel
prices and equipment efficiencies) and equipment prices.
2. The number of end uses is increased from six to eight. The new end uses are food freezing (split from
refrigeration) and lighting (split from other).
3. The original version calculated equipment ownership each year and then inferred new equipment
installations indirectly. Version I I I deals explicitly with future installations of new equipment and
then calculates equipment ownership from new installations.
Figure 4.11 isa schematic diagram of our residential model. The demographics submodel calculates
stocks of occupied housing units by type for each year of the simulation. On the basis of calculations of
household formation and retirements from the existing stock of occupied housing units, new
construction requirements are calculated for each year to ensure that the stock of occupied housing units
matches demand (the number of households that year).
25. Eric Hirst ct al.. An Improved tngnttring Eronomk Model of Resident*! Energy Vie. ORNI. CON-* (lo be
published).
26. Eric Hirst. W. W. I.in. and Jane Copt. An Engineering-Economic Model of Keskkniml Energy Use.
ORX1. TM-J470 (July 197ft).
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fig. 4.11. Scfcrwwic imgnm of ORNL luidtmiol ctrgy Me •odd.

2

The economics submodels^' ' calculate elasticities (parameters) that determine the responsiveness
of households to changes in economic variables—incomes, fuel prices, equipment prices. Elasticities are
calculated for each of the three major household fuels for each of the eight end uses. Each fuel price and
income elasticity is decomposed into two elements—an elasticity of equipment ownership (£,)and an
elasticity of equipment use (£.). The first element gives changes in equipment ownership in response to
changes in fuel prices, equipment prices, and incomes, and the second gives the responsiveness of
equipment use (with ownership held constant) to changes in own-fuel prices and incomes. These
submodels calculate a teal of 272 elasticities.
2

The technologies submodels **' evaluate changes in equipment energy requirements and changes
in equipment purchase price as functions of alternative designs. Detailed engineering submodels were
constructed for gas and electric water heaters and for refrigerators. We synthesized data from a number
of sources to infer relationships between equipment energy use and initial cost for the other end uses
considered in version III.

27. W. W. I in. F.ric Him. and Sieve C'nhn. fuel Choices m the Household Serior. ORNI. CON-3 (October 1976).
2*. Sieve Conn. F.ric Hirrt. and Jerry Jackson, fxonomeirk Analyst* of Household Furl Demands. ORNL CON-7
fJamury 1977).
29. Rohcrl Hmkin* and Eric Him. Energy and Cost Analysis of Residential Refrigerators. ORNI. CON-* (January
1977).
JO. J. D'Acierno. R. Bertnlami. and F. Chan. Energy Consumption in Residential Gas and Ekrtrk Water Heaters and
Ranges. ORNI. M11-226 (February 197ft)
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Figure 4.12 summarizes the outputs from our refrigerator analysis.'* Each point represents the
ener-y use and initial cost for a particular refrigerator design. Cost figures are synthesized from
discussions with manufacturers and other researchers. Results of the analysis suggest that refrigerator
energy use can be sharply reduced with only slight increases in refrigerator retail price. For example, the
point labeled 1.2J.4.6.7.8 represents a design that uses 52*7 less electricity than the reference refrigerator
and has a purchase price only 19ft higher than the reference unit.
The simulation model combines outputs from the various submodels (Fig. 4.11) with appropriate
initial conditions for 1970 and boundary conditions (policy variables) for the 1970-2000 period. Output
from the simulation model includes 96 fuel use components (0,*") for each year (r): 4 fuels (r)X H end
uses (*) X 3 housing types (m). The model also calculates annual fuel expend itures. equipment costs, and
capiul costs for improving thermal integrity of new and existing structures at the same level of
detail. Each fuel use component is determined in the simulation program as the product of five factors:
(f=HTr

CT

Tl,*" Ell,*-

It .

where
HT- the stock cf occupied housing units.
C = fraction (market share) of households using a particular type of equipment.
Tl = thermal integrity of housing units (for space heating and air conditioning only).
EU = average annual energy use for the type of equipment.
U = usage factor.

:«t iivrt- ft

Fif. 4.11 Electricity use v» mail pricefora 0.45-ai' (16-n*) top-faarr nfrintittor.

(7)
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The first version of the residential model was completed in January 1976. Since then we have used
this model (and succeeding versions) for our project sponsors. FEA and ERDA. to evaluate various
conservation policies and technologies. We also conducted a broad analysis of alternative conservation
strategics for the residential sector."*'"'-' We a re now using the model to support the National Academy of
Sciences. Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems, in its analysb of energy options for
ERDA.
As an example of our use of the model to analyze conservation programs, we briefly review our
evaluation of the energy and direct economic impacts of national adoption of the ASHRAE 90-73
thermal standards'' for construction of new single-and multifamify units. We assume that the standards
arc fully implemented in 1978 and remain in force through the year 2000.
Figure 4.13 shows how the energy savings increase over time, reaching 0.9 exajou!es(EJ or 10'" J)
per year in 2000. which is equivalent to 3 f of the baseline residential energy use in 2000. Most of the
savings are in electricity (KI j in 2000) because most new space heating installations and all air condi
tioning installations are electric. Cumulative energy savings for the 1978-2000 period are 10.6 EJ
(Table 4.3).
c
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Adoption of the ASHRAE 90-75 thermal standards increases captel coste of constructing
fences aad rcdnces operating costs of space beatingand air conditioning systems. Figure 4.14 shows
ages in capital and operating costs for each year from 1978 throogh 2090. Between 1978 and 1993.
anaoal owdays for constrection exceed annual foci bill savings: however, after 1983. reductions in fuel
bilb always exceed annual construction cost increases.
Tabk4.3 shows the present worth (in 1977. at a real interest rate of I05t)otthe fuel bill reductions
and capital cost increases for equipment (due to fuel switching) and stnicmrcs(diie to thcnnal integrity
improvements). The present-worth net economic benefit to society is SS.23 billion (1975 dollars).
Comparison of tne savings with the increased construction costs shows thai the overall benefit-cost
ratio for implementation of these standards is 2.5.
The results presented here !"on;!y ssgs^t 'hat adoption of the ASHRAE 90-75 thermal standards
for construction of new residences will save money for homeowners and save energy for the nation.
Using the model to evaluate the energy impacts of sv.cnl conservation programs.''*''' we found a
large range in projected growth of residential energy use Cumubtive energy use from 1975 through 2000
ranges from 650 to 478 E I in our projections. Our highest forecast shows an average annual growth of
energy consumption of 2.5% for this period, as compared with an annual growth of 3.6% from 1950 to
1975. Growth of energy use is almost certain to be slower during thefourthquarter of thiscentury than rt
was during the wild quarter because of slower growth in population and households, changes in fuel
price trends, and approaching saturation of equipment ownership for major residential energy uses.
We also found that implementation of strong, cost-effective conservation programs (appliance
efficiency standards, thermal standaids for new construction, and a retrofit program, coupled with
higher fuel prices) could cut residential energy use growth to o n l y O ^ per year between 1975 and 2000.
Under these assumptions, residential energy use in 2000 will be only 10% higher than it now a.
We arc continuing to make improvements to our residentialenergymodel.The present version(III)
does not endogenoush/determine changes in equipment efficienciesandm structural thern»al integrities.
The user must provide inputs to the model on these efficiency changes over time. We are now developing
a model that internalizes these efficiency changes a» functions of fuel prices, consumer behavior (fuel
price and equipment price elasticities '/, and the technologies affected (energy we vs capital cost *).
2
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riumu—••• Analjw of Energy fnamnd
W. S. Chcrn"
S. B Camtal"
B. D. Hotcomb*'
W. W. Um

G. S. Maddab"
C. L. Ng"
M A. Snath"

(taring the past year, d n effort, icptcseating a Luminning acdvitjr in the study of energy
demand, has focused on two major anas. The firii in i ii limrrt it inmnmimj, nm nndt ill lading nf
ibe intcrrcbtHMHhips of demands for all substitute energy sources. Specificaty. we developed an
innguitd energy demand model for the conwined residential and iutn.im.Kial sector to tiimmr
aggregate demand and dtmandi tor individnal facts (electricity, natmal gas. and pttiokum
products). This integiaied drnmnd model can he wed to analyse a wider range of energy issnes than
the demand modeb with which we previously estimated for individual fuels.** For example,
the present model is capable of analyzing the impact of clmngcsm a particmartwri price cm <t) total
energy demand and <2| the demand for that partkahr fad in the residential and commercial sectors.
In addition, we developed another model dealing with space heating energy demand that estimates
important elasticities of both Mihzation rates and sanations for electricity, nataral gas. and
petroieiim products. This model b being nsed in the residential cnginnimg economic modVhng
work described in the preceding section. Both stadies were snpponcd by the ERDA Division of
Buildings and Community Systems.
Our second area of focus h aimed at developing a regional model for forecasting cteuikity
demand by sector and state. Regional models are necessary because regional forecasts of electricity
demand are essential for evaluating the future need for additional electricity generating capacity in a
particular region or service area; and a model developed at the regional level can best capture
regional variation in the demand structure and thus can provide more reliable forecast than a model
developed for the United States as a whole. This work » sponsored by the NRC. These regional
models have been and wil be continuously used by the staff of NRC and several national
laboratories to prepare the laced for facility' sections of environmental impact statements for
nuclear power pbnts.
Aggregate and cawV-wac energy dcaaaad w n t o for the United States. Aggregate energy
demand" The study deals with tbe estimation of energy demand for the combined residential and
commercial sector in tbe United Stales. The demand components inchide space heating, air
toadrtionittg. cooking, clothes drying, and water heating, but exclude tbe transportation n e of
energy. The model consists of two parts: (I) the determination of aggregate end-use demand for
energy ( 0 as a function of the weighted energy price (P). personal income (/). and the numbers of
heating and cooling dcgree<days: and (2) the estimation of market-shares for electricity, natural gas.

4a. CfTOva wtwuct.
41. CmmkaM. Vmntnitf of Fforisa.
42. CMHWMT Scjmcw Dnmam.
43. CH.CA-OM Riajc Science Semmrr MwJcnls. Dcnntm tmvenify. Okie.
44. G S GM cl si.. Emrgr Mr. Amm. fn*. Mrp. Dtr. )l. 197$. ORNI.5I24. fp 40 51.
45. W. S. Cfcrm. Emrgt thmtmd «mf kmrfml Smbritmkm m ihr Comhitiil KntdmiW mid Cnmmrrrml Strior.
OKNL TM-5557 (September If7»).
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and petroleum products as functions of personal incomes, degree-days, and the prices ol ckxiricitx
(/»:). natural gas iP ). and oil (l»«). The model was estimated by using data from 4X stale* lot 1971
and 1972.** Relevant elasticities were computed at sample means. Since the model was estimated
from cross-sectional data, the resulting elasticities are generally interpreted as long-run elasticities.
:

The aggregate-demand elasticities were computed to be -0.70 with respect to energy price (#*) and
0.47 with respect to income (#)- The estimated price elasticity b below unity. implying that an increase in
total consumer expenditure on energy could be expected as the price of energy rises, furthermore, since
the estimated income elasticity b well below unity, raising incomes would not result in a proportional
rise in end-use energy demand in the residential and commercial sectors.
Another set of demand elasticities was estimated for the demands for individual fuck. The
estimated price elasticities for the demands for electricity, natural gas. and petroleum products are
-1.46. - I JO. and -1.60 respectively. These results indicate that the demands for individual fuels arc
all elastic with respect to their own prices in the long run. In the case of electricity, one obvious
implication is that a substantial reduction in electricity demand growth may be anticipated as a
result of increases in the real price of electricity. Of course, changes in electricity prices are often
accompanied by changes in the prices of natural gas and oil. thus resulting in kiterfucl substitutions.
The impact of these interfuel substitutions could be evaluated by the estimated demand elasticities
with respect to the prices of substitutes. The results show that there are significant interfile!
substitutions, especially between natural gas and petroleum products.
From the standpoint of conserving energy, it is of great interest to know the aggregate-demand
elasticities with respect to individual !:.:\ prices. For comparison, the model wa* extended to deal
with demand for primary energy (i.e.. energy sources used to produce fuels for end use). Let q, be the
total amount of fuel i consumed at the point of end use in the residential and commercial sectors. To
allow for a proper comparison of the fuels having different end-use efficiencies, we define net
end-use energy consumption. Q» as Q, =q,ti„ where IJ, b the end-use efficiency factor for fuel i. Total
primary energy. M. b then defined as .*# = £t?.(t, ».K where c. b the input-output coefficient measuring
the amount of primary energy required to produce a unit of fuel i for end use.
Electricity b more efficient at the point of end use than are natural gas and petroleum products.
It b assumed that the end-use efficiency factor (n,) b 1.0 for electricity (which does not allow for
potential gain from increased use of heat pumps in the future) and 0.SS and 0.50 for natural gas and
petroleum products respectively. However. Robert Herendeen and Clark BuKard of the University of
lllinob at Urbana-Champaign have estimated that it lakes 3.8 Btu of primary energy to produce
I Btu of electricity, whereas it lakes I. I and 1.2 Btu of primary energy" to produce I Btu of natural
gas and petroleum productsrespectively.Thus, when the direct and indirect use of energy in producing
end-use fueb b accounted for. electricity b shown to be the least efficient fuel for many major end uses.
4

The estimated price elasticities for aggregate primary and end-use energy are compared in Table
4.4. Although the electricity price elasticity (-0.33) b much higher than the natural gas and oil price
elasticities for primary energy demand, it b the lowest (-0X15) of the three price elasticities for
end-use energy demand. The implication b that rabing the prices of oil and natural gas has greater
potential for conservation of end-u*e energy than rabing electricity prices. However, when the

46. Data were obtain 1 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Edison Electric Iniiituic. American C M Assocation. National
Climatic Center, and U S Department of Commerce.
47. This factor dot tot take into account the contribution from hydroelectric sources that require no foci.
48. These effkienrr* do not M a d e allowances for present or future import of oil or gas or for production of oil or p s
from coal or shale, in which case the vahje would be about 1.7.
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primary sources of energy are considered for the residential and commercial sector, raising electricity
pnecs is more effective for energy conservation than raising the prices of natural gas and petroleum
products. However, this conclusion says nothing about the type of primary source energy saved byraising electricity prices. Thus, since most electricity is produced from coal, raising electricity prices
may be less effective in reducing demands for oil and gas than raising oil nd gas prices, even for the
residential and commercial sectors.
Space heating demand for energy. Space heating is the most important energy end use in the
residential sector. In 1970. space beating accounted for W?i of the total energy used by households.
The purpose of this study is to develop a model of space heating demand in the residential sector for
the major file's, that is. electricity, natural gas. and petroleum products. The model consists of two
parts: The first part determines the average usage per healing customer, and the second deab with
the proportion of occupied housing units using a particular fuel for space heating. Specifically, the
model embodies several significant features: (I) estimates of both energy usage and fuel choice for
sf ace heating: (2) the inclusion of appliance prices as explanatory variables in the fuel-choice model:
(3) marginal prices of electricity rather than the commonly used average price for both the usage and
the fuel-choice equations: and (4) the lack of a rigid constraint in the fuel-choice model that
cross-price saturation elasticities with respect to a given fuel price be identical. The model was
climated from da?a colkcted from 48 states in 1970.
The model was used to estimate usage and saturation elasticities (Table 4.5).** The usage
elasticity measures the extent to which the average heating usage of a particular fuel responds to
changes in its price. On the other hand, the saturation elasticity is defined as the percentage change
in the proportion of housing units that ttse a particular fuel for heating thai results from a l<r
change in fuel prices. The results show that the price elasticity of usage for all three fuels is near
unity. In all cases, the estimated usage elasticities are smaller than the own-price elasticities of
saturation. Although there exists no other estimate of usage elasticity with which to compare our
results, our estimates of saturation elasticities are generally within the range estimated by other
studies
The sum of usage and saturation elasticities gives the foul elasticity for space heating demand.
The loul own-price elasticity for natural gas is -1.89. and the loul own-price elasticity for
prtrokum products is -2.05. For electricity, the toul own-price elasticity appears to be much larger
than Mat estimated for the aggregate demand for all purposes. These results, therefore, imply that
since healing demand lor electricity is much more sensitive to price changes than other end-use
-

w,:

t
49. W S. Chcrn and W. W l.m. "Energy Demand for Space Healing: An Econometric Analyst*." to be paHutitd in Ike
proceedings ,.(the American Statistical Association Annual Meeting. Boston. Mas.. Aug. 23-26.1976.
50. M. Baughmar. and P. Joskow. Umd Econ. 51.41-69 (197$)
51. W. W. I.in. Eric Hint, and Sieve Conn. Furl Chokes in the HouseholdStrmr. ORNL CON-J (October 1976).
52. J. W. Wihon. <?. Rev. Econ. Bus. I, 7-27 (1971)
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demands of electricity. This sensitivity results perhaps from the high substitiiubility of other fueb
for the space heating.
y

trgin—l torecasfjag model for ekctric energy. The principal objectives of this work arc to ( I )
quantify the relationship between electricity demand and its causal factors. (2) provide a credible
computer-based model that can be used to forecast demand for electric energy by end-use sector on
a state basis. (3) develop alternative scenarios reflecting potential policy strategies and actions, and
(4) provide estimates of future power needs for environmental impact statements related to nuclear
power plants.
Structure of the model. To cope with the problems associated with the declining block rate
structure and the interdependence of electricity price and prices of natural gas and oil. we have
developed a simultaneous equation system in which both electricity demand and price are
endogenousry determined. Mathematically, the demand equation for a given sutc i and a given
sector j can be written as

£„ = «,+ ( ! - A,)£*,., +fcP„+ >/4„ + m,.

(9)

where
i - time period,
£ = quantity of the electricity sale,
F- average price of electricity,
A - vector of exogenous variables.
it — error term.
Abo, a and ft are unknown coefficients and y is a vector of coefficients to be estimated. Equation
(9) » dynamic, as derived from the partial adjustment model, where A is known as the adjustment
coefficient.
The average price of electricity is theoretically determined by the relevant rate schedule and the
level of consumption. Historical data on rate schedules are incomplete and still not in a usable form.
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However, the level and slope of the rate schedule arc presumably related to the undcriyiof cost
structure. Therefore, we assume
(10)

r > j — Ot, + * y t , + w,A,( + V,
¥

where B is a vector of exogenous variables, v is the error term, 6 and * are coefficients, and v i s a
vector of coefficients to be estimated.
Relevant exogenous variables differ from sector to sector as detailed in Table 4 6. Most of the
exogenous variables listed in Table 4.6 should be self-explanatory. In the residential sector, the ratio
of population to number of residential customers b used to measure the impact of household size. In
the commercial sector. per-capita personal income aad population are used to measure indirectly the
level of commercial activities. The dummy variables for states are included because the models are
estimated for the region while allowing the constant term to vary from state to state. The number of
natural gas customers is included to measure the impact of the availability of natural gas.
Relevant exogenous variables in the price equation include ( I ) costs of fuels used by electric
utilities; (2) costs of operation, maintenance, capital depreciation, and taxes in generation,
transmission, and distribution: (3) capacity utilization; and (4) stale dummies.
Equations (9) and (10) are structural equations that are simultaneously estimated for each sector
by the two-stage least-squares (2SLS) procedure. For forecasting, it is more efficient to use the
reduced-form equations, expressing endogenous variables as a function of lagged endogenous and all
exogenous variables. These reduced-form equations are derived from the structural equations.
Estimated electricity demand functions for the South Atlantic Division. To gain a greater
efficiency in estimation, we estimated the structural equations for each of the residential,
commercial, and industrial sectors by census division. The model for the South Atlantic Division has
been estimated by the 2SLS procedure using state data for 1955-1974.

TuMrO. Exoan
Residents!

ivariaMrsi
Commcrcnl

Industrial

Price of natural gas

Price of natural gas

Price of natural gas

>' •• 2 oil price

No. 2 oil price

No. 6 oil price

Fcr-apHM personal

Per-capna personal

Coal price

N amber of C M M M I

Population

Gross National Product

Ratio of popatation to
number of customers

Healing degree-days

Value added in
manufacturing

Heating degree-days

Avenge July mean
temperature

Wage rales of manufacturing

Average July mean
temperature

Number of natural gas
customers

Number of natural gas

Number of natural gas
customers

Sate i

SUKdl

Slate dummies
'AH price, income, and value variables arc expressed m real terms.
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O i k the highlights of the regression results in terms of the estimates of lone-run demand
elasticities arc presented in Table 4.7." We have confirmed m the econometric analvsi> thai
electricity demands in all three sectors are. in general, sensitive to economic, demographic, and
climatic factors. The reduced-form equations, as derived from the structural equations. were used to
forecast electricity demand and price during the sample period. The computed mean-square
percentage forecasting errors are all less than 5' i. indicating a very «•- id performance of the model.
Preliminary forecasts ofelectricity demand for the South At.
n- Division l9?S-IWtt The
estimated econometric model for the South Atlantic Division has I n used to forecast electricity
demand lor each of the seven sates in this division. To make forecas . we must estimate the future
values of all exogenous variables in the model. The projected growth rates of population, residential
customers, real per-capita incomes, value added in manufacturing, and price and income deflators
are all based on the projection made by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BE A)"* and other public
sources.
We developed three scenarios for fuel prices and costs of electricity generation, transmission,
and distribution. In the hose case, we used Hudson and Jorgenson's projections' of the prices of
natural gas. refined petroleum products, and coal. Hudson and Jorgenson project that the price of
natural gas in current dollars will increase by 7.|<7 annually for the period 1974-1980. 5.9*", for
1980-1985. and 6.5*^ for 1985-1990: oil price will increase by 5..V7 ; lually for the period
1974-1980.6.2^ for 1980-1985. and 5.8«~ for 1985-1990; and coal price will u ..case by 7.4^ for the
period 1974-1980.6.9*? for 1980-1985. and 6.09 for 1985-1990. In the hw-price ease, the .eal prices
of fuels and die real costs of electricity generation, transmission, and distribution arc assumed to
remain at the 1974 level. In the high-price case, we assume that the growth rates of all price and cost
components in the base case will be doubled in real terms.
r
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Oil

Consun.cr
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residential
customers
096

Residential

-120

0.11

0.76

Coftuncicul

-O.M

0.14

1 3»

Industrial

-1.75

0.15

0.22

Ti |-*i H I I I I T '
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III

*"' iiim

Healing
degreedays

July
mean
temperature

0 19

O.M

Value
added

0.19
OKI
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Piojectcd annual growth rates for the period 1974-1990 are presented in Table 4.8. On the basis of
these preliminary forecasts, we offer the following conclusions.
1. Electricity demand w ill continue to grow inall sectors ana in all states in the South Atlantic Division.
Howcver. theratesof growth wdl be considerably lower than those observed in the 1930s and 1960s.
As forecast in our base case, the total electricity demand in this region w ill grow at a rate of 6 ? < per
year for the period 1974-1990. as compared with 9.7<~ for 1955-1970 and 8.6<, for 1970-1973.
2. The forecast rates of growth in electricity demand vary considerably from slate to state: Fiorida has
the highest rale and West Virginia has the lowest. These variations suggest that the forecasts at the
national kvei should not be used as the basis for making energy policies at the regional or state levels.
3. Electricity demand is found to be senskivc to changes in fuel prices and costs of generating,
transmitting, and distributing electricity. The results show that, for the South Atlantic Division,
doubling the growth rates for all fuel prices and electricity costs in real terms will reduce total
electricity demand by I4 as compared with the base case.
(

r

f

T a M c 4 J Forecasts of asssaal grvsnli rases of
ctectnetty #)cwwwv ay sector nan stoic.
h Adsanc Diva• M . I V M - I 9 W
Sector
Sutc

Detavarc

total

Ca*c

B
1
H

Roalroiial

Commercial

Indialrial

50
5*
42

4K
54
42

.10
.1.9
2 i

40
47
1.2

Marxians''

B
1
H

52
M
4.1

6.K
7.5
6.1

2.0
2.9
1.2

4.K
56
4.0

Virginia

B
1
H

M
7.1
5.2

7_2
HO
6.5

4.1
52
.15

6.1
69
5.2

W n l Virginia

B
1.
H

41
52
.1.1

46
5.4
J.*

42
56
2H

4.2
55
.11

North ft South
Carolina

B
1
H

6.7
XI
53

6.7

6.7
K.I
5.4

67

B
1.
H

65
7 1
52

6.6
7..1
59

55
6.7
42

6.2
7.0
5.1

Honoa

B
1.
H

7.4
H.2
•7

It 4
9.0
7.9

56
6.4
4.9

7.5
H.2
6.H

Regional total

B
1
H

6.6
7.5
5.6

7.2
7.9
6.5

5.1
6.5
4.2

6.4
7J
5.4

ticorga

y y

56

'B = bast caw. I = km-pnee casr. and H = high-oncc case.
'Meteor* the District of Columbia
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54
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4. Electricity demand, particularly in the residential and commercial sectors, w il! grow at a latter rule
for the South Atlantic Division than tor the nation as a whole. I ht> higher growth rate i> a result ol
higher growth rates of population and number ol residential customers a> protected V»'e recoem/c
that these projections do not include many factors >uch as the potential increases in the u*c ot \olar
heating and non-price-induced conservation or policy impacts which could drastically chanec our
estimates of future demand for electricity.
Future research. In our continuing effort, we will develop a similar regional model lor the other
eight census dhbaons. In addition, we will carefully validate our models further and perform a broader
sensitivity anahsb on other exogenous variables such as changes in population growth and climatic
condition. Furthermore, wc will attempt to incorporate additional features in our forecasting model to
deal with the impacts of natural gas availability and energy conservation measures.

4.4 COMMUNITY UTILrTY SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
W. R. Mixon
W. J. Boegly. Jr"
J. £. Christian
R. E. Gant"*

J. O. Kolb
J. I. Meador
C. I.. Segaser

Our activities in community utility systems programs began in 1972 with participation in the
mufciagency MIL'S program under the direction of HUD. The MIL'S concept uses a relatively small
plant located within a housing development or community to provide electricity, space and water
heating, space coolmg. solid and liquid waste treatment, and poubic water Analytical efforts to date
indicate that MIUS has the potential to meet most of the program goab.
1. Fuel consumption is reduced by using waste heal from electrical generation and energy recovered
from solid waste to provide space heating and cooling and water heating.
2. Natural resources conservation includes the reuse of treated liquid waste for nonpotabic purposes
such as irrigation and cooling water.
3. Technology to minimize adverse environmental impact of onsite systems is currently available:
problems related to thermal pollution, disposal of solid waste, plant siting, and the use of long
transmission lines can be eliminated.
4. MIUS can be insulted near appropriate users in phase with actual demands of community
development or renewal; thus, the impact of local restrictions on housing construction due to a lack
of utility service (primarily sewage treatment) can be eliminated.
5. The total cost to the nation for utility services, on a marginal cost basis, can be reduced for large
multi-family developments, especially if conventional utilities would require long water or sewage
transmission lines.
To serve the needs of any specific community, the MIUS concept allows considerableflexibilityin
the services to be included, the type of ownership, and the relationship to conventional utility systems.

58. Environincmal Somen Division.
99. Cow !iaM.
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Mil Si> not proposed a>a competitor «>i a complete substitute lor conventional utilities, but there are a
significant number ol application', tor which MII N would be <»t pubic benefit and should be considered
jt\ an i»ption.
During the past year, other agcncK% have initiated programs to evaluate, develop, and demonstrate
decentralized communitv energy syvtemvhccauscotthOTpotcntial tor energy conservation IhcERDA
programs in which we have become involved include Advanced technology-Mix Energy Systems
lAlMESi. C oal-l smg Integrated Community Energy Systems tKFSl. and District Heating Irom
Nuclear Central Station Plants In general, the IR DA programs extended the Mil S concept to include
a wider range ol community tv pes and M/ev emerging and advanced technologies, and more emphasis
on interconnection with the conventional electric utility gnd Expertise m Mil S technologies has also
led to participation in theanaiysisol thermal storage lor the Office ot lechnok>g> Assessment lOlAl.
I he following subsections describe Energy Division participation and progress in each program.
4.4.1 Modular Integrand Ltibtj Systems
The Mil S program is aimed toward the development, demonstration, evaluation, and ultimate
widespread application of a new option for provaling communitv utility services. If plants are located
near appropriate consumers and utility subsystems arc integrated, waste heat from electrical generation,
and povsiMy from solid waste incineration, can he economically used for domestic hcatiig and cooling.
Rcducvd fuel consumption is a critical national goal, but developing communities also face increasingly
serious problems related to the adequate treatment and disposal of liquid and solid waste> which must
not be neglected. Many communities, faced with the task of upgrading cxislmg waste disposal facilities
and the growing need for new environmentally acceptable capacity, have imposed buzMing
moratoriums. The MH'S concept addresses these problems b> integrating solid and liquid waste
treatment with the electric thermal subsystems.
To date, most activities in the Mil S program have been part of the first of three major phases.
Phase I includes the evaluation, development, and testing of major components and subsystems: testing
of limited subsystem integration techniques: and assessment of the Mil S concept The ORNI
responsibilities in phase I have consisted primarily of evaluating major component and subsystem
technologies, providing conceptual design and systems analysis, and assessing the consequences of
widespread application. Also included arc detailed design activities for a coal-fired Mil S test unit,
described separately in Chap. 5.
During 1976. phase I activities were essentially completed by the publication of technology
evaluations and system analyses. Phase II the demonstration and evaluation of Mil S in lull-scale
applications was formally initiated by site selection and the s u n of a conceptual design for a Mil S
demonstration. The ORNI. responsibilities in phase II include system desarn rev iew. preparation of an
environmental statement, and completion of a folkmup evaluation of actual cm ironmcntal effects.
The objective of phase III is to achieve implementation of the Mil S concept by the private sector
Technology evaluations and systems analysis. Major components and subsystems .»f utility
technologies were evaluated with respect to possible applicability to the Mil S concept. Emphasis was
put on technologies that could be used on a development site and that were in the appropriate si/c range
lo serve communities of about 100 to 3000dwelling units. In several cases, extension of the analysis by
comparing candidate MIUS technologies with the more conventional mumcipal-si/ed systems was
appropriate. Technologies were evaluated with respect to status of development, capital and operating
costs, consumption of resour'-.>. and possibilities of mlegration with other Mil Ssubsystems. The last 5
of the 14 technology evaluation and system analysis studies planned for publication were published
during 1976. and major conclusions are described below.
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kmmf MHS mmi ittrnxttuumal *\xtems uwyorwom Reference Ml presents the results ol a
fax&aunary stady anapaiing theeconomics, fuel requirements.ami cnviromncntal impacts tit Mil S
and uamatinnat energy, ivsleuis. I V primary analytical effort was placed on determining the costs ami
energy reajaMCambawoaatcd with social methods of supplying electricity, space heating, domotie
aet WW. ami mt-tommtwmmf services to hypothetical garden and high-rise apartment models, no
aawctaUd commt^cmi or antustnal msu'lations were cunv^ui I he study was also limited to a site
having a dammt ummm to that ol Philadelphia. Pcnnsyh unu. A oiu! oft lev en cases, or models, were
umnirmi. ami aM model* were evaluated on the basis of present »oarl> 1972) marginal cost and fuel
energy rcaaaarnMMs.
Thr ofcpccto*e of tin* first comparative analysis was to provide preliminary information on
ieaaMi? nf an? M R S concept and to help ueterminc requirements tor additional modeling and
analyses. Heads* anhcasoJ dsat primary fad requirementof MU'S were from 22 to 4S ; less than those
of conventional WrtWi, drpendsag on the type of conventional system used for comparison, it the
o%«rane#k*tac> of conventtona! efcctnc generation, transmission, and distribution is Mf"«'. Based on a
I—fpilf cwH—h'in. thcaawwalcostsot sen ices froir MIl'S were found to he in about the same range
n (hear Irons mm* convcMsoaal sv stems.
V w - » i » Jafil S amvpt* * he mam purposes of this analysis'" were to < I) illustrate the possible
and rettMMMcadnl options for incorporating commercially available technologies into a typical MIIS
aad<2)tteacraVelhe amiiMrnsctbodsofwtegHMng utilities. Fxampks were discussed for all community
amice* punu fturratioa. space heating and cooling, domestic hot water, potable water, fire
protection water, aad IM|SMI aad solid waste treatment and disposal. The final selection of the > anous
subsystem* nasi w a Mil S will depend on many factors such as climate, population density, total
uopuiatioa. c >an*avT an* aad demands, local geology and tonography, and *o«:.»l resources such as
water, natural gas, ost aad bod: therefore, no one illustrated configuration could be considered an
opuowMB for a pamcatar installation. Reference b! represents a good introduction to MlUSconccpts
using cimtat technology.
MIVS and mmtmitwf %ysietm annparitom for an «'.VH/i«>» development. The purpose of this
study* «a» to evaluate a Mil S in the realistic framework of an existing housing development having a
conventional sftskty system. Previous model studies have used hypothetical layouts that simplified
analyses bat that were not -cprcsentativc of real situations. In this study, an existing housing
devef n u l l , consislsag ol the hwidings listed in Tabic 4.9. was selected, and the conventional uti'
system wa» aanHlKstH replaced by a MHS using the same utility service requirements, riccinc;.'
heatiag aad cunlinf loads, hated on building characteristics, occupancy, and weather, were a Is*.
defenraaed aassfnticauY lifestyles of the inhabitants were not changed; only the methods of providing
the mmt ntnny services were altered
The rrasaalsoa was awed OR a Mlt'S configuration in which no effort was made to optimize the
atiNty syntcsa. ahhiiugli w c variations were studied. The study was m>t intended to represent the best
puMiMc agf* ariua of a MHS. but rather to apply a representative M U! S model to one existing site.
The Irebanlngui wed air rcpre*entattve of commercially availahic components as of about mid-1973.
1

1

*• tiansoi S—ft»ttM . WW .V .*• « » > t*»/iui Initial(i>mpur>«mf HIf Shhlular-Sitril \mc%ra\ul I'fblr Svfftm*
mmKtmwmuamUhttrmn. < * \ l Ml !i Mil S+Ome I476)
*l Oarsswi Summit* ml *" i Wat^t*. WIS /VrAm>i>>ti t:\aluaium Preliminary Stih.ir.tirm ftrn>mmfndaiion> for
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and the climate is that of Chicago. Illinois. The criteria used for evaluation were fuel consumption, the
dominant environmental impacts, and costs to the country- (i.e.. the present marginal cost of providing
incremental services as of January 1972).
Resu'ts indicate that MIl'S wojld require about I7<7 less fuel than would the conventional utility
systems (mcluding fuel for conventional electric generation). Onsite mcineration of solid waste with beat
recovery in MIL'S was not found to have a significant effect on fuel savings. Economic analyses using
present marginal cost for incremental services (as of January 1972) indicate that to construct, own.and
operate a M H 'S costs more than would be required to serve the same development conventionally. The
total net difference in annual owning and operating costs was about $180 per 100 m of total enclosed
floor area. However, the economic advantages of allowing development to proceed in areas where
utilities services are limited were not considered.
Environmental effects of using MIL'S were an increase in carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and
nitrous o\:ric emissions, but a reduction in sulfur dioxide and paniculate emissions. In any case. MIUS
use would not exceed Federal Air Quality Standards, and the local air quality would not be markedly
changed by Mll'Susefrom that when conventional utilities were used. Impact due to onsite liquid waste
treatment results mainly from the release of effluent at a different point from that of the large
conventional system since the degree of treatment obtained by small plants b the same as. or higher than,
that obtained by larger plants.
Thermal energy conveyance. Thermal energy produced by a MIUS can be distributed at moderate
temperatures, and low-pressure steam or water is most adaptable as an energy transfer medium.
Reference 63 discusses the types, cost, and performance of several types of conduits for thermal energy
conveyance. Conduits applicable to water conveyance of thermal energy produced in a MIUS were
evaluated from dau on characteristics and economic factors related to district heating and cooling
systems for housing developments.
Many different types of conduit and methods of construction are used in existing thermal energyconveyance systems. Types that are most prevalent, both in older systems that are still in operation and
in more recent installations that include improvements in methods and materials, are illustrated and
discussed. Information on long-term performance is included, where available, from inspection reports
on various types of conduit in existing systems. The conduit was treated in much greater depth than the
other aspects of a thermal energy conveyance system, and special emphasis is placed on estimates of the
installed cost of several commercially available types of conduit.
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Effects of MIL'S thermal energy storage (TES) and incmenuor optkms. Reference 64 is one of a
scries of evaluations undertaken to determine the applicability of various currently available
technologies to MIL'S. We completed a parametric systems analysis dial illustrates the economics of
integrating TES in a MIL'S model for cases with and without solid waste incineration and waste heat
recovery. Annual and seasonal energy demand profiles are included to show that the time when waste
heat is available does not coincide with the time when it can be used. Results are based on hypothetical
consumer and MIL'S models that have been used in previous analyses at ORAL a 720-unit garden
apartment complex. Philadelphia climate, and a hypothetical MIL'S design providing complete utility
services.
The analysis indicates that a significant savings in fuel consumption can accrue from the storage of
excess waste heat for subsequent use during periods when the available heat from the engine-generators
is not adequate to satisfy the demand. Use of the heat energy available from the incineration of solid
wastes can result in a fuel savings of up to 3% per year if a water storage vessel of 470-m' capacity is used.
A vessel of this size is capable of storing 42 GJ of neat energy from an initial temperature of 70° C to a
final temperature of 93°C. The breakeven cost of the fuel (natural gas), at which the value of the fuel
saved equals the estimated annual owning cost of the TES facility, was shown to be of the order of $7.95
per 100 m\
Three possible incinerator options were analyzed to determine the net annual costs of each for
disposal of the 1.62 Gg of solid wastes per year. The analyses indicate that, up to a natural gas cost of
about $8.83 per 100 m\ the lowest cost option was for the case of incineration with no heat recovery and
no TES. However, if the fuel cost exceeds$8.83 per 100 m \ incineration with heat recovery and 42 GJ of
TES should be considered. These conclusions hold equally for incineration with no supplemental fuel
and with 20% supplemental fuel requirements.
Environmental evaluation of MIUS demonstration. In April 1976. the issuance of a grant for
conceptual and preliminary MIUS designs to serve a pan of the new town ofSt. Charles. Maryland, was
publicly announced, and MIUS program activities in the demonstration phase were formally initiated.
Energy Division participation includes (I) review and analysis of design concepts prepared by the
developer and his contractors, (2) preparation of an environmental statement before construction, and
(3) completion of a followup evaluation of actual environmental and community effects from MIUS
construction and operation.
During the early stages of MIUS concept design, efforts concentrated on familiarization with the
demonstration site and the collection and analysis of published documents and other available data
describing the environment in and around St. Charles. An extensive site visit, which included
inspections of St. Charles facilities and the surrounding area, discussions with various State and local
government officials, and visits to local educational institutions involved in ongoing environmental
research efforts at St. Charles, was completed in July 1976.
One aspect of the environmental evaluation task is the identification of potential MI US impacts to
ensure that pre- and postconstruction monitoring is adequate. The identification of impacts and overall
planning of onsite monitoring requirements proceeded as conceptual design information became
available. The major potential environmental impacts are expected to be (I) the effects of engine exhaust
and incinerator emissions on air quality and (2) the disposal of treated liquid waste.

6*. C. L. Scnucr. MIL'S Systems Analysis The Effect* of Thermal Enemy Storage and Solid Waste Incineration
Options on MIUS Cost and Furl Consumption. ORNL HDD MUIS-26 (July 197ft).
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4.42 Advanced Technology-Mix Energy System
In March 1976 ORNL initiated work on the technology survey task of the ATMES program. The
program is funded by ERDA through Argonne National Laboratory, the leading lab for community
systems programs.
The ATMES program is concerned with convening energy and scarce fuck by introducing new
methods of energy supply to American communities. A major objective is to transhte emerging
technologies from the research stage to a meaningful level of commercialization in real comrnunilirv
The ATMES program is developing innovative ways of combining current and advanced technologies
into integrated energy-conserving systems that could furnish any or all of the energy-using services for*
community. These systems typically would consist of the equipment and processes needed to provide
such sen ices as electricity, space heating and cooling, water heating, solid and liquid waste treatment,
and intra- and intcrbuiUing transportation, material transfer, and communications. The key goals of
the ATMES program are to identify, evaluate, develop, demonstrate, and deploy advanced energy
systems that will optimally meet the needs of certain types of communities.
The technology survey task consists of three subtasfcs as discussed in tbe following subsections.
Subtask 1: Selection and evaluation criteria. Tlie objective of suNask I n t o develop criteria for tbe
systematic selection and evaluation of major components, subsystems,and concepts to be considered in
the synthesis of community systems. Technologies considered were those applicable to three community
sizes, as characterized by electrical requirements of 2.20. and 100 MW(e). Initially, existingcommunhy
characterizations and conceptual system designs from the MIUS program provided inputs. At a bier
stage, continuing inputs are expected from the ATMES community characterization and conceptual
design tasks.
Criteria used to select technologies for further consideration included such factors as the functional
requirements for use in community systems, degree of integration with other candidate componentsand
subsystems, and size or capacity as based on community size and reliability requirements for multip'e
units. Selected technologies were categorized according to three time frames of development: current
technology that is commercially available, near-term technology considered ready for demonstration by
1980. and long-term concepts that may not be proven feasible until after 1980.
Evaluation criteria consist of technical performance, economic, and other data required to simulate
and evaluate the use of a particular technology in a complete community system. Evaluation criteria
include, where applicable, such factors as (I) type of fuel or other resource required and efficiency of its
use. (2) status of development and potential for improvement. (3) reliability and operator requirements.
(4) enginccrng performance characteristics. (5) major manufacturers and retailers. (6) capital,
maintenance, and operating costs. (7) required site characteristics. (8) social and economic problems,
and (9) effluents and other environmental impacts.
Subttsk I was essentially completed in FY 1976. A draft selection and evaluation criteria report was
submitted for program review and later revised in response to review comments. Additional submittals
included a listing of organizations working on selected advanced technologies and a rating method used
to prioritize the generic technologies to be evaluated.
Subtask 2: Technology data collection. The objective of subtask 2 was to collect and catalog
available data and information pertinent to those technologies having potential application to AT M ES.
This subtask includes a survey of literature and discussion with manufacturers. RAD organizations,
architect-engineers, etc.. to identify and list specinc technologies with respect to the three time frames of
interest.
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A prioritised hstmg of kcnnn login to be evaluated* by time frame and functional category, was
ummhml fwttinasl categories included ( I ) prime movers. (2) electric generators. |3) heal recovery
equipment. (4) thermal disuibntioa. (5) central heating components. (6) central chiller component*.
(7) individual HVAC and water heating. <S) thermal and electric storage. (9) solid waste treatment
(10) liquid waste treatment, and <11) heat rejection. Data collection activities of this suhtask will cuntinne to provide input to subtask 3.
Suatasfc 3: Teehnwmgy cvaanwioni and charantriiation. Included in snbtask 3 was the evaluation
of candidate component and subsystem trcbnologk rnith respect to applicability in community systems
by fmTychann^eririn«theichctedfcchnotog>inim respect to sUU of development, cost, performance.
tinimiiini use of icsuunxs. and other evaluation criteria required to support other program tasks.
Work in mbtuk 3 first concentrated on currently available technologies. Since a large data base
currently exists for these technologic T. efforts required were primarily to update existing data and to
j u i i a m firr rrrrwi th—r1ii|n—ill
Suanuary. The output of the technology survey Uskconsisteol technology evaluation data reports,
which irtrtnfr a brief technical summary- in the form of dab sheets plus thorough documentation of
backup mfmuMtion that is suitable tor publication as a topical report.
A draft technology evaluation of unitary air-to-air beat pumps was submitted on June 25 to
Hamate the proposed data sheet format and to provide the initial distr button of current technology
data. Through Stpkmbtr 1976. additional draft evaluations of diescl-cr gine prime movers and waterto-air heat pumps were completed; evaluations of gas and dual-fuel prime movers, central absorption
dnarrs. sohd waste pyrorysis. and revisions to air-to-air beat pump and diesd engine evaluations in
response to review comments were near completion. Evaluations of gas turbines, electric generators,
heat recovery equipment, central heating boilers, and TES are in progress. This task is proposed to
continue through FY 1977.
4.4.3 District Heating from Nuclear Central Station Pauls
A technology evaluation and a cost analysis of piping systems for transport and distribution of
thermal energy and for end-use equipment within apartment buildings were completed. This effort was
our contribution to a joint study with the Engmcermg Technology Division to determine the economic
feasibility of using beat from central station nuclear power plants to supply thermal energy to large
industries and residcntial-commercal developments. The scope of this study included the cross-country
tmnsponofmodemteHemperature(upto2l5°Qsteamorbotwatero
industrial complex or to the point of connection widi a distribution system for a residential
development. Transport conduits were sized to supply up to 10* kg sec of steam for industrial process
heat or 293 Mwft) to meet the peak thermal demand of the residential development model.
The energy transport capability of high-temperature water (HTW) has been compared with that of
intermediate-pressure steam for many years. Steam systems predominate in big cities of the United
States, whereas HTW systems are invariably proposed for new and upgraded systems in European
countries. Comparisons of maximum transport distances for steam and HTW. based on maximum
velocities and other design parameters used and recommended for operating systems in the United
Sutcs, and consideration of operation and maintenance problems tend to favor the use of HTW. For
brge-diameter (0.6- to 1.5-m) conduits, the maximum transport distance of HTW is not limited by
pressure drop to the degree that normally occurs with medium-pressure (2.4 MPa) steam. Our
comparisons of costs and the thermal energy transport capabilities of some steam and condensate vs
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HTW systems arc being completed. The data will compare mstaacd cost per mat of energy vs the
maximum distance of transport. When completed, theresafeswii aho be included m a paper for the
ATMES evaluations.
Forthbsliidy.aregntararrayofgardcaapartangmbai^^
program analyses was considered to be representative ot the magarnde and distribation of therm'
demands m residential commcaul developments. Each apartment budding bad six apartments per
floor, and the reference block consisted of 240 two-story buuwags (2M0 apartments). The cficct of
hominf rtrmity on pipimj mm wairtrHrmimdbyrnniidrrmx oar and ihirr norynuiMingt irnlthr
effect of cmnatcwas diUrmhud by considering a range of tiwamlenergy demands. Table CIO shows
estimated costs for the HTW and chilled water dkfttntatioa systems for the various conditions
considered. These resaks indicate dmt distribution system costs are uotastranj function of peak energy
demand or bowsing density. A 43% redaction m beating demand icduccs costs by about 8to 16%.anda
50% increase in honsiag density (from two- to uucc-slory lnu«lins>)atacascscosubyabom22to2S%
for HTW and 14 to 20%kr chdkd water. The brgest cost cinnn^ a 1v% increase, rcsalwrifmn a S0%
redaction m hnaimg density (from two- to one-story banvmgs).
Costs for HTW and chined water distrdmtioa systems were also iilimattd for np to twelve
reference blocks. It was found that the capital cost per apartment JWTJTH as the
of apartments served increased: that is. no economy of scale was evident for ap to 35JB00
apanments.
Another capital cost ckmem considered was for eqanmnoM wnhm the aparuntnt bwnnmgs to
provide space heating and cooling and water hrntmg. Costs wcrcrstnaaird for thtce types of banning
ser%TCTcqoipimm:p)district systems consntn^
and a central baildmg beat exchanger and storage tank for notable not water. (2) central baildmg
systems, consisting of a central boiler in each bawomg for space and water beating phis electric air
conditioner arils m each apartment; and (3) mdiinJanl ipait—m systems, consisting of an individual
electric furnace, a water heater, and an ai
TsM»4.M. CMcmfwtaawvlllW;
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The resulting cost comparisons arc shown in Table 4.11. Costs are not total capital costs since
common equipment costs were not included and district and central building systems do not include
thermal energy meters. Engineering Technology Division staff will combine these capital cost dement*
to other costs, such as costs for pumping stations, energy and equipment at the central station pbnt. and
heat exchangers, to determine the total cost of delivered energy to industrial and residential consumers.
Final results were not available at the end of this report period.
4.4.4 Thermal Energy Storage for Soar Application
A draft report*' analyzing the costs and performance charactei istics of devices for storing thermal
energy produced by solar collectors was completed in February 1976 at the request of OTA. The work
was performed in cooperation with the Engineering Technology Division and is intended to serve three
functions; it will be used (I) as part of a draft paper giving an overview of sobr technology: (2)as a basis
for (a) preparing preliminary designs for a variety of sobr systems and (b) assisting in the selection of
several baseline designs that will be subjected to detailed technical and economic analysis; and (3) as a
source document by the team that will perform the detailed analysis.
The TES devices that we considered were those suitable for applications defined by the product of
sobr energy conversion, the type of load, and sobr collector temperature ranges. The systems studied
are capable of producing both electricity and space conditioning for three types of loads: (I) a singlefamily detached residence, (2) an apartment complex of 100 units, and (3) a city of 30.000. containing
singJe-famiry residences and apartment complexes. Collector temperatures are in four ranges: (I) 38 to
I2I°C (used for space heating and single-cycle air conditioners and organic Rankine low-temperature
turbines); (2) 149 to 204° C fused for dual-cycle air conditioners and low-temperature turbines): (3) 204
to 316° C (using fluids heated by parabolic trough collectors to run Rankine turbines): (4) 427 to 538° C
(using fluids heated by hebostats to run closed-cycle ga* turbines and steam Rankine turbines).
The sobr-to-the.-mal-electric conversion systems needed to provide the domestic electricity,
domestic hot water heating, and the space heating and cooling for the three load types in the prescribed
temperature regimes will require subsystems capable of storing from 60 to 36 x 10* kWhr of thermal
energy. Some specific storage subsystems proposed for initial selection in the various temperature
regimes are described in the following subsections.
taw-tcvperature TES subsystems. Water is the obvious selection as a heat storage material in the
low-temperature (38 to I2I°C) regime. Water can be stored in a variety ofunks fabricated from various
6$. C. L. Scatter. Solar Thermal Energy Storage Subsystems. ORNI. TM-575* (to be puMrstKrf).
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matcriab. including wood, concrete, fiberglass, steel, and other metab- One of the available pbasechange materiab (PCM) could be selected as an alternative to water if space b at a premium, but it will
be more expensive. Several inorganic and organic salts, salt hydrates, and entectics have been
investigated as potential TES materiab for space and hot water beating. Of these materials.
Batv. rl):-8H;0 appears to have the most desirable characteristics of the PCM in the tow-temperature
regime.
UMctnwjdmtc-ieaperatnre TES smbqrs«3n& Wenxooiaendedoneof dKcoimnennauy avaual^
heat transfer oib for initial select on as a TES material in the intemicdale-tcmpcratBre (149 to 316°C)
regime. The physical properties oi thefluidsarc simibr, but noneof dttfhndsequabtlKTtZS capability
of water. The heat transfer oils, however, can be used at temperatures approaching the upper range of
the intermediate-temperature das> of materinb without resorting to pressurized containment Of the
heat transfer oib. Catoria HT-43. a petroleum-derived oil produced by EXXON, has the highest heat
storage capability.
A heat transfer salt developed by Dupontinthc 1930s. HITEC. b also suggested for selection as a
potential material for solar energy storage in the mtcnnediate-temperauire regime. A white, granular
solid eutectk mixture of inorganic salts. HITEC is composed of 53% potassium nitrate (UNO,). 40%
sodium nitrite f NaNO;). and 7% sodium nitrate (NaNOj). The meking point of fresh HITEC is I42°C.
An upper limit to die useful operating temperatures for HI TEC b imposed by thermal detonyusition.
which becomes severe at about 500° C.
Higb-wanpenunrc TES subsystems. For solar energy conversion applications in the hightemperature (427 to S3S°C) regime, a PCM using the heat-oMusion of an inorganic salt b
recommended. The heat storage capabilities of some selected inorganic salt mixtures useful for solar
energy storage in the high-temperature regime were compared. Strictly on the basb of beat storage
capability, sodium hydroxide (NaOK) was judged to be superior to the others.
Sodium >ydroxide has the attribute of being abundantly avaihble in large quantities, and it b
relatively inexpensive. Social progress reports relating to the design and application of systems using
sodium hydroxide have been issued. Because of the comparatively brgc amount of experience gained
from sodium hydroxide systems to date, this system b proposed for initial selection asa means of storing
solar energy at high temperatures.
4.43 Coal-Using Integrated Community Energy System
In April 1976. the ERDA Division of Buildings and Community Systems contracted with the
Mathtech Divbion of Mathematica. Inc.. to analyze coal-using systems as producers of energy for
community consumption and to develop a methodology for the determination of the optimum coolusing ICES for a given community. Thefirstphase of this project b scheduled to terminate in May 1977
if project milestones are successfully met. The Energy Divbion b contributing technical management
assistance to the ERDA technical project officer for thb project.
Project scope and objectives. The scope of thb project includes the characterization and
optimization of combinations of all technologies, existing and emerging, required to provide
community energy demands using coal as the primary fuel. Technologies of interest include the (1)
primary conversion of coal to fuel, electricity, or thermal energy; (2) secondary conversion of coaldcrived fueb to useful energy; (3) storage and distribution ofall forms of fuel and energy; and(4)end-use
conversion of coal-derived fuels, electricity, or thermal energy to satisfy user loads. Vehicubr
transportation and heavy industry demands are excluded. The objective of the technology analysb task
b to consider and evaluate technological problems (avaibbilhy of technology); environmental impact;
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initial mvestnKn*s(monetary and resources); operational costs< monetary and resources): and efficiency
of energy use under full- and semiload conditions.
The community analysis task is to characterize community service and energy demands by rones
for buildings and services and to collect existing data on energy and service demand profiles. The
profiles are to show the time-dependent nature of the demands for ittustratneand testing purposes in the
formulation of the optimization program.
The objective of the system synthesis and optimization task is to provide conwnnntyplanrns and
system designers with a useful tool with which they can '.I) select hidand energy forms and (2) perform
prdimmary sizing of equipment and subsystems of a coal-using ICES for a specific community. The
basis for selecting an optimum coal-using ICES configuration includes overall energy use. initial
investments, operating costs, or combinations of these factors. The results of the optimization
procedure can be applied to new community development or to retrofitting an existing community .
Purchase and sale of energy and fuel to adjacent markets b also to be included in the optimization
procedure.
The final task is to develop a detailed plan for the demonstration of an optinium coal-using ICES
and to propose future research for development of improved coal-using ICES.
Status. The first assignment completed was a program plan dial translated the work scope into
manageable subtasks and dements, allocated manpower requirements, and established project
schedules and milestones. Work is now progressing in the four tasks, and working relations arc heing
established between Mathematics. Inc.. and its subcontractors. Since no major milestones have been
mctmtheproject.it b premature to evaluate its chance of success. Results of the coal-using systems
analyses will be integrated into the ATMES technology evaluation effort.

4.5 ELECTRIC ENERGY SYSTEMS
H . M . Long
R. K. Adams**
C. K. Bayne*'
J. H. Holbday"
W. E. Lever*"
M . J. Roberts**
Thb program was initiated to provide technical assistance to the Division of Electric Energy
Systems (DEES) of the ERDA Office of Conservation. Emphasb b placed on the transmission,
distribution, and use. rather than generation, of electric energy. Thb mission coincides with the
missions of DEES and the Electrical Systems Division of EPRI. and the initial projects of the
program activity are funded through branches of these organizations.
43.1 ReM Denwwtrations of Cuiumuna iiiua Syne—
for Dwtribwtiou Autoumtwa
The distribution systems of electric utilities are essentially passive systems that receive electricity
from transmission lines or directly from generators and distribute it to residential, commercial, and
industrial users. The equipment, as presently specified, must be capable of handling the expected

66. ImtmniciitttiDfi and Controls Division.
67. Computer Sciences Division.
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peak loads and withstanding many emergency situations without any active management or
supervision. Obviously, a managed or supervised system could result in the more optimized use of
the equipment by shifting and deferring loads in response to changes, and continuous monitoring of
the system status could improve the reliability through more refined maintenance and repair. One of
the required elements to implement such supervised or automated dbtributrja » a communication
system that will report the system status to a central supervisory location and send the requisite
commands back to the action points in the system. Such a communication system can also be used
for remote meter reading, load control, and collection of information on system energy usage. To
foster the development of the communications required for automated distribution. ERDA and
EPRI are funding field demonstrations of communication equipment.
Communication systems that use the existing telephone network, a radio system, or a carrier
frequency imposed on the power distribution lines are potentially feasible. Akbough equipment for
each of these systems has been designed and manufactured m pilot quantities by several
manufacturers, no system has had sufficient in-service testing to fully qualify it. In this program six
manufacturers will supply equipment to six utilities, which will install and operate the equipment for
a year-long test. The project will consist of four power-line carrier systems of different frequencies
and modes of operation, one telephone network system, and one radio system. Each manufacturer
will be teamed with a utility for the demonstration. The utilities are located in different regions of
the country and will use the equipment on overhead and underground distribution circuits in urban,
suburban, and rural areas.
The manufacturers are funded by either ERDA or EPRI (three each) to supply a system for
bidirectional communication to about 750 points in the host utility system. The utilities support the
project by supplying the required manpower for equipment installation and the personnel for
carrying out the test program for a minimum period of one year. The tests are expected to
demonstrate the inherent capabilities and potential limitations of the equipment in achieving
effective communication by individual and mass addressing between a utility control location and a
variety of devices such as switches, transformers, capacitors, fault detectors, and individual
customer meters. The system will handle ( I ) distribution automation (e.g.. remote operation and
status reporting of capacitor bank switches, line reclosers. sectkmalizing switches, and transformer
taps): (2) load control (simulated or actual shedding of load); and (3) metering (local accumulation,
timc-of-day. peak, and demand).
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been selected by ERDA and EPRI to provide data
coordination for the project to assure the comparability of the tests. In addition. ORNL will provide
technical analysis and monitoring of the three ERDA-funded tests.
The initial tasks in this project, to review the equipment and program plans of the six
manufacturers and the experimental plans of the manufacturer-utility teams and to make
recommendations on the data required to properly assess the equipment performance, are well under
way. Two reports, one on the equipment and one on the experimental plans, will be issued during
the first quarter of FY 1977 along with the recommendations on data.
Review of the three ERDA-funded manufacturers will be extended beyond the review required
for the data coordination project. This extended review will be directed toward identifying the
problems expected in the large-scale manufacturing of the equipment and those that will need to be
solved for full implementation of distribution automation in a utility. In addition, we will conduct a
more detailed examination of the technical options chosen by the manufacturers.
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452 Pmtiuaatioa in US-USSR S njerccnwncting Power Transnutsioa Cooperation
Oak Ridge National Laboratory has participaied in one of the scientific and technical
cooperations between the United States and the Soviet Union in the field of energy since the
inception of the cooperation. H. M. Long was a member of the U.S. Organising Committee of the
Exchange on Sopercondncting Power Transmission in 1972 and has served on the committee since
then; he was named leader of the committee in January 1977. His participation wil continue, and he
will lead a topical working group on cryogenic dielectrics which he organized to develop and
implement cooperation in dm technical area. The topical working group b composed of industrial
representatives who are involved in dielectric development and who can provide an in-depth
assessment of Soviet capability in this area.
4 4 COST TARGETS FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS**
T. D. Anderson**
H. I Bowers'*
J. G. Deter*"

L. C. Fuller**
S. I. Kaplan
J. V. Wilson**

Soar energy is widely proposed to be a major source of bulk electricity by the year 2000. In
ganging the probable rate and extent of solar electricity's penetration into U.S. utility systems, cost
targets provide a useful criterion for the approach to economic competitiveness by thb new
As defined in this study, a cost target is the allowable investment in a solar generating plant
such that its operating cost will equal that of a competing conventional generating plant under the
conditions of the chosen demand mode. Such modes are grouped by duration of demand during a
daily cycle and range from base load (essentially continuous) through intermediate loads (about IS
to 70% capacity factor) to peaking load (under about 15ft capacity factor). The choice of
conventional power plant to satisfy a particular demand mode is dominated by economic
considerations; for example, short load cycles favor low-capital-cost plants, whereas base-load plains
require low variable (fuel and OAM) operating costs.
Using the method described in rcf. 70. the capital and other nonfuel costs of various types of
conventional steam-electric pbnts were estimated for commissioning in CY 2000. Self-consistent sets
of nominal and high values for fuel contributions to power costs were developed by (I) using
forecast prices for nuclear fuel as a base and (2) selecting capacity factors for each plant type from
the national energy-system mix embodied m the ERDA Planning and Analysis Office projection
(moderate low case). ' Each fueled system was postulated to be the most economic electricity
producer at the mean value of its normal capacity factor range, and fuel prices were computed so as
to realize this relationship.
7

W. Work performed m the Engineering Technology Diviwon.
M. Engineering Technology DrvBio*.
70. Energy Research and Development Administration. CONCEPT: A Computer Code for Conrrpnmt Cost Estimmn
of Siemm-Betirk Power rimm. fhme IV iter's JMbnat ERDA-IW (June 197$).
71. Tout Energy, Ekrtrir Energy mtdNvrlem Power Proferiiom. fmied Swrt. WASH-IIJ9 (IHFehnary 1975).
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Mean operating costs (in dollars per electrical kilowatt-hour), using a 15.5^ fixed charge rate
on capital, were then developed for the various types of plants:
Annual nuclear operating costs (S kW(c)]
= 0.155JCC) + FOM + VOM48760V+ VFC(8761>y + FFC .

(II)

and
Annual fossil-tuekd operating costs [S kW(e))
= 0.155(CC) + F O M + VOM48760V + VFCK8760V.

(12)

where
C C = capital cost. S kW(e)
FFC = fixed fuel charge. S kW(c) per year.
FOM = fixed O A M charge. S kW(c) per year.

VFC = variable fuel cost. S kWhite).
VOM = variable O f t M cost. S kWhrJc).
/ = capacity factor.

Two categories of sobr electric plant were studied—fuel displacement and capacity
displacement plants. Fuel displacement plants operate whenever weather conditions permit, and
their output is used by the utility system m ben of the highest-cost pbnt output then in service. The
worth of such sobr power is the same as the incremental cost of producing the power it
replaces that is. the variable operating cost of the pbnt. Hence, the cost target for the sobr unit is
the investment one could make in the unit such that its fixed charges would equal the cost of the
displaced power.
Capacity displacement pbnts imply the presence of sufficient storage and other backup
capacity, if necessary, to provide the same reliability and continuity of output as the units they
displace. The cost target for a capacity-displacing electric pbnt is the investment that one could
make in the pbnt so that the annual fixed charges would equal the annual operating cost for a
competing conventional pbnt. Figure 4.IS dispbys the cost targets for capacity-displacing sobr
pbnts in terms of high and nominal conventronal pbnt operating costs for the year 2000 for various
capacity factors.
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5. High-Tempers:ure Power Conversion Systems
A. P. Fraas
$.1 INTRODUCTION
An imponant step that can be uken to reduce our national fuel consumption i> to increase the
efficiency of the thermodynamic cycles. Few realize thai a major reason w hv I' S coal consumption tial
not increase rapidly during the past century was an increase in the thermal efficienex of steam plants hv j
factor of about 10. Unfortunately, there has been no further increase since about 193) because at thai
time we reached the upper practicable temperature limit for the steam exele about SMr 1' IHMD i-1
Reaching higher thermal efficiencies will require going to higher temperatures, and this in turn implies
the use of other working fluids. The leading candidates for advanced thermodynamic evek-s are (11 gas
turbines running on air or helium and (2) potassium or cesium vapor lopping cycks superimposed on a
conventional steam cycle. Work on both closed-evele gas turbines and alkali-metal vapor topping cycles
is under way in the Energy and Engineering Technology Divisions
These high-temperature thermodynamic cycles mav be coupled to lovsil. fission, or tuvion energv
sources. The work in 1976 has been centered on fluidi/cd-bed coal combustion systems, which will
permit the direct combustion of coal (since sulfur emission can be controlled > I he fluidi/cd-hcd coal
combustion system appears to be well suited for coupling to cither gas turbines or alkali-metal lopping
Oclcs. In either case the peak temperature (and hence the cycle effkiencv) is limited by ( I ) sulfur
retention considerations that restrict the fluidi/cd-bcd operating temperature to K70 to 930 (' I 1601) to
1700° F). (2) corrosion considerations, and 13 Mhe rapid drop in the strength of structural materials w ith
increasing temperature: each of these three factors appears to limit the peak operating temperature ol
the heat transfer matrix to about 870= C (1600 F).
However, many complex and subtle problems must he solved before commcrciailv viable power
conversion systems can become a reality. The following sections outline some of these problems and the
steps being uken to solve them.

52 FLl IMZED-MD COAL-BURNING (.AS TURBINE
A. P. Fraas
S. J. Ball
R. S. Holcomb

M E. Lackey
J. T. Meador

J. J. Tudor
M. E. Whatley

A major element of the program carried out at ORNI. for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HU D) (see Sect. 4.5) is the study of Modular Integrated Utility Systems (MIUS). These
are total energy systems, that is. power plants designed not only to produce the e'ectriciiy required for a
housing complex of up to 1000 units but also to use the waste heat from the thermodynamic cycle for
domestic hot water and building heating in the winter and absorption air conditioning in the summer.
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I he Mil S installation will also proiidol»>r disposal ol solid wasicsan-Jicwa^t: treatment >fchcn^.-\<;ii.
shortages of natural as and fuel oil began to limn the construction ol new housing de\elopment> in
1973. ORNI. proposed that a gas turbtnc might be coupled toa lluidi/ed-hed coal combust ion sxstem to
meet MILS requirements This sxstcm would permit the use ol the high-sulfur coal that constitute*
about 4U 7 of the coal reserves of the I nited Slates m the region cast ol the Mississippi and north ot
Memphis, where 75*7 of our urban population dwells
Asa result ol conclusions reached in the Concept I eaxbiluv Stud>. ORNI received approval from
H I D and FRDA m r-chruarx I9 5 to proceed with the conceptual design and cost climate tor a
tluidi/cd-bcd coal combust»ns\stem as a heat source for a gas turbme suitable tor Mil NapplnainHiv
r

7
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52.1

the detailed descgn of the experiment and the procurement ot certain lone-lead items havc
proceeded during the past >ear. I he major part ot the design ellon has been directed to the furnace. £a->
turhtne. and heat exchangers
NtMrat Mum ifccct. A flow sheet indicaiing the principal components oi the swem and the di>irn
operating temperatures is presented in Hg. 51. I he lwidi/ed-hcd furnace. ccont>mi/cr. and air
prcheater are incorporated in the lumace unit: the remaining components are commercul equipment
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hems with some modifications to suit the requirements of this particular system. Since the gas
turbine ?nd compressor umt. recuperator, waste heat recovery heat exchanger. anddomcMic hot-water
healer, along WHO the connecimgducting. operate w ith ordinary air. w hich is essentially free of moisture
and dust, their should he relatively little difficulty from corrosion or deposition in these components.
Not shown m En; 5 1. hut included in the combustion air system, is appropriate dust removal
cqnqMncnL. unlading (It a cyclone separator bciween the economi/cr and the regenerator and (2) a
bughouse in Ike c&haust from the regenerator to the induced-draft fan. Abo. a forced-draft fan is used
on ibe inlet air toredactthe power requirements for pumping the combustion air because the pumping
power for 15°C fufr-" El air u. roughly two-thirds as great as that for the hot combustion products.
F a n w dfcjfcjn. The principal elements in a fluidi/cd-hcd coal combustion system of the type
envisionedarcshown in Eig. 5.2. which showsa \ertical section through the I S-m(f>-ti)-squarc reference
design furnace. Air front the large plenum at the bottom is blown upward through orifices in the bed
plate, through a 0*-nn2-tt Hleep fluidi/cd bed. and upward to the lop of a plenum chamber above the
bed. where most of the particles lifted out of the bed hav e a chance to sett le out and fall back into the bed.
The hot mnmnilnin gates then flow upward through an economi/cr region, w here they give up much of
their heat to the turbine air entering the heater.
About a do/en different designs were considered in an effort to ev oive a layout that would best meet
the boundary conditions, tairty detailed layout and analytical studies were carried out for lour of these
designs. The saiious desigm and the basic problems involved are discussed in ref. 2.
Assembly and subassembly drawings of the reference design furnace were prepared with sufficient
detail to estimate the furnace cost and prepare shop fabrication drawings. A hid package including these
drawings and the specifications was prepared and sent with a request to bid to 17 prospective vendors.
Of the two bids received, the low hid was found to represent a satisfactory proposal.
A review of the program, emphasizing the prospects lor commercial implementation of the coalburning cas turbine system, was held at I Rl> A. Office of fossil Energy. Division of Coal Conversion
and Urination (ERDA-FEl in early September. As a result of the review. ERDA-FE program
managers mgnritfri that the commercial prospects of the system would be enhanced if the furnace were
built by an experienced furnace manufacturing firm according to its own design for suitable volume
production to meet future demand. Consequently. ERDA-FE directed O R M . not to place the order for
the furnace on the basis of the low hid that had been received, hut rather to cancel the order and make
pLns to prepare performance specifications and obtain designs from furnace manufacturing firms I his
course of action will be followed, and the performance specifications w ill be prepared when additional
funds are reccned.
Tartinr-fnafontar unit. A survey of turbine-generator units having outputs of 300 to 1000 k W(c)
was carried outtostyear by contacting vendors and talking with leading gas turbine experts. I he survey
identified the AiResearch modelHJ" -200 gas turbine-generator unit as a design suitable for coupling to a
flonfuad-M coal combustion system employed as a heat source. Two of the units, which arc available
from the Air Force on loan for experimental use. were chosen as the basis for the system design.
An eugmeenng study was performed by AiResearch to examine the feasibility of modifying the
8JI-20Dpu inrhmc for closed-cycle operation. Il was concluded that the turbine could be made suitable
for cJoucd-cyck use by ( I ) replacing the seals with the improved seals that Ai Research has used in later
model engines. (2) rtplating the thrust bearing with one designed for the higher thrust loading being
used m a unit that produces a higher power output, and (3) providing a high-pressure compressor inlet
2. A. 9. f raatcial .~flitM(«Nmd> l . n j t nal-t-ofl«H'ln«d( yclc(i.i> I urbincSyMcmfor M i l s Application*." Rrmnlof
iht W»* kmtrunwtt form < •rnirr%»m litfinrrtmt tonfrremr. H I I Catalog No.'7S ( t i t ) W - 7 1 A B (August I97J).
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plenum. Performance calculations indicated that the best overall performance using this system would
be obtained at a speed of about JW7 of the original design speed: there should be no vibration problems
at this speed of operation.
RiinpniiliM design. The engineering study on the 831-200 gas turbine included the performance
analysis of the AiRcscarch truck gas turbine recuperator core modules for closed-cycle operating
conditions. Turbine cvde calculations were done for recuperatordcsigiiscomposedof four.six.orcigt*
modules. The six-module design, which yielded an acceptable pressure drop and heat transfer
effectiveness, has been selected as the reference design. The six core modules will be packaged in a
cylindrical pressure vessel to form the recuperator for the closed-cycle system. This recuperator design
offers the possibility of a considerable cost reduction when the core modules are placed in volume
production. The material presently used for the modules is 347 stainless steel, but development of a unit
made of the less expensive 400 series stainless steel is in progress.
Regenerator design. Aregeneratoris employed to transfer heat from the flue gas to the incoming
combustion air. This heat transfer increases the thermal efficiency by reducing fuel consumption, and
the hot air provides better conditions for burning the fuel and improves the combustion efficiency. A
study to determine a regenerator design having high reliability and case of maintenance at minimum cost
was performed. Three types o heat exchangers were included in the study: (I) ceramic core rotary
regenerators. (2) metallic core rotary regenerators, and (3)fixedsurface heat exchangers of a variety of
heat transfer matrices. The ceramic core regenerator material was found to be susceptible to corrosion
from sulfur trioxide and did not appear to offer good reliability. The metallic core regenerators in
commercial production presented two problems resulting from operation at a higher pressure difference
between the air and thefluegas than that found in conventional furnaces: (I) inadequate strength of the
separator sheet between the high- and low-pressure sections and (2) excessive air leakage across the
rubbing scab. A fixed surface heat exchanger of the bar and plate type of construction appeared to offer
the best design for the application. A number of vendors were contacted, and two proposals were
submitted. The proposed design with the lower cost was selected as thereferencedesign. It consists of a
specially built stainless steel heat exchanger placed in series with a production-model low-carbon steel
heat exchanger. The flue gas temperature will be reduced to about 338° C (1000° F) in the stainless steel
unit, and the flue gas will be cooled to about 149°C (300° F) in the carbon steel heat exchanger.
Waste heat exchangers. Heat is recovered from the turbine exhaust air in a waste heat exchanger,
designed to supply waleral about 132° C (270° F). and a domestic water healer, designed to heal water to
62° C (I50°F). The waste heat exchanger is designed for a maximum air inlet temperature of 427°C
(800° F). The design selected was aflnned-tubecrossflow heat exchanger having carbon steel finned
tubes in the high-temperature section and copper tubes with aluminum fins in the low-temperature
section. The domestic water heater will also employ copper tubes with aluminum fins in a crossflow
design. The commercially available tube bundles will be installed in a specially fabricated cylindrical
shell for the closed-cycle system.
Aril handling system. The preliminary design of the ash handling system was completed, and
components were sized and selected. Recommendations for the preferred type of each component were
obtained in discussions with several vendors, and a flow sheet incorporating the recommended
components was prepared. The option of having the system designed and supplied by a system
engineering firm was explored. Discussions were held with a firm that supplies complete systems: the
cost estimate for providing the design and the total system indicated that this approach would be more
expensive than continuing the design work at ORNL and purchasing the individual components.
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I n c h Teste

lest work is continuing on a fhudized-bed cold flow model and the coal feed system.
C oM flow I B i i l . A number of tests were conducted with a 1.2-mi4-ft>-square. 3-7-mf 12-ftHugh
I ucile model of the ftuidized-bed furnace. A photograph of the model with the bed region filled with
limestone is shown in Fig. 5.3. Areas of testing include fkiidi/ing velocity, pressure drop, air
distribution, coal mixing rale, and lube vibration. The ftuidizing velocity tests indicate that it should be
possible to operate the furnace at about one-third of the full-power air flow rate. The coal mixing data
show that adequate horizontal mixing of the coal should be obtained from the four coal feed nozzles at
one-third of the full-power air flow rate. Tube vibration was found to havca frequency range of 20 to 50
Hz. but low amplitude. The natural frequency of a full-length furnace tube was measured and found to
be 15 Hz with no support under the horizontal U-bend portion: results of the vibration test led to the
decision to provide supports at the ends of the horizontal U-tubes.
Cantfeedsystem. Tests have been conducted on components of three different coal feed systems,
and some endurance testing has been done on the system selected as the reference design. The »Araioreductor unit, which employs a vibrating feeder to feed coal in four streams to air-driven cductorv. was
tested: after trying several air flow settings, we found that the coal feedrateis not spbt equally among the
four streams over the range of the vibratory amplitude to give the desiredrangeof total coal feed rate.
After spending considerable effort to obtain equal flow in the tour streams without success,
development work on this type of axil feed splitter was discontinued.
Unfavorable results were obtained from a coal feeding test run on the Iron Fireman pneumatic
screw feeder. Part of the transport air from the blower circulated back along the screw feeder and caused
the screw to be only partially Tilled with the finely crushed coal, thus producing a coalfeedrate of only
half of the maximum feed rate required when the screw was running at full speed. The Iron Fireman
feeder was considered unsatisfactory for feeding coal to the furnace.
A coal feed system consisting of a grav ity flow splitter that feeds four air ejectors lor transporting
the coal has been tested: this system has been found to give four streams that can be kept withm ±5*7 of
the mean coal flow rate over the entire operatingrange,and the rcsuksare repcatabte. A sericsof batchflow tests giving a total running lime of 175 hr was run on this system, and no operating problems were
encountered. The system has been selected as the reference design coal feed system and iscurrcntK being
installed in a new lest facility that will operate continuously with the objective of running a 1000-hr
endurance test.

A group of supplemental studies in support of the coal-Tired gas turbine program was requested by
ERDA-FE. and the studies were initiated upon receipt of funds in March 1976.
RcmmHity. A report' on the analysis of the reliability of a M I l ' S powered by four coal-fired gas
turbine systems was completed in Jury and submitted to ERDA-FE and H I D for review. The study
indicated '.hat this type of M i l IS system would be available to meet the electric demand except for about
IS hr per year.
4

Alternate cycle performance. A report on the performance of the coal-Tired gas turbine system
with alternate cycle conditions was completed in September and submitted to E RDA-FE and H U D for
review.
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Ecwaaaic comparison. A report b in prcpaiaiion on the economic comparison of the coal-Tired
ea> turbine w u c n with two alternative energy systems: < I ) central station pressurized fhiidizcd-bed
electric power plant with air-to-air heal pumps in apartments: (2) central station pressurized fluidizedbed electric power plant with a central heating boiler for the apartments.
Heal Uauufci I n t . A heat transfer test wasranon an air-cooled tube in the HuiDy ne Engineering
Corporation fluidi/ed-bcd test furnace at a bed temperature of 900° C ( 165©° F) over arangeof fluidi/ing
velocity of 0.2 to 0.6 m sec |0.8 to 2.2 ft sec). The results are being analyzed, and a report will be
prepared.
H m t f r cnnwji— lest. A corrosion test on 16 specimen tubes made up of eight different metal
alloys or coatings is scheduled to be run in the Fwipi-nclluidized-bed furnace, beginning Cktober 1976
and continuing for a period of 500 hr. The tube wall temperature will be held between 815 and 870°C
11500 and 1600° F>.
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A conceptual design study, initiated at ORNL under the NSF-RANN program carry in 1971/
indicated that a potassium-steam binary vapor cycle pbnt having a gas-fired, supercharged potassium
boiler would give a thermal efficiency of over 50*7 and capital costs similar to those for a conventional
coal-fired steam plant. The most vital questions were considered to be cost, performance characteristics,
a i d reliability of the potassium boiler. The conceptual design study indicated that such a boiler might
b.-M he designed around a set of perhaps 100 tube bundle and burner modules: ORNL proposed that one
such full-scale module be built and tested to establish its performance characteristics, cost, and
reliability. A program to carry out this project was initiated in July 1972 under the NSF-RANN
program, and the boiler and burner module were constructed in 1973.
Work on the potassium vapor cycle was halted in February 1974 because of uncertainties in funding
rc%ponsibility associated with the transfer of this categoryof work from NSFtotheF.RDA-FE. Altera
year's hiatus, work on installation of the potassium boiler for tests w ith water was resumed in April 1975
aft -r receipt of the final installment of NSF funds. Funds to resume work on tests with potassium were
received from ERDA-FEat the end ol November 1975. and fabrication of the required components was
initiated. Installation and operation of the water lest and design and fabrication of the potassium test
components have proceeded in 1976.

5.J.I Test of the PiiUmium Boato I img Water
Installation of the gas-fired boiler module system for water tests was completed in July. A
photograph of the tube bundle after it was hung in the equipment tower and before the shroud and
furnace shell were placed around it is shown in Fig. 5.4. There were difficulties during startup w ith the
pilot light and with combustion air bypassing the main burner. Both problems were corrected and the
system judged suitable for the water tests.
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Argon is supplied at two points in each of the bottom bi|uid headers to promote boiling nudeation
when operating with potassium in the boiler. One objective of the water tests was to determine whether
the argon is properly distributed so that the flow in each tube is sufficient to promote nuckation. A
method was devised for measuring the argon flow rate to the individual tubes of the boiler Water and
argon are removed froma point about 3 m (10 ft)down the boiler tubeand passed through a flask, where
the argon is separated from the water and the collection rate b measured. The water is returned to the
boiler tube so that there is essentially no net disturbance in flow at the entrance or exit of the boiler tube.
Results from a representative sample of the lubes indicate that an adequate argon flow is present in each
of the tubes.
One matter of concern that can affect the boiler integrity is the lemperaluredistribution in the tube
bundle as the burner is turned on and the system brought to boiling. Analysis of the startup conditions
indicated that, once the temperature of the liquid in the boiler tubes was only slightly higher than the
liquid temperature in the downcomers. a thermal circulation current would be set up if the boiler drum
were Tilled with liquid to a level above the outlet of the boiler tubes. This liquid flow would tend to
equalize the temperature in the tube bundle and prevent any high thermal stresses from differential
thermal expansion. The temperature distribution observed during boiler startup indicated that good
liquid circulation was present: the maximum temperature difference between the tubes in the outer row
and the tubes in the inner row was only about 25°C (45 F). and the downcomer temperature was
running between the temperatures of the inner and the outer tube row. The temperature of the outer tube
row gradually rose to about the same temperature as the inner row as the water temperature rose to the
boiling point.
=
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Test of n c PiiHini— M r r I sing Potassium

After the boiler test with water is finished, the boiler module and test system will be modified for
operation with potassium. The principal modification that will be required b the addition of a vapor
condenser, vapor piping, and a fill and drain system. The work during 1976 has consbted of design and
some fabrication of these components and system modifications.
PMasaiMn condenser design and fnVrication. A potassium condenser built for the space nuclear
electric power program will be used in the potassium boiler test. A set of aluminum reflectors that was
intended for operation at a temperature lower than that required for the boiler test has been removed.
An enclosure providing for heat removal by natural convection of air has been designed, and most of the
related drawings have been completed. Design of the potassium vapor piping connecting the boiler to
the condenser has been completed. Fabrication of the condenser enclosure, air ducts, and the vapor
piping has been started.
Potasanm nU ami drain system. A fill and drain tank with connecting piping, electric heaters,
vacuum system, and argon system will be installed for the potassium test. The detail drawings of the fill
and drain tank have been completed, and the remaining system design isalmosi finished. Fabrication of
the cylindrical portion of the lank is under way. and the heads have been ordered.

5.4 C OAI.-HRKD ALKALI-METAL TOPPING < YCT.E
During the past several years, studies of alkali-metal power systems have shifted from gas- or oilfired systems to units designed to use coal as a fuel in a ftuidi/cd-bed combustion chamber. These
conceptual studies have included both potassium and cesium as the working fluid and have considered
both atmospheric and pressurized furnaces.

:w
The current work on ihis concept, which b just getting under way. r* an cxicnuon «»l previous
studies* and has two objectives: (I) to determine the relative merits of cesium and potassium as the
topping cycle working fluid when used with ftuidued-bed coal combustion systems with both
atmospheric and pressurized furnaces: (2) to evolve a reference design lor a full-scale potassium or
cesium boiler coupled to a fluidizcd-bcd furnace.
Work to date has been directed toward parametric cycle analyses for cesium and potassium lor
various boiler and condenser temperatures and on prcMmmary designs ot the fhiidi/ed-hcd-hoilcr unit*
for three types of furnace atmospheric, supercharged [3 to 5 aim | 3 x 10" to 5 x 10' Pa)], and highpressure combined-cycle [6 to 10 atm (6 X 10* to 10 X 10' Pa)]. Flow sheets lor these three furnace
pressure regimes are shown in Figs. 5.5-5.7.
The high-pressure system (Fig. 5.7) has the potential for giving the best cycle efficiency, and it
permits the use of a deeper fhndized bed without excessive pressure losses, which depend on the ratio ol
the pressure drop across the bed to the bed pressure. The higher pressure also permits a higher power
output from a given size furnace, but it does lead t o a much more complex coal feed system. Also, at an
operating pressure of 6 to 10 atm (6 X 10" to 10 x 10" Pa). the furnace pressure is greater than the vapor
pressure of either potassium or cesium and may cause serious creep buckling problems in the vapor
drums and manifolds. The turbocharged [3 to 5 atm (3 x 10' lo 5 x 10' Pa)] furnace retains most of the
advantages of the higher pressure system and alleviates the creep buckling problems.
Cesium has several advantages over potassium. The maximum temperature being considered lor
the alkali-metal system b 840 C (1540 Ffc at thb temperature the vapor pressure of cesium is 3.9 aim
(4 X 10" Pa), as compared wiih2.0atm(2x 10" Pa) for potassium. This pressure will reduce the buckling
s
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stress on the vapor drums and manifolds of the prcssuri/ed furnace system. Also, the \apor flow rate lor
cesium is only 60*; of that required for potassium, which could therefore reduce the size of the entire
piping system. Furthermore, with regard to the turbine design, the thermodynamic properties olcoium
arc preferable to those of potassium. The disadvantage of cesium is its higher COM.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The work of the Low-Temperature Heat Utilization Program during the past year has been mainly
concerned with gcotbcnnal and solar energy applications. The general objective of the gcothcrmalrelatcd studies b to develop commercially useful technical and cost information on components and
systems for converting heat from geothcnnal sources to useful work. Thb work consists of both
analytical and experimental activities currently concentrated on developing improved heat transfer
surfaces for condensers in Rankine or supercritical conversion cycles usingfluorocarbonsas working
fluids. Thb work b a collaborative effort between the Engineering Division and the Engineering
Technology Division, the latter Division being responsible for performing the heat transfer
experimental activities.
Solar energy activities are associated with the ERDA Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
Program in providing technical and management assistance in the planning, execution, and anarysb of
the heat exchanger development program. The development of large, high-performance, low-cost heat
exchangers has been shown to be one of the critical needs in establishing the viability of the OTEC
concept. Thb heat exchanger application, although essentially free from thermal stresses, b subject to
the uncertainties of biofouling and corrosion and to the many problems encountered with equipment
much larger than has ever before been designed for or operated at very low temperature oifferencev
Both the gcothermal and the solar programs are concerned with the development of advanced-design
heat exchangers for use in low-temperature energy conversion cycles. Thus, much of the experimental
and analytical work is mutually complementary.

6-2 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Most of the past year's gcof hernial energy conversion activities have been concerned withoperaling
the test loop and correlating the condensing neat transfer data. The test loop has been operating
I CoflMilttnt. FnfmcrrmF Icchnctnp IMOKHI
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successfully without any major problems since its completion in 197$/ We have abo begun to apptv
experimental beat transfer dau to the design of a Urge condenser lor the Raft River Gcothcrmal
Demonstration Project.
The book Geothermmt Energy as a Soune of Eitrtric Ptmer*although written in 1975. mas
published and distributed this past year.
6.2.1 Heat Transfer
Most of the working fluids that have been shown to be attractive for the conversion of gcothcrmal
heat to electricity'' have relatively poor heat transfer characteristics. Since current cost anahscs ol
gcothcrmal power plants show the heat exchangers as representing from one-third to one-halt of the
total plant direct cost, our program, aimed at improving the heat transfer effectiveness and reducing the
cost of these units, has a high payoff potential. The approach adopted in our current efforts to improve
heat exchanger performance with these fluids is based on heat transfer developments from our former
seawater desalting program using fluted (Gregorig surface)condcnscr tubes. I j t e r we plan to investigate
(I) problems associated with improving the working fluid heat transfer coefficients in the evaporator or
boiler and (2) means to increase the brine- or water-side coefficients for both boilers and condensers.
Condensation experiments. The specific objective of the current condensation experiments is to
obtain data on a number of different Gregorig-type heal transfer surfaces (lubes) with several working
fluids so that the effects of geometry and fluid properties may be quantified. The resulting correlations
can then be used to design geothermal power plant condensers of optimum performance for a given
working fluid.
The condensation test loop completed Jast year has been used to obtain data for five fhiorocarbons
on five types of tubes as shown in Table 6.1. Condensation coefficientsare computed from Wilson plot*
(I L vs I I/"', where L = overall coefficient and I' = cooling water velocity) over a Q A (heat
transferred unit area) range of about 5000 to 30.000 W m (1600 to 10.000 Btu hr-ft"). The physical
characteristics of the tubes (nominally. 2.54 cm ODand 1.2 m long)arc summarized in Table 6.2. and the
pertinent physical properties of the fluids are summarized in Table 6.3. The heal transfer performance is
shown in Fig. 6.1. where h. the condensation coefficient, is plotted vs heat flux, Q A. The relative
performance b belter illustrated in Fig- 6.2. in which the ratio of the condensing coefficients (tube
E tube A) H plotted vs heat flux far four of the fluids evaluated. The improved performance is more
pronounced at low heat fluxesand vanes from a factor of 5.4 for R-22at low flux lo<2 for R-l 14 at high
flux. It should be noted that the heal transfer area used for both h and Q A is the total outside tube
surface area.
Analysis and corrdatioa. In an effort to understand and describe more fully the important factors
affecting the experimentally observed condensation heat transfer performance, we initiated analytical
and correlation investigations. Smooth-tube data were transformed to nondimensional form and
compared with accepted models and correlations. These data are shown in Fig. 6.3 as a plot of the
reduced heat transfer coefficient vs Reynolds number. In this form, data from all the fluids tested group
in a rather tight band despite the rather wide spread in individual values (see Table 6.3). Such a light
band indicates that the nondimcnsional groups employed account for the governing mechanisms of heat
:
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transfer. I he data hand IKS considerably above the Nussdt (analytical) prediction and somewhat above
(he McAdams (experimental) correlation over much of the test range. A correlation by Zazuli* which
purports to account lor rippk effects in the condensate film seems to be in better agreement with the
data.
When the same nondimcnsional approach is applied to data from some of theflutedtubes (see Kig.
6.4 lor tube Bdata). data groupings tor different fluids arc not nearly as tight. In addition, the data lie far
above the Za/uli correlation level. Both observations reinforce the view that, with the fluted tubes,
another mechanism comes into play which ( I ) augments condensation heat transfer and (2) is not
adequately accounted for in the standard nondimensional groups. Such effects arc consistent with
results of pro ious investigators (working primarily w ith water) who attributed their findings to surface
tension drainage effects on contoured surfaces.
Based on previous work, a first-order analysis of the Him condensation and channel drainage
situations was developed for fluted tubes within certain operating ranges. From this analysis came a
modified set of governing nondimensional groups which attempts to account for surface tension
drainage forces acting circumfcrcntially on the condensate film forming on the fluted tube surface. Firstorder characterization of the surface geometry is presented as the square of the flute spacing (/>*) in the
nondimensional ordinate of Fig. 6.5. Application of the first-order model to data from tube B gives the
plot presented in Fig. 6.5. It is clear that the data band in Fig. 6.S is considerably tighter than that in Fig.
6.4 and considerably closer to the prediction-correlation line. Development, refinement, and
v critication of models such as that described aboveare key steps in providing reliable design information
lor gcothcrmal power plant applications.

' W. II \ k \damv Una Trmtvmsmm. 2d n l . . Mc*i»»-Mill. \ c » York. 1942. p. 2*9
h S. S. kuuii-bul/c. htmtlammiah ,./ Unit Trmn^rr. Academic Pncvt. N<r» York. 19*2. p. .W7.
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6A2 Cycle Analysis
Although the condensation experimental and correlation work has not progressed to the point that
it can be used as the basis for commercial condenser designs, some work has been done to determine the
possible range of ultimate economic impact for the application of these enhanced tubes. The example
from rcf. 6 for the IS0°C. 100 MW(c)casc.as summarized in Tables 14. IS.and IX of that reference, may
be used to illustrate the potential benefits. In this case, using a conventional smooth tube condenser, the
overall heat transfer coefficient was 727 W m K (128 Blu hr ft- F)at a heal flux of 8960 W m -K
(2840 Blu hr -ft"'). At this heat flux, the ratio of condensing film coefficients for tube E to those for tube
A varies between 4 and 5 for the four fluids tested. Assuming the same tube wall and water film
resistances, this would translate to an overall coefficient of about 1476 W m'-K (260 Btu hrft -" F). or
an improvement of a factor of about 2. Thus, the condenser heal transfer area can be reduced by this
(actor. The number of tubes (same length and diameter) required is reduced by even a larger factor since
tube E has about 60*7 more heat transfer area than does tube A. If the tubes were of equal cost, the
condenser cost could decrease by over a factor of 3. giving a maximum savings for the lOO-MW(e) plant
of nearly $5 million in direct equipment costs, or more than SI0 million if the associated indirect cost
factors as used in the example from ref. 6 are included.

63 OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Work on this project began in February 1976 in providing technical assistance in program
planning, preparation of requests for proposals (RFP), proposal review, and contract monitoring
relative to the development of advanced heat exchangers for OTEC application. In addition, several adhoc assignments, inchiding a site survey for a core test facility, bottoming cycle analysis, planning and
conducting meetings, and initiating a subcontract for a review of heat transfer enhancement literature,
were completed.
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As part of the eflbct to provide technical assistance to the ERDA-OTEC program, several
r^Kmmary analyses of heat cxtft*ug^ concepts aiaduim^
1

OTEC systeai stadia that were •.^opleied by Lockheed* and T R W . inc.. * indicated that the plant
capital cost wonld have to be reduced for this concept to become ccoiHMMaliy competitive by the carry
1990s. Farther, a large portion of the redactions might come from the use of advanced-design heat
exchangers since they i i p m t n t over m e half of onetotaldirect cost. Thus,toaducve substantial plant
cost reductions, dramatic improve mint J (wiu accxptabk pressure losses) uril be required in heat
transfer effectiveness, which can in turn be translated ir* J heat exchanger cost reductions.
Figure 6.6 was prepared to illustrate the potentials and limitations in advancing OTEC beat
exchanger performance as an input toijHbliihing, program development goals. Increasing the overall
beat transfer coefficient alows the heat transfer area to be decreased at constant operating temperatures
and thus should give a smaller, kss costly unit. Increasing the coefficient may be accom
plished by ( I ) improving the ammonia coefficient. AMI.. (2) improving the seawaicr coefficient.
A... or (3) reducing the tube wall and. or ounmj resistances. The baseline designs indicated that
an overall coefficient of 2270 W m~'-F «40D Btu nrft'-°F) is possible with rebtivefy dean titanium
tubes. Shifting to aluminum tubes would give about a I2 r improvement, but even increasing
the AMI. by a factor of 4 [to 34j000 W m'K (6000 Btu h r f r °F)J would only give an additional
29*7 improvement in the overall coefficient.
r

r

The biggest gains are available by improving the A - . For die case shown for aluminum, doubling
the seawater coefficient would increase the overall coefficient by about 40 < at the same
AMI., and an improved AMI. of 34.000 W m "K. (6000 Bcu hr-ft"- F) would yield an overall improvement
of about a factor of 2. Abo. if for this case the fouling resistance [baseline value = 5.3 x 10 ' m -K W
(0.0003 hr-fr-° F Btu)] could be decreased by a factor of 2. a total heat transfer improvement over the
hasdine design of a factor of 2.6 could be achieved. Improvements in AMI. to values of 34.000 to 56.800
W m - K (6000 to IOJOOO Btu hrft -° F)appear possible by using fluted tubes for the condenser and or
evaporator and a nucteation enhancement or high-flux surface for the evaporator.
r

c

:

Improvements possible in the A^ are illustrated in Table 6.4 and Fig. 6.7 and indicate that a factor
of about 2 (at constant pumping power) should be achievable. If the plant design is optimized for these
improved heat exchangers, the overall effect may be still greater, but it would be sensitive to the actual
cost of the heat transfer surface and especially to the premise that the surfaces could be maintained in a
"dean" condition.
Thus, the results of this preliminary analysis indicate that achieving the following heat exchanger
development goals is highly desirable to ensuring the economic viability of the OTEC concept:
1. Improve seawater-side heat transfer coefficient by a factor of about 2 while maintaining acceptable
water-side pressure losses and tube cost.
2. Improve ammonia-side coefficient by a factor of 3 to 5.
3. Develop a cost-effective biofoulmg control or cleaning system to maintain the fouling resistance
between 2.6 and 5.3 x 10 * nv K W (0.00015 and 0.0003 hr ft ° F Btu).
4. Qualify aluminum as a heat exchanger material.

9. I.. C. TrimMc el al.. "Ocean Thermal Energy Convemon Syrian Study Report." pp. 3-20 in Amrmfojrj. Thud
Hitrkuhop IHI Ocran Thermal Energy i'trnimmm. Homion. Tex.. May 9-10. I97J.
10. R. H. Drtupla*. "Ocean thermal Energy Contersinn: An Engineering EvaliMlnn." pp. 22-36 in 'roceedmgi. Thmt
Workshop <HI (hewn Thermal Energy Cimvenmn. HowUm. Tex.. May 9-1(1. I97f.
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To provide arapidestimate of the effects of various design parameters on the size of shell and tube
OTEC heat exchangers, a set of equations was developed to define tube length, number of tubes, and
tube bundle diameter.
The general equation for tube length is

900-^-

?In . _ ' .
~UT \*7j
\xrTir)

U>

,n

and for seawater inside the tubes.

-"(£){$»(#*)•

L„ « 55 X 10* ( i l ) ( 1 ^ ) In ( . ~ " .

1.

where
Um - tube length for seawater.
C = specific heat of seawater. Btu R> °F.
p = water density, lb/ft'.
K = water flow velocity, ft/sec.
V. ~ overall heat transfer coefficient. Btu/hr ft °F.
</, = tube inside diameter, ft,
J. = tube outside diameter, ft.
A 7*i * inlet approach temperature difference. °F,
bt = seawatertemperaturechange, °F.
p

:

(2)

2I«*
This equation is illustrated graphically m Fig. 6.8 for a seawater velocity inside the tubes of 1.5 m sec
(5 ft sec) (typical for an optimized plant) for two tube diameters and three values of A7"i with
&/ = I. l C(2°r"). or for three values of A 7", (log mean ST between seawaterand ammonia ).Thus. if the
heat transfer development goab are achieved, the likely range of tube lengths is from 1.5 to 4 m (5 to 15
ft).
c
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The number of tubes required may be determined from thefollowingrelationship:

n

\vhtdf )

where
MW(c) = net electrical plant power,
n = overall cycle efficiency.
The tube bundle diameter (assuming no vapor lanes or other nondrilkd areas) and thus an idea of the
heat exchanger shell diameter can be estimated from
D * l.05fil /~X'.

,4,

oy

where
P - ratio of tube spacing to tube diameter.
Figure 6.9 gives the number of tubes and the lube bundle diameter as a function of the power
module sue for two values of tube size and drat afixedseawaterflowvelocity and cycle efficiency. It may
be noted that the tube bundle diameter is nearly independent of the tubediametcrand that both Dand A'
are sensitive to the seawater temperature change and velocity.
Program phoning and analysis. Technical assistance was provided in developing the OTEC heat
exchanger development program plan. This plan calls for a phased development of several ammonia
evaporator and condenser concepts: (I) single-tube or laboratory investigations; (2) bench-scale or core
tests. 1. 17 X 10" W (4 X 10" Btu hr) [equivalent to 0.03 MW(e)]; (3) early ocean tests for (a) I MW(c)
(equivalent- no turbine) and (/») S MW(e) (complete system): (4) full-size prototype, about 23 MW(e):
and (5} full-station prototype, about 4 X 25 MW(e).
Four of these phases are noted on Fig. 6.9 (arrows), illustrating the increase in heat exchanger size
as a function of power. Not shown in Fig. 6.9 is the parameter size range for the 1.17 x 10" W (4 X 10"
Btu hr) [0.03 MW(e)J core test size: values for a seawater velocity of 1.5 m sec (5 ft sec) are shown
below.
*r=i.rctrF;

>>t = 2.rcnrf)
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The primary evaporator concepts being investigated under a number of F.RDA contracts
are (I) sprayed thin-film evaporation (horizontal smooth tube); (2) sprayed thin-film evaporation
(high-flux surface); (3) thin-film evaporation on outside vertical fluted tube; (4) pool boiling with
nucleation promotion; and (5) two-phase, forced-flow boiling inside tubes. Although the main efforts
are directed at the shell and tube configurations, some work is planned for the plate-fin and panel
concepts. Condenser types being developed are horizontal or tilted smooth-tuhcand vertical fluted-tube
design. For both heat exchangers, some work has been started on seawater (single-phase) heat transfer
enhancement.
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In addition to the heat transfer studies, work under other ERDA contractors is beginning on
hydraulic problems, materials work, alternative working fluids, and design and producibility of large
units.
Subcontracting assistance. Assistance has been provided in preparing and reviewing the technical
work scopes for R t-'P packages and reviewing the work proposals in the area of heat transfer. A total of
14 visits were made to eight contractor sites to review and monitor the progress of OTEC heat transfer
R & D projects. Four other visits were made to provide assistance to the biofouling and corrosion
program, and seven programmatic review visits were made to Washington. D.C.

6.3.2 Special Studies
Several special studies have been started. These include dc\elopmcnt ol an OIK." >>>tcm
optimization model and computer program, surveys t>t specialized heat transfer literature, and a
preliminary examination of the current state ot the art in the use ot ammonia bottoming cycles lor
conventional power generation.
System optimization program. As implied in some ol the above dWu>K»n. an O l l l plant
operating at maximum cost effectiveness will require rigid optimizations and tradc-otl> between MHIK
eight or more variables: seawater temperatures, water pumping power, heat iransler geometry. working
fluid temperature and pressure drops, and component cfticicncicv Figure f>. It) illustrates some ol the
interrelationships among the components of an OI EC" plant. Work has hecn in progress to develop a
model and program of wide flexibility to aid in optimizing the many design and operating variables ot
the various OTEC concepts and system variations.
Aside from its obvious help in designing OTFC" p'ants. the program will he a valuable tool lor the
EROA-OTEC administration in allocating funds and technical effort among competing conceptsand in
assuring that adequate effort is placed in specific areas of uncertain!}. including m>t only heat iransler
and biofouling hut fabrication, logistics, and requirements for instrumentation and control.
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fif, 6.10. Major iatemriationihips between the component! and systems of an OTEC ptMf. I the feed pump would be
eliminated in an open system.)

I he suggc*tcd optimization program include*
I. t-subh*hmcnt ot a gcncrali/ed modci that will til all reasonable O i l C concepts
2 tstabHshmcni ol an intcmailv ct>mplete and ciMisistcnt set ot independent variable*
_V An algorithm or set ot algorithm* tor computing the value* o! dependent design and operating
\ a r a M o lr«>m a set ot value* tor the independent variable*.
4. Computation ot corresponding capital and operating costs.
5. Compulation ol the corresponding value ot the cntcr:.»n presumably the cost ol net power
6. Determination ol the optimum value ol the criterion and it* local » n in the independent-variahic
vector space
?. Calculation ol sensitivities ot the criterion to variation* in value* ot independent and dependent
variable* near it* optimum.
Work on several ol these tactor* is m progress, but to complete the work, particularly mcorpora' ion ot
realrstK cost data, it has been recommended that a workshop be held lor the varum* contractor^
(perhap* as many as eight) who have a b o been working on this problem.
Literature r e v i e w I ndcr subcontract to Iowa Slate I nhersilv. work was started on a literature
*ur\cv and discuvswn paper on smgle-phase heat transfer as applied to the seawater side ot O l i C heat
exchangers: this work is scheduled lor completion in January 197?.
A review oi the literature on ammonia boiling and condensing was also started, the technical
literature was reviewed hack to I "MO. and only a lew pertinent papers were found: most ot ihe*e are in
Russian and are currently being translated.
I he Nuclear I VsaluutuHi Information (enter literature abstract computer tape* were reactivated.
and several topical searches were run to extract inhumation believed to he applicable to the O I K heat
transtcr program.
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